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Welcome to the REBNITA proceedings!

REBNITA – the 1st International Workshop on Requirements Engineering for Business
Need and IT Alignment – was run at the Sorbonne, Paris, on 29-30 August 2005, as part
of the 13th IEEE International Conference on Requirements Engineering.

It is no longer possible to consider IT separate from the business organization it supports,
and hence requirements engineering should address the business needs of an
organization. Business needs can be described through IT alignment with business
strategy, including alignment, explicit value analysis of IT, integrated market analysis
and product development, as well other types of analysis of business processes,
organisational infrastructures, business goals and objectives. Though it is recognised that
requirements engineering (RE) is a natural bridge that connects the business world and
the IT world, much of RE research continues to be solution-oriented and avoids
addressing the hard, real-world business problems that confront business practitioners
every day. This trend, if continued unchecked, threatens to ultimately make requirements
engineering research of little relevance or importance to industry. As such, the goal of
this workshop is to provide a specific forum for research that is motivated by
requirements engineering approaches that encompass organizational business needs.

Objectives

1. To promote the connection between business needs and requirements engineering.
2. To investigate and develop new approaches for meeting business need.
3. To empirically evaluate existing approaches in industrial settings.
4. To bring together a diverse audience who recognise the need to apply requirements
engineering research on real problems and set an agenda for the future of this field.

With 40-50 attendees, 19 paper presentations, lively discussions, an opening, enthralling
keynote from Peter Reynolds, General Manager of Commonwealth Bank Australia, all
set in the backdrop of an amazing lecture theatre in the Sorbonne, REBNITA went a long
way to achieving these objectives! Let’s do it all again next year!

All papers were peer-reviewed by at least 3 members of the internationally renowned
programme committee we put together for REBNITA. A full and standard review process
and paper selection took place.

We thank all our programme committee, the organizing committee, all at RE’05,
especially Camille Salinesi and Anne Etien, who helped get us going and then kept us
going, all the volunteers at RE’05 for helping us keep sane, all authors for submitting and
especially everyone who came along to attend. We hope you enjoyed it as much as we
did.
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A Fact Based Collaboration Modeling and its Application

Atsushi KOKUNE, Masuhiro MIZUNO, Kyoichi KADOYA and Shuichiro YAMAMOTO
Research and Development Headquarter, NTT DATA CORPORATION
e-mail: {kokunea, mizunomsh, kadoyak, yamomotosui } @nttdata.co.jp

Abstract
The Balanced Scorecard has received wide attention as

a management technique of modeling enterprise

strategy. But there is a problem that no method is
developed for evaluating the model. We propose a fact

based collaboration modeling methodology. Based on

facts and data of business processes, it enables business
persons to develop enterprise strategic model from the

viewpoints of collaboration between organizations. This

paper describes a basic concept and a procedure of the
methodology. We also show the case study to develop an

SCM strategy of a Japanese automobile enterprise. The

research project was conducted in seven months to
develop the strategy for a complete cars’ logistics

process among five different departments of the

company. The result shows the effectiveness of the
proposed methodology.

1. Introduction

When examining the validity, especially completeness,
of software requirements, it is necessary to check if
software function requirements are consistent with
management goals and business processes. The software
function requirements can be examined by the strategy
model generated by modeling the management strategy
and the goal of software development. Therefore,
ensuring the validity of the strategy model itself is
essential (see also Figure 1).
Against this background, a modeling methods such as

Balanced Scorecard (BSC) [1][2][3] are used to develop
enterprise strategies. Some methods include a repetition
of interviews of stakeholders and reviews.
However, methods to verify the strategies from the

view points of real business fields and data haven’t been
developed, and it results in the failures to define
software function requirements that meet the
management strategy and the goal of software
development.
In this paper, we propose the Fact Based Collaboration

Modeling methodology. Proposed methodology is a
technological approach to defining non-functional
requirements that are used to set the business goal. We
also show the effectiveness of the methodology based
on a case study of developing a business strategy of an
actual Japanese automotive company.

Figure 1. Testing models in software
development

2. Fact Based Collaboration Modeling

(FBCM)

2.1 Elements of Strategy

The strategic model consists of the following two
typical elements.
! Strategic goals: These business goals are extracted

based on enterprise goals and its vision, such as the
perspectives and environments of the enterprise.

! Key performance indicator (KPI): Each KPI is
used to measure the degree of achieving the
specific goal. Indicators are assigned to every
strategic goal.

A strategy consists of at least one strategic goal and
multiple KPI indicators that correspond to the goals.

2.2 Modeling steps

The methodology uses the fact information of the
business fields and the field data that is stored as a result
of business processes in the business fields.
The FBCM consists of four steps as shown in Figure 2.

STEP 1 and 3 are the same as BSC methods. The FBCM
extends the BSC in STEP 2 and 4 to utilize the field
facts and KPI data.
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Figure 2. Steps on FBCM

2.2.1 Visualization of strategy

Strategy developers describe a strategy as a BSC by
extracting strategic goals from existing papers such as
enterprise annual papers and action plans. They also
make interviews to stakeholders for reviewing the
strategy.

2.2.2 Elicitation of strategic goals by facts

Strategy developers make observations in the actual
business fields and elicit additional goals to the strategic
model in BSC.
The problem of STEP 1 is that strategic goals are only

extracted from vision document without consideration
on the real business fields.
In the FBCM, the developers extend strategic goals by

facts that are occurred in business fields. If the
developers use these facts, they could add supplemental
goals that have real business values. In addition, the
strategy model could become close to the actual
situation in the business fields.
To collect and analyze the facts that are occurred in the

business fields, the developers use the "Field
Observation Card" and the "Collaboration Matrix".
The Field Observation Card has seven elements to be

filled:
1) Fact name: a unique name for the phenomenon
occurred in the field
2) Phenomenon: detailed content of the phenomenon
3) Countermeasure: how to handle the phenomenon in
the fields
4) Opportunity: solution and things to be improved
5) Critical Success Factor (CSF): the bottlenecks among
people to be solved in order to prevent the phenomenon,
6) Key Performance Indicator (KPI): possible KPI that
shows whether the phenomenon is occurred or not, or
how much the phenomenon is occurred
7) Organization: the organization(s) that could improve
the KPI value

Next, the developers categorize collected information
in the collaboration matrix. The collaboration matrix is a
3 x 4 matrix. Vertical three columns are for
collaboration:

! Collaboration goal: whether all organizations share
the purpose and goal for the collaboration

! Role of the organizations: whether the
organizations understand their expertise mutually

! Collaboration structure among the organizations:
whether each organization understands the whole
situation, and acts for problems in a timely manner

Horizontal four rows are the following kinds of
bottlenecks:
! Bottleneck between management and business

process
! Bottleneck between business processes
! Bottleneck between business process and IT

(Information Technology) systems
! Bottleneck between IT systems
Phenomena written in each field observation card are

classified into twelve categories on the 3x4-
collaboration matrix. The developers confirm the
validity of strategic goals and consider additional
strategic goals based on the categorized field
observation cards on the collaboration matrix.

2.2.3 Strategy structure analysis

The developers make causal relationships between
strategic goals. They also assign the KPI(s) for each
strategic goal. This is a normal step in creating a BSC.

2.2.4 Verification of strategy structure

The developers evaluate the validity of the causal
relationships between strategic goals by analyzing
stored KPI data on business processes statistically. They
analyze the relationships from the following three
viewpoints:
! Co-relation analysis: The developers evaluate the

validity of the causal relationship between strategic
goals by co-relation of KPIs.

! Factor Analysis: For the strategic goals which have
multiple possible KPIs, the developers decide the
critical KPI(s) by factor analysis.

! Cluster analysis: For too many KPIs, the
developers decide which they should take either
the approach using average for the KPIs or the
approach doing cluster analysis.

Through the analysis, the developers evaluate the
causal relationship between strategic goals, and the
validity of KPIs assigned to each goal.
In the BSC strategy map, strategic goals are illustrated

from four perspectives: the financial, the customer,
business process, and learning and growth perspective.
BSC strategy map, however, does not show the
relationship between strategic goals and the
representative organizations definitely. We have
developed a "collaboration strategy map" to resolve the
problem. The collaboration strategy map uses the
following perspectives:
! Whole organization: It is filled shared strategic
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goals for all organizations concerned.
! Inter-organizations: It is filled shared strategic

goals for intercommunicating organizations.
! Intra-organization: It is filled strategic goals for

the specific organization.
! Common: It is filled common strategic goals

regarding to employee's basic strategic goals
regarding to learning and skill-up.

Strategic goals on the BSC strategy map are
remapped onto the collaboration strategy map from
these four perspectives.

In the collaboration strategy map, it can be definitely
described which organization is responsible for what
goals because the map is filled each organization's
strategic goals. Collaboration between organizations
can be facilitated because it is illustrated what strategic
goals are achieved among interfered organizations on
the map. The map enables the developers to find
clearly that strategic goals for collaboration are not set.

2.3 KPI library

A method for deciding KPIs affects the model quality
and the cost for modeling. The FBCM offers KPI library
for developers to choose KPIs easily.
The KPI library has about 700 KPIs. These are

categorized by four perspectives of the BSC, and
subdivided according to the following concepts:
a) The financial perspective: 72 KPIs are categorized

by general financial properties such as stability and
growth potential.
b) The customer perspective: 60 KPIs are categorized

by four categories such as market-level and customer-
level.
c) The business process perspective: 580 KPIs are

classified by the process categories according to APQC
standardized processes.
d) The Learning and Growth Perspective: There are 82

KPIs which are categorized by proprietary categories by
personal and organizational learning.

This library has a feature that it is distinguished KPIs
strongly relating to collaboration into the others. There
are 250 KPIs relating to collaboration for all 700 KPIs.

3. Experiment and evaluation 

We have applied the FBCM to develop a strategic
model for a complete cars’ logistics process in a
Japanese actual automobile company. The business
process includes the following organizations cooperate
with each other:
! Production organization: factories in which

complete cars are assembled
! Logistics organization: organizations that prepare

transportation of complete cars
! Maintenance organization: organizations that

adjust the cars and install options before shipment
! Logistics bases: bases in which the cars are load

onto trailers or ships
! Stores: to which customers visit
! SCM organization: the business planning

organization for this modeling project

Although many KPIs had been set in the company, it
had been difficult for the company to assess the
effectiveness of KPIs for their business processes. We
modeled the strategy based on the FBCM for seven
months from December 2003 to June 2004, and wrote
a report 160 pages long.

3.1 Visualization of strategic goals

We selected ten strategic goals from the publicly
available brochures of medium-range economic
planning and policy materials used in those
organizations, had some interviews from people
concerned, and developed the strategy as a BSC strategy
map.

3.2 Elicitation of strategic goals by facts

We had some interviews from field workers about their
business processes and the objective at their fields. We
also observed their situation and what they worked, and
recorded some problems and characteristic actions onto
the 60 field observation cards. We elicited four strategic
goals by using the collaboration matrix.

3.3 Strategy structure analysis

We had some interviews from members of SCM
organization, defined the causal relationships between
strategic goals, and assigned KPIs to each strategic goal
(Figure 3).

Figure. 3. Finding causal relationships between
strategic goals and allocating KPI for each goal

3.4 Evaluation for the validity of strategy

structure

We performed statistical analysis of data of 30 KPIs
that were accumulated for about one year, and found
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that the validity of the following three types of
relationships between KPIs must be confirmed by the
correlation analysis:
1) Causal relationships between KPIs with especially
strong correlations. For example, the increase of
build-to-orders led to large difference between sales
forecast and actual sales. In addition, this difference
causes the increase of distribution cost.
2) Relationships between KPIs that are not correlated
with each other strongly enough to decide that their
relationships are causal. The correlation between the
error of sales forecast and the amount of inventory was
not always strong.
3) Reversed causal relationships between KPIs. We had
assumed that the rise in the ratio of returned products
extends lead time. However, the data analysis revealed
that the extension of lead time increases the ratio of
returned products about two months later.
We examined the above results on the basis of our

experiences and the actual situations of business
processes, and modified the BSC strategy map.
However, the BSC strategy map has a weak point: it

doesn’t give a clear picture about which organization is
responsible for achieving what goals. In the FBCM, the
collaboration strategy map based on the concept of
business collaboration is developed. The map has four
layers:
1) The first layer shows the final goals of all

organizations.
2) The second layer shows goals which cannot be

achieved without the cooperation between multiple
organizations.
3) The third layer shows the goals of individual

organization.
4) The bottom layer shows the fundamental goals that

each person and organization must have in common.

Figure 4 is the collaboration strategy map developed in
this case study. It shows that some goals are shared by
multiple divisions. For example, the goal, “Improving
product quality in logistics process”, is shared by
logistics and sales divisions. On the other hand, the
production and procurement division don’t have any
shared goals, as indicated by the dotted rectangle (A) in
the figure. This shows that strategic goals are not
enough for facilitating collaborations between
organizations. We pointed out that further strategic goals
should be defined between production and procurement
division.
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Figure 4. Collaboration Strategy Map

3.5 Evaluation result

We analyzed the strategy for complete cars’ logistics
process that is operated by five organizations.
At first, we picked out ten strategic goals from existing

materials and interviews from people concerned.
Next, we observed actual fields, made 60 field

observation cards, analyzed them, and could extract five
strategic goals, especially for the customer perspective
on the BSC.
Having defined 11 causal relationships, we analyzed

one-year 30 kinds of KPI data statistically. Finally, we
could point out that three causal relationships should be
confirmed their validity.
The company to be applied the FBCM valued the

following three points.
The first point is that the whole strategy for complete

cars' logistics process was visualized than they have
ever had. They had been trying to work out how to deal
with visualization for the strategy among multiple
organizations because they had developed the strategy
only for each organization. The strategy map enabled
them to understand their whole strategy at a glance.
The second is that the map made the relationships

among KPIs clear. They had made data analysis for
KPIs, but they had just broken the KPIs into parts, and
hadn't made co-relation analysis among the KPIs. They
valued that they confirmed the wider possibility to be
found by the co-relation.
The last value is that they could develop the strategy

based on the real situation in the business fields. The
strategy should be developed after they understand the
situation in the fields and doesn't make sense if the
strategy isn't put into practice. In many cases for
strategy development, people far from the fields develop
the strategy, so the strategy involves the risk that the
strategy is widely different from the field situation. The
FBCM incorporates the field observation to enforce
possible strategy and evaluate the validity of it.
Therefore the FBCM enables users to develop their
strategy which reflects the field situation.
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4. Consideration 

4.1 Effectiveness for observing field occurrence

Developing a BSC map lets users to point out that
there could be problems for over-and-short strategic
goals or unbalanced them. The users, however, cannot
guess the lack of specific strategic goals.
FBCM enables the users to propose strategic goals that

are guessed from existing materials or interviews for
people concerned by classifying field observation
information.
Using the field observation cards to develop the

strategy is useful for strategy taking into account both
business and the fields.
In addition, the users can develop specific and

practicable polities because they consider counter-
measures for a problem on every field observation card.

4.2. Effectiveness for analyzing business track

records

Users could determine causal relationship based on
their experiences, and that deliverable varies widely
depending on personal skill. Determined causal
relationships, however, are very strategy structure, and
concerned organizations review their business processes
and their systems based on the relationships, so it is
required high rationality to determine the causal
relationship.
The FBCM enables the users to evaluate the validity of

causal relationships between strategic goals by utilizing
statistic analysis for business track record (KPI data).
It was too difficult to decide KPI data for strategic

goals because there were too many possible KPIs.
However, it is effective to use results of statistically
analyzed KPI data, evaluate the availability as KPIs, and
provide information for choosing and deleting KPIs. We
can satisfy the requirements for choosing KPIs easily.

4.3. Effectiveness for the collaboration strategy

map

BSC strategy map doesn't show which organization
has the responsible for what strategic goals explicitly.
On the other hand, collaboration strategy map shows
that each strategic goal for each organization and goals
to be achieved among multiple organizations are
described in the structured manner. So the map solves
the problem that strategy isn't carried into action. The
users can also find organizations for unclear strategic
goals, and confirm the common strategic goals.
Therefore the collaboration strategy map can improve
the validity of whole strategy.

4.4. Limitation in FBCM

The FBCM is available for any types of business and
for any scale of business. Note that the FBCM works

strongly on the situation in which multiple organizations
aim at the global optimum collaborating each other such
as SCM.
For BPR and IT development, it is need to clarify

which parts of business processes and how must be
changed. The idea of FBCM is just to clarify objectives
and goals, and how to measure their achievement.
Therefore, it is need to collaborate with business
process modeling.

5. Related works

The i* Framework[4] describes a Strategic
Dependency model among goals, actors and tasks. The
Goal-Exception-Dependency framework [5] allows the
qualitative reasoning needed for process redesign based
on goal/exception and dependency diagrams.
Seddon et al. [6] developed the model for the virtual

factory approach that incorporated simulating the flow
of material integrated with the flow of information
through business processes.
Jain et al. [7] proposed the model to simulate the flow

of material integrated with the flow of information on
the virtual factory.
Kavakl [8] provides guidelines to producing

customized goal modeling methods. These guidelines
describe knowledge regarding the situations under
which a method fragment is applicable.
Brock et al. [9] showed a balanced approach to IT

project management.
List and Machaczek [10] proposed a performance

measurement system based on balanced scorecard. They
also developed the performance data model for the
performance measurement of the organization.

6. Summary and future issues 

In this paper, we proposed the FBCM, and described
its effectiveness and issues based on the case study to
actual business activities.
Future issues include that it is necessary to integrate

the proposed strategic modeling with business process
modeling method. And it is also needed to evaluate
performance measurement of the strategy using the
FBCM.
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Abstract
Many organizations successfully develop systems

within a certain, limited domain like inventory

management. While the resulting systems share a lot of
commonality, they may still differ significantly as

individual customers may have strongly varying

business needs.
In this paper we discuss the issue of representing

these business needs from the point of view of the

adaptation of systems. Thus, we focus on the question:
how should we represent business demands and

requirements that make a difference for systems within

a certain domain?
We will discuss different approaches, like decision-

based variability modeling and domain-specific

languages that support an efficient and effective
adaptation of systems to varying business needs. As,

with regards to these approaches, we identified

business processes as a key ingredient to the definition
and adaptation of systems, the paper will especially

focus on an analysis of the customization potential of
business process notations and suggest a

categorization of the underlying business process

vocabulary.

1 Introduction

The development of systems within a limited domain,
like for example inventory management, usually results
in systems sharing a lot of commonality at the one
hand but differing significantly with regards to varying
business needs across individual customers at the other
hand:

! the business models may differ, e.g., one company
may focus on cost leadership, while another aims
at a lead in quality

! the basic products or services offered may differ,
and so forth.

In order to satisfy their customers’ business needs,
these software development organizations must
efficiently adapt the software solutions to the specific

needs of their clients. Thus, we are taking here the
perspective of specifying the delta in terms of business
needs (among different customers) and mapping this to
a delta in terms of the requirements. In particular, we
are asking: how can we most efficiently deal with such
a situation (i.e., the system adaptation) and how can we
ensure a high degree of effectiveness by providing
means with adequate expressiveness to specify the
mentioned delta. The expressiveness here refers to the
type of needs, i.e. the complexity that can be expressed
using a certain notation or notational element.

The expressiveness and ease of use of the
adaptation is particular relevant as we see the
adaptation of systems to changing business needs as a
typical scenario.

The work we are presenting here is driven from
several real-world case studies in which we were
involved over recent years. Due to the specific context
of the case studies, we will focus on information
systems in the broad sense. Thus, we are including
such systems as: inventory management systems, IT
infrastructure systems, content management systems,
etc. Even though these systems are significantly
different, they have one thing in common: as a key
ingredient to their definition – and thus to their
adaptation – they must support business processes.

The main contribution of this paper is to present
different approaches for supporting the customization
of information systems for varying business needs. As
the different case studies mentioned above showed that
business processes were a key factor to define and
adapt the respective systems, we will in particular
analyze the customization potential of business process
description languages and will propose a categorization
of the business process vocabulary in order to
differentiate among different forms of customization
problems. The underlying approach is illustrated with
several real-world examples.
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2 Construction Time Adaptation of

Business Process Systems 

Different approaches to the adaptation of business
information systems can be imagined and are actually
used in practice. We will summarize them as:

! Business process modification

! Product line approaches

! Domain-specific languages
We will now discuss each of these approaches in turn.

2.1 Business Process Modification

The most straight-forward approach to adapting a
system to changing business needs is of course to
identify new business processes that are able to satisfy
the underlying needs. These business processes are
then implemented. This implementation can take
several forms. The most prominent ones are: direct
implementation and business process languages.

Currently, there is a strong emphasis – especially in
the context of web services – on business process
languages, most notably BPEL [1] and BPML [2],
BPMN [3]. Modern tools like WebSphere Business
Integration Modeler [4] or Oracle Business Process
Manager [5] support this approach by providing
specialized development environments.

While this approach seems at first sight rather
elegant, it is actually the most cumbersome, as it does
not provide any support in addressing the relation
between business needs and solutions (modified
business processes). Moreover, it does not support any
direct reuse of this knowledge across different systems
(with respect to a product line).

2.2 Product Line Approaches

Product line approaches focus on modeling a set of
systems in an integrated manner. As a result, the
adaptation of systems – at least to already modeled
changes – becomes extremely efficient. The key to
product line approaches is the explicit modeling of
variability [1, 7]. Many different approaches exist to
perform this type of modeling, the principle, however
always remains the same: a special model (or modeling
element) is introduced in order to represent variation
explicitly. This model represents variation through
aspects that may be optional (e.g., business processes
only exist in certain customizations and do not exist in
others) or alternative (customizations may use a
specific approach out of possible alternative
approaches to realize a certain business goal). The
different variation elements have to be resolved in
order to instantiate the model for a specific system.

Fundamentally, two major, systematic approaches
to modeling product lines from a requirements
perspective can be distinguished:

! Feature-based approaches

! Decision-based approaches
Feature-based approaches focus on the specific

functionality that is present in some systems – while it
is not present in others. On the other hand, decision-
based approaches focus on the main decisions that
must be made in order to differentiate among different
system variants [8, 7]. Hence, the decisions typically
embed major business needs that are valid only for a
subset of the systems. Thus, the decisions can be
regarded as comparable to goals in goal-oriented
approaches to representing business needs [9]. As far
as we will refer to product line approaches further, we
will in particular focus on decision-based approaches.

2.3 Domain-Specific Languages

The key idea of domain-specific languages is to
develop a specific language, which is used particularly
for the customization of systems within a domain [10,
11]. The restriction to a specific domain allows
representing only minimal information in the language.
In particular, invariant assumptions and technological
aspects are not represented explicitly. In order to define
such a language it is important to derive a rather
thorough understanding of the domain. This is usually
done in terms of a detailed domain analysis [11]. One
of the key problems of this approach is that it will
usually require rather large investments in order to
develop language specific development environments.

While this approach is probably the most elegant in
terms of deriving a specific application for a specific
set of business needs, it is usually also rarely done, due
to the considerable up-front investments. However,
from a technical point of view it combines ease of use
for the end-user with the capability to stay as close as
possible to the concepts that are most relevant and
natural to him.

3 Adapting Systems to Varying Business

Needs

The context of work that we imply in this paper is not
the development of a new system from scratch, but
focuses on the adaptation of a system (or the
development of a system variant) for different business
needs.

According to our experience this scenario is
particularly relevant in two different – but conceptually
strongly related – contexts:

! Companies often focus on a specific business area
in which they build systems. For example a
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company that repeatedly builds systems for
inventory management will hardly start to build
systems for flight booking. This is basically the
product line scenario [12].

! Often the customers themselves would prefer to be
able to customize their systems to changing needs.
Here, part of the variability resolution must
actually be possible during runtime – perhaps even
to the end-customer.

Both scenarios do strongly overlap. It is essential that
the variable business needs are supported in a manner
that enables easy and fast adaptation. Especially in the
second scenario simplicity of the customization is a
key issue as it is strongly related to the overall usability
of the final system. Thus, the mapping to the changing
business needs a person experiences should be as
straightforward as possible. This requires providing a
limited – but sufficient – vocabulary for expressing the
relevant adaptations.

In the following section, we will discuss how the
change in business needs can be adequately
represented.

4 Describing Adaptation to Varying

Business Needs 

Based on the discussion given in Section 2, we can see
that different approaches can be used to adapt systems
to varying business needs. In particular, we will focus
on two approaches in this paper:

! Decision-based product line adaptation for general
multi-valued adaptation.

! Using domain-specific languages as a subset of
business process languages to describe adaptations
that cannot be described as a single decision.

This selection is driven by the aim to provide a
customization approach that is as close as possible to
adapting business systems in an user-centric manner.

4.1 Decision-Based Customization

As described in Section 2.2, the adaptation of systems
based on decision models can be seen as a systematic
approach for customization. A typical decision in an
information system could be, for example:

! Whether a web-interface should be supported or
not – this will be related to the usage context and
thus to the business needs relevant to the product.

! Whether car park management should be
supported by the system – this is driven from a
business need.

These are major, cross-cutting issues in a business
system. They do thus reflect variations in business
needs. Here, decision-based variability management
links an ultimate business decision (i.e., a business
need which may be present or absent) with its impact
on data models and business processes. In order to
describe the impact on the underlying business
processes the base models (e.g., the business
processes) needs to be annotated by the decision
impact. We show an example of this approach in
Figure 1. As we do not aim here at a description of
variability management, we will not discuss further the
details of this approach, but rather refer the reader to
descriptions like [7].

4.2 Deriving Domain-Specific Languages for

Business Process Systems

While major differences among systems can and
should be reflected using a decision-based approach,
there are some cases, for which the application of such
an approach is not as straight-forward. Examples of
such cases are:

pre-disposal

of intake

goods

arrived

intake to be

processed

V

process

intake

!

"#$%&’(&’

!

"#$%&’(&’

business type

)*+,#*-.+/,

check

intake

Figure 1 Business process with decision annotations
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! If adaptations are driven by specific situations of
the individual customer (e.g., idiosyncrasies of his
business environment need to be modeled).

! If variations are too manifold to describe by a
simple set of values.

While in these cases one could resort to a general
approach based on redefining the business processes,
this would contradict our underlying goals of
efficiency and usability.

This observation lead us to search for limited sub-
classes of expressiveness that enable a more efficient
description of the change in business needs, while
simultaneously supporting the relevant change.

As a result of our analysis of existing techniques
for describing business processes – especially such
techniques as BPML, BPEL, etc. – we identified the
following classes of primitives:

Basic Primitives – this class contains the most
fundamental constructs like assignment,
process, etc.

Control – this class contains the constructs relevant
to defining the flow control like loops and
conditions.

Event-/Error-Management – this contains
constructs for managing asynchronous control-
flow like event-handling, error- and exception-
management.

Parallelism – this captures constructs relevant to
handling parallel execution. Examples are
setting up parallel flows, synchronization of
control flow, etc.

Long Transaction – as opposed to short
transactions, which can be treated as atomic,
long transactions demand for roll-back
mechanisms.

Choreography – this aims at managing multiple
instances of the same process type.

The different classes can be used to successively
extend the expressiveness of the underlying language
(cf. Figure 2). Of course one could say that all these
classes will be required in every case in order to
adequately represent an information system controlled
by business processes. However, the major issue here
is: while they may be needed to define a system from
bottom-up, these distinctions may not be particularly
relevant to describe differences among systems in the
domain. Thus, characterizing business needs may well
be described with a subset. Additional information,
which may be relevant to such a system, but does not
contribute to differentiate among system instances, will
then be realized within the platform.

Depending on the required class of expressiveness
alternative modes of representing business processes
can be formed – e.g., the combination of base class and
control can also be represented by activity diagrams in
UML.

In the following section, we will provide some
examples that illustrate how these restricted forms of
business process language can be used to efficiently
represent the business needs – and thus (in
combination with the underlying functionality of the
infrastructure) provide a means to efficiently adapt
systems to changing business needs.

5 Examples

In the preceding sections we discussed the basic
concepts of using reduced business process languages
as a means to represent the business needs of an
application in the form of a domain-specific language.
We are now ready to illustrate these concepts in some
small examples. The examples are simplified versions
of project experiences we made in several industrial
cooperations.

5.1 A Simple Language

A rather simple case for specifying business needs for
an information system exists in the context of a
Content Management System (CMS). CMS are used
for managing the flow of documents within an
organization, often in the context of web publishing.

choreography

long-running

transactions

parallel

flow

error-/event

handling

control flow

basis

Figure 2 Business Process Primitives
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Individual documents are usually treated as unrelated.
Thus, synchronization mechanisms, etc. are not
necessary. This implies, that the document flow can be
specified from “a per document” perspective, i.e., if we
specify what happens to an individual document, we
have specified the overall business processes in such a
setting. Basically, we can describe the needs relevant
to customizing a specific CMS by the states that
documents can assume and the different transitions that
are possible. This corresponds to elements in the base
class and in the control class of primitives. One
approach to representing the necessary information are
Statecharts. Thus, we can represent the business needs
relevant to customizing the individual systems by
describing the state-transitions of documents. Figure 3
gives an example of such a description.

This shows that a subset of expressiveness, as
simple as the two basic classes combined and can be
actually relevant for describing adaptation-relevant
business needs for a system. Thus, in this case a
Statechart diagram can be used as a Domain-Specific
Language for representing customization-relevant
business needs. An example is shown in Figure 3.
Actually, a content management company we are
working with now aims for this approach to represent
the relevant customization needs.

5.2 A Medium Complex Language

The next example stems from the domain of IT-
management systems (IMS). If we assume a system
which is responsible for managing the IT-infrastructure
of an organization, we will need partially the same
functionality as in the CMS-example, for example, in
order tracking. In addition, we will need to execute for
example installation procedures. This might imply that
we need to deal with errors or with long transactions
(e.g., an installation may actually need several minutes
to hours).

Thus, we need a more powerful description
language to represent the specific aspects of an
organization. We are currently still analyzing this case
in order to identify which kind of expressiveness is
required exactly and whether there is a restricted – and
thus more usable – technique for representing the
correlated needs. Aspects that can be used in this
domain for defining a simplified representation
language:

! Choreography does not seem to be required.

! There will only be one longterm-transaction at a
time per request.

! There will be no other actions within a request.
Thus, it might be possible to define a language that
does not represent transactions at all. This would then
lead to a simple flow language like activity diagrams

with an added expressiveness for handling
asynchronous events. Due to the more complex
situation, a larger range of expressiveness will be
needed to capture the business needs of the IMS-
customization in a domain-specific language.

5.3 A Complex Language

The next example stems from the domain of Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP). Here, we are working with a
company that develops complete ERP systems for
warehouses [13].

In this case, all kinds of adaptations are needed for
individual customers: whether it relates to how to
handle parallel activities, how to handle exceptions,
how to handle the choreography of different flows, etc.
This is the case because individual activities are
usually highly related in this scenario – and customer
requirements differ widely.

For example, when a delivery happens, the
resulting goods must be unpacked and distributed to
fill the needs of different customers. As new packages
are ready, trucks are needed, etc. The specific
interrelation of individual business processes is then
highly customer-specific.

This corresponds to a typical situation where the
full range of business process primitives will be
needed. Thus, in this case we used a very common and
widespread business process notation, namely EPC
(Event-driven Process Chains) [14] to specify the
requirements with regards to adaptation. EPCs have
been developed at the IWi (Institut für
Wirtschaftsinformatik Saarbrücken) and are a key
component of the ARIS-methodology [15]
(Architecture of Integrated Information System). Due
the fact that EPCs are a key notational element of the
ARIS toolset, developed by IDS-SCHEER, they are
very common in industry with regards to specifying
business processes. In practice, we also used a
decision-based approach to model product line
development. However, the obvious difficulty being
that it does not directly support the full range of
precision required as a basis for adaptations.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we asked the question “how to represent
business needs” from the point of view of an
organization that aims at building adaptable systems.
This enables us to make our question more precise and
take up the issue of how to represent business needs
that lead to different systems in a domain. A notion
which is of course associated with the key business
needs.
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What we found were several techniques which
were drawn from the wider range of the product line
area. We found the approach of domain-specific
languages in combination with business process
modeling a particularly fruitful approach. A structuring
of business process expressiveness provides the
primitives that are relevant to the definition of such
adapted domain-specific languages.
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Abstract

The Viewpoint-Oriented Requirements Definition
method (VORD) as a means of eliciting and formulat-
ing requirements has never been applied to Web busi-
ness applications (WebApps). VORD method is based
on assumptions that are partially valid for the Re-
quirements Engineering of e-Commerce, e-Business, e-
Banking and e-Government applications. This paper
justifies why VORD is chosen for Web Requirements
Engineering and evaluates the usability of VORD to
elicit and formulate Web application requirements in
an industrial case study. The paper includes a discus-
sion of the business strategy impacting the require-
ments gathering for WebApps. The paper concludes by
discussing adapting and extending VORD to suite We-
bApps.

Keywords
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1. Introduction

Web business applications are a kind of Web infor-
mation systems (WIS). Such applications tend to be
!"#$%&’%()&#*+,&#%,)$%"&+#,-.()#%,)%’+*,)(",&(’)/"%0!"i-
ness processes across organisational (customers,
Agents, suppliers, others) and across geographical bor-
ders. Such systems are often vital to the daily operations
of the organisation. Hence, any deficiency or system
failure can wreak havoc on its business. Therefore, RE
is a vital part of the development process of such appli-
cations. Yet little attention has been paid to the RE for

Web applications (WebApps) compared to other areas,
i.e. system modelling, design and coding [6, 16]. There
is a pressing need for the RE approaches and techniques
that take into account the multiplicity of user profiles
and the various stakeholders involved, eliciting overall
functionality and the business environment of the We-
bApp and specifying technical and non-technical re-
quirements [6, 15, 17, 18, 21, 22]. More important is
aligning requirements with business strategy [2-4] and
meeting business needs. 12%3,)%0#%$#4()#$%,"%5&6#%
process of discovering that purpose [the purpose for
which the software was intended] by identifying stake-
holders and their needs and documenting them in a
form that is amenable to analysis, communication, and
"!0"#7!#)&%(-8.#-#)&,&(’)9%[20]. Requirements analy-
sis will remain a vital phase for the development of any
application, answering the most fundamental question
5:6,&%("%&6#%system in&#)$#$%4’+;9[19].

In a previous work [1]<%= #0>88"/%!)(7!#%4,3#&"%
were identified in comparison with traditional systems:
multidisciplinary development team; state-of-the-art
technology; diverse and volatile requirement; vast and
unknown end users; multiple stakeholders; short devel-
opment life cycle; essential quality requirements; heavy
content; integration with backend databases and third
party applications; adaptable architecture; visibility; and
most importantly the We0>88"/%+#.#?,)3#%,)$%$(+#3&%
effect on business.

VORD [14] is considered in solving the problems
and issues of WebApps particularities. VORD is ap-
plied in an industrial WebApp project; the intent was to
&#"&%@A1B/"%!",0(.(&C%&’%#.(3(&%+#7!(+#-#)&"%4’+%= e-
bApps. At the beginning of the proD#3&<%:#%$($)/&%&,E#%
the business strategy into consideration at all. We were
going direct to the requirements, and then from our
early discussions some questions were formulated that
turned out to be of strategic concern s!36%,"%5:6,&%E()$%
of products and services the client wanted to of4#+;9<%
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5:6,&%is the client's%8+(3()*%"&+,&#*C;9<%5:6,&%E()$%’4%
partner network do the client want to formulate?". We
could not start with the requirements until we had a
clear idea of the strategy issues.

The case study relates to theory-testing approach, of
which aim is to examine whether or not reality corre-
sponds to a certain theory, model, method or frame-
work. The paper follows the framework created by Jär-
vinen [10, 11] and builds new theoretical insights from
the case study.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Sec-
tion 2 presents an overview of VORD and it justifies
the reason behind choosing VORD for eliciting We-
bApps' requirements. Sections 3 provides an overview
of WWT case study. Section 4 illustrates the observa-
tions made during the case study. Section 5 presents a
general discussion which is related to some issues en-
countered during the project. Section 6, describes how
VORD can be extended to elicit Web Requirements to
meet the special characteristics of WebApps and their
development process. Finally, the paper concludes with
remarks and future work on the Web Requirements
Engineering (WRE) method based on VORD.

2. VORD for Web Applications Re-
quirements Engineering

Kotonya and Sommerville [13, 14] proposed VORD
as a software RE approach to organise both the elicita-
tion process and the requirements themselves using
viewpoints [24]. A key strength in viewpoint-oriented
analysis is that it covers the RE process from initial
requirements discovery to detailed system modelling
[14]. A service-oriented model is adopted for view-
points; the system delivers services to viewpoints and
the viewpoints pass control information and associated
parameters to the system. Viewpoints map to classes of
system end-users or to other systems interfaced to it
[14]. VORD concentrates on three iterative steps,
namely [14]: (1) viewpoint identification and structur-
ing, (2) viewpoint documentation, and (3) viewpoint
requirements analysis and specification.

2.1 Why VORD can be used for Web Appli-
cations Requirements Engineering

VORD is chosen as a candidate WRE method to
meet several Web requirements needs. Meeting stake-
6’.$#+"/%)##$"%,3&"%,"%&6#%-’"&%(-8’+&,)&%4,ctor in a
project's success; this conviction is the fundamental
reason why VORD has been chosen and why there is an
,&&#-8&%&’%,$,8&%(&%&’%4(&%&6#%= #0>88"/%4,cets.

The main reasons for choosing VORD as the refer-
ence model for Web Requirement Engineering (WRE)
are:
! VORD is a process model designed for highly in-

teractive systems where requirements are mapped
to services provided by the system [23].

! VORD aids in the identification of stakeholders
and provides separation of concerns [5, 13, 26].

! VORD provides a fairly complete structure for the
requirements specification document [14].

! VORD enhances traceability by the explicit asso-
ciation of requirements with the viewpoints from
which they are derived [5, 13, 26].

! In VORD, the union of the sets of all the view-
8’()&"/%+#7!(+#-#)&"%("%.(E#.C%&’%0#%-’+#%3omplete
than if the viewpoints have not been identified, and
it is more likely that the needs of a diverse set of
stakeholders are satisfied [13, 27].

! VORD provides a framework where viewpoints,
services, non-functional requirements, and event
scenarios can be integrated [13].

! VORD structures non-functional requirements
around viewpoints and services. Each service may
have associated non-functional requirements; the
same service, however, may have different non-
functional requirements in different viewpoints.

! VORD recognises that requirements are built
gradually over long periods of time and continue to
evolve throughout the component's life cycle [14].

It is worth noting that Kotonya [13] has used VORD
for a WebApp to demonstrate VORD in a practical ex-
perience. However, the special features of WebApps
were not taken into consideration. The emphasis was on
functional and non-functional requirements. The subtle
differences in the nature and life-cycle of Web-based
software systems and the way in which they are devel-
oped and maintained [6], were all but ignored in
F’&’)C,/"%#G,-8.#%[13].

3. VORD illustrated by an industrial case
study

To assess the usability of VORD in WRE, this sec-
tion reports parts of a study of requirements for a We-
bApp for the Management of Entertainment and Sports
Events. Some details are omitted from the case study in
order to provide clear exposition of the method. The
paper focuses on specific parts which will provide
enough detail to illustrate the steps taken to formulate
the requirements.

3.1 Company background
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The case study undertaken by this paper is based on
an industrial project for the development of a WebApp
targeting the European market. WWT will be used to
refer to the WebApp for the Management of Entertain-
ment and Sports Events (the full name of the company
is not revealed for confidentiality purposes). The initia-
&’+H"%?("(’)%:,"%&’%6,?#%,%5"&,te-of-the-,+&9%2-Ticketing
application. A paperless Ticket environ-#)&<%5I(3E#&"%
’4%&6#%J!&!+#9K%LABMNO>PI® Cards are to replace the
traditional paper ticket. CODIQUANT® Cards are a
kind of smart cards; you can write and read from these
cards by using a special device that are connected to a
PC just like a keyboard where you can transfer data
from your PC to the CODIQUANT® Cards through air
frequency. WWT's strategy is to be the leaders in intro-
ducing such a technology. An E-Ticketing application
fully automates the business processes chain, starting
with promoters who set up events, venues who are re-
sponsible for defining the seating layout and areas, and
ending with the actual online sale of tickets to custom-
ers. In addition, the WWT itself will administer the
system through the WebApp. The WWT application is
split into two business models: Business-to-Business
(B2B) and Business-to-Consumer (B2C).

The envisioned business cycle for the e-commerce
side was as follows: The customer will be able to
choose from a large variety of different events catego-
rised according to type, geographical area, etc. WWT
will present 3 ways for choosing and booking a seat
through the WebApp, ticket outlets (box office, or call
centres). Through the WebApp the customer simply
clicks on the desired event/ time and date and moves
straight to the Venue layout to reserve a seat. When the
customer confirms reservation, he/she needs to login to
the WebApp, book the seat(s) for an event, pay, and
transfer the booking to his/her CODIQUANT® Card.

At the Venue entrance, which is a registered partner
and part of the WWT network, the touch free chip on
the customer's WWT ticket ensures a swift and easy
admission through Intel-gates. These gates are also
connected to the internet were before any event it will
download all booking details.

The%"C"&#-/"%3,8,3(&C%&’%3’?#+%&6#%Q#+-,)%-,+E#&%
alone was initially estimated as follows: Number of
Promoters 5,000; Number of Venues 30,000; Number
of Customers 1,000,000; Number of Events/ Year
100,000; and Event Size (Attendees) 1 R 200,000.
WWT was intended to be extended to cover the rest of
Europe starting with Switzerland and Germany.

The objectives for WWT customers are to purchase
and receive tickets online 24x7x365; to eliminate the
inconvenience of picking up and handling paper tickets;
to have a portal presenting all sort of events, to name a
few: concerts, exhibitions, cinemas, museums and sport

events; and to present detailed content such as direc-
tions, parking, hotels, restaurants, and additional offers.

The objectives for WWT Promoters are to receive
ticket bookings immediately through online payment,
thus eliminating the risk on income lost from insolvent
ticket outlets; to create a new marketing channel; to
provide added services to both customers and third par-
ties; to minimize tickets counterfeiting; and to take off
some of the work load by letting the external organisa-
tions setup their events directly into the system

The objectives for WWT venues are to minimize
staff; to minimize duplicate or counterfeit tickets; and to
increase sales.

The objectives for WWT ticket outlets are to elimi-
nate bank guarantees usually required by Promoters,
and to reduce telephone calls cost by booking directly
through the internet.

Enhancing customer relationship is a common objec-
tive for promoters, venues and WWT; by capturing cus-
tomer profile, preferences and interests, a direct per-
sonal marketing will be created.

The profit for WWT will be achieved by collecting a
small charge percentage included in the ticket price
paid by the customer, as well as advertisements, and
registration fees from venues and promoters.

3.2 Viewpoint identification and structuring

The methods used to identify potential viewpoints
with the associated services were: questionnaire, joint
application development (JAD), surveying competitors
and similar Web sites, and individual semi-structured
interviews; as part of the interview process a set of
questions were developed specifically to elicit issues of
business strategy and vision. The notes from these in-
terviews were recorded and later on analysed by the
requirements team. The requirements engineer followed
the method of viewpoint identification [14] which in-
volves the following stages:
1. Viewpoint class hierarchies which were not rele-

vant to WWT were excluded.
2. The system stakeholders were considered, i.e. those

people who will be affected by the introduction of
the system as: Venues, and distribution channels.

3. Viewpoints of three main sub-systems were identi-
fied as: a Venue Layout Design Application, a
Cinemas Ticketing and Reservation System, and a
Payment System.

4. System operators who use the system were identi-
fied as: a Web master, a security officer, and an
administrator.

5. Indirect viewpoint classes were identified, i.e. le-
gal, and marketing.
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Based on this approach, the direct viewpoints devel-
oped for WWT are shown in Figure 1 (Promoter,
Venue, Distribution Channel, Business Partner, and
Customer). Attendee Viewpoints are specialisations of
&6#%3!"&’-#+/"%?(#:8’()&%,)$%,"%"!36%()6#+(&%(&"%+e-
quirements and attributes. Likewise, the Web master
and Marketing & Sales Viewpoints are specialisations
of the WWT staff.

Figure 1. WWT viewpoint hierarchy

A brief description of the major viewpoints is given
below:
The Promoter is an organisation responsible for setting
up the event and its logistics and organisation in terms
of providing the venue, the distribution channels, and
the artist/ team/ exhibitor, as well as making sure they
all operate in a coordinated manner.
The Venue is the company that owns the facility (build-
ing/stadium/grounds, etc) where the event is to take
place. The Venue is responsible for defining the seating
area of customers, press, and VIPS.
The distribution channels are the Agents that provide
the mechanism for the customers (attendees) to select
their accommodation areas, complete the reservation
transaction (if required for an event), and issue a ticket
or pass for the event. The distribution channels are
managed by the Promoter on an event-by-event basis.
Sub-classes of distribution channels are box offices,
reservation Agents, call centres, and the WWT organi-
sation itself.
The customer is the attendee of the event, and makes a
booking for an event or has one made by a distribution
channel. Special cards are issued for customers that
enable them to gain ticketless access to the events.
These cards ensure secure data access and verification,
and they connect the customers to their personal profiles
stored in the system.

4. Observation of VORD usability

Having the VORD method as the basis of require-
ments elicitation is essential to maintain control. Al-
though a need to adapt and extend the method has been
earlier identified, without this initial starting point,
there would be no common concept based on which the
adaptation can commence. By using the VORD
method, the requirements team was able to address a
variety of requirements and classify them according to
their type in the elicitation step. In addition, the clear
steps of VORD guided the RE process: The specifica-
tion and validation sessions that followed were within a
common agreed-on framework which is based on the
VORD templates.
Observation 1 - VORD allowed for staying focused
and structuring the requirements around the viewpoints.
Viewpoint
Name

Customer

Attributes Customer ID, customer name, gender, birth-
day, title, address, country, preferred events.

Description A customer is someone who is interested in
buying tickets online and has a profile saved
in the system.

Events -Searching for events

-Browsing and selecting events

-Logging in

-Booking seats

-Paying tickets or checking out without pay-
ment

-Issuing the paid-for tickets

-Logging out

Services -Booking seats for an event

-Paying online

-Delivering tickets

Sub VPs Attendees, Distribution Channels

Figure 2: Customers viewpoint template

The Customers viewpoint (VP) had two sub VPs: at-
tendee and distribution channels (Figure 2). The events
described in Figure 2 are common for all types of cus-
tomers. Each sub VP is fully documented later on using
a separate VP template. The hierarchy of VPs is re-
flected on attributes, events and services too. Any
unique attribute or event for the sub VP is reflected on
its template; same is applied to services where each VP
can have its unique constraint or path, i.e. the booking
service was intended for the Customers VP but the
booking service had a constraint applied to the Atten-
dees VP level. The attendees are not allowed to cancel
their booking and get a refund while the distribution
channels can.
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Observation 2 - VORD was understandable by the
clients with minimal explanation, and there was a good
interaction in obtaining their ideas and feedback and in
verifying the requirements, as VORD offered a common
language between the Requirements Engineers and the
stakeholders with which both parties were comfortable
and familiar.

Observation 3 ! The viewpoints notion allowed the
client team to focus only on the concerns of their inter-
est. It proved to have a clear cut of separation of con-
cerns. The review and walkthrough phase were sepa-
rated per viewpoint for each concerned business area.

Observation 4 ! VORD provided the requirements
team with a framework for formulating very detailed
requirements specifications. Viewpoints and their asso-
ciated services were captured and documented using
templates discussed in [23]. The templates were filled
iteratively as the Requirement Engineers gained more
domain knowledge and captured more requirements.
Figure 3 illustrates an example of a service offered to
the Customer VP. This template justifies the need for
the service; who is using it (VPs); restrictions; and who
is going to provide the data for this service. The service
details are presented in Figure 4.

Service
Name

Booking tickets online

Rational -To allow customer direct entry to the
event without the need to come earlier to
pick up the tickets from box offices.

-To reduce time & cost for box offices,
thus saving money.

Specifica-
tion

Refer to Spc-B1

View-
points

Customers with Sub VPs: Attendees,
Distribution Channels.

Non-
Functional
Require-
ments

Booking transaction should not exceed 2
minutes.

Provider -Promoter

-Venue

Figure 3: Booking service template

VORD allowed for capturing the details of each service.
Figure 4 depicts the details of the 5S’’E()*%O).()#9%
service, the input and output data with their sources,
and the pre and post conditions.

Service
Specifi-

Spc-B1

cation ID

Service Booking

Descrip-
tion

The users will be able to book seats for a
certain event through the WWT website.

Inputs Booking code, booking date, booking done
by, customer code, distribution channel
code, event code, Venue code, location
code, seat number, ticket category, ticket
amount, booking download flag, and num-
ber of seats.

Source Event code, Venue code, ticket category,
and number of seats are input by the user.

Booking code, booking date, booking done
by, customer code, distribution channel
code, ticket amount, booking download
flag, location code, seat number, and gate
code are input by the system.

Outputs The customer booking profile is committed
to the database upon the completion of the
operation.

In addition, the following will be displayed
on the screen: booking code, location code,
seat number, gate code, ticket price, and
total.

Destina-
tion

Customer Bookings Profile

Required
Fields

Booking code, booking date, booking done
by, customer code, distribution channel
code, event code, Venue code, location
code, seat number, gate code, ticket cate-
gory, ticket amount, booking download
flag, and number of seats.

Pre-
condition

The number of bookings should not exceed
the number allowed per each transaction,
which the Promoter sets for the event.

The user must confirm the seats within the
time frame specified by the Promoter for
that event; if the user exceeds the time
frame, the seat will no longer be available.
Accordingly, the seats status will change
&’%5P’&%T’.$9%,*,()U

Provided that the reservation is within the
time frame, the seats will be marked as
"Temporarily Reserved".

Booking can be made by either a distribu-
tion channel or an attendee.

Post-
condition

The transaction number will be generated
automatically for each confirmed booking.

Side- None
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effects

Figure 4: A specification of booking service
template

Observation 5 !VORD assisted in creating sequenced
services for each class of viewpoint.

Figure 5: Customer VP structuring

A hierarchy of services is depicted using the VP struc-
ture (Figure 5). Services in a higher level will be inher-
ited by the sub VPs.

Observation 6 ! The documented VPs exceeded the
recommended number of VPs.

Although the number of the direct viewpoints (Fig-
ure 1) exceeded the maximum number of VPs sug-
gested in [25], due to the large size of the WebApp un-
der study, it was still easy to classify the requirements
according to the VP class.
Observation 7 ! VORD lacked the ability to capture
the WWT vision and strategy.

Though VORD focuses the RE process on view-
points services and non-functional requirements, it still
lacked capturing explicitly the viewpoints objectives
and the organisation's vision and strategy. Many issues
were raised that were not related to requirements but to
the organisation's strategy; nevertheless the vision and
strategy had a direct impact on the requirements.

For example, WWT created a new distribution chan-
nel on the e-commerce side, and a new collaboration on
the e-business side with Agents, Venues, and Promot-
ers. Questions like: what is the range of products the
WWT plans to offer? How often are they going to
change the product data and product mix? Who are their
targeted customers? How many Venues will be regis-
tered with WWT?
Observation 8 ! It was not easy to identify the WWT
VPs, and to make sure they are relevant.

An extended period of time was spent on identifying
and discovering viewpoints (Promoters, Business Part-
ners, Venues, Distribution Channels) as WWT had two
business models, B2C and B2B.

Observation 9 ! There was resistance to change from
the development team.

The development team were mostly familiar with UML
and use cases. They doubted that VORD can capture
complete requirements as for them it was a new way of
collecting and documenting requirements. They were
finally convinced when the customer signed the Soft-
ware Requirement Specifications (SRS) without giving
the Requirements Engineers team a hard time. The
VORD method is easy to grasp by people. It is in natu-
ral language, organised (not a maze), captures details,
and concentrates on the services the application will
offer.

Observation 10 ! VORD lacked a framework for cap-
turing navigation, personalisation or content require-
ments within the VP details.

The current shape of VORD does not provide a struc-
tured elicitation or documentation for navigation, per-
sonalisation and content requirements. To overcome the
inability to document the navigation requirements, an
HTML mock-up of the WWT was prepared.

Observation 11 ! VORD lacked the ability to capture
the daily business operations and how the WebApp is
going to affect them.

During the requirements elicitation process, a lot of
questions were raised concerning the way WWT should
handle the daily business operations. During the elicita-
tion process, the customer assumed that the business
analyst has an answer, where actually most ideas were
new. Thus, requirements were sometimes invented
rather than elicited; a risky and highly dubious require-
ments analysis practice that occurs far more often than
it should.

Example: How to distribute cards in each country? How
to prevent children from buying tickets without their
parents' supervision?

Observation 12 ! Raising international and legal is-
sues.

International issues and legal issues such as taxa-
tion, tariffs, confidentiality and jurisdiction issues relat-
ing to users and content, including protection of privacy
in addition to illegal and harmful content were raised
too during the elicitation process. These issues were
new to the client and needed verification from the legal
department that also had to search for an answer. How
these issues can be documented was not clear.
Observation 13 RRaising marketing issues.

Unlike traditional applications, during the RE phase
of the WebApp, stakeholders were wondering about
how to attract and sustain customers, and how to en-
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courage more Venues and Promoters to register and
display their event within WWT.

5. Discussion

Most of the questions raised by stakeholders at the
beginning of the RE phase were more strategic ques-
tions than functional, i.e. Who are we going to ap-
proach? What ranges of events do we want to offer?
What is our pricing strategy? How are we going to re-
tain the customers? How are we going to make the
deals with Agents, Promoters & Venues? etc. Such is-
sues had to be finalized first before we even could start
thinking of the functionalities the WebApp will offer.
I6("%"!88’+&"%@($*#)%()%6("%,""#+&(’)%&6,&%5= ebApps
are directly stemmed from and influenced by strategic
business vision and goals and they may present new
0!"()#""%’88’+&!)(&(#"9%[28].

E-business and e-commerce applications are We-
bApps that perform business to sell and buy products
and/or services on-line. Business interaction means
exchange of value, i.e. a product (goods or services) is
delivered and payment is made in return [7, 8]. We-
bApp should directly or indirectly contribute to the
value of the customer. Yet, WebApps can also be used
for other purposes than direct business interaction. Us-
ing WebApps in an organisation must be understood
within the organisation's business strategy. The authors
claim that a basic fundamental property of WebApps in
a business context is its ability to support a business
strategy. This is asserted by Bleistein et al. who recog-
nise that strategy is critical in requirements analysis of
e-business systems [2-4].

Also, as mentioned above, during the requirements
elicitation, questions related to the business process and
even the business structure were raised like: Which
department should be responsible for updating the con-
tent? Do we need to create a separate division for the
online system or establish a subsidiary company? These
questions were directed to the business analysts who
questioned their usual role in such WebApps.

WebApps are merging two paradigms: business and
Information Systems. On one hand, WebApps are In-
formation Systems where users can perform transac-
tions and operations. As such, the requirements of this
aspect of the WebApps are particularly concerned with
the traditional requirements functionality of the system.
On the other hand, WebApps also support the business
and serve organisational strategy, i.e. as a new distribu-
tion channel, providing new services or products to cus-
tomers, etc. Accordingly, WebApps support the organi-
sation's vision and strategy, create a new business
model, and change current business processes. From
this side, Requirements Engineers should be concerned

with decisions about the business vision, strategies and
business processes.

E-commerce, e-banking and e-business WebApps
are typical examples of the combination of these two
paradigms. Blending IS with business poses new chal-
lenges for the WRE process. Therefore, requirements
alignment with business strategy and anticipating the
business processes to be re-engineered from require-
ments are needed.

Another issue is that WebApps encompass multiple
stakeholders and multiple requirements layers (strate-
gic, services, non-functional, content, navigation). There
is a challenge to develop a requirement definition ap-
proach that would encompass the breadth of require-
ments and process issues across the organisation and
&6#%$(44#+#)&%.#?#."%’4%"&,E#6’.$#+"/%+#7!(+ements within
and outside the organisation.

Top management will set the Web business strategy;
their input will be directed to the next level of service
requirements - what are the services the WebApp will
provide that can meet the Web business strategy? Man-
agers of each business unit will evaluate the effect of
each service on the business process. Copyrighters and
marketing people will set the content for each stake-
holder and service provided. End users of WebApps
who are normally an external party of the organisation,
i.e. customers, suppliers, agents, will set the details of
each service.

6. Conclusion and future
The activity underlying the work emphasised the usabil-
ity of VORD for WRE, primarily due to the focus
VORD places on: separation of concern, multi-
viewpoints, standardisation and integration of view-
points, services, non-functional requirements, and event
scenarios.

Holck [9] is convinced that the shortcomings of tra-
ditional methods should not cause them to be rejected
but rather to be enhanced or supplemented with new
methods and techniques. Although VORD has a good
base to be used for eliciting WebApps requirements, it
still cannot be directly applied; it has to be modified and
extended to meet the peculiarities of such applications.
New enhancements to the method include::
! Need to capture the business strategy and vision of

the WebApp; this should be the first step in the
process. Blending VORD with Balanced Scorecard
[12] could overcome the limitation of VORD in
this particular area. Balanced Scorecard is a meas-
urement-based strategic management system,
originated by Robert Kaplan and David Norton,
which provides a method of aligning business ac-
tivities to the strategy and monitoring performance
of strategic goals over time.
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! Need to extend VORD to capture business proc-
esses not only automated services.

! Apply new viewpoint taxonomy for WebApps. In
addition, the heuristics for identifying Web View-
points should be available to assist requirements
engineers.

! Utilise scenarios to capture services.
! Create a way to map services to the WebApps Re-

quirements Specifications document.
! Construct a prioritisation system based on the im-

portance of business strategy.
! VORD should cater for new types of Web require-

ments such as legal, marketing, and privacy issues.
! Capture content, path, user interface, and access for

each VP (VP template should be extended and
amended to fit these new requirements).

The suggested enhancements are geared towards elicita-
tion and are not primarily intended for requirements
modelling or for validation.
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Abstract

Business-ICT alignment is the problem of matching ICT-
services with the requirements of the business. In businesses
of any significant size, business-ICT alignment is a hard
problem, which is currently not solved completely. With the
advent of networked constellations of enterprises, the prob-
lem gets a new dimension, because in such a network, there
is not a single point of authority for making decisions about
ICT support to solve conflicts in requirements these various
enterprises may have. Network constellations exist when
different businesses decide to cooperate by means of ICT
networks, but they also exist in large corporations, which
often consist of nearly independent business units, and thus
have no single point of authority anymore. In this position
paper we discuss the need for several solution techniques
to address the problem of business-ICT alignment in net-
worked constellations. Such techniques include:

• RE techniques to describe networked value constella-
tions requesting and offering ICT services as economic
value. These techniques should allow reasoning about
the matching of business needs with available ICT ser-
vices in the constellation.

• RE techniques to design a networked ICT architecture
that supports ICT services required by the business,
taking the value offered by those services, and the costs
incurred by the architecture, into account.

• Models of decision processes about ICT services and
their architecture, and maturity models of those pro-
cesses.

The techniques and methods will be developed and vali-
dated using case studies and action research.

Paper type: Research position paper

1. Introduction

Business-ICT alignment is the problem of matching ICT
services with the requirements of the business. In busi-
nesses of any significant size, business-ICT alignment is a
hard problem, which is currently not solved completely.

Additionally, most businesses can not be viewed any-
more as a single enterprises with precisely one point of au-
thority of decision taking on ICT support for business need
satisfaction. Rather, businesses form networked value con-
stellations [17] to satisfy complex customer-needs. Well-
known examples are Cisco Systems and Dell, but many
other constellations exist in practice. By a networked
value constellation we mean a network of profit-and-loss-
responsible business units, or of independent companies.
Networks exist when different businesses decide to coop-
erate by means of ICT networks, but they also exist in large
corporations, that often consist of nearly independent busi-
ness units. For example, large companies may acquire other
companies that must remain profitable; or they may restruc-
ture themselves into a number of cooperating business units
that are all profit-and-loss responsible. Businesses may out-
source some or even most of their activities. In yet other
scenarios, companies may join a value chain or start a co-
operation with a number of other companies to implement
an e-commerce idea.

Networked value constellations place strict requirements
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on ICT support, because it is ICT that enables and allows the
creation of such a constellation in the first place. Without
properly functioning ICT, there can be no networked value
constellation.

Networked business-ICT alignment has the characteris-
tic feature that there is no single point of decision taking
regarding ICT. In practice, many enterprises are involved,
with different and, in many cases, conflicting interests. Be-
cause economic value —monetary value— is a well known
means to make trade-offs between enterprises with conflict-
ing interests, we propose to deal with the alignment problem
of networked constellations using a value engineering view-
point. Value-oriented techniques need to be investigated by
which one can design networks of services and implement
these in a network of business processes and systems. In our
approach we view a networked value constellation as a set
of enterprises exchanging object of value with each other.
Here the objects are ICT services that satisfy a business
need. In order to facilitate automated reasoning on align-
ment, we need to conceptualize and formalize such constel-
lations from a customer (business) perspective as well as
from a ICT-supplier perspective.

Secondly, the design of ICT architectures for networked
value constellations must be done in such a way that ex-
penses related to the architecture become apparent, and can
be used in the value engineering viewpoint for assessment
of economic sustainability of the chosen architecture.

Finally, to reach a certain level of alignment in a net-
worked value constellation, it is required that processes to
do so are in place at the participating enterprises. Obvi-
ously, such processes are often not executed by enterprises
yet. To arrive at enterprises that have the capabilities to
align their business needs properly with offered ICT ser-
vices in a network, a Capability Maturity Model (CMM) is
needed, identifying the minimum set of core capabilities to
reach a certain alignment level.

In this research position paper we analyze these research
problems and sketch the solution approach that we have em-
barked upon. We sketch the research framework in section 2
and research questions in section 3. In section 4 we com-
pare our approach with other approaches, and with the cur-
rent needs of industry. Section 5 concludes the paper with a
discussion of the current state of the research.

2. Research Framework

To structure the problem and explain the research ques-
tions, we use the research framework shown in figure 1.
First we structure a business constellation into a number of
service provision layers. From the bottom up, these layers
are as follows:

• The physical infrastructure, consisting of buildings,

computers, cables, wireless access points, radio waves,
printers, etc.

• The software infrastructure, consisting of operat-
ing systems, middleware, network software, database
management systems, office software, etc. We define
infrastructure (physical and software) as a utility ser-
vice, required to be present and functioning for all
users when and where they need it. Software infras-
tructure is rapidly growing in functionality; for exam-
ple, the telephone system is nowadays integrated with
the software infrastructure.

• Business systems, consisting of software applications
and information systems acquired and used for the
service of particular business processes and particu-
lar users. In contrast to infrastructure, business sys-
tem design is driven by the needs of particular users,
particular business processes, and particular business
domains, not by the needs of all possible users, all pos-
sible processes and all business domains.

• The business constellation, consisting of processes, or-
ganizational roles and units that perform value adding
activities and exchange physical objects and services
of economic value.

• The business constellation environment, consisting of
other business actors, customers, suppliers and other
stakeholders.

We have motivated the suitability of these layers for archi-
tecture research elsewhere [23]. Cross-cutting these layers
are several important aspects, including the following.

• Services. These are useful activities performed by en-
tities at the various layers.

• Value. Services are useful, by definition, when they
produce economic value for some actors.

• Semantics. The services we are interested in are ICT
services, and these consist of storing and manipulating
data, that have a semantics.

• Communication channels. ICT services are delivered
by transmitting data across channels connecting actors.

• Process. At all levels in the hierarchy, services are de-
livered by sequences of interactions ordered in time,
called processes.

• Quality. Service delivery has a certain quality, such as
usability, efficiency, etc.

We have shown the relevance of these aspects, except the
value aspect, in earlier research in software and systems de-
sign frameworks [20, 21, 22]. We added the value aspect

2
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Figure 1. Research framework.

to address business-ICT alignment from an economic value
point of view.

Orthogonally to these two dimensions, there is a life cy-
cle dimension, which indicates that entities at each of these
layers have a life cycle starting with acquisition and ending
with disposal. During their life, entities have properties as
shown in our framework: They provide services that should
be of value and that should have semantics, etc.

3 Research questions

We can explain our three major research questions in
terms of our framework. The first question concerns value-
based ICT service specification (area 1 in figure 1), the sec-
ond concerns the realization of these services by networked
business processes and business systems (area 2), and the
third concerns the architecture processes by which these
specification and design activities can be realized (area 3).

Figure 2 explains the relationship between the three areas
in terms of a business network (service consumer and ser-
vice provider) and life cycle phase. Arrow A represents de-
cisions made by the provider and consumer about what ser-
vices will be offered by whom. The key working hypothesis
is that we regard arrow A as commercial service provision-
ing, both in the case of cooperating independent companies,
but also within one company. Arrow A corresponds to area
1. The vertical arrows B through E represent the realization
of services in business processes and systems, and their in-
fluence on the service model. This is area 2. And where
areas 1 and 2 study design techniques, area 3 studies the de-
sign processes involved in this life cycle phase. Arrow F in
the figure represents IT service management, and is out of
the scope for this research.

More in detail, the three areas contain the following re-
search questions.

1. Value-oriented requirements engineering (RE).
Here our research goal is to specify ICT services from
a business value perspective. We will do this by build-
ing upon previous research by Gordijn and Akkermans
[6], in which the e3-value method for designing a net-
work of value activities and value exchanges was de-
veloped. We also developed a supplier-oriented ser-
vice provisioning ontology, which has been used, as
an extension to e3-value, by the electricity and enter-
tainment industries to define bundles of services to be
offered by cooperating electricity companies to con-
sumers [2]. What still needs to be done is to design a
service ontology from a customer (i.e. business) point
of view, and to specialize the supplier and consumer-
oriented ontologies to the ICT service provisioning do-
main. Additionally, we need to develop techniques for
matching ICT-requirements, expressed cf. the earlier
mentioned customer-side service ontology, with ICT
services to be offered by suppliers. We plan to address
these issues by the following research questions:

(a) Which ontologically founded concepts are
needed to conceptualize ICT services, both from
a consumer and a supplier perspective, such that
preferably automated matching of consumer’s
ICT needs and supplier’s ICT services is fea-
sible? Additionally, the ICT services ontology
should properly relate to the e3-value ontology.

(b) How can we match supplier-oriented and
consumer-oriented ICT service specifications?
We need to consider ways to compose supplier

3
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services into bundles that are valuable from a
consumer perspective and profitable for all con-
cerned. We intend to deliver software support for
solving the matching and composition problem.

(c) How can we estimate the economic value deliv-
ered by a service? The e3-value approach and
supporting software tool already have facilities
for economic value analysis of services. We want
to extend and specialize them for the ICT ser-
vices domain.

We will investigate these questions by using our pre-
vious work on service specification and value engi-
neering [2, 3, 6, 7], and by using theories from in-
vestment analysis [9] and software engineering eco-
nomics [4, 19]. We will validate our results jointly with
our business partners by means of action research.

2. Business-ICT architecture design. In this area we
need to investigate how to implement services in a net-
worked business. In terms of our framework, this re-
quires a definition of the business systems (applica-
tions and information systems), their external behav-
ior, communication and quality attributes so that they
support the desired business services, using as many
existing systems as possible. This leads to the follow-
ing questions.

(a) How can existing systems be configured so that
the desired services are delivered at the required
quality of service? We need to link configura-
tion decisions to desired services. Furthermore,
we will investigate how to rank the relevant ar-
chitectures on their support of different required

services, and how to make value-based decisions
among them. We will validate these techniques
in simulated case studies and action research.

(b) How can we design a network of business sys-
tems to provide the services as identified in area
1? Classical methods such as Information En-
gineering [10, 15] design modular systems by
means of CRUD analysis but in a networked con-
text this is not sufficient, as ownership is not
taken into account. Modular networks involve
decisions about different kinds of ownership (of
data, of processes, of systems) each with differ-
ent cost and revenue structures, communication
requirements, and access restrictions. We will
investigate the use of value-based techniques to
make these decisions in practice by means of case
studies, design new techniques and validate them
in simulated case studies and action research.

(c) How does ICT-architecture influence the value
network? We showed earlier that this influence
exists [24]. For example, a decision to outsource
ICT services requires enterprises are to be added
to the value network; and this may in turn re-
quire adding an additional enterprise that assists
in outsourcing, introducing additional value ex-
changes.

(d) All previous three research questions touch in
one way or another on the question when a model
of business systems and business processes (the
rightmost columns of figure 1) is “correct” with
respect to a model of value network (the leftmost
three columns of figure 1). The value network
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expresses business requirements to be satisfied
by an architecture of systems and processes on
the right. The research question is what the ap-
propriate correctness notion is, and how we can
provide support for proving a correctness relation
between the value model and architecture model.

We will investigate questions (b), (c) and (d) by means
of action research and simulated case studies, i.e. we
will propose techniques, and then validate them in sim-
ulations and in consultancy projects.

3. Architecture maturity model. Business-ICT align-
ment can be reached and done at various levels of ma-
turity. There have been some proposals for architec-
ture alignment maturity models [18], but these are ori-
ented to single businesses and do not incorporate the
value viewpoint. In this area, we study architecture
processes in networked businesses and develop a ma-
turity model for this that incorporates the value view-
point.

(a) Which decision processes take place in net-
worked businesses when allocating services to
a distributed ICT architecture? How can we
use value-based specification and allocation tech-
niques in these processes?

(b) What is the relationship between these processes
and known maturity models such as CMMI, the
IT Service CMM and the REAIMS maturity
model [11, 12, 16]?

(c) How can maturity levels for architecture manage-
ment be defined? What process areas are needed
at each level?

Except for the question how to use value-based deci-
sion techniques, these questions are empirical, not nor-
mative, and we will investigate them by means of case
study research. The normative question how to use
value-based specification and allocation techniques in
these processes will be studied by simulated case stud-
ies, i.e. by showing how these techniques could have
been used in the cases that we study. With our busi-
ness partners we will identify user organizations where
we can study the structure of architecture design pro-
cesses.

Note that the research methods mentioned above are em-
pirical: Very briefly, case study research is the analysis
of projects performed by others [25], and action research
is the analysis of projects in which the researcher partic-
ipated [14]. We will also use simulated case studies, in
which we will explore what would have happened if our
techniques would have been used in a case studied by us.

4 Comparison with related work

The combination of value engineering with service-
oriented requirements engineering and architecture design
is, to our knowledge, new and currently not investigated
elsewhere. This approach leads to interesting new insights
in requirements engineering that we need to explore further,
for example concerning the use of problem frames at the
business level [24].

As observed before, our research effort is about business-
ICT alignment for networked businesses, and is not limited
to alignment in a single enterprise. Classical methods like
Information Engineering [10, 15] analyze functions, pro-
cesses and semantics domains in one business to then de-
sign information systems using modularity arguments (i.e.
CRUD analysis). In this research effort, we take a network
point of view and extend these techniques with value-based
techniques to design and implement value networks.

Value-based software engineering extends software
project management with techniques that relate decisions to
their impact of budgets and business objectives [5, 8]. We
do not study project management (although we will look at
the architecture process) and we will focus on ICT service
provision for networked business.

Asundi used techniques from investment theory in de-
cisions about the mix of architecture styles to be used to
support a given set of quality attributes [1], but this does not
relate architecture to service requirements in a networked
business, as we do.

The RAISA project (http://www.ifi.uib.no/
projects/raisa/) investigates architecture alignment
in a model-driven framework [13]. Although RAISA does
allow inclusion of the network view, the focus on networked
business integration and the commercial value of architec-
ture decisions, that is at the heart of VITAL, seems to be
absent from RAISA.

5 Discussion and conclusions

Current businesses face an architecture integration prob-
lem caused by the presence of legacy systems, vestiges of
island automatization, acquisitions and mergers of other
companies, and the increasing importance of value chain
automization and of business networks. These develop-
ments facilitate outsourcing of non-core business activi-
ties and, increasingly, of ICT development activities. In
some cases outsourcing takes the form of offshoring to low-
wage countries. This trend is currently very clearly observ-
able. All these developments require a well-integrated and
business-aligned ICT architecture. Our research aims to de-
liver techniques to align business perspectives of various en-
terprises with ICT-architecture integration and outsourcing

5
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decisions, operationalize this by means of validated tech-
niques for integrated business process and information sys-
tem architecture design, and facilitate implementation of
these techniques by means of an architecture process ma-
turity model.

The research described in this position paper will be
done in the coming four years in cooperation with about
10 consultancy firms and ICT service providers, who will
act as a sounding board and as a source of industrial case
studies. More information can be found at http://www.vital-
project.org/. We are actively seeking cooperation with other
researchers in this area.
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)2$5/%$$!?#/*%O*!5/!@=5?=!*=%!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!@566!)%!
9%A6#B%91!#(!W55X!*=%B!9#!/#*!A(#<59%!,!?6%,(!$%*!#E!
>259%65/%$!E#(!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!(%D25(%C%/*!,/,6B$5$1!#(!
W555X!*=%B!,(%!/#*!A,(*!#E!,!>6#),6!C%*=#9#6#>B!5/!@=5?=!
@%!?,/!95(%?*6B!#)*,5/!*=%!?#((%$A#/95/>!?#/?%A*2,6!
C26*595C%/$5#/,6!$?=%C,!*=,*!,66#@$!2$!*#!E26E566!
)2$5/%$$!>#,6$J!

!

A=’0+-1’ 2.#$&"##’3"4.$+"1"&)#’)-’
8.6)$9$1"&#$-&(6’B-&;"C).(6’D;,"1(’
!

75/?%!,!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!A(#<59%$!#(>,/5-,*5#/!@5*=!
5/E#(C,*5#/!*#!$2AA#(*!*=%!9%?5$5#/!C,F5/>!A(#?%$$!5/!
#(9%(!*#!,?=5%<%!)2$5/%$$!>#,6$1!,!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!
(%D25(%C%/*!,/,6B$5$!,AA(#,?=!$=#269!/#*!#/6B!9%,6!
@5*=!*%?=/5?,6!9%*,56$!W%J>J!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!,(?=5*%?*2(%!
#(!,??%$$!*#!9,*,X1!)2*!,6$#!)2$5/%$$!5$$2%$!$=#269!)%!
*,F%/!5/*#!,??#2/*!5/!%,(6B!A=,$%$!#E!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!
9%<%6#AC%/*J!3=5$!,66#@$!9%$5>/%($!*#!2/9%($*,/9!*=%!
)2$5/%$$!%/<5(#/C%/*!,/9!9%<%6#A!,!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!
@=5?=! C%%*$! *=%!(%,6!/%%9$!#E! #(>,/5-,*5#/$J!
3=%(%E#(%1!)%**%(!9%?5$5#/$!@566!)%!*,F%/!,/9!)2$5/%$$!
>#,6$!@566!)%!,?=5%<%9J!

!

!
!"#$%&’?)’@3&%3"&8 ’+/’+$%’755%+796’/+%’

%&A$"%&, &.0’7.74B1"1’".’2707’8 7%&6+$1&1)’
!
T/!#2(!,AA(#,?=!W$%%!E5>2(%!8X1!@%!E#?2$!#/!9%E5/5/>!

>#,6$!*=,*!#(>,/5-,*5#/!C2$*!,?=5%<%!,/9!(%6,*5#/$=5A$!
,C#/>!$*,F%=#69%($!/%%9%9!*#!E26E566!*=%CJ!3=%$%!>#,6$!
,(%!*=%!C,5/!#)4%?*5<%$!*=%!#(>,/5-,*5#/!@,/*$!*#!

,?=5%<%!)B!5CA6%C%/*5/>!,!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!,/9!?,/!)%!
?6,$$5E5%9!5/!$*(,*%>5?1!9%?5$5#/1!,/9!5/E#(C,*5#/!>#,6$J!
[(#C!*=%$%!)2$5/%$$!>#,6$1!@%!9%(5<%!5/E#(C,*5#/!
(%D25(%C%/*$!,$!5/E#(C,*5#/!A(#<59%9!)B!*=%!9,*,!
@,(%=#2$%!*#!,?=5%<%!)2$5/%$$!>#,6$J!S2(!A#5/*!#E!
<5%@! ,)#2*! )2$5/%$$! >#,6$! ,/9! 5/E#(C,*5#/!
(%D25(%C%/*$!5$!%OA6,5/%9!5/!$2)$%?*5#/$!PJ0!,/9!PJ8J!
3=%$%!)2$5/%$$!>#,6$!,/9!5/E#(C,*5#/!(%D25(%C%/*$!
C2$*! )%! (%A(%$%/*%9! 5/! ,/! #(>,/5-,*5#/,6! C#9%6!
*#>%*=%(!@5*=!2$%($!#E!*=%!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!,/9!*=%!
/%?%$$,(B!(%6,*5#/$=5A$!)%*@%%/!*=%!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!
,/9!5*$!2$%($!/%%9%9!*#!,?=5%<%!)2$5/%$$!>#,6$J!T/!
$2)$%?*5#/!PJP1!@%!%OA6,5/!=#@!*#!2$%!5Y!*%?=/5D2%!
G0U18QI!*#!C#9%6!*=%$%!)2$5/%$$!5$$2%$J!T/!$2)$%?*5#/!
PJH1! @%! %OA6,5/!=#@! *#!*(,/$E#(C! 5/E#(C,*5#/!
(%D25(%C%/*$!5/*#!,!C26*595C%/$5#/,6!C#9%6!G0KI!
@=5?=! A(#<59%$! *=%! /%%9%9! 5/E#(C,*5#/! WE,?*$1!
95C%/$5#/$1! 6%<%6$! #E! ,>>(%>,*5#/JJJX! *#! ,?=5%<%!
)2$5/%$$!>#,6$J!
!
A=<=’2.#$&"##’E-(6#’F-+’!()(’*( +",-.#"#’
!

‘2$5/%$$! >#,6$! 9%$?(5)%! *=%! #)4%?*5<%$! *=,*!
#(>,/5-,*5#/! A(%*%/9$! *#! ,?=5%<%! *=(#2>=! *=%!
?##A%(,*5#/! #E! ,?*#($!5/!*=%!%/<5(#/C%/*!W5J%J!
%O%?2*5<%$1!C,/,>%($1!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%1!%*?JXJ!T/!E,?*1!
*=%!E#2/9,*5#/!#E!*=%!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!(%D25(%C%/*$!5$!
9%$?(5)5/>!>#,6$!#E!$*,F%=#69%($1!$5/?%!*=%B!#E*%/!
%OA(%$$!*=%5(!5/E#(C,*5#/!/%%9$!5/!>%/%(,6!%OA%?*,*5#/$!
#E!*=%!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!*#!5CA(#<%!*=%5(!)2$5/%$$!G08IJ!
‘2$5/%$$!>#,6$!*=,*!,!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!=%6A$!*#!,?=5%<%!
,(%!?#/$59%(%9!*#!E#(C!,!=5%(,(?=B!#E!/%$*%9!>#,6$!
9%A%/95/>!#/!*=%!6%<%6!#E!,)$*(,?*5#/!W5*!5$!(%A(%$%/*%9!
5/!E5>2(%!8X_!

!!7*(,*%>5?!>#,6$!(%A(%$%/*!*=%!=5>=%$*!6%<%6!#E!
,)$*(,?*5#/J!3=%B!,(%!C,5/!#)4%?*5<%$!#E!*=%!
)2$5/%$$!A(#?%$$J!3=%B!,(%!*=#2>=*!,$!?=,/>%$!
E(#C!,!?2((%/*!$5*2,*5#/!5/*#!,!)%**%(!#/%J![#(!
%O,CA6%_!f5/?(%,$%!$,6%$g1!f5/?(%,$%!?2$*#C%($g1!
f9%?(%,$%!?#$*g1!%*?J!3=%5(!E26E566C%/*!?,2$%$!,/!
5CC%95,*%!)%/%E5*!E#(!*=%!#(>,/5-,*5#/J!

!!d%?5$5#/!>#,6$!(%A(%$%/*!*=%!C%952C!6%<%6!#E!
,)$*(,?*5#/J!3=%B!*(B!*#!,/$@%(!*=%!D2%$*5#/_!
f=#@!?,/!,!$*(,*%>5?!>#,6!)%!,?=5%<%9hgJ!3=%B!,(%!
#)4%?*5<%$!@=5?=!/%%9!*=%!,)565*B!#E!E#(C5/>!
429>%C%/*! ,)#2*! $#C%*=5/>! ,/9! *,F5/>! ,!
9%*%(C5/,*5#/! 5/! #(9%(! *#! )%! ,?=5%<%9J! [#(!
%O,CA6%_!f9%*%(C5/5/>!$#C%!F5/9!#E!A(#C#*5#/g!
#(!f#A%/!/%@!$*#(%$gJ!3=%5(!E26E566C%/*!#/6B!
?,2$%$!,!)%/%E5*!E#(!*=%!#(>,/5-,*5#/!5E!5*!=%6A$!*#!
(%,?=!$*(,*%>5?!>#,6$1!$5/?%!9%?5$5#/!>#,6$!#/6B!
*,F%!A6,?%!@5*=5/!*=%!?#/*%O*!#E!,!$*(,*%>5?!>#,6J!
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!!T/E#(C,*5#/!>#,6$!(%A(%$%/*!*=%!6#@%$*!6%<%6!#E!
,)$*(,?*5#/J!3=%B!*(B!*#!,/$@%(!*=%!D2%$*5#/_!
f=#@!?,/!9%?5$5#/!>#,6$!)%!,?=5%<%9!5/!*%(C$!#E!
5/E#(C,*5#/! (%D25(%9hgJ! 3=%B! ,(%! #)4%?*5<%$!
),$%9!#/!9%*%(C5/5/>!@=,*!F5/9!#E!5/E#(C,*5#/!
C2$*!)%!(%D25(%9!*#!=%6A!*#!E26E566!,!9%?5$5#/!>#,6J!
[#(!%O,CA6%_!f,/,6B-5/>!?2$*#C%(!A2(?=,$%$g!#(!
f%O,C5/%!$*#?F$gJ!3=%5(!E26E566C%/*!=%6A$!*#!
,?=5%<%!9%?5$5#/!>#,6$!,/9!*=%B!#/6B!=,AA%/!
@5*=5/!*=%!?#/*%O*!#E!,!9%?5$5#/!>#,6J!

T/!#(9%(!*#!9%E5/%!,!>#,6!=5%(,(?=B!G0LI!*@#!
D2%$*5#/$!C2$*!)%!,$F%9!*#!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!2$%($1!
f=#@g!,/9!f@=BgJ!3=%!E#(C%(1!95$?#<%(5/>!>#,6$!)B!
(%E5/%C%/*!W*#A&9#@/!$*(,*%>BX1!5*!5$!2$%9!E#(!(%E5/5/>!
>#,6$!5/*#!$2)>#,6$J!T*!?#/$5$*$!#/!,$F5/>!f=#@g!
D2%$*5#/$!,)#2*!>#,6$!,6(%,9B!59%/*5E5%9_!f=#@!?,/!*=5$!
>#,6!)%!$,*5$E5%9hgJ!b#@%<%(1!*=%!6,**%(1!95$?#<%(5/>!
>#,6$!)B!,)$*(,?*5#/!W)#**#C&2A!$*(,*%>BX1!5*!5$!2$%9!E#(!
5/*(#92?5/>!C#(%!,)$*(,?*!>#,6$J!T*!?#/$5$*$!#/!,$F5/>!
f@=Bg!D2%$*5#/$!,)#2*!#*=%(!>#,6$_!f@=B!5$!*=5$!>#,6!
2$%E26hgJ!T/!*=5$!A,A%(1!@%!E#?2$!#/!,!*#A&9#@/!
$*(,*%>BJ!

!
A=?=’ >&F-+1()$-&’ 3"4.$+"1"&)#’F-+’ !()(’
*(+",-.#"#’

!
d,*,!@,(%=#2$%!(%D25(%C%/*$!C2$*!)%!?#/$59%(%9!5/!

*%(C$!#E!5/E#(C,*5#/!A(#<59%9!)B!*=%!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!
*#!$2AA#(*!*=%!9%?5$5#/!C,F5/>!5/!#(9%(!*#!,?=5%<%!
)2$5/%$$!>#,6$J!3=%$%!5/E#(C,*5#/!(%D25(%C%/*$!?,/!)%!
#)*,5/%9!E(#C!*=%!5/E#(C,*5#/!>#,6$!,)#<%&9%$?(5)%9J!
3=%B!,(%!(%6,*%9!*#!5/*%(%$*5/>!C%,$2(%$!#E!)2$5/%$$!
A(#?%$$%$!W?#/*,5/%9!5/!E,?*$X!,/9!*=%!?#/*%O*!E#(!
,/,6B-5/>! *=%$%! C%,$2(%$! W95C%/$5#/$! ,/9! *=%5(!
=5%(,(?=5%$XJ!

!
A=A=’ 3"4.$+"1"&)’ 5&(67#$#’ F-+’ !()(’
*(+",-.#"#’
!

V!(%D25(%C%/*!,/,6B$5$!A=,$%!E#(!,/!5/E#(C,*5#/!
$B$*%C!C2$*!9%,6!@5*=!,/,6B-5/>1!2/9%($*,/95/>1!,/9!
C#9%65/>!)2$5/%$$!?#/*%O*!5/!@=5?=!5*!@#(F$!G8QIJ!
c%>,(95/>!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%$1!*=%!,5C!#E!*=5$!A=,$%!5$!*#!
(%A(%$%/*!2$%($!#E!*=%!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%1!)2$5/%$$!>#,6$!
#E!*=%!#(>,/5-,*5#/!5/!@=5?=!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!5$!
5/*%>(,*%91!,/9! (%6,*5#/$=5A$! )%*@%%/! *=%! 9,*,!
@,(%=#2$%!,/9!5*$!2$%($!5/!#(9%(!*#!,?=5%<%!)2$5/%$$!
>#,6$J!3=2$1!)2$5/%$$!5$!*,F%/!5/*#!,??#2/*!5/!%,(6B!
$*,>%$!#E!*=%!9%<%6#AC%/*!#E!*=%!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!)B!
C%,/$!#E!(%A(%$%/*5/>!=#@!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!=%6A$!*#!
,?=5%<%!)2$5/%$$!>#,6$J!3=5$!A=,$%!5$!?(2?5,6!5/!*=%!9,*,!
@,(%=#2$%!9%<%6#AC%/*1!$5/?%!2$2,66B!$*,F%=#69%($!9#!
/#*!F/#@!=#@!*#!9%$?(5)%!5/E#(C,*5#/!(%D25(%C%/*$!

,/9!*=%!E5/,6!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!C,B!/#*!(%E6%?*!)2$5/%$$!
/%%9$J!3=%(%E#(%1!*=5$!(%D25(%C%/*!,/,6B$5$!A=,$%!
,66#@$!9%<%6#A%($!*#!$5*2,*%!*=%!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!@5*=5/!
5*$!)2$5/%$$!?#/*%O*!,/9!(%6,*%!5*!*#!)2$5/%$$!>#,6$J!
[(#C!*=%$%!>#,6$1!9%$5>/%($!?,/!C#(%!%,$56B!#)*,5/!
@=,*!*=%!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!2$%($!/%%9!*#!9#!@5*=!*=%!9,*,!
@,(%=#2$%!$B$*%C!*#!,?=5%<%!)2$5/%$$!>#,6$!W5J%J!
5/E#(C,*5#/!(%D25(%C%/*$XJ!3=5$!,AA(#,?=!5$!C2?=!
C#(%!A#@%(E26!*=,/!,$F5/>!2$%($!@=,*!*=%B!@,/*!*=%!
$B$*%C!*#!9#!GPIJ!

T/!#2(!,AA(#,?=1!@%!,9,A*!5Y!*%?=/5D2%!G0UI!*#!
C#9%6!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%$!@5*=5/!*=%5(!#(>,/5-,*5#/,6!
%/<5(#/C%/*$1!$5/?%!*=5$!*%?=/5D2%!,66#@$!(%A(%$%/*5/>!
,?*#($1! *=%5(! 9%A%/9%/?5%$1! ,/9! $*(2?*2(5/>! *=#$%!
)2$5/%$$!>#,6$!*=,*!#(>,/5-,*5#/!A(%*%/9$!*#!,?=5%<%J!!
3=5$!*%?=/5D2%!?#/$5$*$!#E!*@#!C#9%6$_!$*(,*%>5?!
9%A%/9%/?B!W7dX!C#9%6!*#!9%$?(5)%!*=%!9%A%/9%/?B!
(%6,*5#/$=5A$!,C#/>!<,(5#2$!,?*#($!5/!,/!#(>,/5-,*5#/,6!
?#/*%O*1!,/9!*=%!$*(,*%>5?!(,*5#/,6%!W7cX!C#9%61!2$%9!*#!
9%$?(5)%!,?*#(!5/*%(%$*$!,/9!?#/?%(/$!,/9!=#@!*=%B!
C5>=*!)%!,99(%$$%9J!3=%!?%/*(,6!?#/?%A*!5/!5Y!C#9%6$!
5$!*=%!5/*%/*5#/,6!,?*#($1!$5/?%!#(>,/5-,*5#/,6!,?*#($!
W5J%J!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!2$%($X!=,<%!5/*%/*5#/,6!A(#A%(*5%$!
,$!*=%B!9%A%/9!%,?=!#*=%(!E#(!>#,6$!*#!)%!,?=5%<%91!
*,$F$!*#!)%!A%(E#(C%9!,/9!(%$#2(?%$!*#!)%!E2(/5$=%9!
G8QIJ!d2%!*#!*=%!6,?F!#E!$A,?%!@%!(%E%(!(%,9%(!*#!G0UI!
E#(!,!E2(*=%(!%OA6,/,*5#/!#E!5YJ!
’
A=A=<=’G#$&%’$H’F-+’!()(’* (+",-.#"#’

!
3=%!E#2/9,*5#/!#E!*=%!7d!C#9%6!5/!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%$!

5$!*=,*!*=%!#(>,/5-,*5#/!9%A%/9$!#/!*=%!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!
*#!#)*,5/!A(#A%(!5/E#(C,*5#/!*#!,?=5%<%!5*$!>#,6$J!7#1!
)2$5/%$$!>#,6$!,/9!5/E#(C,*5#/!*=,*!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!
C2$*!A(#<59%!*#!,?=5%<%!)2$5/%$$!>#,6$!C2$*!)%!
,99(%$$%9!5/!*=%!7d!C#9%6J!S/!*=%!#*=%(!=,/91!9,*,!
@,(%=#2$%$!9%A%/9!#/!5/E#(C,*5#/!$#2(?%$!W5/*%(/,6!
,/9!%O*%(/,6X!*#!A#A26,*%!E,?*$!,/9!95C%/$5#/$J!7#1!
5/E#(C,*5#/!$#2(?%$!,/9!*=%5(!9%A%/9%/?5%$!@5*=!*=%!
9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!C2$*!)%!,6$#!5/?629%9!5/!*=%!7d!C#9%61!
*=%/!5/E#(C,*5#/!$2AA6B!,/9!5/E#(C,*5#/!(%D25(%C%/*!
@566!)%!%OA65?5*6B!65/F%9J!3=%(%E#(%1!2$%($!W5J%J!9%?5$5#/!
C,F%($X1!*=%!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!2/9%(!?#/$*(2?*5#/1!,/9!
5/E#(C,*5#/!$#2(?%$!,(%!*=%!C,5/!,?*#($J!Z %!@,/*!*#!
A#5/*!#2*!*=,*1!5/!*=5$!A,A%(1!@%!E#?2$!#/!C#9%65/>!
9%A%/9%/?5%$!)%*@%%/!2$%($!,/9!*=%!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!
,/9! ,!E2*2(%! (%$%,(?=! @566!)%! 9#/%!*#! ,?=5%<%!
(%6,*5#/$=5A$!)%*@%%/!*=%!,?*2,6!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!,/9!
*=%!#A%(,*5#/,6!$#2(?%$!5/!#(9%(!*#!?#CA6%*%!9,*,!
@,(%=#2$%!$?=%C,!@5*=!9,*,!E(#C!#A%(,*5#/,6!$#2(?%$J!

T/!$2CC,(B1!5/!,!7d!C#9%6!E#(!,!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%1!
@%!?,/!95$*5/>25$=!*@#!F5/9$!#E!9%A%/9%/?5%$_!>#,6!
9%A%/9%/?5%$!W2$%($!9%A%/9!#/!*=%!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!*#!
,?=5%<%! *=%5(! >#,6$X! ,/9! (%$#2(?%! 9%A%/9%/?5%$!
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W5/E#(C,*5#/!/%%9%9!)B!2$%(!5$!A(#<59%9!)B!*=%!9,*,!
@,(%=#2$%XJ!

V6*=#2>=! 7d! C#9%6$! 9%$?(5)%! )2$5/%$$!
%/<5(#/C%/*$!,/9!9%A%/9%/?5%$!)%*@%%/!*=%!2$%($!,/9!
*=%!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%1!#/6B!%O*%(/,6!(%6,*5#/$=5A$!,C#/>!
,?*#($!,(%!$=#@%9J!b#@%<%(1!5/*%/*5#/,6!?#/$*(2?*$!
@5*=5/!%,?=!,?*#(!$*,B!=599%/!G8QIJ!S/!*=%!#*=%(!=,/91!
*=%!7c!C#9%6!A(#<59%$!,!C#(%!9%*,56%9!6%<%6!#E!
C#9%65/>!5/*%(/,6!5/*%/*5#/,6!(%6,*5#/$=5A$!#E!%,?=!
,?*#(J!T/*%/*5#/,6!%6%C%/*$!W>#,6$1!*,$F$1!(%$#2(?%$!,/9!
$#E*>#,6$X!,/9!*=%5(!(%6,*5#/$=5A$!WC%,/$&%/9!,/9!*,$F&
9%?#CA#$5*5#/X! ,(%! (%A(%$%/*%9J! c%>,(95/>! 9,*,!
@,(%=#2$%$1!@%!,(%!5/*%(%$*%9!5/!(%A(%$%/*!>#,6$1!*,$F$!
,/9!(%$#2(?%$!,$!5/*%/*5#/,6!%6%C%/*$J![#66#@5/>1!@%!
%OA6,5/!=#@!*#!)2569!*=%!7d!,/9!*=%!7c!C#9%6$!E#(!
9,*,!@,(%=#2$%$J!
!
A=A=?=’2.$69$&%’),"’D)+()"%$;’!"C"&9"&;7’8-9"6’
!

7%<%(,6!>259%65/%$!*#!)2569!*=%!7d!C#9%6!E#(!9,*,!
@,(%=#2$%$!,(%!>5<%/J!3=%$%!>259%65/%$!,(%!),$%9!#/!
(%A(%$%/*5/>!,?*#($!,/9!9%A%/9%/?5%$!)%*@%%/!*=%CJ!
’
E.$9"6$&"’<=’d5$?#<%(!)2$5/%$$!,?*#($J!3=%$%!,?*#($!
,(%!9%?5$5#/!C,F%($!W%J>J!C,/,>%($1!*#A!%O%?2*5<%$JJJXJ!
3=%! 9,*,! @,(%=#2$%! 2/9%(! ?#/$*(2?*5#/! 5$! ,6$#!
?#/$59%(%9!,$!,/!,?*#(J!Z %!=,<%!*#!(%A(%$%/*!*=%$%!
,?*#($!5/!,!7d!C#9%6J!
’
E.$9"6$&"’?=’d%*%(C5/%!$*(,*%>5?!>#,6$!#E!#(>,/5-,*5#/!
E(#C!9%?5$5#/!C,F%($J!3=%$%!>#,6$!C2$*!)%!(%A(%$%/*%9!
)B!C%,/$!#E!>#,6!9%A%/9%/?5%$!)%*@%%/!%<%(B!,?*#(!
,/9!*=%!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%J!!
’
E.$9"6$&"’A=’T/E#(C,*5#/!(%D25(%9!)B!9%?5$5#/!C,F%($!
5$!(%A(%$%/*%9!,$!,!(%$#2(?%!9%A%/9%/?B!)%*@%%/!%,?=!
,?*#(!,/9!*=%!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%1!$5/?%!*=5$!5/E#(C,*5#/!5$!
A(#<59%9!)B!*=%!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%J’
!
A=A=A=’2.$69$&%’),"’D)+()"%$;’3()$-&(6"’8 -9"6’
!

e259%65/%$!*#!)2569!7c!C#9%6!E#(!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%$!
,(%!>5<%/J!3=%$%!>259%65/%$!,(%!),$%9!#/!(%A(%$%/*5/>!
5/*%(/,6!5/*%/*5#/,6!%6%C%/*$!,/9!(%6,*5#/$=5A$J!b%(%1!
@%!,6$#!$A%?5EB!9%A%/9%/?5%$!)%*@%%/!,?*#($!@5*=!,!
C#(%!6%<%6!#E!9%*,56J!
’
E.$9"6$&"’I=’[#(!%,?=!,?*#(!@=#!5$!,!9%?5$5#/!C,F%(1!
5/*%/*5#/,6!%6%C%/*$!,(%!#)*,5/%9!W5/!*=5$!?,$%1!>#,6$!
,/9!*,$F$XJ!7%<%(,6!>259%65/%$!,(%!>5<%/!E#(!#)*,5/5/>!
,/9!(%A(%$%/*5/>!*=%CJ!
’
E.$9"6$&"’I=<=’c%E5/%!C,5/!$*(,*%>5?!>#,6$!W#)*,5/%9!5/!
>259%65/%!8X1!E#66#@5/>!,!*#A&9#@/!$*(,*%>B!5/!#(9%(!*#!

#)*,5/!A#$$5)6%!$*(,*%>5?!$2)>#,6$J!Z %!=,<%!*#!F%%A!#/!
(%E5/5/>!2/*56!#)*,5/5/>!9%?5$5#/!>#,6$J!7*(,*%>5?!,/9!
9%?5$5#/!>#,6$!,(%!(%A(%$%/*%9!,$!>#,6$J!c%6,*5#/$=5A$!
)%*@%%/!*=%C!,(%!(%A(%$%/*%9!,$!C%,/$&%/9!65/F$1!
$5/?%!*=%$%!65/F$!,(%!2$%9!*#!9%$?(5)%!=#@!>#,6$!,(%!
,?=5%<%9J!
’
E.$9"6$&"’ I=?=’ c%E5/%! 9%?5$5#/! >#,6$! W#)*,5/5/>!
$2)>#,6$X!2/*56!#)*,5/5/>!5/E#(C,*5#/!>#,6$!W*#A&9#@/!
$*(,*%>BXJ!;,?=!#E!*=%$%!>#,6$!5$!(%A(%$%/*%9!,$!,!>#,6J!
c%6,*5#/$=5A$!)%*@%%/!*=%C!,(%!(%A(%$%/*%9!,$!C%,/$&
%/9!65/F$J!
!
E.$9"6$&"’ I=A=’;,?=!5/E#(C,*5#/!>#,6!A(%<5#2$6B!
#)*,5/%9!5$!(%6,*%9!*#!*=%!,/,6B$5$!#E!$#C%!C%,$2(%!
2$%9!*#!,?=5%<%!*=,*!>#,6J!3=5$!,/,6B$5$!9%$?(5)%$!,/!
5/E#(C,*5#/!(%D25(%C%/*!,/9!5*!5$!(%A(%$%/*%9!,$!,!*,$FJ!
d%?5$5#/!C,F%($!?,((B!#2*!*=5$!*,$F!5/!#(9%(!*#!#)*,5/!
5/E#(C,*5#/!E(#C!*=%!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!*#!,?=5%<%!
(%D25(%9!5/E#(C,*5#/!>#,6$J!
’
E.$9"6$&"’J=’[#(!*=%!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!,?*#(1!%<%(B!*,$F!
,/9!(%$#2(?%!W,/9!*=%5(!(%6,*5#/$=5A$X!/%%9%9!5/!#(9%(!
*#!A(#<59%!,9%D2,*%!5/E#(C,*5#/!W,??#(95/>!*#!*=%!
A(%<5#2$!>259%65/%X!5$!(%A(%$%/*%9J!
’
E.$9"6$&"’ J=<=’ [#(! %,?=! (%$#2(?%! 9%A%/9%/?B!
,??#(95/>!*#!>259%65/%!P1!A(#<595/>!*=%!,9%D2,*%!
5/E#(C,*5#/!5$!*=%!#)4%?*5<%!E#(!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!,?*#(J!
3=%/!,!!>#,6!5$!(%D25(%9!*#!A(#<59%!$2?=!5/E#(C,*5#/J!
!
E.$9"6$&"’J=?=’+ %,$2(%$!,??#(95/>!*#!>259%65/%!HJP1!
C2$*!)%!(%A(%$%/*%9J!3=%$%!C%,$2(%$!,(%!(%A(%$%/*%9!
,$!(%$#2(?%$J!b#@%<%(1!5E!*=%B!,(%!9%(5<%9!C%,$2(%$1!
*=%/!*=%B!,(%!A(%$%/*%9!,$!*,$F$!5/!#(9%(!*#!?,6?26,*%!
*=%CJ!‘#*=1!(%$#2(?%$!,/9!*,$F$1!,(%!65/F%9!*#!C,5/!
>#,6!@5*=!,!C%,/$&%/9!(%6,*5#/$=5AJ!+%,$2(%$!/%%9%9!
*#!?,6?26,*%!9%(5<%9!,**(5)2*%$!,(%!(%A(%$%/*%9!,$!
(%$#2(?%$!W65/F%9!)B!C%,/$!#E!,!9%?#CA#$5*5#/!65/F!*#!
5*$!?#((%$A#/95/>!*,$FXJ!
’
E.$9"6$&"’J=A=’V/,6B$5$!#E!%,?=!C%,$2(%!C2$*!)%!
A(#<59%9!@5*=5/!,!?#/*%O*J!3=5$!5$!(%A(%$%/*%9!,$!*,$F$J!
;<%(B!*,$F!5$!(%6,*%9!*#!C,5/!>#,6!@5*=!,!C%,/$&%/9$!
(%6,*5#/$=5AJ!Z 5*=5/!?#/*%O*!#E!,/,6B$5$1!*=%(%!,(%!
$%<%(,6!6%<%6$!#E!,>>(%>,*5#/!*#!,/,6B-%!C%,$2(%$J!
3=%$%! 6%<%6$! #E! ,>>(%>,*5#/! ,(%! (%A(%$%/*%9! ,$!
(%$#2(?%$J!3=%$%!(%$#2(?%$!,(%!65/F%9!*#!%<%(B!*,$F!*=,*!
(%A(%$%/*$!*=%!?#/*%O*!#E!,/,6B$5$!)B!C%,/$!#E!,!
9%?#CA#$5*5#/!65/FJ!
!
!
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A=I=’0+-1’$H’8-9 "6’)-’8 .6)$9$1"&#$-&(6’8- 9"6’
!
Z %!C2$*!)%!$2(%!*=,*!%,?=!#E!*=%!*,$F$!,/9!

(%$#2(?%$!(%E6%?*%9!5/!*=%!7d!C#9%6!E#(!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!
,?*#(!C2$*!)%!,99(%$$%9!)B!,!C26*595C%/$5#/,6!C#9%6J!
3=5$!C#9%6!C2$*!)%!2$%E26!*#!E26E566!)2$5/%$$!>#,6$J!

T/!*=5$!A,A%(!@%!E#66#@!#2(!\+ ]!A(#E56%!E#(!*=%!
?#/?%A*2,6!9%$5>/!#E!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%$!E#66#@5/>!*=%!
C26*595C%/$5#/,6! A,(,95>C! Ĝ 1M10KIJ! 3=%! C#$*!
5CA#(*,/*!E%,*2(%!#E!*=5$!A,(,95>C!5$!95<595/>!9,*,!5/*#!
E,?*$!W?#CA#$%9!#E!C%,$2(%$X!,/9!95C%/$5#/$i!*#!
A(#<59%! 9,*,! #/! ,! $25*,)6%! 6%<%6! #E! >(,/26,(5*B1!
=5%(,(?=5%$!,(%!9%E5/%9!#/!*=%!95C%/$5#/$J!3=5$!A(#E56%!
5$!9%E5/%9!)B!,!$%*!#E!$*%(%#*BA%$!,/9!*,>>%9!<,62%$!*#!
%6%>,/*6B! (%A(%$%/*! *=%$%! C,5/! C26*595C%/$5#/,6!
A(#A%(*5%$!,*!*=%!?#/?%A*2,6!6%<%6!2$5/>!,!\+ ]!?6,$$!
95,>(,C!W$%%!*,)6%!0XJ!d2%!*#!6,?F!#E!$A,?%!@%!(%E%(!
(%,9%(!*#!G 1̂M10KI!E#(!,!E2(*=%(!%OA6,/,*5#/J!
’
C7-4&’()’D 7".’10&%&+0B5&1’+/’06&’ED F’5%+/"4&)’
D)"+"-)7C"’ !"#;+$C)$-&’ >;-&’

[,?*!?6,$$!
c%A(%$%/*!E,?*$!
?#/$5$*5/>!#E!
C%,$2(%$! !

d5C%/$5#/!
?6,$$!

c%A(%$%/*!95C%/$5#/$!
?#/$5$*5/>!#E!

95C%/$5#/!,**(5)2*%$!
,/9!=5%(,(?=B!6%<%6$! !

‘,$%!?6,$$!
c%A(%$%/*!95C%/$5#/!
=5%(,(?=B!6%<%6$!

!
!
[#66#@5/>1! @%! 9%$?(5)%! $%<%(,6! >259%65/%$! *#!

$A%?5EB!,!C26*595C%/$5#/,6!?6,$$!95,>(,C!)B!2$5/>!#2(!
\+] ! A(#E56%! G 1̂M10KI! E#(!*=%! C26*595C%/$5#/,6!
C#9%65/>!,*!*=%!?#/?%A*2,6!6%<%6J!3=5$!?#/?%A*2,6!
C26*595C%/$5#/,6!$?=%C,!5$!9%E5/%9!E(#C!5Y!C#9%6$!)B!
59%/*5EB5/>!E,?*!,/9!95C%/$5#/!?6,$$%$!@5*=!*=%5(!
?#((%$A#/95/>! ),$%! ?6,$$%$! W5J%J! ?6,$$5E5?,*5#/!
=5%(,(?=5%$X!E(#C!*=%!7d!C#9%6J!T9%/*5EB5/>!,**(5)2*%$!
@5*=5/!E,?*!,/9!95C%/$5#/!?6,$$%$!$=#269!)%!?#CA6%*%9!
E(#C!#A%(,*5#/,6!$#2(?%$J!

3=%!E#66#@5/>!>259%65/%$!,(%!2$%9!*#!9%E5/%!,!
C26*595C%/$5#/,6!?6,$$!95,>(,C!E(#C!,!7d!C#9%6_!
’
E.$9"6$&"’K=’N(%,*%!,!E,?*!?6,$$!E#(!%,?=!C,5/!>#,6!5/!
*=%!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%! ,?*#(J![#(!%,?=!(%$#2(?%!
(%A(%$%/*5/>!,!C%,$2(%!@%!?(%,*%!,/!,**(5)2*%J![#(!%,?=!
*,$F!(%A(%$%/*5/>!,!9%(5<%9!C%,$2(%!@%!?(%,*%!,!
9%(5<%9!,**(5)2*%J!
’
E.$9"6$&"’L=’c%$#2(?%$!*=,*!(%A(%$%/*!*=%!?#/*%O*!#E!
,/,6B$5$!)%?#C%!95C%/$5#/!?6,$$%$J!
’

E.$9"6$&"’M=’]%<%6$!#E!,>>(%>,*5#/!W5J%J!),$%!?6,$$%$X!
,(%!,6$#!$A%?5E5%9!E(#C!(%$#2(?%$!@=5?=!(%A(%$%/*!*=%!
?#/*%O*!#E!,/,6B$5$J!Z %!@,/*!*#!A#5/*!#2*!*=,*!*=%$%!
),$%!?6,$$%$!=,<%!/#*!,/B!,**(5)2*%1!92%!*#!*=%!E,?*!*=,*!
*=%$%!,**(5)2*%$!$*,B!5/!*=%!#A%(,*5#/,6!$#2(?%$J!T/!*=5$!
A,A%(1! C#9%65/>! #A%(,*5#/,6! $#2(?%$! 5$! /#*! $*566!
?#/$59%(%91!$#!%/(5?=5/>!6%<%6$!#E!=5%(,(?=5%$!@5*=!
,**(5)2*%$!E(#C!#A%(,*5#/,6!$#2(?%$!@566!)%!?#/$59%(%9!
5/!,!E2*2(%!(%$%,(?=J!b#@%<%(1!*=5$!C#9%6!?,/!)%!2$%9!
,$!,!A(#*#*BA%!5/!#(9%(!*#!F/#@!5E!)2$5/%$$!>#,6$!?,/!
)%!,?=5%<%9!)B!5/E#(C,*5#/!(%D25(%C%/*$J!

!

I=’B(#"’D).97’
!

3=%!,5C!#E!*=5$!$%?*5#/!5$!*#!%O%CA65EB!*=%!2$,>%!#E!
#2(!(%D25(%C%/*!,/,6B$5$!,AA(#,?=J!Z %!=,<%!$%6%?*%9!,!
?,$%!$*29B!A(%$%/*%9!5/!N=,A*%($!8!,/9!P!#E!j5C),66k$!
)##F!GLI!*#!$=#@!=#@!@%!?,/!#)*,5/!(%D25(%C%/*$!
@5*=5/!,!)2$5/%$$!?#/*%O*J!

j5C),66k$! (%*,56! ?,$%!$*29B! A(%$%/*$! ,!)(5%E!
9%$?(5A*5#/!#E!*=%!(%*,56!)2$5/%$$!@=5?=!%C)(,?%$!)#*=!
(%*,56!$,6%$!,/9!5/<%/*#(BJ!3=5$!(%*,56!)2$5/%$$!5$!
?#CA#$%9!#E!$%<%(,6!>(#?%(B!$*#(%$!$A(%,9!#<%(!$%<%(,6!
(%>5#/$J!T/!%,?=!$*#(%!$%<%(,6!A(#92?*$!,(%!$#69J!V*!*=%!
>(#?%(B!$*#(%1!C,/,>%C%/*!5$!?#/?%(/%9!@5*=!*=%!
6#>5$*5?$!#E!#(9%(5/>1!$*#?F5/>1!,/9!$%665/>!A(#92?*$!
@=56%!C,O5C5-5/>!A(#E5*J!3=%!A(#E5*!26*5C,*%6B!?#C%$1!
,C#/>!#*=%(!*=5/>$1!,**(,?*5/>!,$!C,/B!?2$*#C%($!,$!
A#$$5)6%!5/!,!=5>=6B!?#CA%*5*5<%!A(5?5/>!%/<5(#/C%/*J!
3=2$1!$#C%!#E!*=%!C#$*!$5>/5E5?,/*!C,/,>%C%/*!
9%?5$5#/$!=,<%!*#!9#!@5*=!A(5?5/>!,/9!A(#C#*5#/$!2$%9!
*#!5/?(%,$%!*=%!/2C)%(!#E!?2$*#C%(1!$5/?%!*=%B!5/?629%!
*%CA#(,(B!A(5?%!(%92?*5#/$!5/!,!>(#?%(B!$*#(%J!S/%!#E!
*=%!C#$*!5CA#(*,/*!*,$F$!#E!C,/,>%($!5$!*#!9%*%(C5/%!
@=%*=%(!,!A(#C#*5#/!5$!%EE%?*5<%!#(!/#*J!3=%(%E#(%1!
(%*,56!$,6%$!)2$5/%$$!A(#?%$$!9%,6$!@5*=!,/,6B-5/>!@=,*!
D2,/*5*B!#E!A(#92?*$!,(%!$%665/>!5/!@=5?=!$*#(%$!#/!
@=,*!9,B$!2/9%(!@=,*!A(#C#*5#/,6!?#/95*5#/$J!

T/!*=5$!?,$%!$*29B1!j5C),66!9%,6$!@5*=!$%<%(,6!F5/9$!
#E!5/<%/*#(B!C#9%6$!#E!,!$*#(%J!Z %!,(%!5/*%(%$*%9!5/!*=%!
5/<%/*#(B!$/,A$=#*!%O,CA6%1!@=%(%!*=%!5/<%/*#(B!
6%<%6$!,(%!C%,$2(%9!%<%(B!9,B!,/9!,(%!A6,?%9!5/!
$%A,(,*%!(%?#(9$!5/!*=%!9,*,),$%J!+ ,5/!C,/,>%C%/*!
#)4%?*5<%!5$!C,F5/>!9%?5$5#/$!*#!#A*5C5-%!5/<%/*#(B!
6%<%6$!5/!#(9%(!*#!9%?(%,$%!5/<%/*#(B!?#$*$J!3=%$%!
9%?5$5#/$!,(%!(%6,*%9!*#!C,F%!$2(%!*=%!(5>=*!A(#92?*!5$!
5/!*=%!(5>=*!$*#(%!,*!*=%!(5>=*!*5C%!*#!C5/5C5-%!#2*&#E&
$*#?F$!W@=%(%!*=%!A(#92?*$!5$!/#*!,<,56,)6%!#/!*=%!$=%6E!
*#!)%!$#69X!,/9!(%92?%!#<%(,66!5/<%/*#(B!?,((B5/>!?#$*$J!
7#1!*=%!5/<%/*#(B!C,/,>%C%/*!/%%9$!*=%!,)565*B!*#!
,/,6B-%!9,56B!D2,/*5*B&#/&=,/9!5/<%/*#(B!6%<%6$!)B!
A(#92?*!,/9!$*#(%J!T/<%/*#(B!C,/,>%(!5$!,6$#!?#/?%(/%9!
@5*=!C%,$2(%!*=%!<%6#?5*B!#E!5/<%/*#(B!C#<%C%/*!
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W=#@!*=%!A(#92?*!5$!C#<5/>!*=(#2>=!*=%!$*#(%X!*#!F/#@!
*=%!)%/%E5*$!#E!$,6%$J!7#1!C,/,>%(!/%%9$!e+cST!
We(#$$!+ ,(>5/!c%*2(/!SE!T/<%/*#(BXJ!3=5$!5$!,!9%(5<%9!
C%,$2(%!@=5?=!5$!?,6?26,*%9!2$5/>!*=%!/%O*!E#(C26,_!

!
" #

$-3;#6#::3.4:,%#6%,%8,:2#J,./(.T2,.%3%5,8#-,4#/,3:5

%,%8,:2#$-3;#:,%#6%,%8,:2#6(:/T2,.%3%5%(%,:
KNI\Y

llllllll

?#$lllllll

$

%$
&

!

!
I=<=’D)+()"%$;’!"C"&9"&;7’8- 9"6’
!

T/!*=5$!$2)$%?*5#/!@%!,AA6B!#2(!>259%65/%$!*#!#)*,5/!
7c!C#9%6!(%A(%$%/*%9!5/!E5>2(%!PJ!Z %!@,/*!*#!A#5/*!
#2*!*=,*!#A%(,*5#/,6!$#2(?%$!,(%!?#/$59%(%9!,/!,?*#(!
92%!*#!@%!A6,/!*#!%O*%/9!#2(!,AA(#,?=!5/!,!/%O*!E2*2(%!
*#!?#/$59%(!*=%C1!)2*!*=%B!,(%!/#*!$*566!$2AA#(*%9J!
b#@%<%(!#A%(,*5#/,6!$#2(?%$!,(%!<%(B!5CA#(*,/*!5/!
9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!9%<%6#AC%/*!G0̂ 10MI1!$#!,*!6%,$*1!@%!
@,/*!*#!$=#@!*=%CJ!
’
E.$9"6$&"’ <=’ :#$$5)6%!,?*#($! ,(%_!fC,(F%*5/>!
C,/,>%(g1! ,/9! f5/<%/*#(B! C,/,>%(gJ! fd,*,!
@,(%=#2$%g!C2$*!)%!,6$#!,>>(%>,*%9!,$!,/!,?*#(J!
’
E.$9"6$&"’?=’fT/?(%,$%!/2C)%(!#E!?2$*#C%($g!5$!,!
$*(,*%>5?!>#,6!E#(!fC,(F%*5/>!C,/,>%(g!,/9!f9%?(%,$%!
5/<%/*#(B!?#$*$g!5$!,!$*(,*%>5?!>#,6!E#(!f5/<%/*#(B!
C,/,>%(gJ!;,?=!#E!*=%$%!$*(,*%>5?!>#,6$!5$!(%A(%$%/*%9!
,$!,!>#,6!9%A%/9%/?B!E(#C!,?*#(!*#!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!,$!
@%!?,/!$%%!5/!E5>2(%!PJ!
’
E.$9"6$&"’A=’T/E#(C,*5#/!/%%9%9!E#(!%,?=!,?*#(!*#!
,??#CA65$=!$*(,*%>5?!>#,6$!5$!(%A(%$%/*%9!,$!,!(%$#2(?%!
9%A%/9%/?B!E(#C!,?*#(!*#!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%J!T/!*=5$!?,$%!
$*29B!f5/E#(C,*5#/!,)#2*!$,6%$g!,/9!f5/E#(C,*5#/!
,)#2*!5/<%/*#(Bg!,(%!9(,@/!5/!*=%!7d!C#9%6!W$%%!
E5>2(%!PXJ!
!

!
!"#$%&’G)’*0%70&#"9’H&5&.2&.9B’D +2&4)’

!
I=?=’D)+()"%$;’3()$-&(6"’8 -9"6’
!
[#66#@5/>!@%!,AA6B!#2(!>259%65/%$!*#!#)*,5/!7d!C#9%6!
E#(!%,?=!,?*#(!(%A(%$%/*%9!5/!*=%!7d!C#9%6J!3=%!7c!
C#9%6$!?,/!)%!<5%@%9!5/!E5>2(%$!H1!K1!,/9!LJ!

E.$9"6$&"’I=’S)*,5/!95EE%(%/*!F5/9$!#E!>#,6$!,/9!*,$F$!
#E!%,?=!,?*#(!@=#!5$!,!9%?5$5#/!C,F%(J!Z %!=,<%!*#!
)2569!#/%!7c!C#9%6!E#(!%,?=!,?*#(!WfC,(F%*5/>!
C,/,>%(g1!f5/<%/*#(B!C,/,>%(gXJ!
!

!
!"#$%&’I)’*0%70&#"9’J70"+.74&’D +2&4’/+%’

D 7%K&0".#’D 7.7#&%)’
’
E.$9"6$&"’ I=<=’ d%?5$5#/! >#,6$! ,(%! #)*,5/%9! )B!
E#66#@5/>!,!*#A&9#@/!,AA(#O5C,*5#/!E#(!(%E5/5/>!
$*(,*%>5?!>#,6$!#)*,5/%9!5/!>259%65/%!8_!

!!b#@!?,/!@%!5/?(%,$%!?2$*#C%($h!d%*%(C5/5/>!,/!
%EE%?*5<%!A(#C#*5#/!@=5?=!,66#@!?2$*#C%($!*#!
F/#@!/%@!A(#92?*$J!

!!b#@!?,/!@%!9%?(%,$%!5/<%/*#(B!?#$*$h!3,F5/>!
C%,$2(%$!*#!#A*5C5-%!5/<%/*#(B!C,/,>%C%/*J!

3=2$1! E#(! $*(,*%>5?! >#,6! f5/?(%,$%! /2C)%(! #E!
?2$*#C%($g1!,!9%?5$5#/!>#,6!5$!95$?#<%(%9_!f9%*%(C5/%!
%EE%?*5<%! A(#C#*5#/g! W$%%!E5>2(%! HXJ!c%>,(95/>!
$*(,*%>5?!>#,6!f9%?(%,$%!5/<%/*#(B!?#$*$g1!#/%!9%?5$5#/!
>#,6!5$!%65?5*%9_!f#A*5C5-%!5/<%/*#(B!C,/,>%C%/*g!W$%%!
E5>2(%!KXJ!
;,?=!9%?5$5#/!>#,6!5$!9(,@/!,$!,!>#,6!,/9!,!C%,/$&%/9!
65/F!5$!9(,@/!)%*@%%/!,!9%?5$5#/!,/9!,!$*(,*%>5?!>#,6J!
7#1!f5/?(%,$%!/2C)%(!#E!?2$*#C%($g!>#,6!5$!65/F%9!*#!
f9%*%(C5/%! %EE%?*5<%! A(#C#*5#/g1! ,/9! f9%?(%,$%!
5/<%/*#(B!?#$*$g!5$!65/F%9!*#!f#A*5C5-%!5/<%/*#(B!
C,/,>%C%/*g!W$%%!E5>2(%$!H!,/9!KXJ!
!
E.$9"6$&"’I=?=’T/E#(C,*5#/!>#,6$!,(%!#)*,5/%9!)B!
E#66#@5/>!,!*#A&9#@/!,AA(#O5C,*5#/!E#(!(%E5/5/>!
9%?5$5#/!>#,6$_!

!!b#@!?,/!@%!9%*%(C5/%!,/!%EE%?*5<%!A(#C#*5#/h!
V/,6B-5/>!A(%<5#2$!A(#C#*5#/$J!

!!b#@!?,/!@%!#A*5C5-%!5/<%/*#(B!C,/,>%C%/*h!
V/,6B-5/>! 5/<%/*#(B! 6%<%6$! ,/9! ,/,6B-5/>!
5/<%/*#(B!C#<%C%/*$J!

3=2$1! E#(! 9%?5$5#/! >#,6! f9%*%(C5/%! %EE%?*5<%!
A(#C#*5#/g1! ,/! 5/E#(C,*5#/! >#,6! 5$! 95$?#<%(%9_!
f,/,6B-%!%EE%?*5<%/%$$!#E!A(#C#*5#/$gJ![#(!9%?5$5#/!
>#,6! f#A*5C5-%! 5/<%/*#(B! C,/,>%C%/*g1! *@#!
5/E#(C,*5#/!>#,6$!,(%!$A%?5E5%9_!f%O,C5/%!5/<%/*#(B!
6%<%6$g!,/9!f$*29B!5/<%/*#(B!C#<%C%/*$gJ!3=%$%!,(%!
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(%A(%$%/*%9!,$!>#,6$J!V!C%,/$&%/9$!65/F!5$!9(,@/!
)%*@%%/!,!9%?5$5#/!>#,6!,/9!,/!5/E#(C,*5#/!>#,6!W$%%!
E5>2(%$!H!,/9!KXJ!7#1!f9%*%(C5/%!%EE%?*5<%!A(#C#*5#/g!
>#,6! 5$! 65/F%9! *#! f,/,6B-%! %EE%?*5<%/%$$! #E!
A(#C#*5#/$gJ! d%?5$5#/! >#,6! f#A*5C5-%! 5/<%/*#(B!
C,/,>%C%/*g!5$!65/F%9!*#!*@#!5/E#(C,*5#/!>#,6$_!
f%O,C5/%!5/<%/*#(B! 6%<%6$g!,/9!f$*29B!5/<%/*#(B!
C#<%C%/*$gJ!

’

!
!"#$%&’L)’*0%70&#"9’J70"+.74&’D +2&4’/+%’

M.3&.0+%B’D 7.7#&%)’
’
E.$9"6$&"’I=A=’V/,6B-5/>!,!A(#C#*5#/!5$!,/,6B-5/>!
@=,*!D2,/*5*B!#E!A(#92?*$!5$!$%665/>!5/!@=5?=!$*#(%$1!#/!
@=,*!9,B$1!,/9!2/9%(!@=,*!A(#C#*5#/,6!?#/95*5#/$J!
3=%/1!,/!5CA#(*,/*!C%,$2(%!*#!*,F%!5/*#!,??#2/*!5$!
D2,/*5*B!#E!A(#92?*!$#691!$#!#/%!*,$F!5$!(%A(%$%/*%9_!
f,/,6B-%!D2,/*5*B!$#69g!W$%%!E5>2(%!HXJ!!T/!#(9%(!*#!
%O,C5/%!5/<%/*#(B!6%<%6$1!*=%!(%*,56%(!/%%9$!*#!,/,6B-%!
9,56B!6%<%6$!#E!,<,56,)6%!A(#92?*!5/!*=%!$*#(%!WD2,/*5*B&
#/&=,/9X!E#(!C,F5/>!$2(%!*=%!(5>=*!A(#92?*!5$!5/!*=%!
(5>=*!$*#(%!,*!*=%!(5>=*!*5C%J!3=%/1!C%,$2(5/>!D2,/*5*B!
#E!A(#92?*!5/!*=%!$*#(%!E#(!?%(*,5/!A%(5#9$!#E!*5C%!5$!
/%%9%9J!3=2$1!,!*,$F!?,66%9!f,/,6B-%!D2,/*5*B!#/!=,/9g!
C2$*!)%! (%A(%$%/*%9! W$%%!E5>2(%! KXJ![#(! f$*29B!
5/<%/*#(B!C#<%C%/*$g!@%!/%%9!*#!,/,6B-%!e+ cST!W,$!
@%!9%$?(5)%!,)#<%X1!$#!,!*,$F!?,66%9!f,/,6B-%!e+cSTg!
5$!?(%,*%9!W$%%!E5>2(%!KXJ!V!C%,/$&%/9$!65/F!C2$*!)%!
(%A(%$%/*%9!)%*@%%/!%,?=!*,$F!,/9!5*$!9%?5$5#/!>#,6J!
!
E.$9"6$&"’J=!S)*,5/!>#,6$1!*,$F$1!,/9!(%$#2(?%$!#E!9,*,!
@,(%=#2$%!,?*#(!,/9!(%A(%$%/*!*=%C!5/!,!7c!C#9%6!W$%%!
E5>2(%!LXJ!
!
E.$9"6$&"’J=<=!+ ,5/!>#,6$!,(%!(%6,*%9!*#!A(#<59%!
(%D25(%9!5/E#(C,*5#/J!T/!*=5$!?,$%!$*29B1!fA(#<59%!
5/E#(C,*5#/!,)#2*!$,6%$g!,/9!fA(#<59%!5/E#(C,*5#/!
,)#2*!5/<%/*#(Bg!,(%!(%A(%$%/*%9!,$!>#,6$!5/!*=%!7c!
C#9%6!W$%%!E5>2(%!LXJ!

E.$9"6$&"’J=?=’+ %,$2(%$!,??#(95/>!*#!>259%65/%!HJP1!
C2$*!)%!(%A(%$%/*%9J!3=%$%!C%,$2(%$!,(%!9%$?(5)%9!5/!
E5>2(%!LJ!
!
E.$9"6$&"’ J=A=! T/E#(C,*5#/! C2$*! )%! A(#<59%9!
,??#(95/>!*#!,!?#/*%O*!#E!,/,6B$5$J!3=5$!?#/*%O*!5$!
(%A(%$%/*%9!,$!*,$F!(%6,*%9!*#!C,5/!>#,6!@5*=!C%,/$&
%/9!65/F$!W$%%!E5>2(%!LXJ![#(!fA(#<59%!5/E#(C,*5#/!
,)#2*! $,6%$g! @%! =,<%! fA(#<59%! 5/E#(C,*5#/! )B!
A(#92?*g1!fA(#<59%!5/E#(C,*5#/!)B!9,*%g1!fA(#<59%!
5/E#(C,*5#/!)B!A(#C#*5#/g1!,/9!fA(#<59%!5/E#(C,*5#/!
)B!$*#(%gJ![#(!fA(#<59%!5/E#(C,*5#/!,)#2*!5/<%/*#(Bg!
@%!=,<%!fA(#<59%!5/E#(C,*5#/!)B!A(#92?*g1!fA(#<59%!
5/E#(C,*5#/!)B!9,*%g1!,/9!fA(#<59%!5/E#(C,*5#/!)B!
$*#(%gJ!c%$#2(?%$!,(%!/%%9%9!*#!,>>(%>,*%!5/E#(C,*5#/!
9%A%/95/>!#E!?%(*,5/!6%<%6$!#E!=5%(,(?=B!,??#(95/>!*#!
%,?=!95C%/$5#/!#E!,/,6B$5$J!b%(%!@%!(%A(%$%/*!,$!
(%$#2(?%$_!fA(#92?*g1!f9,*%g1!fA(#C#*5#/g1!,/9!f$*#(%gJ!
]%<%6$!#E!,>>(%>,*5#/!,(%!5/?629%9!5/!%,?=!(%$#2(?%J!
!

!
!"#$%&’N)’*0%70&#"9’J70"+.74&’D +2&4’/+%’H707’

O 7%&6+$1&)’
’
I=A=’8.6)$9$1"&#$-&(6’8 -9"6’

!
T/!*=5$!$2)$%?*5#/1!#2(!>259%65/%$!,(%!,AA65%9!*#!

#)*,5/!,!C26*595C%/$5#/,6!C#9%6!E(#C!*=%!A(%<5#2$6B!
9%E5/%9!5Y!C#9%6$!W$%%!E5>2(%!̂XJ!
’
E.$9"6$&"’K=!3@#!E,?*!?6,$$%$!,(%!?(%,*%9_!E(#C!
fA(#<59%!5/E#(C,*5#/!,)#2*!$,6%$g!@%!#)*,5/!*=%!E,?*!
?6,$$!f$,6%$g1!,/9!E(#C!fA(#<59%!5/E#(C,*5#/!,)#2*!
5/<%/*#(Bg!@%!#)*,5/!*=%!E,?*!?6,$$!f5/<%/*#(BgJ!3=%/1!
,**(5)2*%$!,(%!5/?629%9!5/!%,?=!E,?*!?6,$$_!f$,6%$g!E,?*!
?6,$$!=,$!*=%!,**(5)2*%!fD2,/*5*B!$#69g1!,/9!f5/<%/*#(Bg!
E,?*!?6,$$!=,$!*=%!E#66#@5/>!,**(5)2*%$_!fD2,/*5*B&#/&
=,/9g1!f*#*,6!D2,/*5*B!$#69g!W9%(5<%9X1!f<,62%!,*!6,*%$*!
A(5?%g1!f<,62%!,*!?#$*g1!f9,56B!,<%(,>%!D2,/*5*B&#/&
=,/9g!W9%(5<%9X1!,/9!fe+cSTg!W9%(5<%9XJ!
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E.$9"6$&"’L=!d5C%/$5#/!?6,$$%$!,(%!%65?5*%9!E(#C!
(%$#2(?%$!@=5?=!(%A(%$%/*!*=%!?#/*%O*!#E!,/,6B$5$J!T/!
*=5$!?,$%1!@%!=,<%!*#!?(%,*%!*=%!E#66#@5/>!95C%/$5#/!
?6,$$%$!65/F%9!*#!f$,6%$g!E,?*!?6,$$_!f$*#(%g1!f9,*%g1!
fA(#92?*g1!,/9!fA(#C#*5#/gJ!Z %!=,<%!,6$#!=,<%!*#!65/F!
f$*#(%g1!f9,*%g1!,/9!fA(#92?*g!*#!f5/<%/*#(Bg!E,?*!
?6,$$J!
!
E.$9"6$&"’M=’7A%?5EB!6%<%6$!#E!,>>(%>,*5#/!)B!C%,/$!
#E!(%$#2(?%$!@=5?=!(%A(%$%/*!*=%!?#/*%O*!#E!,/,6B$5$J!
]%<%6$!#E!,>>(%>,*5#/!,(%!9%E5/%9!@5*=!),$%!?6,$$%$J!
3=%B!,(%!,66!(%A(%$%/*%9!5/!E5>2(%!̂ J!!
!

!
!"#$%&’P)’D $40"2", &.1"+.74’94711’2"7#%7, ’

9%&70&2’/%+, ’06&’"Q’, +2&41)’
!

S/?%!@%!=,<%!*=%!C26*595C%/$5#/,6!$?=%C,1!5E!@%!
>#!),?F!*#!*=%!E5($*!C,5/!5/E#(C,*5#/!(%D25(%C%/*!
,)#<%&9%$?(5)%_!f,/,6B-5/>!@=,*!D2,/*5*B!#E!A(#92?*$!
,(%!$%665/>!5/!@=5?=!$*#(%$!#/!@=,*!9,B$!2/9%(!@=,*!
A(#C#*5#/,6!?#/95*5#/$g1!@%!?,/!%,$56B!$%%!*=,*!*=5$!
(%D25(%C%/*!?,/! )%! ,/$@%(%9! )B! /,<5>,*5/>! *=%!
#)*,5/%9!C26*595C%/$5#/,6!$?=%C,!#E!E5>2(%! Ĵ!T/!
?#/?(%*%1!*=%!C%,$2(%!$A%?5E5%9!5/!*=%!E,?*!?6,$$!?#C%$!
E(#C!*=%!(%$#2(?%!fD2,/*5*B!$#69g1!,/9!*=%!95C%/$5#/!
?6,$$%$! ,/9! ),$%! ?6,$$%$! ?#C%! E(#C! (%$#2(?%$!
fA(#92?*g1!f9,*%g1!fA(#C#*5#/g1!,/9!f$*#(%g!W$%%!E5>2(%!
LXJ! [#(! ,/! #<%(<5%@! #E! @=,*! C26*595C%/$5#/,6!
%6%C%/*$!,(%!?(%,*%9!*#!E26E566!%,?=!>#,61!$%%!*,)6%!8J!
!

J=’B-&;6.#$-&’(&9’0.).+"’*-+@’
!

T/!*=5$!A,A%(1!@%!=,<%!A(%$%/*%9!,!(%D25(%C%/*!
,/,6B$5$! ,AA(#,?=! E#(! 2/9%($*,/95/>! *=%! 9,*,!
@,(%=#2$%!@5*=5/!5*$!)2$5/%$$!?#/*%O*J!‘2$5/%$$!>#,6$!
#E!#(>,/5-,*5#/$!C2$*!)%!2/9%($*##9!)B!9%$5>/%($!*#!

9%<%6#A!,!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!@=5?=!A(#A%(6B!$2AA#(*!
%OA%?*%9!9%?5$5#/!C,F5/>!,/9!,66#@!#(>,/5-,*5#/$!*#!
9%(5<%!)2$5/%$$!<,62%J!T/!#(9%(!*#!2/9%($*,/9!)2$5/%$$!
%/<5(#/C%/*1!@%!(%A(%$%/*!,?*#($!,/9!)2$5/%$$!>#,6$!
@=5?=!,(%!A(%*%/9%9!*#!)%!E26E566%9!@5*=!5/E#(C,*5#/!
A(#<59%9!)B!,!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!2$5/>!5Y!*%?=/5D2%J![5($*!
#E!,661!*=%$%!,?*#($1!)2$5/%$$!>#,6$1!5/E#(C,*5#/!,/9!
*=%5(!(%6,*5#/$=5A$!,(%!C#9%6%9!5/!,!7d! C#9%6J!
7%?#/96B1!@%!=,<%!$*(2?*2(%9!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!>#,6$!
5/*#!$*(,*%>5?1!9%?5$5#/!,/9!5/E#(C,*5#/!>#,6$J!Z %!=,<%!
)256*!,!7c!C#9%6!*#!$=#@!*=%$%!>#,6$!E#(!%,?=!,?*#(J!T/!
*=5$!7c!C#9%61!@%!,6$#!(%A(%$%/*!*,$F$!,/9!(%$#2(?%$!
*=,*!,?*#($!/%%9!*#!E26E566!>#,6$1!$#!@%!A(#A%(6B!
(%A(%$%/*!*=%!5/E#(C,*5#/!(%D25(%C%/*$!/%%9%9!*#!
,?=5%<%!,66!>#,6$J![5/,66B1!@%!=,<%!$=#@/!=#@!*#!)2569!
,!C26*595C%/$5#/,6!$?=%C,!E(#C!*=%$%!5Y!C#9%6$!)B!
E#66#@5/>!#2(!#@/!,AA(#,?=!E#(!*=%!?#/?%A*2,6!9%$5>/!
#E!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%$!@5*=!\+]J!3=5$!C26*595C%/$5#/,6!
$?=%C,!A(#<59%$!(%D25(%9!5/E#(C,*5#/!E#(!E26E5665/>!
)2$5/%$$!>#,6$J!+ #(%#<%(1!@%!=,<%!,6$#!A(#<59%91!
),$%9!#/!#2(!%OA%(5%/?%!5/!9%$5>/5/>!(%,6!@#(69!9,*,!
@,(%=#2$%$1!,!$%*!#E!>259%65/%$!*#!?#((%?*6B!$A%?5EB!5Y!
C#9%6$1!*=%(%)B!,<#595/>!,/!,()5*(,(B!2$%!#E!*=%CJ!

TCC%95,*%! A6,//%9! E2*2(%! @#(F! 5/<#6<%$!
E#(C,65-5/>!,/9!#(>,/5-5/>!A(#A#$%9!>259%65/%$!5/*#!,!
A(#?%$$!C#9%6J!T*!5$!,6$#!A6,//%9!*#!,99!D2,65*B!
C%,$2(%$!*#!*=%$%!5Y!C#9%6$!*#!A(#<59%!C#(%!#)4%?*5<%!
5/95?,*#($!#E!D2,65*BJ!3=%/1!*=%$%!C%,$2(%$!C2$*!)%!
)#*=!E#(C,66B!,/9!%CA5(5?,66B!<,659,*%9J!S/!*=%!#*=%(!
=,/91!,!E2*2(%!5/*%(%$*5/>!%OA%(5C%/*!5$!E#?2$%9!#/!
,/,6B-5/>!*=%!2/9%($*,/9,)565*B!#E!*=%$%!95,>(,C$!@5*=!
$*,F%=#69%($!5/!(%,6!@#(69!9,*,!@,(%=#2$%!A(#4%?*$!
W65F%!5/!G0PIXJ!3=5$!%OA%(5C%/*!@566!,66#@!2$!*#!<,659,*%!
#2(!,AA(#,?=J![2(*=%(C#(%1!@%!A6,/!*#!,99!$#E*>#,6$!5/!
#(9%(!*#!>,*=%(!$%?2(5*B!,/9!D2,65*B!?#/$*(,5/*$!GUIJ!
[2(*=%(C#(%1!@%!,6$#!?#/$59%(!,995/>!*=%!$A%?5E5?,*5#/!
#E!#A%(,*5#/,6!9,*,!$#2(?%$!*#!*=5$!,AA(#,?=!W)B!,995/>!
*=%C!,$!,?*#($!5/!7c!,/9!7d!C#9%6$XJ!3=5$!,66#@$!2$!
*#!%/(5?=!6%<%6$!#E!=5%(,(?=5%$!W5J%J!),$%!?6,$$%$X!@5*=!
,**(5)2*%$J![2(*=%(!E2*2(%!@#(F$!(%E%(!*#!A(#<59%!,/!
#<%(,66!C%*=#9#6#>B! E#(!9,*,! @,(%=#2$%! 9%$5>/!
$*,(*5/>!E(#C!*=%!(%D25(%C%/*!,/,6B$5$!A=,$%J!

!

K=’5;@&-N6"9%"1 "&)#’
!
3=5$!@#(F!=,$!)%%/!A,(*5,66B!$2AA#(*%9!)B!*=%!

+ ;3V7Te’! A(#4%?*! W3T’8QQH&QQ̂ ÛX! E(#C! *=%!
7A,/5$=!+ 5/5$*(B!#E!;92?,*5#/!,/9!7?5%/?%1!)B!*=%!
dVdV7+ ;NV!A(#4%?*!WemQKn88QX!E(#C!*=%!m,6%/?5,!
e#<%(/C%/*1!,/9!)B!*=%!+ ;77;’e;c!W:NN&QP&QQP&
0X!,/9!dT+ ;’7TS’7!W:‘N&QK&Q08&8X!A(#4%?*$!E(#C!
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A bstract

The Adviser Portal(AP) is a new IT system for
15 Danishbanks.The m ain goalofAP is to increase
the e ciency and quality ofbank advisers’work. Re-
quirem entsengineeringforAP includesdescribing new
work processes thatm ustbe supported by AP using a
com bination of: (1) proseand inform aldrawings;(2)
form alm odels;(3) graphicalanim ation. This repre-
sentation helpsusersand system sanalyststo align new
work processesand AP via early experim entsin a pro-
totyping fashion. The contribution ofthis paper is to
presentand reflectupon theanalysisand description of
one specific,im portantwork process.

Topics: New requirem entsengineering approaches
to m eeting business needs; capturing and m odelling
business needs; from business processes to require-
m ents.

Paper type:Fullresearch paper(industry case)

1 Introduction

Bankdata isa Danish com pany thatiscurrently de-
veloping a new system called theAdviserPortal(AP).
AP has been boughtby 15 Danish banks and willbe
used bythousandsofbankadvisersin hundredsofbank
branches.The scope ofAP isto supportadvising pri-
vate custom ersand sm allbusinesses. The totaldevel-
opm ente ortis15 developersin threeyears.Thefirst
version isplanned fordelivery in Septem ber2005.
Three banks are actively involved in the develop-

m ent. They are test sites for pre-release versions of
AP and they provideusers,who participatein require-
m ents engineering workshops,together with analysts
from Bankdata.The workshopsareabouttwo related
issues: (1) work processes in the banks; (2) the AP
system itself.The successofAP requiresalignm entof
(1)and (2):AP m ustgivegenuinesupportto advisers’

work processes.
ThispaperisaboutAP’ssupportforworkprocesses

regarding advising custom ersasking forloans.Thisis
acrucialissuebecause,on average,an adviserin Bank-
data’scustom erbanksusesabouthalfofherworking
day on tasks related to handling loan enquiries. The
contribution ofthepaperisto presentand reflectupon
how thespecificwork processblanc loan adviseisanal-
ysed and described,aim ing ataligning itwith AP.
A blanc loan isa sim ple type ofloan,which can be

granted withoutrequiring thecustom erto provideany
security. This is in contrast to,e.g.,m ortgage cred-
its and car loans. Blanc loans are typically used for
consum ption purposesliketravels,weddings,and gifts.
They presenta relatively high risk for the banks and
havea correspondingly high interestrate.
W e,the authors ofthis paper,have been involved

in the AP projectforthe lasthalfyear.W e have pro-
vided generalconsultancy adviceand wehaveused the
projectasa testcaseforourresearch.
The cooperation between Bankdata and ourselves

wasinitiated by Bankdata,who asked ourinstitution
forconsultancy advice regarding (quoting from Bank-
data’s enquiry) “workflow and usability”. A one-day
m eeting with nine representativesfrom Bankdata,in-
cluding m anagers,analysts,architects,and program -
m ers,was held. Here,we presented the requirem ent
engineering technique Executable UseCases (EUCs),
based on the papers [9,11]. Bankdata got interested
in testing EUCsin the AP project.
Thishasresulted in creation ofan EUC describing

the blanc loan advise work process using a com bina-
tion of: (1) prose and inform aldrawings;(2) form al
m odels;(3) graphicalanim ation. The EUC has been
used asa help to align the new work processwith AP.
Ingeneral,an EUC hassim ilaritieswith a traditional
high-fidelity prototype ofan IT system ,but an EUC
alsousesworkflow m odellingtoexplicitly representthe
considered work processes.
The paper isstructured asfollows: Section 2 gives
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som e background aboutAP,both the system and the
developm entproject,and aboutthe blanc loan advise
work process. Section 3 gives a briefintroduction to
EUCs.Section 4 presentsthe blanc loan advise EUC.
Section 5 describesthesetting forthework thatisthe
basisforthispaper.Section 6discusseslessonslearned.
Section 7 is about related work. Section 8 draws the
conclusionsand pointsto future work.

2 A P and B lanc Loan A dvise

The m ain goalofAP is to increase the e ciency
and quality ofbank advisers’work. Currently,prior
to the deploym ent ofAP,the advisers in Bankdata’s
custom erbanksoften need inform ation,which isscat-
tered in m any places:in di erentITsystem s,on paper
sheetsin bindersorin pileson a desk,on post-itnotes,
oreven only in the m ind ofthe adviser.
Thisham persboth e ciency and quality;itistim e-

consum ing to search for inform ation,and an adviser
m ay,e.g.,som etim esforgettocallacustom erwhen she
hasprom ised to do so. The scattering ofinform ation
m akes it di cult for an adviser to get an overview,
both ofher own currentand future tasks,and ofthe
inform ation pertaining to a particulartask.M oreover,
it m akes it di cult for the bank,as an organisation,
to coordinate,distribute,and plan work. To address
these di culties,AP willprovide a tasklistfor each
adviser.
Analysing and designing the task lististhe respon-

sibility ofthe task list working group,which consists
offive users from the custom er banks and four ana-
lysts from Bankdata. The group m ustidentify which
tasksto includein the task listand which inform ation
to associate with each task;they m ustalso design the
structureofthelist,includinghierarchicalorganisation
oftasksand dependency between tasks.
Inaddition,thegroup m ustanalyseand describeis-

suesconcerning the advisers’use ofthe task list,e.g.:
(T1)designing supportforconcurrenttasks,recognis-
ing that advisers often do m any things at the sam e
tim e; (T2) designing support for suspension and re-
sum ption oftasks, recognising that advisers are fre-
quently interrupted and suddenly need to shiftto an-
other task,e.g.,when the phone rings; (T3) design-
ing transferoftasksbetween the listsofdi erentem -
ployees,e.g.,when an adviser,who leavesforvacation,
transfershertasksto a colleague.
Thetasklistisafocalpointofthispaper.Theblanc

loan advise EUC that we willpresent explicitly ad-
dressesissues(T1)-(T3)abovefortheconsidered work
process,i.e.,fortasksrelated to blanc loan advise.
Analysing and designing theblancloan advisework

process,and other credit related tasks and work pro-
cessesand theirsupportby AP,istheresponsibility of
the creditworking group,which consistsoffourusers
and fiveanalysts.
Exam ples ofissues to be dealt with by the credit

workinggroup are:(C1)writing a dictionary with des-
ignations[7],which fix the m eaning ofkey term s like
grant,priorapproval,and creditassessment.(C2)iden-
tifying thetasksinvolved in theblancloan advisework
processand describingin which sequencesthetaskscan
be perform ed;(C3)identifying the inform ation thatis
needed by an adviserin theblancloan adviseworkpro-
cess. Aswe willsee later,the blanc loan advise EUC
hasbeen a help to address(C1)-(C3).
From atechnologicalperspective,AP isasystem in-

tegration project:A m ain aim ofAP isto createacon-
sistentand coherentpictureofinform ation thatreside
in m any di erentIT system s.Thisisan enterpriseap-
plication integration problem thatwillbesolved using
theIBM W ebSphereplatform .Thetechnologicalchal-
lenges involved in the system integration are outside
the scope ofthis paper. O ur focus is on aligning the
blanc loan advise work processand AP.Thisinvolves
workflow m odelling,which isacentralingredientofthe
EUC requirem entsengineeringtechniquewehaveused.

3 Executable U se C ases (EU C s)

An Executable Use Case (EUC) [9, 11] supports
specification, validation, and elicitation of require-
m ents.EUCsspurcom m unication between stakehold-
ersand can beused tonarrow thegap between inform al
ideas about requirem ents and the form alisation that
eventually em ergeswhen a system isim plem ented.
An EUC consistsofthreetiers.Each tierrepresents

theconsidered work processesthatm ustbe supported
by a new system . The tiers use di erent representa-
tions:Tier1 (theinform altier)isan inform aldescrip-
tion; tier 2 (the form altier) is a form al,executable
m odel;tier3(theanim ation tier)isa graphicalanim a-
tion oftier2,which usesonlyconceptsand term inology
thatare fam iliarto and understandable forthe future
users ofthe new system . Tier 3 has the potentialto
o ersignificantadvantagesasa m eansofcom m unica-
tion [4].
The three tiers ofan EUC should be created and

executed in an iterative fashion. The first version of
tier 1 is based on dom ain analysis,and the first ver-
sion oftiers2 and 3,respectively,isbased on the tier
im m ediately below.
EUCs have notable sim ilarities with traditional

high-fidelity prototypes ofIT system s; this com pari-
son ism ade in m ore detailin [1]. In[10],we describe
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how an EUC can be used to link and ensure consis-
tency between,in the sense ofJackson [7],user-level
requirem entsand technicalsoftwarespecifications.
An EUC can haveabroaderscopethan atraditional

UM L-styleusecase[2].Thelatterisa description ofa
sequenceofinteractionsbetween externalactorsand a
system thathappensattheinterfaceofthesystem .An
EUC can go further into the environm ent ofthe sys-
tem and also describe potentially relevant behaviour
in the environm ent that does not happen at the in-
terface. M oreover,an EUC does not necessarily fully
specify which parts ofthe considered work processes
willrem ain m anual,which willbe supported by the
new system ,and which willbe entirely autom ated by
the new system . An EUC can be sim ilar to,in the
senseofLauesen [13],a task description.

4 B lanc Loan A dvise EU C

Theblancloan adviseEUC both hasa broad scope
and a task description-like nature; we now describe
each ofthe threetiersin turn.

4.1 Informal Tier

The blanc loan advise work processbegins when a
custom ercom esto hisadviserand asksfora loan.The
custom erm entionsan am ountand apurpose,e.g.,that
he wantsto borrow 75,000 Danish K roner(equivalent
of10,000Euros)tofinanceajourney around theworld.
An inform alflow diagram outliningtheworkprocess

isshown in Figure1.
The adviser’sfirstaction isto check the custom er’s

data using the custom er overview and the credit
overview, which will be provided by AP; these ac-
tions are represented by the boxes nam ed Customer
overview and Credit overview. Som etim es, the
checksresultin im m ediate refusal,e.g.,ifthe adviser
seesthatthe custom erhasa bad credithistory.
Ifthe adviser chooses to process the custom er’s

enquiry further, there are three m ain tasks. They
are represented in the inform al flow diagram by
the boxesnam ed Advising / simulation,Decision
point,and Production.
Advising / simulation represents the situation,

where the custom er and the adviser m eet and nego-
tiate the conditions for the loan. Inthe jargon used
in thebanks,sim ulation takesplace,which m eansthat
the adviser does som e calculations and she suggests
variousvaluesform onthly paym ent,interestrate,and
loan period to the custom er.
Ithas not yet been decided to which extent sim u-

lation should be supported by AP.Itis possible that

TASK
list

Customer
overview Credit

overview

Advising
/
simulation

Decision
point

Production

Print
documents

Establishment

Grant /
refusal

TASK
list

Recommendation Grant Refusal

Prior approval

Adviser

Manager

Reporting

Figure 1. Informal flow diagram (translated
into English) of informal tier.

sim ulation willbefully integrated in AP;itisalsopos-
sible thatadviserswillbe allowed to do sim ulation in
a standard spreadsheet or using a pocket calculator,
after AP is deployed. The Advising / simulation
task can finish at any tim e;this often happens when
the custom er and the adviser have reached an agree-
m ent.

Decision point representsthatthe adviserm akes
a decision;theadviserchoosesto givethecustom erei-
ther:(1)agrant,which isadefinitiveyes;(2)arefusal,
which isa definitive no;(3)a prior approval,which is
a conditionalyes,typically given in situations,where
som e inform ation ism issing before the loan can be fi-
nally established;or(4)a recom m endation,which isa
m aybe,butwheretheadviserm akesarecom m endation
to hernearestm anagerand asksforhisapproval.

Thework processnow branchesaccordingtothede-
cision thatwasm ade. Forthe decisionsrecom m enda-
tion and prior approval,there are backwardsloopsin
theflow diagram ,indicatingfurtherprocessingand an-
other,laterpassageofDecision point to replacethe
m aybeortheconditionalyeswith a definitiveyesora
definitive no.Forthe decision grant,the work process
continues with Production. That involves finishing
som e inform ation gathering,e.g.,getting the num ber
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ofthe accounton which the loan am ountisto be de-
posited. After that,som e docum ents are printed and
the loan is finally established. For the decision re-
fusal,theworkprocessterm inatesrightafterDecision
point.
Thisdescription ofthe blanc loan advise work pro-

cessgivesan overview,butitism erely an outline ofa
few scenarios,or a few com bination oftasks. Inpar-
ticular,thedescription doesnotexplicitly capturecon-
currenttasks,suspension and resum ption oftasks,and
transfer oftasks between di erent em ployees. These
are issues(T1)-(T3)ofSection 2,which are crucialto
consider in order to align the work process and the
system .Theform altieroftheEUC,which isoutlined
below,describesthesethreeissues.M oregenerally,the
form altierdescribesm any m orescenariosthan thein-
form altier.

4.2 Formal Tier

The form altier is created in Coloured Petri Nets
(CPN). In general, there are a num ber of possible
choicesofm odelling languagesto beused attheform al
tier;pleasereferto [9]fora discussion.
W e have chosen CPN because we have experience

with thislanguageand becauseCPN isappropriatefor
EUCs: CPN is well-suited for m odelling ofworkflows
orwork processes[21].CPN ism atureand well-proven
to describe the behaviour oflarge system s with char-
acteristicslikeconcurrency,resourcesharing,and syn-
chronisation. Fora briefprim eron CPN,please refer
to [11],for m ore details to [12],and for fullcoverage
to [8].
CPN is supported by CPN Tools [25], which has

been used to create and execute the blanc loan advise
CPN m odel;CPN Tools has a graphicalpartand in-
cludesthe program m ing languageStandard M L [15].
W e will not describe the blanc loan advise CPN

m odelin detailhere.However,togivean im pression of
them odel,Figure2 showsonem odule.Thefullm odel
consistsoften m odules,organised in a hierarchy.
Theshown m odule,which isthe top-levelofthehi-

erarchically structured m odel, roughly describes the
sam e behaviour as the inform alflow diagram ofFig-
ure 1. Incom parison with the inform alflow diagram ,
however,the fullCPN m odelhas a num ber ofuseful
properties:Itisform al,executable,and m oredetailed
than the flow diagram . W e willdiscuss consequences
ofthese propertiesin Section 6.
The CPN m odel can be com pared with a board

gam e and execution ofthe m odelwith playing a to-
ken gam e on a playing board. The m odeldefines the
rulesforwhen and how tokensareallowed tobem oved.

Ready for
advising

Ready for further
processing

Refusal
Recommendation

given

Loan
established

Grant or
prior approval

given

Customer
observed

Early
refusal

Advising
/

Simulation

Production

Recommendation Prior approval

Make / review / change
 decision

Lookup
customer information and

credit information

Observe
customer
enquiry

1‘{taskid=1, customer="Mr. Smith",
   amount=75000, 
   purpose="Journey around the world"
   responsible="null", status=ongoing,
   monthlyPayment=0, interestRate=0,
   loadPeriod=0, accountNumber=0}

Figure 2. Part of formal tier: module of CPN
model (translated into English).

Thetokensrepresentblancloan enquiries.Each token
isa record with ten fields:taskid,customer,amount,
purpose, responsible, status, monthly payment,
interest rate,loan period,and account number.
TheCPN m odeldescribesin detailwhen and how the
attributesvaluescan bechanged.Thereisonetoken in
Figure 2,m odelling thatcustom erM r.Sm ith hasjust
entered the bank because he wants to borrow 75,000
Danish K ronerfora journey around the world.

G enerally,in therealworld,ablancloanadvisework
processisinitiated when acustom ercom estothebank
and asksforaloan.IntheCPN m odel,thisisreflected
by thecreation ofa new token in which the fourfields
taskid,customer,amount,and purpose are set ini-
tially.Thetaskid field isa m odelling technicalm eans
to discrim inatebetween di erentenquiries;each token
in the m odeliscreated with a unique and im m utable
taskid.Thethreelatterfieldsaresettohold theiden-
tityoftheenquiringcustom er,thedesired am ount,and
the purposeofthe loan.

Theresponsiblefield isused torecord theidentity
ofthe bank em ployee,who iscurrently responsiblefor
handlingtheconsidered enquiry.Thevaluein thisfield
ischanged when the enquiry (in the form ofa task)is
transferred from one em ployee to another. Thus,by
inspecting the responsible fields ofalltokensin the
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entireCPN m odel,the task liststhatwillbe provided
by AP can be constructed — or m ore precisely,the
taskson the listsofthe involved em ployeespertaining
to the ongoing blancloan enquiries.
Thestatus field isinitially setto ongoing and will

ultim ately besetto eitherestablished,fora success-
fulenquiry,orto refused,foran unsuccessfulenquiry.
There are variouspathsfrom startto finish ofan en-
quiry. An exam ple is: (1) After a m eeting with the
custom er,an adviserchangesthestatusfrom ongoing
to recommended;(2) the advisertransfersthe task to
hism anager;(3)the m anagerchangesthe statusfrom
recommended to granted; (4) the m anager transfers
the task back to the adviser;(5) the adviser gathers
allthe needed inform ation,prints the necessary doc-
um ents,deposits the loan am ount on the designated
account,and finally setsthe statusto established.
The rem aining fields,monthly payment,interest

rate,loan period,and account number,aresetdur-
ing execution of the m odeland reflect the adviser’s
inform ation gathering and agreem ents with the cus-
tom er.

4.3 Animation Tier

Figure 3 showsa snapshotofthe anim ation tier;it
is created with the help ofM agee et al’s SceneBeans
anim ation fram ework [14].

Figure 3. Snapshot of animation tier (trans-
lated into English).

Theanim ationtierisconsistentwith theCPN m odel
ofthe form altier. Atany tim e,the graphicalanim a-
tion representsthecurrentstateoftheCPN m odeland
m im icsthe token gam e thatisplayed,when the CPN
m odelis executed. Technically,the link between the
CPN m odeland the anim ation tier is that the CPN

m odelcalls drawing functions when it executes. The
CPN m odelthuscausesgraphicalobjectslikecustom er
iconsand task iconsto becreated,m oved,deleted,etc.
in the anim ation.
Figure3 m im icsasituation in abank in which there

are two advisers, Ann and Bill, their m anager M r.
Banks,and onecustom er,M r.Sm ith.The circlesrep-
resent blanc loan enquiries. i.e.,they carry the sam e
inform ation asthe ten-field record tokensin the CPN
m odel.The circlescan be clicked to display the infor-
m ation currently attached to an enquiry. A circle is
close to the icon ofthe bank em ployee,Ann,Bill,or
M r.Banks,who iscurrently working on the task,and
hasthe task on herorhistask list. Som e circlescor-
respond to suspended tasks.These circlesare m arked
with P (in bank jargon,these tasks are parked) and
areputin a specialarea in theanim ation.InFigure3,
thereisonesuspended task.Ifthecorrespondingcircle
isclicked,itwillm ove close to the icon ofthe adviser
currently responsibleforthe task.
Ann isadvising M r.Sm ith abouta new blancloan;

Ann issim ulatingand shehasM r.Sm ith’sloan enquiry
on her task list. Billis currently notworking on any
taskswithin ourscope;therearenocirclesclosetohim .
M r.Banks is working on the approvalofan enquiry.
W hen heisfinished,hewilltransferfurtherprocessing
to eitherAnn orBill.
The square nam ed Finish simulation (Ann +

Mr. Smith)can beclicked bytheanim ation user.This
is often done to m im ic thatthe data attached to M r.
Sm ith’sloan enquiry issatisfactory forboth M r.Sm ith
and the bank asrepresented by Ann. Ifthe square is
clicked,theanim ation userwillbeprom pted tom akea
decision on behalfofAnn.A dialog box willbeshown
in which the status ofthe loan enquiry m ust be set
to eithergranted,prior approval,recommended,or
refused. The consequence ofthe decision willbe re-
flected in thegraphicalanim ation;exam plesare:Ifthe
decision is a refusal,M r.Sm ith willm ove away from
the bank,and the text“Refused” willbe displayed.If
the decision isa recom m endation,the circlewillm ove
from the Ann icon to the M r.Banks icon,represent-
ing thetransferofthetask from Ann’stask listto M r.
Banks’task list.

5 Setting

W e now briefly describe the setting for the work
doneon creation and useoftheblancloan adviseEUC
thatwepresented above;ithasbeen created in a num -
berofiterations.
The first version of the inform altier in the form

ofprose descriptions supplem ented with an inform al
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flow diagram is based on extensive dom ain analysis,
carried outprim arily by thecreditworking group,but
also by the task listworking group.The inform altier
was written and drawn by an experienced Bankdata
analyst.
The first versions ofthe form altier,i.e.,the CPN

m odel, were created by us. An early version was
dem onstrated and discussed with Bankdata analysts.
Theircom m entswereused toproducean im proved and
extended CPN m odelthatwaspresented ataworkshop
in thecreditworking group.Based on com m entsfrom
theusers,Bankdata analystsand ourselvesworked to-
getherto m odify and extend the CPN m odel.
Theinsightsgained through construction and useof

di erentversionsofthe form altierhad an im pacton
the inform altier. The inform altier was changed five
tim esand a new version released to theparticipantsof
the credit working group,during the halfyear ofthe
AP projectthatthispaperreportsabout.
W hen it was judged that the CPN m odelwas in

good accordancewith the blanc loan advise work pro-
cess,we started to design and im plem ent the anim a-
tion tier. Again,the first version was created by us.
Itwas presented for Bankdata,and afterwards,both
theform altierand theanim ation tierwerefurtherde-
veloped in cooperation between Bankdataanalystsand
us.W hen theanim ationtierwasconsideredsu ciently
m ature,itwaspresented and subjectfordiscussion at
a workshop in the creditworking group.

6 Lessons Learned

The blanc loan advise EUC isa supplem entto the
docum entation that Bankdata usually creates for re-
quirem entsengineering;the usualdocum entation cor-
respondsto the inform altierofthe EUC.
Thus,the EUC is the tangible result ofthe work

described in thispaper.Additionalresultsofourwork
arethelessonslearned through creation and useofthe
EUC.W ediscussfivekeylessonsbelow.Thefirstthree
lessons are directly related to the three issues (C1)-
(C3)thatwaslisted in Section 2 asresponsibilitiesof
the creditworking group.

6.1 EUCs Support Precise Designations

A designation [7]establishesthem eaning ofa basic
term pertainingto adevelopm entproject,often aterm
describing som ething in the environm ent ofuse ofa
new system .The designationspertaining to the blanc
loan advise work process have im proved during this
project. This is,ofcourse,highly due to the general
im provem entin understanding that inevitably results

from stakeholderdiscussions,e.g.,atworkshopsin the
credit working group. However,in addition,we have
also experienced thatthe EUC hashelped.
Via the form altier,the EUC technique insists on

m aking form aldescriptions,which has contributed to
m ore precise designations(in general,form alisation is
not guaranteed to yield precision; for discussions on
di erences between form ality and precision,see,e.g.,
Jackson [7]orW ieringa [23]).
At one ofthe workshops,it becam e apparentthat

the di erence between a prior approvaland a recom -
m endation was neither entirely clear nor agreed be-
tween the workshop participants. The discussion was
based on an earlierversion oftheinform alflow diagram
ofFigure 1. Here,there was room allowing di erent
workshop participants to associate di erentm eanings
with the term s.The EUC contributed to clarification;
itdescribesin detailhow whatwascalled a priorap-
provalis handled and how what was called a recom -
m endation is handled,in the blanc loan advise work
process.
An essentialdi erencebetween theinform alflow di-

agram and the EUC isthatthe latter,because ofthe
form altier,representstheblancloan advisework pro-
cessin an explicitand refutableway.Therefore,creat-
ing and executing the EUC have triggered discussions
aboutwhatthingsm ean and,consequently,have lead
to m oreprecisedesignations.

6.2 EUCs Support PreciseWorkflowDescriptions

The inform altier ofthe EUC is,indeed,an infor-
m aldescription ofthe blanc loan advisework process.
Theinform aldescriptionhasin m anysituationsworked
wellasm eansofcom m unication,butwe havealso ex-
perienced thattheinform aldescription hasnotalways
been su ciently precise.TheEUC asawholehasbeen
an alleviation.Asabove,a m ain reason hasbeen that
the EUC insistson m aking form aldescriptions.
As an exam ple,atone ofthe workshops,it turned

outthatsom eparticipantshad contradicting interpre-
tationsofthe m eaning ofa splitin term sofa branch-
ing arrow in the inform alflow diagram (Figure 1). In
an olderversion ofthe flow diagram ,the branch from
thedecision pointwasindicated by a diam ond sym bol,
whose m eaning was not clear. There were also som e
double arcs,which caused som e confusion. The possi-
bleinterpretationshad quitesevereim pacton how AP
was intended to support the blanc loan advise work
process. As an exam ple,one interpretation would al-
low an advisertoestablish aloan whileam anagercon-
currently handlesthe recom m endation ofthatloan;a
second interpretation would insist that the establish-
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m ent should alwayswait untilafter the m anager had
given a grant.
O neoftheauthorsofthispaperparticipated in that

workshop. A version ofthe CPN m odelwas brought
on a laptop. The author listened to the discussions
and incorporated whatthe authorthoughtwasa sen-
sibleinterpretation ofthebranch into theform alCPN
m odel.Thisseem inglyhelped toreachclarificationand
agreem ent. The CPN m odelwas changed during the
workshop in a rapid prototyping-like fashion;it took
a few m inutes to m ake the change. W ith the form al
representation ofthe CPN m odel,there wasno longer
room for di erent interpretations ofthe troublesom e
split.Theoneand only interpretation wasdeterm ined
by the form alsem anticsofCPN.
However, changing the CPN m odel, or the ani-

m ation tier,is inherently m ore tim e-consum ing than
changingtheinform altier,e.g.,justby drawing an ad-
ditionalarrow in an inform alflow diagram orchanging
the textin a prose description.O urEUCscannotdy-
nam ically accom m odate change as,e.g.,is possible in
Hareland M arelly’sPlay-in/outapproach [6]. O ne of
theusershascom m ented thatheseesthisasthem ain
drawback ofEUCs.

6.3 EUCs Support Detailed Workflow Descrip-
tions

Theinform altieroftheEUC isan abstractdescrip-
tion ofthe blanc loan advise work process. Abstract
descriptionsare usefulin requirem entsengineering,in
particularatearly stages,butasa projectprogresses,
m oredetailsare beneficial.A detailed description can
be closer to the realworld subject m atter being de-
scribed than a m oreabstractdescription.Thus,stake-
holder discussions based on detailed descriptions are
likelytobringup m oreissuesthan discussionsbased on
m oreabstractdescriptions.The EUC hascontributed
to that.Ithasprovided a m oredetailed description of
theblancloan advisework processthan catered forby
the inform altieronly.
Inparticular,the EUC has given a basis for con-

sidering issues(T1)-(T3)ofSection 2:the handling of
concurrenttasks,suspension and resum ption oftasks,
and transferoftasksbetween di erentem ployees.The
inform altieralonehasnotallowed usto addressthese
issues.The CPN m odelling language’ssupportforde-
scribing concurrency,resourcesharing,and synchroni-
sation hasbeen useful.
The EUC has, e.g., catalysed discussions about

whether AP should always for each adviser have one
and only one current task, or if AP should support
that an advisers works concurrently on a num ber of

tasks,e.g.,with one task perwindow in the G UI,and
wherea num berofwindowsareallowed to be open at
the sam e tim e. Thisisa design decision thatislikely
to highly influence whetherAP isproperly aligned to
advisers’work processes,because advisers,indeed,of-
ten do m any things at the sam e tim e. M oreover,the
EUC explicitly describeswhen itisallowed to suspend
a task and when it is allowed to transfer a task to a
colleague. These are also im portant issues to reach
agreem entaboutin the design ofAP.
The tokensrepresenting blanc loan enquiriesin the

CPN m odeland their counterparts in the anim ation
tiercontain m any details.Thetokensarerecordswith
ten fields;therecord typeservesasafirstidentification
oftheinform ation thatisneeded in theblancloan work
adviseprocess(cf.(C3)ofSection 2).
M oreover, the detailed inform ation has catalysed

discussionofanum berofrelevantissues,e.g.,regarding
AP’sflexibility — because AP willbe used by 15 dif-
ferentbanks,flexibility isa high priority and thethree
di erentbanksinvolved in thedevelopm entcontinually
m akecom prom isesand agreem ents.
Exam ples of flexibility issues that have been dis-

cussed based on the EUC are: (1) How m uch of a
loan enquiry m ust be filled in before an adviser can
send a recom m endation to hism anager? Isitrequired
thatthe interestrate iscom pletely fixed,orcan itbe
an interval? (2) How strict does a bank require that
itsadvisersfollow written-down rules,regulations,and
policies? Thisisim portantforsom e banks,butother
banks are m ore relaxed. Itcan be com m on practice
thatan adviserexceedsthe form allim itsforwhen she
m ustask herm anagerforapproval.Say,sheisonly al-
lowed to grantloansup to 50,000 Danish K roner,and
sheisnow talking to a custom erwho wantsto borrow
75,000.Ifshe knowsthe custom erwelland knowsher
m anager well,she m ay choose to grant the loan im -
m ediately,knowing that her m anagerwould have ap-
proved it anyway. AP should support both the rigid
and the flexible way ofworking,e.g.,AP should not
preventtheadviserin theflexiblebank to proceed,but
AP should preventthe adviserin the rigid bank from
breaking the rules.

6.4 EUCs Support Keeping Users Properly Fo-
cused

The usershave typically contributed e ciently and
constructively in workshopswhen thesubjecthasbeen
theirworkprocesses.Incontrast,when thesubjecthas
been the AP system itself,som eusershavesom etim es
seem ed m oredistracted and unfocused.
Bankdataisawareofthisproblem and often usecon-
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crete representations,e.g.,drawingsand screen snap-
shots,as a m eans to getusers involved in m ore tech-
nicaldiscussionsaboutrequirem ents.Thisistypically
e ective.However,a well-recognised drawback ofcon-
crete representations is that users som etim es tend to
over-focuson sm alldetails rather than paying proper
attention to im portantoverallissues[20]likethework
processesto be supported.
W ehaveseen instancesofthisproblem .An exam ple

occurred ata workshop in thetask listworking group.
A discussion which should be about overallissues re-
garding alignm entofwork processesand AP,uninten-
tionally shifted to usem uch tim eand energy on m inor
G UI-related issues,likewhethera listshould bein the
rightside orthe leftsideofthe screen.
Insom e situations,the blanc loan advise EUC has

helped users to keep a proper focus. The EUC ex-
plicitly describes a new work process and downplays
G UI-related issues. As such,the EUC is a concrete
representation that is less likely to m islead users into
prem aturely thinking aboutthe G UIofa system .
Another contributing factor to occasionaluser dis-

traction m ay be that the AP system is som etim es
talked aboutin abstractand notalwaysclearly defined
term slikecases,tasks,and actions(a distinction isat-
tem pted to bem adebetween cases,tasks,and actions;
acaseconsistsofanum beroftasks,and atask consists
ofa num berofactions).Incontrast,when thesubject
istheusers’own work processes,they arediscussed in
dom ain-specific,concrete term slike loans,grants,and
recom m endations. M oreover,the usersare highly m o-
tivated,becausethey aretheleading expertsand have
a genuineinterestin the subject.
The EUC constitutesa concrete,tangible represen-

tation,also ofabstractconcepts;itexplicitly provides
exam ples ofabstract concepts,like the circles in the
anim ation tier ofthe blanc loan advise EUC,which
represent(abstract)tasks.

6.5 EUCs Support Involvement of Users at Ap-
propriate Times

As in m any large software developm ent projects,
cooperation between users and software ana-
lysts/developers is crucial for AP, but also a
challenge [17, 19]. In particular, the two parties
need to com m unicatee ectively.Ifnot,there isa risk
thatprojecttim e iswasted due to m isunderstandings.
A contributorto e ectivecom m unication in theAP

projectisthattheinvolvedBankdataanalystsarequite
experienced and haveconsiderabledom ain knowledge;
a num ber ofthe analysts have previously worked as
bank advisers.

Inaddition,via itsvery structure,an EUC can con-
tributeto e ectivecom m unication,becauseitcan sup-
port involvem ent ofusers at appropriate tim es. The
inform altierofthe EUC hasbeen created in close co-
operation between usersand analysts.Incontrast,the
users have not been actively involved in the creation
ofthe form altier and the anim ation tier. The users
havem erely been sourcesproviding feedback,allowing
Bankdata analysts and the authors of this paper to
produceim proved versionsoftiers2 and 3.
Ingeneral,to ensuree cientuseoftim e,webelieve

thatusersshould notbeinvolved m uch,ifatall,in for-
m altier;itisnotan adequatebasisfordiscussionswith
users.Usersshould beactively involved in thecreation
oftheinform altierand asprovidersoffeedback to the
anim ation tier.
To investigatethisconjecturefurther,wepresented

aversionoftheform altiertotheusersataworkshopin
thecreditworkinggroup.Even though theCPN m odel
wasrelatively m ature,itgota m ixed reception.Som e
users were seem ingly able to understand the m odel,
follow executions,and seethatitwasan illustration of
a future work process.O n the otherhand,otherusers
did not seem to appreciate the form alm odeland its
execution very m uch. W hen asked directly abouther
opinion aboutboxes-circles-arrowsdiagram slike CPN
m odels, one ofthe users politely answered that this
is notthe way she thinks — she prefersto see screen
snapshotsand prototypes.
Thus,presenting the form altierto usersseem ingly

did notsupportvery e cientcom m unication. O n the
otherhand,when theanim ation tierwaspresented,the
userswereim m ediately able to see thatitrepresented
a futurebank work processand could serveasa sound
basisfordiscussions.

7 R elated W ork

W e now briefly discuss som e exam ples of related
work on aligning work processesand IT system s.
O urEUC techniquehassim ilaritieswith W ieringa’s

technique for using workflow m odelling for require-
m entsengineering — going from thebusinessgoaltree
to identification ofactivitiesto besupported by theIT
system [23]. W ieringa uses statecharts[5]to describe
behaviour.
Daneva discusses how to adapt business processes

and enterprise resource planning (ERP) system s [3].
AP sharesa num berofcharacteristicswith ERP sys-
tem s. W e believe that EUCs som etim es can help to
com ply with som eofthelessonsof[3],e.g.,with lesson
7: Perform ing system atically requirem ents validation
and verification iscritical.
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Salinesiand Rolland address how to preserve the
fitbetween work processesand system s,when change
takesplace [18]. This is an im portant issue,which is
notexplicitly addressed by the EUC technique.
Pottshasin [16]surveyed varioussoftwareengineer-

ing approaches. Potts discusses the varying depths
with which the approaches prescribe to analyse and
describetheenvironm entofan IT system to be devel-
oped. EUCs can be created with varying depths. At
oneextrem e,they can below-depth descriptionsin the
form ofsequencesofinteractionsbetween usersand a
system right at the system ’s interface,corresponding
to traditionalUM L-style use cases. Inthis case,an
EUC m ay resem ble a usualG UIprototype. However,
EUCs m ay also be used to m ake deeper descriptions,
which include potentially relevantaspectsofthe envi-
ronm ent,including aspectsthatarenotfound directly
at the interface between user and system . The blanc
loan adviseEUC is,aswehaveseen,ofthistype.
Inprevious work [9,11],we have applied EUCs in

the health care dom ain and with specific focuson de-
velopm ent ofpervasive IT system s [22]. In com par-
ison, the present paper is about requirem ents engi-
neering in a di erentdom ain — in banks— and itis
aboutrequirem entsengineering fora traditional(non-
pervasive)desktop based system .Even though thetwo
dom ains are quite di erent,they also have a num ber
ofsim ilarities.Som eofthebasicproblem sathospitals
and in banks are com m on. Indeed,m any issues that
areim portantforanew system likeAP areverygeneral
and are found in m any dom ains:providing em ployees
an overview of tasks, handling concurrent tasks, in-
terruptions,coordination between di erentem ployees,
etc. W e have dem onstrated in this paper how EUCs
can be used to analyseand describesuch issues.
Anothersim ilarity isthecategoriesofuserswehave

worked with in the health care and the banking do-
m ain. Inboth cases,the anim ation tier ofthe EUC
hasproved to be notonly nice to have,butessential.
A num berofnursesand bank adviserswehaveworked
with do not appreciate form alm odels,but graphical
dom ain-specificanim ationshaveproved to bee ective
m eansofcom m unication.

8 C onclusions and Future W ork

W e have described alignm ent ofa new work pro-
cesswith theAdviserPortal(AP)bank system via ap-
plication ofExecutable Use Cases (EUCs). W e have
reported and discussed a num ber oflessons learned.
Theselessonsareofa naturethatm akeusbelievethat
they generaliseto otherprojectsthan AP.Incontinua-
tion oftheworkdescribed in thispaper,weareworking

in a num berofdirections.

Thetop priority in theongoingwork isto relatethe
EUC descriptionsto workflow descriptionsinsideIBM
Process Choreographer. W hen AP is deployed,som e
of tasks that are carried out m anually in the banks
today willbe autom ated by the AP workflow engine,
which isIBM ProcessChoreographer.Aswehaveseen,
theblancloan adviseEUC issim ilarto a task descrip-
tion [13]. Itdescribeswhatadvisersand AP m ustdo
together.Inthisway,theEUC includesboth activities
ofadvisers that are not to be supported by AP and
activitiesthatarecandidatesto besupported.Incom -
parison,aworkflow in Choreographerisan autom ation
ofpartsofwork processes;to create thisworkflow as-
sum es that it is known whatto autom ate. Thus,the
EUC isa broaderdescription than a workflow descrip-
tion in Choreographer. W e are investigating how to
useEUCsasbasisto discussand identify which ofthe
currentm anualtasksin the banksthatshould be au-
tom ated by Choreographerinside AP.

W e are considering to m ake it possible to interact
with EUCsvia the Internet.Thiswilladdressa prac-
ticalproblem :Theusers,who participatein thework-
ing groupsin the AP project,are busy and geograph-
ically distributed. Itis not always easy to get them
togetheratm eetings,atthesam etim eand atthesam e
place.Iftheuserscan interactwith theEUC rem otely,
e.g.,from their hom e banks,this m ay be an allevia-
tion. However,it is yetto be seen how e ective that
approach is. Itisprobably a m ore lim ited experience
than to betogetherwith otherstakeholdersata m eet-
ing,butm ay stillyield valuablebenefits.

W e are also currently working on establishing the
EUC techniqueto beused m orebroadly by Bankdata;
this involves arguing the business case for Bankdata
m anagem ent.W eareencouraged by theBankdata an-
alysts we have worked with,who see the EUC tech-
nique,or som ething sim ilar,as usefuland prom ising.
Inparticular,theanalystsseeEUCsasahelp torecord
and m ake decisionsexplicit;in thisway,the decisions
can besubjectforearly discussionswith and validation
byusers.Therefore,EUCshavepotentialtoreducethe
am ountofrework that Bankdata som etim es needs to
do in projects, often caused by lack of genuine user
validation and, as a consequence,m isunderstandings
between usersand analysts.

A crucialissuein arguingthebusinesscaseistocon-
siderthecost-e ectivenessofEUCs.Tier1oftheblanc
loan adviseEUC reflectsthe requirem entsengineering
activities that Bankdata usually do. These activities
haveincluded dozensofm eeting in the creditworking
group and task listworkinggroup;m ostm eetingshave
had about ten participants and have run for one full
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ortwo fulldays.Ingeneral,thousandsofperson hours
have been putinto the dom ain analysisthatisneces-
sary for tier 1. Tiers 2 and 3 ofthe EUC has been
created in approxim ately 120 person hours.Thus,cre-
ation ofthe EUC (allthree tiers)hashad a relatively
low additionalcost,com pared to the costofusualre-
quirem entsengineering in Bankdata’sprojects.
W ith the lessonslearned discussed in Section 6,we

havedem onstrated thattheEUC hasgiven som ebene-
fitsaswell.Ultim ately,wehopethatwecan observea
good alignm entbetween AP and theblancloan advise
work process, when AP is deployed. However,even
ifthis observation is m ade,it m ay be di cult to as-
sess the particular benefit ofEUCs (or any other re-
quirem ents engineering technique). O n the long and
com plex path from initialrequirem entsengineering to
im plem entation ofa system ,there are m any factors,
which contributetothequality ofthesystem .Tom ake
areliableevaluation oftheim pactofoneparticularfac-
torseem sinherently di cult.
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Abstract
This paper compares concepts of maturity models in

the areas of Enterprise Architecture and Enterprise

Systems Usage. We investigate whether these concepts
correlate, overlap and explain each other. The two

maturity models are applied in a case study. We conclude

that although it is possible to fully relate constructs from
both kinds of models, having a mature architecture

function in a company does not imply a high Enterprise

Systems Usage maturity.

1. Introduction

Current markets are highly competitive, making it very
important to rapidly respond to changing business
circumstances [14]. By optimizing business processes, the
efficiency and effectiveness of a company can be
increased. In today’s companies, transactions have to be
made in real-time, while communicating with customers
and suppliers. To do this, the information systems in any
company should have the latest data available, and
therefore should also be integrated with each other.

Different approaches to integrating information
systems and/or business processes have emerged, like
data warehouses, applications of Enterprise Application
Integration technology, and information systems
supporting the entirety of business processes in a
company. The latter are called Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) Systems and were first specialized for
manufacturing companies. Nowadays, these systems can
support businesses in almost all sectors and are often
referred to as Enterprise Systems (ES) [6, 19].

Improving enterprise integration with these solutions is
a difficult task as it brings along many changes in a
company at both organizational and IT infrastructure
levels. Many ES implementations are not finished in time
and within budget and, often, the desired business benefits
are not realized [16]. Therefore, implementation of ES is
an important field of study in which a lot of methods are
now being proposed to improve current practice. In this
paper, we contribute to this field by investigating the

relationship between maturity models for ES usage and
enterprise architecture. We have chosen to look at ES
usage in relation with enterprise architecture because
experiences from more and more companies indicate that
an ES perspective alone is not enough [12]. When all
major companies in a market adopt ESs, or event the
same vendor’s ES, the competitive gain resulting from
using an enterprise system for one company is low [6].
Moreover, some business processes are just not suitable to
fit in with an ES. Consequently, companies need to
integrate, but also need to differentiate in their systems.
Apart from an ES, companies also have legacy systems
that add up to a complex ES implementation.

We use the term ‘enterprise architecture’ to refer to the
constituents of an enterprise at both the social level (roles,
organizational units, processes, etc.) as well as the
technical level (information technology and related
technology), and the synergetic relations between these
constituents. Thus, enterprise architecture explains how
the constituents of an enterprise are related and how these
relations jointly create added value.

Capability maturity models (CMMs) provide a method
to gain control over IT processes and improve them. The
benefits of these models lie in the systematic use of
practices to identify weaknesses, strengths, and
improvement activities in IT-processes [13]. The models
also assist in managing improvements by providing
assessment standards that help express the maturity of the
organisation in a scale of five maturity levels [15]. In the
architecture field, different maturity models have been
developed, called Architecture Capability Maturity
Models (ACMMs) [7, 10, 23]. These models specify key
components of productive enterprise architecture
processes and pay very little attention to the possible
integration solutions.

Furthermore, in the field of ES implementation,
empirical research efforts by Holland and Light [12] as
well as Markus et al. [16] have yielded staged maturity
models for ERP systems use. Their value is in providing
roadmaps for understanding the evolution of ERP systems
in adopting organizations. Such a model is divided in
stages of maturity in the use of an ES and illustrates the
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different challenges organizations cope with while and
after implementing an ES. These models do not focus on
IT processes as a whole, but on the ES implementation
and use only.

When combining ERP usage maturity models with the
ACMMs, a framework can be created to assess how well
business processes and systems are aligned in ERP
adopting organizations. Such a framework can also serve
as a vehicle to integrate formal business case analysis into
the process of engineering the requirements for ESs as it
would help organizations focus on the business value they
expect to achieve from the ESs and associated business
changes [6]. Business cases specify real-life problems that
ERP-adopters confront and the types of process,
competitive, or financial capabilities they will have when
implementation is over. Carrying out a business case
analysis is recognized as a vital prerequisite for a
successful ERP RE process [4] and is a common practice
in organizations that were successful in aligning their ESs
to business strategy [1]. Specifically, our efforts in
combining ACMMs and ES usage maturity models are
aimed at answering the following research question: In
what way is architecture maturity linked to ES usage
maturity? To uncover the interplay between these two
classes of maturity models, we first compare their
assessment dimensions and then contrast them by using
real-life experiences.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 places the topic of architecture and ES usage
maturity in the broader context of enterprise integration
(EI) and discusses the role of ES in it. Section 3 describes
our research approach. Section 4 and Section 5 provide
background information on the concepts of architecture
maturity and ES usage maturity, respectively. Specific
instances of each of the two model classes are discussed
as well. In Section 6, relations between these two classes
of models are identified. Then, an ACMM and an ES
Usage Model are applied in a case study in Section 7.
Section 8 outlines our conclusions and future research
plans.

2. Background

The literature of today [14, 17, 19] reports on three
approaches for systems integration: data warehousing, ES,
and Enterprise Application Integration middleware. The
data warehousing approach implies that the data of all
systems in an organization are integrated in one
‘warehouse’ that makes it possible for systems to share
data and do a variety of data analyses. The systems
themselves are not supposed to be changed [17]. In
contrast, ERP systems were the first, in which business
functions were integrated to streamline data flows across
business functions such as logistics, accounting, and
human resources [14]. In the second half of the 90s these
systems were extended with applications that supported

business processes beyond the borders of one
organisation. This was necessitated by the urge many
companies had to optimize processes with suppliers and
customers. Cross-organizational integration was further
streamlined with the availability of the Internet. Also,
today’s cross-organizational ESs offer a combination of
internal and external integration capabilities and make it
possible for ERP adopters to seamlessly participate in
virtual networks in which Enterprise Application
Integration is used to let the ESs of different companies
communicate with each other and with other systems
[19].

Enterprise Application Integration is a business
computing term for the plans, methods, and tools aimed at
modernizing, consolidating, and coordinating the
computer applications in an enterprise [24]. It is not a
piece of software which is installed to work directly out of
the box, but it is a useful method for planning how to
integrate systems. It aims at bringing together business
processes, applications, data, and platforms [9] in order to
produce a flexible and agile information architecture,
which permits rapid responses to new business
opportunities [14]. Integration is achieved by using
middleware and by applying different topologies. Typical
business benefits of Enterprise Application Integration are
cycle time and cost reductions as well as cost
containment.

Intra- and inter-organizational integration through ESs
is a very complex task, and case studies suggest that
approximately 90% of the businesses did not completely
succeed in this [2]. Common failure patterns that ES
adopters indicate are (i) failure to meet project goals
within specified time and budget and (ii) misalignments
between organization’s processes and data flows and the
ones embedded in the ES. Therefore, for many companies
it is also important to have a technology, for example
Enterprise Application Integration middleware, which
makes it possible to integrate both ES and legacy
applications with each other. The ultimate objective of
such integration is to ensure a relationship between
business and IT decision making processes so than IT and
business functions adapt their strategies together [15]. For
companies to be able to assess where they are in
business/IT alignment and what they can do to improve it,
comprehensive vehicles in the form of maturity models
should be available for architects to use. In the scope of
our research, we cover two classes of models that are
good candidates to serve as such vehicles, namely
Architecture Maturity Models and ES Usage Maturity
Models. Our choice of these models is dictated by our
research context, namely the use of ES as enabler for
intra- and inter-organizational integration.
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3. Research Method

The goal of our study is to collect information that
would help us assess the interplay of architecture maturity
and ERP usage maturity in an ERP adopting organization.
Since research studies in architecture maturity and studies
in ERP usage maturity have been done in isolation from
each other and research has been focused either on
organization-specific architecture or ERP aspects, there is
a distinct challenge to develop a research model that
adopts the most appropriate constructs from prior research
and integrate them with constructs that are most suitable
for our context. Given the lack of research on the
phenomenon we are interested in and the fact that the
boundaries between phenomenon and context are not
clearly evident, it seems appropriate to apply a qualitative
approach to our research question. Specifically, we chose
to use an approach based on the positivist case study
research method [8, 26]. We have chosen this method for
several reasons: (i) it was found particularly well-suited to
IS research situations in which an in-depth investigation
is needed, but in which the phenomenon in question can
not be studied outside the context in which it occurs, (ii) it
offers a great deal of flexibility in terms of research
perspectives to be adopted and qualitative data collection
methods, and (iii) case studies open up opportunities to
get the subtle data we need to increase our understanding
of complex IS phenomena such as ERP adoption and
architecture.

Our analytical approach had three main objectives,
namely: (i) to identify how existing architecture
frameworks and ES usage models stand to each other, (ii)
to assess the possible mappings among their assessment
criteria, and (iii) to examine if the mappings between
architecture maturity assessment criteria and the ERP
usage maturity criteria can be used to judge the ERP
usage maturity in an ERP adopting organization, provided
architecture maturity of this organization is known.

The research approach involved five stages:
1. Literature survey and mapping assessment

criteria of existing architecture maturity models.
2. Literature survey of existing ERP usage maturity

models.
3. Identification of assessment criteria for

architecture and ERP usage maturity that seem
(i) to overlap, (ii) to correlate, and (iii) to explain
each other.

4. Selection and application of two specific maturity
models to real-life organizational settings.

5. Post-application analysis to understand the
relationships between the two maturity models.

We discuss each of these stages in more detail in the
sections that follow.

For the purpose of our research, the unit of analysis
[26] is the ERP-adopting organization. We investigate

two aspect of the ERP adopter: (i) the maturity of their
architecture function and (ii) the maturity of the ERP
usage. Our approach involves the use of qualitative
architecture assessments and ERP usage assessments,
architecture deliverables, ERP requirements documents,
and project team members’ observation data, to explore,
understand, and explain the relationship between maturity
in architecture and maturity in ERP usage.

4. Architecture Maturity

The notion of maturity was first introduced by IBM
and, in early 90s, was extended and elaborated in terms of
capability maturity models (CMMs) that are formal ways
to gain control over and improve IT-related processes as
well as to assess organization’s development competence
[20]. Today’s ACMMs follow in structure and logics the
original CMM. One of the first ACMMs is the IT ACMM
of the Department of Commerce (DoC) of the USA. The
goal of this model is to optimize architecture-related
processes by identifying weak areas and providing an
improvement path [7]. Furthermore, there are models
linked to the Balanced Score Card concept [10] and
models for extended-enterprise-architects [23]. All these
models have five or six levels of maturity that vary from
initial to optimized or measured. The extent to which
these models pay attention to business issues varies
widely. When we compared the different ACMMs to each
other (see Figure 1), the Information Technology
Balanced Score Card (IT BSC) maturity model was
chosen as our point of reference. We chose it because this
model rests on four viewpoints that make it possible to
jointly consider both business and IT issues in
organizations. As the two main reasons for failures in
ES-implementations are organizational resistance to
change and lack of top management commitment [27], we
felt that it was important to use as a reference point a
model giving enough attention to business issues. The
four viewpoints in the IT BSC model are defined as
follows: ‘Customer Orientation’ is about how the IT
should appear to the internal questions, ‘Corporate
Contribution’ is the contribution that IT can have to
company’s success, ‘Operational Excellence’ tells which
services and processes should be supported by IT, and
‘Future Orientation’ focuses on the ability to change and
improve the IT to better add up to the company’s success
[10]. The IT BSC maturity model includes five stages, in
which these four areas should be better managed and
optimized. We compared the assessment criteria of the IT
BSC model to the different architecture criteria as defined
in the Department of Commerce IT Architecture
Capability Maturity Model (DoC ACMM) [7] and the
Extended Enterprise Architecture Maturity Model
(E2AMM) [23]. We arrived at the mappings in Figure 1.
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The DoC ACMM is developed to make judgements of
IT processes to evaluate the current organization and what
the future should bring [7]. The E2AMM ‘provides a path
for enterprise architecture and procedural improvements
within an organization’ [23, p1]. There exist also other
architecture maturity models, for example the IS/ICT
Management Capability Maturity Framework [21]. These
models work with assessment constructs which are very
similar to the ones from the DoC ACMM and therefore
we do not discuss them here.

5. ES Usage Maturity

Our review of the ERP literature points out that ES
Usage maturity models are meant as theoretical
frameworks for analysing, both retrospectively and
prospectively, the business value of ES. As system
evolution adds the concept of time to these frameworks,
they tend to structure ‘ES experiences’ in terms of stages,
starting conditions, goals, plans and quality of execution
[16]. For example, the model by Markus et al [16]
allocates elements of ES success to three different points
in time during an organization’s experience: (i) the
‘project phase’ in which the system is configured and
rolled out, (ii) the ‘shakedown phase’ in which the
organization goes live and integrates the system in their
daily routine, and (iii) the ‘onward and upward phase’, in
which the organization gets used to the system and is
going to implement additions. Success in the shakedown
phase and in the onward and upward phase is influenced
by ES usage maturity. For example, observations like (i) a

high level of success in improvements in business results,
(ii) employees’ willingness to work with the system, and
(iii) adopting new releases, are directly related to a high
level of ES usage maturity. Next, the staged maturity
model by Holland and Light [12] suggests three stages
and is based on five theoretical constructs as shown in the
Figure 2. The model does not yet pay enough attention to
certain determinants of the ES architecture, namely, cost,
entropy, complexity, flexibility, and competitiveness.
However, because these do not affect the way we
approach our research question, we would not discuss
them as part of this paper.

6. Relations between architecture maturity

and ES Usage maturity

Our hypothesis is that the constructs in the AMM and the
ES UMM differ, correlate but do not explain one another.
That there is a relationship between architecture maturity
and ES usage also becomes evident from the fact that the
two types of models use the same factors to assess either
maturity or alignment, for example, factors like
governance, processes, communication, vision and
executive sponsorship. These correlating factors are
discussed in the sections that follow. We start with the
constructs of the ES Usage Maturity Model (ES UMM)
and we link them to the constructs of the IT BSC and
DoC AMM. For clarity, the acronyms of the names of
these models are given in brackets appended to the name
of each construct.

IT BSC MM DoC ACMM E2AMM

Extended Enterprise Involvement

Operating Unit Participation Business units involvement
Customer Orientation

Enterprise Program Management

Business Linkage Business & Technology Strategy Alignment

Senior Management Involvement Executive Management Involvement

Governance Strategic Governance

IT investment & Acquisition Strategy Enterprise budget & Procurement strategy

Corporate Contribution

Holistic Extended Enterprise Architecture

Architecture Process Extended Enterprise Architecture Programme
Office

Architecture Development Extended Enterprise Architecture Development

Operating Unit Participation

Architecture Communication Enterprise Program Management

IT security

IT investment & Acquisition Strategy Enterprise budget & Procurement strategy

Operational Excellence

Extended Enterprise Architecture Results

Future Orientation Architecture Development Extended Enterprise Architecture Development

Figure 1 ACMMs compared and contrasted
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6.1. Strategic use of IT

The first construct of the ES UMM is called ‘The
strategic use of IT’ and deals with the importance of the
IT function within a business [12]. This construct
corresponds to the constructs ‘Corporate contribution’ (IT
BSC MM) and ‘Operational excellence’ (IT BSC MM).
Figure 3 shows the characteristics from the other ACMMs
that are related to these two areas. ‘Business linkage’
(DoC ACMM) and ‘Business/technology strategy
alignment’ (E2AMM) are important factors in this
construct as these determine how the strategic goals of
business and IT are related.

‘Architecture process and development’ (DoC
ACMM) are the ones from ‘Operational excellence’ (IT
BSC MM) that are related to this construct. These say
how the architecture process is organized and what kind
of developments is expected. ‘IT investment and
acquisition strategy’ (DoC ACMM) is also a
characteristic that falls within this construct.

6.2. Organizational Sophistication

This construct describes how the structure of the
organization has changed after the ES implementation.

Change is unavoidable due to the fact that an ES imposes
its embedded processes and data management procedures
to the ES-adopter. Also, either the business processes in
the organization have to be adapted to the embedded
processes in the system (the so called ‘best practices’), or
the ES has to be customized to the diverse processes of
the company [12]. This is consistent with the strategy of
the organization and with the ‘Organizational
sophistication’ construct. Often, it is less expensive to
change the business process to fit the system than the
other way around. Customizing the ES can bring along
problems with future versions of the software but
sometimes an organization decides to change the software
because their process is so specific or because of strategic
advantages: when every organization uses the same ES, it
is hard to compete [6]. The ‘Organizational
sophistication’ construct has no specific equal within the
ACMMs, but it can be mapped onto what is meant in the
constructs of ‘Corporate contribution’ (IT BSC MM) and
‘Architecture communication’ (DoC ACMM) as all of
these reflect strategic decisions being made.

6.3. Penetration of ERP

The penetration of the system in the organization can
be measured by three indicators: (i) the number of

Constructs Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Strategic Use of IT - Retention of responsible
people

- no CIO (anymore)
- IS does not support strategic

decision-making

- ES is on a low level used for
strategic decision-making

- IT strategy is regularly
reviewed

- ES Importance is high

- Strong vision
- IT strategy through whole

organization
- CIO in the senior

management team

Organizational

Sophistication

- no process orientation
- very little thought about

information flows
- no culture change

- significant organizational
change

- improved transactional
efficiency

- process oriented
organization

- top level support and strong
understanding of ERP-
implications

Penetration of the ERP

System

- the system is used by less
than 50% of the
organization

- cost-based issues prohibit
the number of users

- few formalized training
- staff retention

- most business groups /
departments are supported

- high usage by employees

- truly integrated organization
- users find the system easy to

use

Drivers & Lessons Key drivers:
- priority with management

information
- costs
Lessons:
- mistakes are hard to correct
- high learning curve

Key drivers:
- reduction in costs
- replacement of legacy

systems
- integrating all business

processes
- improved access of

management information

Key drivers:
- single supply chain
- replacement of legacy

systems

Vision - no clear vision
- simple transaction

processing

- performance oriented culture
- internal and external

benchmarking

- higher level uses are
identified

- other IT systems can be
connected

Figure 2 ES Usage Maturity Model (based on [12])
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employees who use routinely the system as part of their
daily duties, (ii) the number of functions that are covered,
and (iii) the retention of legacy systems [12]. This
construct can be partially mapped onto the constructs of
‘Customer orientation’ (IT BSC MM) and ‘Operational
excellence’ (IT BSC MM). The factors of ‘Participation
of the Employees’ (DoC ACMM) and the ‘Involvement
of the senior management’ (DoC ACMM) are important
for the use of the system as experiences indicate that
many ES-implementations fail due to a lack of senior
management involvement [22]. ‘Architecture
communication’ (DoC ACMM) also is important for the
employees to understand why to use the system. This
concept discusses the level of penetration of the
architecture documents.

6.4. Vision

The vision defines the strategic potential for the ES
and what the use of the system is [12]. This is about the
strategy of the organization. In this construct, the factors
of ‘Business linkage’ (DoC ACMM) and
‘Business/technology strategy alignment’ (E2AMM) are
also important because these describe the relationship
between the construct ‘Vision’ and the construct
‘Strategic use of IT’, both of the ES UMM. Based on the
above consideration, we can conclude that these two
constructs are interrelated. The ‘Vision’ also impacts on
the type and the number of standards and rules used
within the IT. ‘Governance’ (DoC ACMM) is the
characteristic that deals with these standards and rules.

6.5. Drivers & Lessons

This construct deals with the business drivers in the
implementation and the lessons learned afterwards [12]. It
follows the implementation process and can therefore be
compared to the architecture process. There is no
dimension in the ACMMs that is exactly the same, but the
concept of ‘Architecture process’ (DoC ACMM) may
well include analysis of business drivers and use of
lessons learnt.

6.6. Evaluation

The ES UMM constructs are in essence all related to
the architecture maturity constructs. With exception of
‘Penetration of the ERP’, the ES UMM constructs refer to
the strategy of the organization as the ACMM do.
Therefore our logical conclusion is that to achieve ES
usage maturity, the same constructs can be used as to
achieve architecture maturity.

ES UMM

construct

Related ACMM constructs

IT BSC MM:

! Corporate Contribution

! Operational Excellence

DoC ACMM

! Business Linkage

! Architecture Process

! Architecture Development

! IT investment & Acquisition Strategy
Strategic Use of

IT E2AMM

! Business & Technology Strategy
Alignment

! Holistic Extended Enterprise Architecture

! Extended Enterprise Architecture
Programme Office

! Extended Enterprise Architecture
Development

! Enterprise budget & Procurement strategy

IT BSC MM:

! Corporate Contribution

DoC ACMM:

! Architecture Communication

Organizational

Sophistication

E2AMM:

Not covered

IT BSC MM:

! Customer Orientation

DoC ACMM:

! Operating Unit Participation

! Senior Management Involvement

! Architecture Communication

Penetration of

the ERP

E2AMM:

! Business units involvement

! Executive Management Involvement

! Extended Enterprise Involvement

IT BSC MM:

! Future Orientation

DoC ACMM:

! Business Linkage

! GovernanceVision

E2AMM:

! Business & Technology Strategy
Alignment

! Strategic Governance

IT BSC MM:

Not covered

DoC ACMM:

! Architecture Process

Drivers &

Lessons

E2AMM:

Extended Enterprise Architecture Results

DoC ACMM:

! IT SecurityNot Covered
E2AMM:

! Enterprise Program Management

Figure 3 Comparing constructs of the ES UMM with the
ACMMs
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7. The case study 

In this section, the ES UMM and the DOC ACMM are
applied to a case study of a company implementing an
ES. For this purpose, we use the ERP experiences at Telus
Mobility, a Canadian communications company [4, 5].
This company completed 13 ERP projects within five
years.

7.1. Architecture maturity

In 2000, after a series of corporate mergers, the
company initiated a strategic planning exercise as part of
a major business processes and systems alignment
program. A key component of the strategic planning
effort was the assessment of architecture maturity and the
capability of the organization’s architecture process. The
DoC ACMM was used among other standards as a
foundation and an assessment process was devised based
on a series of reviews of (i) the architecture deliverables
created for small, mid-sized and large projects, (ii)
architecture usage scenarios, (iii) architecture roles, (iv)
architecture standards, and (v) architecture process
documentation. The nine maturity assessment aspects of
the DoC ACMM (see the second column in Figure 2)
were mapped into the types of architecture deliverables
produced and used at the company. The highlights of the
assessment are listed below:

! Operating unit participation: Since 1996, a
business process analyst and a data analyst have
been involved in a consistent way in any business
(re)-engineering initiative. Process and data
modeling were established as functions, they were
visible for the business, the business knew about the
value the architecture services provided and sought
architecture support for their projects. Each core
process and each data subject area had a process
owner and a data owner. Their sign-off was
important for the process of maintaining the
repositories of process and data models current.

! Business linkage: The architecture deliverables
have been completed on behalf of the business, but it
was the business who took ownership over these
deliverables. The architecture team was the
custodian of the resulting architecture deliverables,
however, these were maintained and changed based
on requests by the business.

! Senior management involvement / Governance:

All midsized and large projects were strategically
important, as the telecommunication industry
implies a constant change and a dynamic business
environment. The projects were seen as business
initiatives rather than IT projects and has strong
commitment from top management.

! IT investment and acquisition strategy: IT was
critical to the company’s success and market share.

Investments in applications were done as a result of
a strategic planning process.

! Architecture process: The architecture process was
institutionalized as a part of the corporate Project
Office. It was documented in terms of key activities
and key deliverables. It was supported by means of
standards and tools.

! Architecture development: All major areas of
business, e.g. all core business processes, major
portion of the support processes, and all data subject
areas were architected according to Martin’s
methodology [18]. The architecture team has a quite
good understanding of which architecture elements
were rigid and which were flexible.

! Architecture communication: Architecture was
communicated by the Project Office Department and
by the process owners. The IT team has not been
consistently successful in marketing the architecture
services. There were ups and downs as poor
stakeholder involvement impacted the effectiveness
of the architecture team’s interventions.

! IT security: IT Security was considered as one of
the highest corporate priorities. The manager of this
function was part of the business, and not of the IT
function. He reported directly to Vice-President
Business Development.

7.2. ES usage maturity

To assess the ES usage maturity in this case, the ES
UMM (Figure 3) is used. Throughout the first three
projects, the organization was in the beginning of stage 1
of this model. Before the implementation was executed,
little thought was given to how the organization should
handle these projects in the long-term. During the first
few projects, it became clear to the project
implementation team that there was a lot of learning on
the job, and this was used to reflect on success and failure
experiences [5] and get more insights into the intricacies
of the ES implementation. At the time of writing, Telus is
extending its SAP portfolio and is currently in stage 2 of
the ES UMM. Details on the qualitative assessments of
the ES usage maturity with respect to the five constructs
are discussed as follows:

! Strategic use of IT: The company started with a
strong IT vision, the senior managers were highly
committed to the projects. The CFO was responsible
for the choice for an enterprise system, and
therefore, moving to a new ERP platform was a
business decision. The company also had their CIO
on board. The SAP package was not implemented in
all areas because this could have reduced their
competitive advantage. As quality of service
provisioning and client intimacy were the key
priorities for the company, they decided to combine
the SAP applications with a business-specific
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package (namely AMDOCS) for their competitively
important domain of wireless service delivery
(including client activations, client care, and rate
plan management). This made the choice for SAP a
well-considered one. The management team now
decided to implement three additional SAP modules
and, thus, more and more business processes are
covered in the ES.

! Organizational Sophistication: Business users
wanted to keep processes diverse, however the
system pushed them towards process standardization
and this led to cultural conflicts. Another challenge
was the reluctance to change the organization. Users
felt overwhelmed with the new ways of working
and, for a while, have kept using both the old
applications and the newly installed solution.

! Penetration of the ERP system: The level of
process owners’ involvement in the ES
implementation was proportional to the quality level
of results. The process owners were committed to
reuse their old processes, which led to significant
customization efforts. The penetration of the ERP
was assessed according to two indicators: the
number of people who used it and the number of
processes covered. The latter gives a clearer picture
of the use, than the first because many employees
can be in functions in which they have nothing to do
with the ES itself, for example, call centre
representatives or field technicians in cell site
building. Within the company, 30-40% of the
business processes are covered with SAP and they
are still extending.

! Vision: The organization wanted in a longer-term to
achieve a competitive advantage by implementing
the SAP solution. ERP was a pricy endeavor; once it
was brought in, the users got to live with it.
Therefore the focus is now on maximizing the value
of ERP and extend it to other non-core activities and
back office.

! Drivers & Lessons: The company’s drivers were:
(i) integration of sites and locations, (ii) reducing
transaction costs, and (iii) replacement of legacy
applications. There was a steep learning curve
through the process. Some requirements engineering
activities, like requirements prioritization and
negotiation went wrong in the first place, but
solutions were found later in the RE process. More
about the lessons learned in the process can be found
in [4].

7.3. Evaluation of the results

This section discusses the links between the two
models as observed in our case study: we first start with
‘Strategic use of IT’ (ES UMM) and ‘Vision’ (ES UMM).
The ‘Business linkage’ (DoC ACMM) in the architecture

process was high: the business was responsible for the
architecture deliverables as well as for the choice of the
ES. In addition, the choice for SAP was an
architecturally-sound and well-thought-out decision. This
indicated a high level on both AMM and ES UMM levels.

Second, the ‘Organizational sophistication’ (ES UMM)
was rated low which was due to insufficient stakeholders
participation. This was also a weak point in the
architecture process and reflected in a low level of
‘Architecture communication’ (DoC ACMM).

Third, the organization had process and data owners
who were involved in both the architecture process and
the ES implementation process. The organization was
mature in terms of ‘Operating Units Participation’ and
‘Business Linkages’. However, when assessing
‘Penetration of the ERP’ (ES UMM), it was found that the
level of involvement of these process owners varied
widely: some of them who were committed to the
architecture process were not enough committed to the ES
implementation process. These process owners did
effectively negotiate their business requirements and
signed-off them without suggestions for improvements at
the end of the ERP RE process, but they did not return to
the later implementation stages after the initial spirit has
worn off. They did not show any enthusiasm for repeating
the RE process in future projects and suggested other
business representatives take over the remaining project
stages [5]. This led us to the conclusion (i) that many
factors – beyond maturity of the enterprise architecture in
a company, can affect the level of ERP penetration in an
organization, and (ii) a mature architecture team alone is
not enough to positively impact business users’
participation and involvement in implementing an ES.

Fourth, although business drivers were defined for
each project, the organization found that some of them
were in conflict; indeed, conflicting business drivers led
to unnecessary complex SAP customization and needless
installation of multiple system versions [4,5]. In the early
projects, the organization failed to see the ERP initiative
as a learning process as well.

To sum up, high architecture maturity does not
necessarily imply coordination in determining ERP
priorities and drivers; neither, it can turn an ERP initiative
into a systematic learning process.

While the architecture maturity in the beginning of the
project was very high, the organization could not set up a
smooth implementation process for the first six ERP
projects. So, at the start, the ES usage maturity was low
(stage 1) although the company was clear on the strategic
use of IT and treated the ES implementation projects as
business initiatives and not IT projects.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we examined the linkages between the
assessment constructs of two types of maturity models,
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namely ACMM and ES UMM. We used one company’s
experiences in ERP implementations as a case study to
get a deeper understanding of how these constructs refer
to each other. We found that all ACMM and ES UMM
constructs are interrelated. The ES UMM constructs are
about the strategy and vision of the company, the
penetration and use of the ES. However, although most of
the ES UMM constructs correlate to the architecture
model’s constructs, the interpretation of them in both
maturity models can be different. Furthermore, we found
that a well-established architecture function in a company
would not directly imply that there is support for an ES-
implementation. This leads to the conclusion that a high
architecture maturity will not automatically lead to a high
ES usage maturity.

In our case study, we do not give exact measurements
of the models. We used qualitative assessments because
measurements are often not as precise as is thought [3]. In
complex cases like ES implementation, indeed using one
only model for assessment is not enough; information
from more sources should be collected.

Finally, architecture maturity is a term used in many
models, often related to business/IT alignment [15]. These
models are much more elaborated than the ES UMM.
Therefore, more research has to be done in the area of ES
usage maturity to bring the ES UMM to the level of
sophistication that other models offer.

Our future research towards refining ES UMM
concepts involves case studies at companies’ sites in
which we plan to analyze how enterprise architecture is
used in managing strategic change [25]. We also plan to
investigate how calibration, capability assessments, and
maturity advancement [11] are used to achieve
business/IT alignment.
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Abstract
Aligning business with IT requires understanding

goals, strategies and needs. To be able to express

them, an enterprise model can be developed. We

present some of the traditional techniques used for the

development of an enterprise model (value system,

BPMN, UML) and compare them with a systemic

method (SEAM). This comparison is done by

presenting a real project done at the Swiss Federal

Statistical Office. We also show that the concepts of

goals, strategies and needs correspond to

interpretations of the stakeholders of the enterprise

model.

1 Introduction

Business / IT alignment is important for enterprises.

It is believed that if this alignment can be maintained
over time, it will contribute to the long term success of

the enterprise.

Alignment or fit can be seen as the correspondence
between a set of components [11]. This set of

components can be defined in multiple ways. For

example, Luftman & McLean define business-IT
alignment as the correspondence between the

strategies, goals, and needs of the business and the
requirements of the IT system [7].

Knoll and Jarvenpaa [6] identify multiple

dimensions of alignment, one of them being “external
vs. internal” [11]. The strategies, goals and needs of

the enterprise are most often related to external

alignment. They seek to align the enterprise with its
environment. Internal alignment addresses the way the

enterprise implements its goals and strategies.
Enterprises maintain their alignment (external and

internal) with respect to the constraints imposed on

them by the environment and constraints, they impose
on the environment. These constraints are often

contradictory to one another, which forces enterprises

to seek compromises between them [3]. This is the
essence of strategic management [8].

Methods for business – IT alignment frequently
analyze the alignment in terms of relations between a

system, typically the IT system, and its immediate

environment (e.g. group of users). This is especially
true for the requirement engineering methods based on

goals and scenarios [18].
However, considering the immediate environment

of the envisioned IT system is not enough. The IT

system and its users have themselves an environment
(e.g. the rest of the enterprise). The enterprise has also

an environment (e.g. the market in which it exists). For

a complete alignment, all these environments must be
considered.
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Traditionally, each level (e.g. market, enterprise, IT
system) is analyzed with its specific method. So,

reasoning about alignment requires using different

methods. In this paper we present the use of SEAM
(“Systemic Enterprise Architecture Method”). SEAM

is designed to reason in a systematic and systemic

manner about all these levels [20]. The goal is to be
able to design SEAMless alignment between these

levels.

This paper is based on an example taken from a

concrete project of the Swiss Federal Statistical Office
(OFS1). The OFS is a governmental organization

providing statistics about Switzerland. The OFS

collects data from multiple sources such as individuals,
states and enterprises, computes statistics and

publishes its findings to the public at large. OFS

publishes data and statistics on a large range of
subjects. They are valuable instruments in government

decisions and many governmental and non
governmental organizations rely on them for policy

making. The project we describe was triggered by the

efforts to optimize the use of the OFS IT resources. In
this paper, we describe the SEAM enterprise model

used by the OFS CIO in his decision process.

In Section 2, we define the key concepts of SEAM

and, in particular, the concept of alignment. In Section

3, we compare SEAM to traditional modeling
techniques in the context of the OFS project; we

conclude the section with a discussion on how a
SEAM enterprise model supports reasoning about

business goals, needs and strategies. In Section 4, we

present some related work. In Section 5, we conclude
with a discussion of the impact of using SEAM and an

outlook on future possible research.

2 Alignment and the SEAM Paradigm

SEAM defines a systemic (or holistic) paradigm for
analyzing enterprises and their IT systems. It defines a

method, modeling principles, and theories useful to
model and reason about enterprises, their IT systems

and the changes they go through [20]. In this Section,

we define the key concepts of SEAM. We then define
what we mean by alignment.

1 In this paper we designate the office with the French

acronym OFS, for “Office Fédéral de la Statistique”

(http://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/)

Enterprise model: In SEAM, the perceived
enterprise reality is represented in a hierarchical

enterprise model that typically describes the markets of

an enterprise, the enterprise itself and its IT systems.
As-is and to-be: An enterprise model represents two

situations: the “as-is” and the “to-be”. These two

situations are useful to describe a project. The “as-is”
is the situation at the beginning of the project. The “to-

be” is the situation at the end of the project. Moving
from a situation as-is to a situation to-be in which the

business - IT alignment has been analyzed, designed

and verified contributes to increasing the business-IT
alignment of the enterprise.

Organizational level: Each organizational level

represents a partial enterprise reality. Each
organizational level contains systems. A SEAM

enterprise model typically has three or more

organizational levels. In the OFS example, we have
three levels: business organizational level representing

the OFS and its partners (i.e. data providers, customers
etc); the operation org level representing some of the

OFS organizational units (e.g. sections and divisions);

the IT organizational level representing the OFS
employee and the IT systems. Additional levels could

be added to describe either the market or the IT

architecture.
System: Systems are defined as sets of

collaborating entities. A system can be an IT system, a

department, an enterprise, a network of enterprises, or
even a market. Systems can be modeled as wholes

(useful to represent roles of systems) or as composite
(useful to represent the system’s components and their

collaborations). In our example, we consider the OFS

as a whole (to analyze/design its roles relative to its
partners) and as a composite (to analyze/design the

collaborations between the OFS organizational units –

such as sections, divisions).
Role: Systems represented as wholes have roles2. A

role is defined as a behavior that changes the

properties of the system fulfilling the role and of its
environment. The changes are described in terms of

pre and post-conditions. In our example, the OFS (as a
whole) has the role “product generation” and the role’s

post-condition is the set of new products generated by

the role.
Collaboration: Collaborations are defined in terms

of simultaneous changes of the participants to the

collaboration. Collaborations can also be understood as
the “joint-roles” of the participants to the

collaboration. Collaborations, as roles, are behaviors

2 The term role can be considered as a synonym for

“service”. SEAM can be used to analyze and design

services provided by systems.
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that change the properties of the systems that
participate to the collaboration. The difference is that,

in a role, only one system changes. In the

collaboration, all participating systems do change.
Collaborations are useful to describe the results of an

action without detailing who does what and how things

are done. In the OFS example, the OFS (as a
composite made of sections and divisions) has the

collaboration “product generation” that express the fact
that all the participants need to achieve, together, a

product generation. This collaboration is then mapped

in the role of each participant to the collaboration. For
example, the sections need to collect data.

Functional level: Both the collaborations and the

roles can be represented at different levels of details.
We call these levels “functional levels”. In our OFS

example, the interaction between the OFS sections and

the divisions of interest will be analyzed at two
functional levels. The first functional level describes

the collaboration “product generation”. The second
functional level refines this collaboration into the

specific roles of the participants that are necessary to

create the product (e.g. “data collection”,
“transformation”, etc…).

In SEAM, we define the alignment as:
System alignment between organizational levels:

Two representations of a system in two (adjacent)

organizational levels are aligned if it is possible to
identify the behavior (i.e. role) described in the higher

organizational level in the behavior (i.e. collaboration)
described in the lower organizational level.

System alignment between functional levels (in the

same organizational level): Two representations of a
system at two functional levels are aligned when it is

possible to identify the behavior (i.e. role or

collaboration) described in the higher functional levels
in the behavior (i.e. role or collaboration) described in

the lower functional level.

Business and IT alignment: To have a business - IT
alignment requires having system alignment between

organizational levels (from business down to IT) and
system alignment between functions levels (within the

same organizational levels). Section 3 illustrates this

concretely. A more detailed discussion on the
techniques for comparing behaviors (collaborations

and roles) is available in [21].

3 Enterprise Models and Business / IT

Alignment

In this Section, we first present the business and IT

needs of the OFS (Section 3.1).

Next, we compare how an OFS enterprise model
can be constructed using traditional modeling

techniques and using SEAM. We present the relevant

diagrams that represent the business (Section 3.2), the
operation (Section 3.3) and the IT (Section 3.4) of the

OFS. These three levels are traditionally analyzed in

enterprise architecture methods. For each level, we
present an “as-is” and a “to-be” situation. For each one

(business as-is/to-be, operation as-is/to-be, and IT as-
is/to-be), we present two modeling notations: a

“traditional” one (that changes from level to level) and

SEAM (which is the same from level to level). In
SEAM, the differences between the levels lie in the

heuristics used to reason about the content of the

diagrams and not in the notation.
We conclude (Section 3.5) by a discussion on how

an enterprise model developed with SEAM can be

used to reason about business / IT alignment as defined
by Luftman and McLean [7].

3.1 The Needs of the OFS

The OFS is part of the Federal Department of Home

Affairs. The OFS issues statistics in different domains

(e.g. agriculture, industry, education, etc). It manages
more than 125 statistical products that are available in

multiple forms (paper, online, off-line). The OFS is
composed of seven divisions totaling more than thirty

sections. Approx. 25 of them are responsible of

producing statistics. Each of these sections is
responsible for a domain of expertise, such as

agriculture, education, etc. In this paper, we analyze, in

a generic manner, the role of these sections. We ignore
the role of the divisions at the exception of one of

them: the division “infrastructure”. This division has

initially two roles. Firstly, it manages the data
registries (e.g. list of all commercial enterprises and of

all people in Switzerland). Secondly, it operates a data
warehouse that holds the statistical data ready for

publishing. The section “publishing” use this

warehouse to deliver the statistics to the OFS
customers. In this example, we will illustrate how a

third role is identified for the division “infrastructure”:

the management of the geographical meta-data (e.g.
definition of cities and states boundaries).

The partners of the OFS are the Data Providers and

an IT Service Provider (another office of the Federal
Department of Home Affairs).
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To make its products, the OFS uses both
commercially available statistical tools and proprietary

tools developed within the OFS. It so happens that for

historical reasons the different sections use different
tools. The latest trend for commercial statistical tool

makers is to provide suites. They develop a price

scheme that encourages customers to purchase full
suites (very expensive single modules, advantageous

price for overall suite). As a consequence, the OFS is
forced to purchase complete suites multiple times,

which is not a financially acceptable solution. The

custom OFS tools are also expensive, as they require
maintenance which has to be done by each section.

To control these costs, the OFS has launched a

major project called the “90 degree rotation” project. It
is a major undertaking as it involves the whole OFS

organization (several hundred people). One of the

goals is to standardize the commercial tools: i.e. to
reduce the number of commercial tools used within the

OFS. Another goal is to standardize the custom tools:
i.e. to maximize the reuse of the custom tools between

sections. An extra benefit expected is the

simplification of the data exchanges between sections.
In parallel, the OFS products and services need to

evolve. We can illustrate this with two examples. First

of all, customers require that more and more statistical
data be represented on maps (e.g. statistical map with

number of students per city). The OFS needs to

improve the integration between geographically
referenced data and regular statistical data. This

requires a close partnership with the Swiss Federal
Office of Topography (SwissTopo) [15] which defines

the geographical meta-data for the Swiss government.

In addition, (and last for this article), the OFS
customers expect to get their data as OLAP cubes. An

OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing) cube is a form

of data structure that enables interactive multi-
dimensional analysis. This new need is the

consequence of the new capabilities provided by the

commercial statistical suites used by both the OFS and
its customers. This illustrates that a change in IT

capabilities can drive customer needs. It represents an
additional challenge for the OFS.

In summary, it appears that the strategy of the IT

tool vendors and the business strategy of the OFS
influence each other. It also appears that, even if the

standardization of the statistical tools is the largest

project, this project is an opportunity for multiple
smaller projects to be launched. This justifies the

overall effort of explicitly analyzing and designing the

business – IT alignment. The SEAM diagrams in
Section 3.2 to 3.4 represent the result of this effort.

When reading the paper, it appears as if the project

follows a top-down approach. In practice these

diagrams were developed through multiple iterations.
In some cases, the business requirement was identified

first and the goal was to implement this requirement.

In other cases, the implementation was identified first
and the goal was to understand the business

requirements. As our goal in this paper is only to

illustrate how a SEAM enterprise model can be used to
support reasoning about business and IT alignment, we

present the final OFS model and we do not present
how it was developed. The benefits of using an

approach such as SEAM are discussed in the

conclusion.

3.2 Business: Modeling Business Relations

Modeling the environment of an enterprise requires
the modeling of the enterprise’s relations with other

enterprises and individuals. Aspects such as

relationships with customers, suppliers, regulators etc.
are modeled and analyzed. We therefore present the

way the OFS business relations would be modeled

with a traditional technique, i.e. Porter diagrams,
followed by the same relations modeled with SEAM.

3.2.1 Traditional Business Relation Modeling

Probably the most popular business modeling tools
for understanding the situation of an organization in its

environment is the value system [10]. We can use this

tool to represent the OFS and its current environment
(as-is), and the desired OFS in its desired environment

(to-be).

Figure 1 represents the OFS value system, as-is.

Each “arrowed rectangle” (shape defined by Porter in
[10]) represents an enterprise, e.g. the OFS, the OFS

customer etc. The “product” flow goes from left to

right. The diagram hints that the OFS aggregates and
analyzes data coming from its data providers and

delivers it to its customers.
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Figure 1: Porter’s Value System as-is of the OFS

Figure 2 represents the OFS value system, to-be.
In Figure 2, SwissTopo, provider of standardized

geographic meta-data, is added.

Figure 2: Porter’s Value System to-be of the OFS

The advantage of the Porter notation is its
simplicity. However, this simplicity creates some

challenges. First, the sequence of the enterprises is not
always obvious (e.g. unclear whether the meta-data

provider needs to appear before or after the data

provider). This is a consequence of the linear nature of
the diagram. Second, the value system diagram doesn’t

convey why the cooperation with the partner

enterprises is necessary (e.g. why are the meta-data
necessary). Third, the diagram does not show the other

needs of the enterprises, in particular, the needs not

directly related to the structure of the value system
(e.g. what is exchanged between companies or the

need to develop new products).

3.2.2 The SEAM Business Organizational Level

The SEAM Business Organizational Level is a

richer representation of the Porter’s Value System.

Figure 3: SEAM Business Org Level, as-is

Figure 3 represents the business org level as-is.
Figure 3 is the SEAM equivalent of Figure 1: the value

system as-is.
Figure 3 represents the OFS as the central system

and its partners are around it. On the associations

between the partners and the OFS, it is possible to see

in which role the partners participate. For example,
Data Provider participates to ProductGeneration,

Customer to ProductDiffusion and IT Service Provider

to all.
Within the OFS, we represent the main roles:

ProductGeneration which creates the Product and

ProductDiffusion which distributes the Product to the
Customer. Each role is described in terms of the

system properties involved in the role. For example,
Product Generation creates Product and uses MetaGeo

data. ProductDiffusion uses Product and MetaGeo.

In SEAM it is possible to describe the Product
characteristics. For example, the Product contains

MacroData (technical term for the statistics) and

MicroData (processed raw data). Both depend of the
MetaGeo (geographical meta-data). These meta-data

vary within the OFS as indicated by the parameter

<dom>. <dom> represents a domain of statistics. This
reflects an internal OFS issue that will be discussed in

Section 3.3. This variation of meta-data is actually a
business issue that has to be addressed by the OFS

project.

Figure 4: SEAM Business Org Level, to-be

Figure 4 represents the business org level to-be.

Figure 4 is the SEAM equivalent of Figure 2: the value

system to-be. Within the SEAM enterprise model, it is
related by an as-is / to-be relationship to Figure 3.

Figure 4 shows the OFS goals at the business level.
The graphical elements in gray put an emphasis on

what is important. We can see a new partner,

SwissTopo (ST). It is involved in the management of
the geographical meta-data. Thanks to this partner, the

geographical meta-data can be standardized. This is

illustrated by the change of state of MetaGeo from
{<dom>} in Figure 3 to {ST} in Figure 4. Finally, two

new products have also appeared (MicroOLAP and

MacroOLAP).

The SEAM diagrams provide more information
than the Value System diagrams. In particular, they

make explicit the role of the enterprise and when are
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its partners involved. The drawback of the SEAM
notation is its relative complexity compared to the

Porter’s notation (Figure 1 and 2).

3.3 Operation: Modeling Business Processes

In this Section we show an operational model of the

OFS. It describes the OFS business processes.

3.3.1 Traditional Operations Modeling

We analyze the OFS product generation business

process: i.e. the activities needed to develop a new
statistical product. The notation is the Business Process

Modeling Notation (BPMN) [2]. Note that other

notations (such as UML [17], IDEF [5], UEML [16],
etc) could be used to represent the business process.

Figure 5: BPMN Business Process of OFS (as-is)

Figure 5 represents the operations as-is of the OFS.
The diagram is implicitly aligned to the as-is value

system shown in Figure 1. The alignment can be

guessed as Collection (Figure 5) is performed because
the OFS has DataProvider as a predecessor in the value

system (Figure 1).

Figure 6: BPMN Business Process of OFS (to-be)

Figure 6 shows the operations to-be of the OFS.

The diagram is implicitly aligned to the to-be value

system shown in Figure 2. In the new business process,
the management of the geographical meta-data is made

explicit (although it is not visible that the generation of
the meta-data is done asynchronously to the generation

of the statistics).

3.3.2 The SEAM Operation Organizational Level

The SEAM operation level also describes the OFS
business processes. We represent two functional levels.

The first functional level is useful to make explicit the

alignment between the business org level (Section
3.2.2) and the operation org level (current section).

The second functional level is useful to make explicit
the alignment between the operation org level (current

section) and the IT org level (Section 3.4.2). In both

cases, an as-is and a to-be are developed.

All diagrams in this Section represent the OFS
system as a composite. The OFS sections and the OFS

division infrastructure are visible together with their

roles and the collaborations between them.

First functional level:

Figure 7: SEAM Operation Org Level; first

functional level, as-is

Figure 7 shows the as-is of the first functional level

of the operation org level. It is not equivalent with

Figure 5 as the process is not shown at the same level
of details. Within the SEAM enterprise model, it is

organizationally aligned with Figure 3 which shows

the responsibilities of the OFS.
This diagram makes explicit which OFS

organizational units fulfill the OFS responsibilities.

For example, the role ProductGeneration of the OFS in
Figure 3 corresponds to the collaboration

ProductGeneration happening between Section <dom>
and Division Infrastructure in Figure 7. We also make

explicit who is in charge of storing information.

Figure 8: SEAM Operation Org Level, first

functional level; to-be

Figure 8 shows the to-be of the first functional level

of the operation org level. It is not equivalent to Figure
6 (not the same level of details). Within the SEAM,

enterprise model, it is organizationally aligned with

Figure 4. In addition, it is related by an as-is / to-be
relationship to Figure 7.

The comparison between Figure 7 and Figure 8

highlights the impact of the described project. We can
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see in the as-is diagram that the geographical meta-
data is managed by each of the domain-related

sections. As the goal of the OFS is to get a better

standardization of these geographical meta-data, the
OFS needs to transfer the responsibility to manage

these meta-data from each section to one entity that

will manage it centrally, in collaboration with
SwissTopo. This is visible in Figure 8: the

geographical meta-data are managed by the Division
Infrastructure. Figure 8 also shows the appearance of

the “OLAP” products at the operation level (as it did

appear in the business org level to-be).

Second functional level:

In the second functional level, the specific sub-roles

that need to be executed by the sections and by the

Division Infrastructure are identified. This more
detailed description of the business process is useful to

establish the alignment between operation and IT. As
more details are required to describe the situation, we

focus on the “ProductGeneration” to keep the diagrams

simples.

Figure 9: Operation Org Level; second functional

level; as-is

Figure 9 shows the as-is of the second functional

level of the operation org level. It is equivalent to
Figure 5. Within the SEAM enterprise model, it is

functionally aligned with Figure 7.

The diagram in Figure 9 makes the current product
generation explicit. The Section <dom> collects the

Raw Data at a given time. These Raw Data are then

process in Transform (i.e. made anonymous, verified,
merged with the MicroData of the previous time

periods). The result is a set MicroData for all time

periods. The Section <dom> then Analyze these
MicroData to produce the MacroData (which are the

actual statistics). Both MicroData and MacroData are

exported to the Division Infrastructure that stores them
till they are used by the Section Publishing upon

requests from the Customers.

Figure 10: SEAM Operation Org Level; second

functional level; to-be

Figure 10 shows the to-be of the second functional
level of the operation org level. It is equivalent to

Figure 6. Within the SEAM enterprise model, it is

functionally aligned with Figure 8. It is related by an
as-is / to-be relationship to Figure 9.

By comparing this diagram with Figure 9, it is

possible to see the new products generated and the
change of responsibilities relative to the geographic

meta-data.

3.4 IT: Modeling IT Systems’ Roles

In this Section we briefly describe how the IT

system can be modeled. A more detailed example on
how an IT infrastructure can be modeled with SEAM

can be found in [20].

3.4.1 Traditional IT Functional Modeling

UML is the industry-wide standard for modeling IT

systems. UML can be used to represent software

systems in their environment as well as the
implementation of these systems. At the level of

description relevant for the OFS problem, we would
represent the IT system with use case diagrams.
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Figure 11: UML use case diagram (as-is)

Figure 11 represents the as-is situation. It is aligned

with Figure 5.

Each section uses a specific application, potentially
different for each step in the business process. This

means that the number of IT applications is at least

equal to the number of “domain” multiplied by the
number of steps (approx. 75 = 25 “domain” * 3 steps).

Figure 12: UML use case diagram (to-be)

Figure 12 represents the to-be situation. It is aligned

with Figure 6.

It is possible to see that one statistic suite exists for
all OFS (which means all sections use the same

application as opposed to one per section) and that

multiple steps in the statistical analysis are made
within the same tool (part of the suites that the

statistical tool vendors provide). So the number of

applications is drastically reduced.

3.4.2 The SEAM IT Organizational Level

The SEAM IT organizational level describes the

roles of the IT systems as well as in which
organization the IT systems are managed. This makes

explicit the outsourcing strategy of the OFS.

Figure 13: SEAM IT Org Level; as-is

Figure 13 represents the IT org level as-is. It is the
SEAM equivalent of Figure 11. Within the SEAM

enterprise model, it is organizationally aligned with 9.

Note that the IT systems are outsourced to the IT
Service Provider.

Figure 14: SEAM IT Org Level; to-be

Figure 14 represents the IT org level to-be. It is the

SEAM equivalent of Figure 12. Within the SEAM
enterprise model, it is organizationally aligned with

10. It is related by an as-is / to-be relationship to

Figure 13. As for Figure 12, it is possible to see that
the number of IT applications is reduced when moving

from the as-is to the to-be. The diagram has also the

additional benefit to highlight the need to analyze the
responsibilities of the employee of the division

infrastructure and the ones of the section.

In Summary, in sections 3.2.2, 3.3.2 and 3.4.2 we

have illustrated how an enterprise model can be
systematically developed. As discussed in the next

Section, this model can be used to formalize the goals,

strategies and needs of the enterprise.
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3.5 Identifying Needs, Goals and Strategies

Luftman and McLean [7] define business/IT

alignment as “applying IT in an appropriate and timely

way, in harmony with business strategies, goals, and
needs.” Even if what appear in the SEAM diagrams do

not refer explicitly to the terms “goals”, “needs” and

“strategies” proposed by Luftman and Mclean, SEAM
is closely related to these terms. In the following

paragraphs we make this relationship explicit.

First, let’s analyze the concept of goals. SEAM
presents a hierarchical model that describes business,

operations and IT. This set of organizational levels
constitutes the enterprise model. This enterprise model

is used by different specialists to reason about the

project. Each specialist will see a different part of the
SEAM enterprise model as their goal. For example,

Luftman and McLean refer to business goals.

Typically, in the OFS, we could consider that Figure 4
(business to-be) represents the business goal of the

project as probably defined by the OFS CEO. Figure 8

(Operation, 1st functional level, to-be) represents the
goals for the managers of the OFS sections (while

being the means for reaching the goals of the CEO).
Figure 10 (Operation, 2nd functional level, to-be), can

be considered as the means to achieve the goal defined

in Figure 8. Figure 10 can itself be considered as the
business goal for the IT managers. Hence, the concept

of goal is useful to describe what is expected to

happen. The goals are contextual and differ for each
specialist. In SEAM, the construction of the “to-be”

diagrams defines the goals of the project. Each

specialist can recognize herself in the SEAM to-be
diagrams.

Second, we analyze the concept of strategies.
Luftman and McLean do not formally define what a

strategy is. In [8], Mintzberg et al define five kinds of

strategies: strategy as a plan of actions, strategy as a
pattern of realized actions, strategy as position,

strategy as perspective, and strategy as a ploy. In

SEAM, strategies, just like goals, are not explicitly
visible. However, they are captured in the decisions

made when a model element as whole is refined as an

element as a composite. For example, when the OFS
decides to work with SwissTopo to generate

geographical maps with statistical data, this is a
partnership strategy. Another example is when the

OFS as an enterprise is organized into sections and

divisions with specific responsibilities; this is an
organizational strategy. So, with a SEAM enterprise

model it is possible to describe multiple strategies

(business, operation, IT) existing in a project.
Last, we need to analyze the needs. The needs are

actually not represented in the SEAM diagrams but can

be described by the difference between the as-is and
to-be diagrams.

In summary, in SEAM the alignment between

business and IT corresponds to the traceability
between the business org level, the operation org level

and the IT org level (done though the two kinds of

alignments defined in Section 2). Making the SEAM
enterprise model does capture the needs of the

enterprise (the difference between the as-is and the to-
be), the goals (to evolve toward the to-be) and the

strategies (the structure of what is represented).

Luftman and McLean speak more in project terms
(goals to reach, needs that drive the project, strategies

that constrain the solution). SEAM focuses more on

describing the enterprise as it is and as it should be.

4 Related Work

As we have stated in the introduction, all RE

methods fundamentally seek to align the properties of
an envisioned system with the properties of its

environment. In the case of IT systems this

environment is the enterprise and the enterprise’s
environment. Most RE methods propose to align the IT

system with its immediate environment, i.e. the

enterprise. RE methods also lack the integration with
strategic management and marketing language and

methods complicating the alignment with business
goals, strategies and needs.

Goal-Oriented RE (GORE) methods [19], [13], for

example, use goals and scenarios to perform this
alignment from strategic business objectives to

detailed IT requirements [18, 19]. However, most

GORE methods consider goals to be self contained
within the enterprise. They do not provide sufficient

tools for linking these goals with the enterprise’s

environment. The diagrams and terms used in these
methods (goal reduction, and/or diagrams etc.) do not

match strategic management and marketing concepts.

SEAM is one of a number of RE methods that take

business issues into consideration in order to improve
the alignment of business and IT systems. In the

following, we briefly describe some of them.

The e3-value method [4] consists in modeling a set
of interrelated enterprises as a network of value

exchanging actors. Value flows can be quantified in

order to determine whether actors are profitable or not.
IT system high-level requirements are defined based

on this need for actor profitability and value exchange.

Osterwalder and Pigneur [9] propose an ontology
for e-business models in which IT system high-level
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requirements are explored in terms of the support they
can provide to an enterprise’s e-business strategy.

Robertson and Robertson [14] propose to use

contextual diagrams in order to understand the role of
a software based system within an environment

constituted by a network of actors.

Alexander [1] explores the requirements for a
system by modeling its environment in several layers

referred to as the “onion model” Each layer contains a
model of the system’s stakeholders. Each stakeholder

is represented as a whole with their corresponding

roles.
The i* method [22] proposes a modeling technique

where a network of enterprises are modeled using a

strategic relationship diagram. This kind of diagram
shows how these enterprises are dependent on each

other in the achievement of their goals. Goals can be

either (hard) goals for which there are agreed upon
criteria for their achievement and soft goals for which

these criteria are not well defined. These goals can be
refined (maintaining the alignment of lower level goals

with higher level goals) until they can be assigned to

individual agents, human, machines, IT systems.
The main difference between SEAM and these

methods lie in the way SEAM models behavior

systematically across organizational levels. The above
techniques could be considered as adding additional

information to the SEAM models. The SEAM model

can be considered as a complementary model that
defines the “business-specific terminology” used in the

models developed with the above techniques.

A lot of work exists on enterprise modeling based

on activity diagram [2], [16], and [17]. SEAM relies
also on a kind of activity diagrams. Quite often the

SEAM diagrams can be related to regular BPMN or

UML diagrams (e.g. activity diagrams). The difference
is that, in SEAM, more contextual information is made

explicit. This is why they are better suited for multi-

disciplinary teams.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Luftman and McLean claim that business and IT

alignment requires taking into consideration needs,
goals and strategies. Our goal with this paper was to

show that working on such issues can be done when

making an enterprise model that represent how
business, operation and IT have to evolve. Once such a

model is made, each specialist can recognize her

needs, goals and strategies in this model. So,
developing an enterprise model such as what we

illustrate with SEAM can be useful to reason about
business and IT alignment.

SEAM is illustrated in this paper on a typical
enterprise architecture project. Such project is a large

undertaking that includes multiple sub-projects. SEAM

has been used successfully on other, smaller, industrial
projects (e.g. equipment of a new building,

introduction of an MRP system in a manufacturing
environment). The observed benefits of making a

SEAM enterprise model are:

! Development of a shared understanding

(and a glossary) within the project team.

! Better planning of the evolution of the

enterprise. In particular: identification of

the “unexpected” projects necessary to
support the evolution; sizing of the

projects; understanding the organizational

impacts of the projects.

! Development of better business case to

justify the project funding. The SEAM
model allows understanding precisely the

business impacts of the projects.
The SEAM diagrams are good tools to reason and

to support the decision process within the project

teams. However, they are in general simplified when
used to communicate with people outside of the

project.

To be truly practical, SEAM needs to have tool

support. A prototype tool does exist. We are currently

finalizing the formalization of the notation. This will
allow us to provide a tool support for projects such as

the one described in this paper.
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Abstract

‘High quality’ might seem an obvious requirement

for any piece of software, but do the different

stakeholder groups involved in its production and use

conceptualize this requirement in the same way?

Many existing models refine the broad concept of

quality into a number of well-defined and measurable

attributes related to the software product itself and

the development process which produced it. Until

now, however, little attempt has been made to

empirically examine the requirements for software

quality held by different groups involved in the

development process. We conducted a survey of more

than 300 students and alumni of one of the leading

Executive MBA programs in the United States, asking

them to rate the importance of each of 13 widely-

cited attributes related to software quality. The

results showed business role-related differences in

some specific areas and agreement in many others.

We also consider the implications of these results and

their relevance to software requirements analysis.

Keywords: Software quality metrics, perceptions,

priorities, software stakeholders, business need,

requirements.

1. Introduction

In 1964, U. S. Supreme Court Justice Potter
Stewart was faced with the need to define obscenity.

Abandoning any attempt to define specific acts,

depictions or measurable characteristics he instead

noted that “I shall not today attempt further to define

the kind of material I understand to be embraced…

[b]ut I know it when I see it.” This statement would

accurately capture the attitude of many people

towards software quality. We all think we know what

it means, but most people have difficulties in defining

it. As a result we can no more be sure that two

different groups would view a piece of software as

high quality than we could be sure that the citizens of
San Francisco and Salt Lake City would uphold the

same standards of obscenity. Both are in the eye of

the beholder.

To overcome this problem, many models of

software quality have been proposed, each of which
has tried to separate the broad concept of quality into

a number of well-defined and measurable attributes

related to the software product, its fidelity to

requirements, and the development process which

produced it. The best of this research, seeking

empirical confirmation, has tied observed attributes to

project outcomes [14].

Any software project includes several different

sets of “stakeholders,” including users and

developers, and managers and non-managers. In this

research, we conceive of these stakeholder
responsibilities as being business roles adopted by

particular individuals with respect to specific pieces

of software. Someone with the stakeholder role of

manager of development for one software project

might be a user of another piece of software and a

developer of a third. We see attitudes to software

quality among these different groups as indicative of

their perceptions of the business needs the software

will be required to satisfy. In this sense, software

quality requirements may be thought of as a

specialized subset of business requirements, or at

least as desired characteristics that will allow the
software to satisfy those requirements.

Our research asks whether these different

stakeholder groups value the same attributes when

defining their requirements for software quality. By

asking a variety of software stakeholders to evaluate

the importance of different commonly used attributes

of high quality software we aim to determine their

implicit personal definitions of software quality. This

allows us to explore the relationship between

business roles and software requirements. If profound

differences are found between holders of different
stakeholder roles, this signals a need to take steps to

bridge this cultural gulf between participants.

Alignment of software quality conceptions between

holders of these different business roles will allow

organizations to devote resources to agreed upon

high-priority attributes with an expectation that all

stakeholders groups will value the results.
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2. Background

Requirements for software quality can be defined

from many points of view, depending on the role the

person plays with the software and on the type of

system being developed [1], [3], [6], [10]. Existing

research shows that we have to view software quality

requirements not as an absolute measure, but in terms

of trade-offs [7]. The implications for requirements

analysis and perceptions of business need are

obvious. If quality is refined to a set of effective and

comprehensible metrics, then the required and desired

levels of each attribute can be specified during the

requirements specification phase of any project [5],
[9]. Because recent models indicate correlations (both

negative and positive) between desirable attributes

(such as maintainability and efficiency), devoting

resources to maximizing inappropriate attributes

might actually damage the effectiveness of the

software produced [8]. Quality therefore can be

viewed as a set of unavoidable trade-offs, existing

beyond the familiar tensions between time, cost, and

quality.

A better understanding of software quality

requirements for different stakeholder groups will
lead to better communication between the parties

involved with the system. To understand business

need, managers and developers should understand

what aspects of software quality are important to

them, and to users, so that they can ensure that

developers of the system implement the features with

the highest priority.

3. Method

We conducted an online survey of 315 software

stakeholders. The survey made available using a web

interface connected to a database. The URL was

distributed via email to the Executive MBA students

and alumni at one of the most highly ranked business

schools in the United States. Distribution of the

survey to this sample facilitated reaching a

homogeneous group of people with the same

education, yet representing managers, users, and

technical personnel from all sectors of the U.S.
economy.

Respondents used a wide variety of different

software packages. We therefore asked each

respondent to select the piece of software most

important to them in carrying out their work

responsibilities and answer questions with respect to

this piece of software. This gives more meaningful

results than simply asking the respondent about his or

her attitudes to software in general.

Stakeholder role was defined with respect to the

specific piece of software chosen for evaluation. We

used two axes on which to divide our respondents

into four distinct software stakeholder roles. There is

an axis of users versus developers: stakeholders who

are involved in managing or performing the software
development process and those who are not directly

involved in these tasks. There is also an axis of

managerial versus non-managerial responsibilities

with regard to the software.

We are interested in finding out whether members

of the four different stakeholder groups largely agree

on the priorities assigned to different software quality

attributes or whether widespread and systematic

divergences exist in the priorities assigned to

different software quality attributes by members of

the different stakeholder groups. Thus, the null

hypothesis of the study can be expressed as follows:

H0: There is no significant difference in software

quality priorities between different software

stakeholder groups.

The corresponding alternative hypothesis is thus:

H1: There is a significant difference in software

quality priorities between different software

stakeholder groups.

The survey included questions covering

stakeholder’s job function, their relationship to

software product most important for their job

function, and a set of questions asking the respondent

to rate the importance of each of 13 software quality

attributes. Each attribute was rated independently on

a scale of 1-7, where 7 meant very important and 1

meant not important.

The software quality attributes and accompanying

definitions provided to the survey respondents were

as follows.

• ACCURACY: The degree to which the

software outputs are sufficiently precise

to satisfy their intended use

• TESTABILITY: The effort required to

test the software to ensure that it

performs its intended functions

• USABILITY: The effort required to learn

and operate this software

• SECURITY: The extent to which access

to this software by unauthorized persons

can be controlled
• EFFICIENCY: The amount of computing

resources required by this software to

perform its function
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• CORRECTNESS: The extent to which

this software satisfies its specifications

and fulfills your mission objectives

• PORTABILITY: The effort required to

transfer this software from one hardware

configuration or software system
environment to another

• AUGMENTABILITY (SCALABILITY):

The extent to which this software can

take advantage of additional resources to

deal efficiently when increased demands

are placed on it

• INTEROPERABILITY: The effort

required to couple this software with

another

• ROBUSTNESS: The degree to which this

software continues to function in the

presence if invalid inputs or stressful
environmental conditions

• FLEXIBILITY: The effort required to

modify this software for uses or

environments other than those for which

it was specifically designed

• MAINTAINABILITY: The effort

required to locate and fix an error in this

software, or to change or add capabilities

• REUSABILITY: The extent to which

components or modules of this software

can be used for other purposes

These attributes were selected from the review of

existing literature [8]. The list attributes used is

neither complete with respect to every attribute

proposed in the literature, nor entirely orthogonal.

Some of the attributes overlap in their meaning.

Many of the attributes came from one of the most

heavily cited software quality models - the Boehm et

al. software quality model [2]. Boehm’s model

implies relationships between software quality

attributes: the model is not a list of independent

qualities, but an interconnected hierarchy of
attributes. Some attributes from more recent quality

models were incorporated, and many of the

descriptions were updated or simplified to make them

more relevant to non-specialists and to reflect

technological changes.

4. Results

We present our results in the following order: a

summary of the background of the respondents by

industry sector, stakeholder, and application area of

the software they evaluated. Our review of the

results continues with a discussion of the data

analysis.

4.1 Demographic and Related Data

The main purpose of the study is to explore the

software quality priorities held by different software

stakeholder groups. Each respondent identified him-
or herself as either a user or developer of the software

concerned, and as either a manager (managing its

users or developers) or non-manager (personally

using or developing the software concerned).

Combining these two variables thus divided

respondents into four groups, which we refer to here

as stakeholder roles: User, Manager of Users,

Developer, and Manager of Development. Table 1

shows the distribution of respondents by their

stakeholder roles.

Table 1. Respondent distribution by stakeholder

role

Stakeholder Group Frequency Percent

Developer 46 14.6

Manager of

Development
52 16.2

User 155 49.2

Manager of Users 59 18.7

Missing Data 3 0.9

Total 315 100

Thirty one percent of the respondents were

responsible for development of the software

concerned: 16.2% were managing its development,

while a further 14.6% were personally performing

development tasks. The remaining 69% of the

respondents were not associated with the

development of the software evaluated, and are
therefore treated here as users. Fifty percent

personally used the software they evaluated and

18.7% identified themselves as managers of the users

of the software they evaluated. (35% of the

respondents fell into one or other of the management

roles).

The respondents came from a variety of industries

as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Respondent distribution by industry

sector

Industry Sector Frequency Percent

IT and Telecomm 92 29.2

Government 16 5.1

Healthcare 32 10.1

Manufacturing 55 17.5

Military 5 1.6

Academic and

Research
15 4.8

Service-Non-

Computer
100 31.7

Total 315 100.0

Most of the respondents (60%) came from two

sectors: (1) IT and Telecommunications, and (2) non-

IT services. Overall, however, seven major industry

categories were represented.

Table 3 shows the distribution of stakeholder roles

by industry. Responses associated with developers

and developer managers mainly came from IT and

Telecommunication industries: 43% and 44%
respectively. The service-non-computer industry was

the most represented for respondents not associated

with software development: 39% of software users

and 32% of user managers were from this industry.

While each stakeholder role was found across the full

range of industries, there is clearly some covariance

between industry and role – some of which may

reflect the nature of each industry and some of which

may be due to random variation in the sample.

Table 3. Stakeholder roles by industry

Industry

(column

%)

Dvlp.

n=46

Mgr.

Dvlp.

n=52

User

n=155

Mgr.

User

n=59

IT and

Telecomm

. n=92

43.4 44.2 21.3 25.4

Govt.

n=16
10.9 1.9 3.4 6.8

Healthcare
n=32

6.5 7.7 12.3 10.2

Manufact.

n=55
13.1 13.5 18.7 22

Military

n=5
2.2 3.9 0.7 1.7

Academic

and

Research

n=15

6.5 11.5 3.2 1.7

Service-

Non-

Computer

n=100

17.4 17.3 40 32.2

Respondents evaluated a variety of software

packages. These packages were categorized across

two axes:

• software application area: business

administration, manufacturing or production,

scientific/research activities, creativity-related
software (e.g., games, art/graphics, music, etc.),

and other;

• software type: off-the-shelf-software; off-the-

shelf-software customized for respondent's

company use, in-house developed software for

sale, in-house developed software for the use

within respondent's organization, and “other”,

software did not fit into any of the previous

categories.
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Table 4. Application areas of the evaluated

software.

Application

Area

Frequency Percent

Business

Administration
147 46.7

Creativity 4 1.3

Manufacturing 28 8.9

Other 100 31.7

Scientific 30 9.5

Missing values 6 1.9

Forty seven percent of the respondents evaluated

business administration software, making this by far

the most represented category of software in the

survey. Thirty two percent of the software evaluated

was categorized as “other” – meaning that the

respondent did not believe it to fit into any of the pre-

defined application area types. Scientific and
manufacturing software were other two most popular

application areas (9.5% and 8.9% respectively).

(Table 4).

Table 5. Software application area chosen for

evaluation by stakeholder role

Appl.

Area

(Column

%)

Dvlp.

n=46

Mgr.

Dvlp.

n=52

User

n=155

Mgr.

User

n=59

Business
Admin.

n=147

37.8 30.6 59.7 37.9

Creativity

n=4
0.0 0.0 2.0 1.7

Manufact

. n=28
8.9 24.5 2.0 15.5

Other

n=100
44.4 24.5 28.6 37.9

Scientific

n=30
8.9 20.4 7.8 6.9

Table 5 shows the software application areas

evaluated by respondents in different stakeholder

groups. Data in this table reflects missing data and

rounding errors.

Table 6. Software type chosen for evaluation by

stakeholder role

Software

Type

(Column %)

Dvlp.

n=46

Mgr.

Dvlp.

n=52

User

n=155

Mgr.

User

n=59

Off-the-shelf-

software
15.2 5.8 62.6 20.3

Off-the-
Shelf-

Customized

17.4 25.0 19.4 45.8

In-house
developed to

sell

39.1 32.7 7.1 8.5

In-house
developed for

the use within

own

organization

23.9 28.9 9.0 20.3

Other 4.4 7.7 1.9 5.1

Total 100 100 100 100.0

Table 6 shows the development sources of the
software being evaluated by members of each

stakeholder group. (Respondents were asked to

evaluate the piece of software most important to them

in carrying out their primary job functions). This

shows that 62% of users primarily used off-the-shelf

software for their business responsibilities.

Developers and developer managers were involved

with in-house software developed for sale, off-the-

shelf customized software, and in-house developed

software for internal use only. Business stakeholders

along the managerial axis commonly used off-the-
shelf customized software and in-house software

developed for the use within their own organization.

Table 7. Average satisfaction with evaluated

software by stakeholder groups

Stakeholdr

Role

Satisfaction

Avg

Dvlp. 3.78

Mgr. Dvlp. 3.88

User 3.95

Mgr. User 3.91

Respondents were reasonably happy with the

software under consideration: 78.2% measured their

satisfaction with the software as '4' on a 7-point scale.
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The differences in software satisfaction between

the stakeholder groups were not statistically

significant. It is interesting to notice that both

developer groups were less satisfied with software

than either of the user groups. Developers and

managers of development were thus more critical
towards software than other stakeholders: they value

software quality more and have higher expectations

for the software products than respondents who are

not involved with software development process.

In the next section we present the results of our

analysis of the stakeholders’ quality priorities

regarding software used for their jobs.

4.2 Data Analysis Results

The aim of this research is to discover if there are
systematic differences in software quality

requirements priorities between respondents with

different stakeholder roles associated with software.

Individuals and, more importantly, stakeholder

groups, showed substantial variance in the mean

scores they assigned to attribute importance. This

made the raw data less useful for evaluating

systematic divergences in priorities. Our interest here

is in software attribute priorities, which we

operationalized as the importance assigned to an

attribute by a given respondent relative to the average

importance assigned by the same respondent to all
attributes. These priority scores are obtained by

applying simple linear scaling to the results of each

respondent. Trochim [15] suggests this type of

scaling: dividing the score assigned to an attribute by

the sum of scores assigned to all attributes by the

same respondent and then multiplying by the number

of attributes (13 in our case). The formula for score

scaling is as follows:

Adjusted_Attibute_Priorityij = Raw_Scoreij*N /

�(Raw_Scorei)

Where i is the record number (one record for each

respondent); j is the column number (one column per

each quality attribute); Raw_score is the rating

entered by a respondent; N is the number of

attributes, 13 in our case. Comparison of the

importance of the software quality attributes mean

frequency distribution analysis and ANOVA analysis

were applied to examine collected data.

Differences in software quality attribute priorities

between stakeholder groups revealed the following:

• Users ranked accuracy, correctness, integrity,

interoperability, robustness, and usability

higher than any other group.

• Developers ranked maintainability and
testability higher than other groups.

• User managers ranked augmentability,

efficiency, and flexibility higher than other

stakeholders.

• For development managers reusability was

more important than for other groups.

• Developers and development managers

appear to be in general agreement. User

managers seem to be closer in their software

quality priorities to development managers

(and to developers) than they are to users.

• Maintainability was significantly more
important for managers and developers than

for the user group.

• Testability was more important to the

development managers and developers than

the other stakeholder roles.

Table 8 shows rankings of all quality attributes

within the different stakeholder groups. Software

quality attributes in Table 8 are ordered by ranking

for all respondents.

Table 8. Software quality attributes ranking by

stakeholder role

Stake-
holder
Role

Dvl
pr

Mgr.
Dev

Usr Mgr.
User

All

**Correc. 1 1 1 2 1
Accuracy 2 2 2 1 2
**Usabil. 5 6 3 4 3

Robust. 3 4 4 3 4
Interop. 7 7 5 6 5

Integrity 8 8 6 7 6
**Maint. 4 3 8 5 7

Augment. 9 9 7 8 8
Effic. 10 10 9 9 9

**Testab. 6 5 11 10 10
Portabil. 13 13 10 12 11

**Flexib. 11 12 12 11 12
**Reusab

.
12 11 13 13 13

The differences for testability and maintainability
are not surprising: developers and development
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managers care more about these attributes because

they are directly related to their responsibilities

toward the software. Perceptions toward these

attributes reflect their perceptions toward business

need. These groups mainly dealt with in-house

software developed for sale, off the shelf customized
software, and in-house software developed for

internal use only. They are the people responsible for

developing or customizing the business software.

Therefore, their perception of business need is to cut

costs by developing software with the highest levels

of maintainability and testability. They are concerned

not just about the cost of developing the software but

also for the long term cost of the software over its

entire life. The results for other attributes raise

questions of applicability to respondents’ real

experiences with software packages today. We can

speculate on the inherent appeal of terms:
“correctness”, “accuracy”, “integrity”, “robustness”

and their linguistic association with word “quality”.

Other terms such as maintainability, testability and

reusability are less likely to be naturally associated

with quality for those respondents who are without

significant exposure to the specialized terminology of

software development. This may explain why these

attributes were the most important for the majority of

respondents, and were ranked particularly highly by

users – who as a group had little or no involvement

with the software development process - certainly
likely to be less than the other respondent groups.

Given the apparent agreement between users and

developers on the general importance of attributes

like “correctness” (very high for both groups) and

“reusability” (low for both groups) we must,

however, suggest that further research is needed to

discover exactly why respondents ranked these

attributes as they did. Such research should also

investigate the results of modifying the supplied

definitions, or using different but synonymous term

(such as “Fidelity to Specification” rather than

“Correctness”).
Six software quality attributes showed statistically

significant differences for the different stakeholder

groups. The strongest results, and those that held up

best under multivariate regression analysis,

concerned three attributes: usability, testability and

maintainability. While usability was ranked as one of

the most important six attributes by members of all

groups, users ranked it more highly than did the

members of any other stakeholder roles. Importance

of usability to users reflects their perception of

business need. Users’ business need consists of
learning and using software, therefore, by definition,

usability becomes very important. They are probably

not interested in the software other than that it is easy

to use and provides appropriate functionality.

5. Conclusions

This work explores the differences in software

quality perceptions between different business

software stakeholders. Three hundred and fifteen

respondents ranked each of thirteen generally

accepted attributes of software quality on a scale of

one to seven according to their perceived importance

for the piece of software most vital to that

individual’s work. We have identified that

stakeholders required different types of software for

their jobs and that majority of stakeholders in the

non-development group are more satisfied with the

software they are using.
The main conclusion of this study is somewhat

surprising and positive in terms of its real-world

implications: the null hypothesis has been largely

upheld. Within this survey population few significant

and systematic divergences were observed in the

conceptions of software quality held between

developers and users, and between managers and

non-managers. Given widespread perceptions of

fundamental cultural clashes between these groups,

and equally widespread concern over the ability of

software systems as implemented to satisfy real
business needs, this is surely a reassuring finding.

Of course, the survey was administered to a group

of respondents enrolled in or graduated from a

leading executive MBA business school program.

While the respondents filled a variety of stakeholder

groups, they might reasonably be supposed to have

been admitted into the program according to their

managerial potential and to have been exposed to a

demanding core curriculum and a strong shared

culture during their studies. In this they are unlikely

to be entirely representative of the broader population

of users, managers and developers. Achieving such
agreement in most organizations might require

significant investments and the development of a

strong cross-functional culture.

Within these constraints, our research suggests

that a piece of software might plausibly satisfy the

quality requirements of users, managers, and

developers. One implication of this finding is that

tactics such as formally specifying the required levels

of each attribute early in the development process

might win agreement across roles [5]. In particular,

developers and developer managers were in
agreement on software attribute priorities.

The survey did reveal significant differences

between the priorities assigned to a number of

attributes by holders of different roles according to

their perceptions of business need: usability (favored

by users) and testability and maintainability (favored

by development staff). This suggests that attempts to

educate users and developers about each others’
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priorities should be focused on these three attributes.

For example, users might lack an appreciation of the

relationship between testability and the other

attributes with which they are more directly

concerned. Fortunately, the attributes are not among

those widely seen as hard to achieve in combination
and so it may be possible to satisfy all groups (in

contrast with the negative relationships sometimes

identified between attributes such as flexibility and

efficiency) [12], [14]. Armed with the knowledge of

these systematic differences in perceptions, project

managers may also be better able to deal with and

balance the necessary tradeoffs.
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ABSTRACT

This article reports a study of senior management

experience and their opinions on the issues of

effective stakeholder communication and the

evolving understanding between business and IT.

In particular, we explore the impact of modern

business context and practices, the issues of trust,

nomenclature and the main barriers to the mutual

stakeholder understanding. We find that a lack of

communication and a lack of understanding

between stakeholders impacts negatively on good

alignment as manifested by scope creep, the desire

to outsource and a lack of trust.

“In order to be able to ask [a question], one must

want to know, which involves knowing that one does

not know.” [1]

I. INTRODUCTION

In March 1991, the Software Engineering
Institute (SEI) hosted the Requirements
Engineering and Analysis Workshop in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania [2]. The workshop’s
main objective was to explore and discuss issues
concerning effective development of
requirements for mission-critical systems. At the
time, workshop participants were not surprised to
find stakeholder communication to be a major
problem in requirements engineering and in
particular requirements elicitation - as stated
quite unequivocally in the workshop report,
“communication is a major source of difficulty

because elicitation is primarily a process of
communication by its nature” [2, p 2]. What was
surprising to many, however, was the extent of
communication problems leading to impaired
understanding between project stakeholders and
the degree of difficulty in removing the barriers

to more effective communication practices. It
was noted that unless properly dealt with
communication deficiencies could result in a
serious loss of software product quality right at
the very beginning of its development cycle due
to requirements omission, misinterpretation,
over-specification or under-specification.
Inadequate communication was also claimed to
further propagate system flaws during the
subsequent maintenance and the associated
requirements evolution. In fact, a year later SEI
researchers, Christel and Kang [3], reported
some frightening statistics on the system error
rates, reaching 56% and using up to 82% of the
available staff time, due to poor communication
and a considerable divide in understanding
between users and requirements analysts. While
recognising the seriousness of this situation, the
organisers of the Requirements Engineering and
Analysis Workshop issued a number of
recommendations for improving the
communication processes in requirements
engineering [2, p 3 and 35-36], i.e.

“Improve communication by fostering

contact between all stakeholders and

removing management constraints. This can

be achieved by educating managers and

removing contractual, legal, and financial

barriers between communicating groups,

including modifications to the acquisition

process.”

Fifteen years later, we can witness the ever-
present awareness of communication issues in
requirements elicitation. This awareness is
clearly visible in organisational readiness to
adopt stakeholder-oriented and participative
system development methods, such as socio-
technical design methods [4] and user-centred

The Role of Stakeholder Understanding in 
Aligning IT with Business Objectives 
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development [5]. This awareness is quite
transparent in developing quality standards, such
as CMM, which recognise the importance of
effective requirements elicitation in software
projects and thus strive to improving approaches
to stakeholder communication and collaboration
with a view to create organisation’s shared vision
and promoting team’s integrative behaviour [6, p
65]. This awareness should also positively
impact management exploits in better aligning IT
solutions with stakeholder and business
objectives - the new and enlarged scope of
requirements engineering effort [7, 8]. It should,
but has it?

In fact, this very last point created unease in our
initially informal discussions with some of our
senior management colleagues, who struggle
daily in their attempts to align the goals of their
IT departments with the core of their business, to
align IT infrastructures with business processes,
and to align information system requirements
with business needs. The obvious discrepancy
between our intuition, as based on the promise of
participative information systems development
and improved stakeholder communication, with
the hard facts of the currently adopted IT and
business practice motivated our industry-wide
inquiry into the impact of real gaps in IT and
business stakeholders’ communication and their
mutual understanding.

In our pursuits of insights on the impact of
stakeholder communication on alignment [9], we
have taken a commonly accepted view of
alignment as related to the business scope, being
a collection of key business descriptors [10, p
143-151], i.e.

! Vision and its guiding theme;

! Mission or a high-level business objective;

! Values;

! Customer / markets;

! Products / services;

! Geography and the business location;

! Strategic intent as given by the long-term
objectives;

! Driving force being the primary business
determinant; and,

! Sustainable strategic advantage.

In this context, alignment can be viewed as the
process of ensuring that business is in the state of
strategic fit, i.e. all business functions operate in
harmony with each other to support business
scope via effective :-

! Coordination;

! Perseverance; and,

! Significant concentration of effort towards
business objectives.

In terms of business / IT relationship, Ward and
Peppard [11, p 45] offer a demand / supply
model of alignment (see Figure 1), which
emphasises strategic and functional fit of
business and IT domains within a single
organisation. In this model, the pursuit of
successful alignment of IT with the business,
relies on coordinated effort in gathering
requirements to establish both business demand
and the technological supply, and on the ability
of all parties involved to effectively
communicate the business mission and
objectives, organisational values and culture,
information about customers and products, the
primary business circumstances and the driving
forces to accomplish organisational strategic
advantage.

Nevertheless, as noted by Dale [12],
requirements definition processes are not
straightforward and are often clouded by tensions
between business stakeholders and the IT group.
These tensions commonly create an “emotive
complexity” making it difficult to manage
stakeholder expectations, and thus colouring and
politicising requirements determination process,
and turning stakeholder communication into
impassioned negotiations and consensus making
[13].

This article therefore undertakes an in-depth
exploration of executives’ experience and their
opinions on the issues of effective stakeholder
communication and the evolving understanding
between business and IT and how that impacts
on alignment.
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Figure 1: Business / IT Alignment Model
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II. RESEARCH METHOD

The researchers conducted two focus groups [14]
of senior business executives to talk about issues
surrounding the alignment of business and
Information Systems. The two focus groups
involved a total of 16 participants.

Given the nature of the issues under discussion,
the participants played quite distinct roles in their
organisations, e.g. those of Chief Executive
Officers (CEOs), Chief Information Officers
(CIOs) and Chief Financial Officers (CFOs),
project managers, senior managers and senior
consultants.

The mix of organisational positions,
responsibilities, tasks and views benefited the
group dynamics and stimulated discussions. The
focus group members represented a variety of
substantial and long-standing companies in
Australia, of which activities were ranging from
software development and management
consulting, through health care, banking and
finance, to logistics and business intelligence.

The dynamics between different industry groups
and the IT and non-IT executives was
exceptional which is reflected in the richness of
the collected data.

The initial questions that were put to both groups
were about the alignment between business
(problem area) and IT (solution area). The
participants were asked to consider a number of
propositions (such as the impact of alignment on
project success) and to discuss these and to add
their own experiences and knowledge (such as
the impact of alignment on requirements quality)
into what factors influenced this alignment. The
follow up interviews, of about 90 minutes each,
were then conducted with the focus groups
participants to further elaborate their views and
opinions.

The researchers videotaped the focus group
sessions and audio-taped the interviews, which
resulted in hours of video and audio streams that
were later transcribed and analysed. As both
focus group discussions evolved into heated
debate, the videotapes captured some invaluable
details of participants' interactions that is missing
from the respective paper transcripts. Not only
were the body language, repartee and “robust”
arguments in clear evidence, but the actual way
that the group dynamics drove the discussions
also emerged. From the viewpoint of critical
hermeneutics, the socio-political nature of the

responses was quite pronounced, perhaps
stimulated by the group dynamics.

It should be noted that in interpretive studies,
such as hermeneutics, interviewed participants
are treated on equal footing with the
investigators and considered co-researchers.

The resulting transcripts of the focus groups and
the interviews were the data from which the
analyses were done. Given that the data is in an
unstructured textual format, it was felt that a
hermeneutic analysis was the most appropriate
method.

All transcripts were analysed using the Ricoeur's
principles of critical hermeneutics [15] to drill
down through the data creating derivative
documents.

Harvey and Myers [16, p20] quote Paul Ricoeur:

“In critical hermeneutics the interpreter

constructs the context as another form of

text, which can then, of itself, be critically

analysed so that the meaning construction

can be understood as an interpretive act. In

this way, the hermeneutic interpreter is

simply creating another text on a text, and

this recursive creation is potentially infinite.

Every meaning is constructed, even through

the very constructive act of seeking to

deconstruct, and the process whereby that

textual interpretation occurs must be self

critically reflected upon.” [15]

The very act of creating this derivative document
forces the researcher to engage with the data,
sorting and categorizing it artificially [1],
engaging with all the components of the
knowledge fragments and building them into
new understanding. Critical hermeneutics, as
previously adapted by Lukaitis and Cybulski to
analyse some well-known case studies [17], can
be shown to be of great value to identify clear cut
categories and topics, and the resulting derivative
documents subsequently allow quick ranking of
the factors impacting some of the issues under
consideration.

The adopted method [17] relies on the set of
iterations - also known as hermeneutic cycles or
circles - to gather small pieces of knowledge,
often out of context, and reconcile these smaller
pieces with the gathering horizon of
understanding of the whole phenomenon. As
each small piece (a morsel of knowledge) is
reconciled with the whole (an understanding of a
domain), the whole then becomes the horizon
that contains all the knowledge. This gathering
understanding of the domain under investigation
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then causes the existing smaller individual parts
to be re-evaluated and possibly their new
meanings re-integrated again into the new
understanding [18, 19].

Through the hermeneutic cycle, researchers can
commonly observe an oscillation between
individual fragments of knowledge and the
understanding of the whole of a domain. One
can tell when understanding has been reached
because all the data and observed phenomena are
consistent, no longer appear strange and simply
make sense [20]. It is often described as data
saturation, when any new data neither adds to,
nor detracts from the understanding developed.

That hermeneutics can be an asset in an
interpretive research, such as this study of
contradictory and seemingly irreconcilable views
of domain practitioners, is especially evident
when dialectics [21, p1197] is deployed to
thoroughly investigate the “truth” or otherwise of
our growing understandings of a domain under
investigation. Dialectics can be understood as the
search for knowledge and understanding without
applying judgmental attitudes. In other words,
we seek all the arguments and issues involved,
irrespective of whether they are for or against the
proposition under investigation. And if we find
too many arguments in favour of a given
position, then under the rules of dialectic, we are
obliged to seek out as many arguments against
the proposition.

Hermeneutics further acknowledges that the
distance between the investigator and the subject
can be great. Kidder states “… what is clear and

obvious to one in reading a text is likely to be a

function of one’s own cultural orientation and
one’s own prejudices rather than the function of

some given accessibility of the text” [21, p1194].
This “distance” then, can be equally ascribed to
that existing between the business executive and
the requirements engineer during the elicitation
process, or even after requirements documents
have been transcribed and are under investigation
or reconciliation.

III. DISCUSSION

If one assumes that the overarching goal of
requirements engineering (RE) is the ultimate
delivery of information systems that are aligned
with an organisation’s business, then every link
in the RE process is critical to this successful
delivery. As succinctly summarised by Bleistein
and colleagues [22, p14]:

“For the requirements engineer, this means

that the tools and techniques must integrate

means of capturing systems requirements

such that they are in alignment with the

highest-level of business objectives in order

to ensure success”.

Bleistein et al. went on to further elaborate their
SOARE approach to strategy-oriented alignment,
which could potentially resolve some of the most
intricate alignment problems by enlisting
patterns of domain best business practice [22,
p20] :-

“… understanding of the business model can

mean knowing a large number of system

requirements in advance of stakeholder

interviews while also having confidence in

the quality and appropriateness of those

requirements thanks to cumulative industry

experience”.

Such patterns therefore represent shared and
reusable domain “experience” [23, 24], which
could effectively be deployed to close many
types of commonly encountered business / IT
alignment gaps.

The main areas of such gaps strongly emerged
from our first focus group, which identified
eleven principle issues that bore on the
successful alignment of IT with the business.
These issues included management inability to
estimate projects and return on investment,
problems with acceptance testing, project and
risk management, trust, scope creep, resistance
and change management, aspects of project and
product ownership, vendors and business
integration, and finally, the issue which was
discussed most vigorously - the effectiveness of
stakeholder communication and mutual
understanding.

Not surprising, stakeholder communication and
understanding by Executives bodies to be the
Achilles heel of the requirements engineering
process and as such the main thorn in the
business / IT alignment - this observation closely
paralleled the findings by Reich and Benbasat
[25]. Even with some of the benefits of the
SOARE framework and its methods, well before
business / IT alignment could be forged, before
the patterns of best practice could be
incorporated as part of the organisation's
strategy, and before shared requirements could
be reused, it is the stakeholder communication
that negatively influences the effectiveness of
requirements interviews, negotiations and
meetings, and which defines the quality of
interaction between the project initiator,
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management, requirements engineer and the end
users.

The stakeholder problems are further
confounded, as Gadamer [1, p387] resolutely
states, not only by the communication media,
such as language, but also - and more
importantly - by the communication subject
matter and its understanding. Recent studies [13]
suggest that understanding gaps between
requirements engineers and business can be quite
pronounced, and the resulting tensions between
the stakeholder communities could in fact lead to
organisational or inter-organisational conflict
[23].

As was repeated in both focus groups and
overwhelmingly reiterated in our interviews, the
primary issue mitigating against good alignment
was indeed “understanding”, stemming from
poor stakeholder communications. Interestingly,
the recurring theme of this lack of understanding
was being attributed as the fault of both the
business executives and also the IT group. We
will illustrate these issues with some of the
collected data.

In the hermeneutic-dialectic tradition [20] we
will make our co-researchers' participation in the
dialectics clearly visible, and thus we will let
them speak for us in the following sections.

It seems that, in general as clearly felt by some
of our participants, IT people feel a frustration
that the business people appear not to have a
sufficiently detailed grasp of their requirements
(note that the initials in brackets indicate the
participant's code).

[BS] That is the senior managers don’t

understand their business processes down to

a level of granularity and detail that they

need to, to make wise decisions about which

part of this process can be changed this way

and that way with the technologies. That’s

my view. And the ownership and

responsibility moved out of the technology

camp into the business camp.

[BS] Of actually having a, what we called systems

analysis and design – those disciplines being

learnt by the business folk and going

through the process mapping. And, the

business folk don’t understand the detail we

need it necessarily. Particularly at the

senior management level who are trying to

make a strategic decision.

This frustration seems to get quite heated. What
becomes evident is that the IT side of the
understanding chasm suspects that there is some
detail, some deeper understanding of the

business that they are unaware of, yet need to
know to enable a system to operate correctly.

[WD] But when it comes down to the alignment to

the business there’s two parties. There is IT

and there is the business. And I think both

are at fault at this. But it’s totally different

trying to expect that the business sponsors

that we deal with are going to have an

adequate understanding of IT. So if those

business leaders don’t understand that one

concept, that it is their business, they will

not survive two hours in the marketplace

without that system running. I think that is

the biggest initiative we can push across

them.

[WD] And I think that probably we are forced,

have to go back to business to push back and

say “if you don’t understand it, you’ll have

to understand it, otherwise it will fail”.

The IT participants alluded to their belief that
business executives needed to better understand
the technology and how it can be better used.
But it is not all about just a simple appreciation
of how technology plays a part in a successful
business, there is also the understanding of the
business itself.

During the first focus group the dynamics
between the business participants and the IT
participants was quite interesting when one IT
executive suggested that both sides of the
understanding equation were at fault.

[BS] You need to understand what you are trying

to achieve in the business model and

business model changes. What does that

mean to my processes and how can I get a

grip on them? That debate is not uniformly

high level I have to say on both the technical

side and on the business management side

[smiling broadly].

The response from the banker appeared to
recognise the need for a better understanding
between the different parties, even
acknowledging that different parts of businesses
are also quite unique…

[PC] Is that businesses are all different and bits of

businesses are different. This is basically

interpersonal stuff [interjections of

agreement from CF], it’s about relationship

building and about being able to understand

who it is you are trying deal with and how

you need to operate in respect to that

particular piece of culture that you are

operating with. Which touches on what Bob

[point towards BJ] talked about earlier on.

And the other thing, my third and final one

just carries;
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... your point forward a little bit further is

that there really needs to be a level of

understanding and consideration for the

position of the other person in the process.

And what do I know about what I am talking

about. And I’m not the expert, I need your

help. That’s why I am seeking to engage

with you in this process to get to the end.

And as a broken down old salesman, the

concept of mutual gain has to permeate right

through the whole process. There’s got to

be mutual gain [mumbles of agreement all

round].

And the sharing of knowledge now needed
between business and IT because of increased
complexity…

[BS] I mean the point I was getting to in a lot of

this, is I see the responsibility of

understanding of information flows and

modelling information flows in an

organisation which is sort of what we’re all

about, and making it concrete in technology.

Realising it in technology. The

understanding of that has moved from the

purely IT end of the spectrum and has now

been picked up the systems and process

understanding is becoming required on the

business side, for businesses to actually

understand their own business models, their

own information flows. Because we have

much more complicated businesses,

interactions.

Doing business in China, marketing into

Europe and North America is not something

that is done by a couple of people with a

couple of good ideas There’s all of that

happening, but you’ve got the information

flows [which] are now global. And tracking

the economics and logistics and all the rest

of it is reasonably demanding. It’s a much

more complex problem. What I’m getting at

is we’re only part way through the process

and business people are picking up on that

[interrupt CF “Totally agree”].

Nevertheless, senior executives from business
appear to be quite concerned that IT seems to be
unable to understand what is needed unless it is
spelt out in some considerable detail. This theme
where the business appears to be almost “putting
up with” IT’s inability to understand the detail of
the business requirements keeps emerging
throughout these encounters. This seems at odds
with the claims of the IT people that business
“doesn’t understand enough of IT to be able to
help”.

It would seem that “understanding” simply does
not exist between the two camps.

[MD] What we, what we find I guess is that

whenever we request anything we actually

have to go into a lot of detail to actually tell

them exactly what we want it to do, and you

know what options we want; what

parameters it needs to be based on; what the

desired outcome is. Otherwise, they’ll go

away and come up with this is what the

software can do and just say that’s it – take

it or leave it. So you have to go into a lot of

detail to actually explain to them exactly

what the need is; why it’s required; what the

software, what we’d like the software to do

and what the outcome is, that it’s needed

This seems to be confirmed from the IT camp by
a throw-away remark made during a follow-up
interview…

[PR] …and maybe really our problem is in

requirements. Well their problem probably

is in requirements and that’s where most

people have their most largest [expletive

deleted]-ups.

Once the data from the follow-up interviews and
the second focus group are woven into the
hermeneutic cycles, the key findings begin to
emerge.

It is useful to remember that because of the
nature of this qualitative research the amount of
data coming in to the analysis is considerable.
There are an enormous number of issues
emerging. It is quite beyond the scope of this
paper to go into any degree of detail about the
“richness” of the collected data.

Interestingly, all of the problems with
stakeholder communication were vigorously
debated in 1980s and 1990s [26], and the
communication break-downs were noted on the
level of analyst / user interaction. However, now
these issues re-emerge with even stronger
emphasis and even wider-ranging impact on the
level of executive communication.

IV. KEY FINDINGS

When hermeneutically dissecting the issues
surrounding the impact of “understanding” on
the overall alignment problem, a number of
interesting findings emerge (See figure 2).
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Looking at good communications and
understanding as being the overall goal (Figure
2), the departures from the ideal appear to be
either from a simple lack on interest by the
business – “Business is too busy”, through to IT
not having a sufficient grasp of what their
businesses are about.

Thus where the business people show a lack of
interest in IT, there appears to be a relationship
with their desire to outsource some or all of the
IT function. Similarly, where IT shows a lack of
understanding and communicative ability, then
scope creep emerges as well as a lack of shared
language.

Trust seems to either act as a lubricant for
communications and understanding between the
business and IT, or as a resistor or abrasive
between the two.

A. Business is too busy

Throughout the discussion so far, it has been
repeatedly raised that the responsibility for
ensuring that communications has occurred
effectively rests with IT, not business. Business
is too busy to learn enough about IT to be able to
talk with IT people on IT matters.

[CF] I think the first level is that there is just

generally conceded by business people that

are non-technologists that it’s a level of

technical understanding that they can’t have

and don’t want to have.

One CIO remarked that business is now
engaging at such a complex level that there is
great difficulty just understanding the processes
that go on, and in engaging the right people at
the right time.

[BS] That's where we got to on that project I

described as business led with a [expletive

deleted] you just have to do this and this and

so here's a prototype. Yeah that's ok but you

just need this bit and you know it looks

pretty good and then we involve more people

from the business and they said oh [expletive

deleted] no you've got to do all this other

stuff. Then we got through that then

somebody else came in from the business

and said no! Over here we've got 19

different services that we offer and they are

all tracked with different rates – and it just

explodes. That was really badly done. That's

an example of not involving knowledgeable

people across the businesses at the right

stages and finding out as you went. And that

prototype builds took over a year while we

were battling synchronising databases,

foreign databases and those sorts of things.

And in some cases the business went one of two
ways. Either they started to disengage with IT
and simply said “this is what we want just go and
do it”, or they wanted to get dangerously
involved.

[CP] … some of the people in the business side

they sort of say, I don't care how you do I

just want you to do this, you go away and

you work it out cause that's why I'm paying

you lots of money or whatever.

It's one of those things, is it really the IT's

responsibility to understand it or it is, are

we going to be asked in the business people

to become IT literate, literate to a point

where they're coming up with a solution for

you?

The problem with that is when they do do

that is because they don't a lot of times

understand the IT side of things, they are

creating the Ben Hur's of the world.

B. Outsourcing

The outsourcing issue emerged quite strongly as
a response to the “I don’t care how it is done, so
long as it is done and done cheaply” attitude. It

Communications and

understanding

Business is too busy

outsourcing

Scope creep

IT better understand business

language &

nomenclature

trust

Figure 2: Emerging Issues Impacting on Communications and
Understanding, and Consequently Alignment
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seems that some businesses have become so
disenchanted with their own IT people and the
difficulties associated with them that they
become disenfranchised.

In extreme cases, some companies determined
that IT was not their core business and opted for
outsourcing as a way of divesting expensive
energy away from the business to an outside
body. They did not want to know about IT, they
did not care about IT, all they wanted was for it
to be done.

[CP] …you get it from a different perspective

when they have outsourced, because when

they outsource, that's why they outsource in

the first place - a lot of the companies is

because they just don't want to know [about

their IT]. They don't really care, they just

want it done. IT is seen as one of the most

expensive things out there that is costing,

that the company is wasting their money on.

IT is very expensive in comparison to the

rest of the organisation out there.

[A-IH] As long as it works I don’t care.

[A-IH] It just doesn’t matter?

[A-IH] It doesn’t matter. It doesn’t matter where it

comes from.

In the repartee that surrounded the focus groups
and the subsequent follow-up interviews, an
interesting contradiction appeared. On the one
hand we have some pretty large (say)
finance/banking organisations happily
outsourcing extremely large components of their
core IT business to external providers, and on the
other hand, we find a company in the same
industry space stating what looks like the
opposite. They are saying that IT is their core
business.

[CF] They’ve, that has been an ongoing… and

that’s one of the things that sort of fires me

up and engages me is that in financial

services particularly, it seems particularly

that the product is the system – the system is

the product. You know there’s a piece of

plastic at the end but the product and the

way it’s run, charged, fees, all that kind of

stuff sits in the system. And for a long time

it was considered throw it over the wall –

it’s an IT problem.

The outsourcers, on the other hand, often take in
some of the IT people directly from that business
and use them and maybe their infrastructure as
part of the outsourcing arrangements. That way,
the existing business knowledge (i.e.
understanding) or intellectual capital is not
entirely lost.

[CP] ...the organisation has agreed with that

because a lot of organisations actually say

we will outsource but only if you employ

80% of our staff or 30% or whatever it may

be.

The outsourcers then found that after numerous
acquisitions of IT staff from companies who
elected to outsource that they were slowly
acquiring individuals with expert domain
knowledge in various industry groups.

C. Scope creep

Scope creep can be attributed to being a
symptom of poor communication and
understanding. However, in the discussions with
our co-researchers scope creep has been found to
be perceived in two ways. Either in a pejorative
sense where additional functionality is being
added to a project potentially jeopardizing its
success, or as a way of both parties (IT and
business) better understanding each other’s needs
and capacities.

It is curious that throughout the investigation that
it was not possible to find agreement about this
issue. On one hand we had the example of an IT
consultant being quite intolerant of scope
creep…

[WD] I think scope creep is initially an IT stuff up.

I'm working on the basis that people, IT

people, have done what their doing before,

so the scope is the first part of the project

and you need to identify what it is from

there.

Then once the pejorative sense of the term was
discarded two quite distinct understandings of
scope creep began to emerge. The first came
exclusively from the business end of the group.

They acknowledged that the world is a changing
place and the flexibility had to be considered
because of changing circumstances. The best
argument offered was about a long-term project
that was well underway when the Australian
Government announced the creation of a Goods
and Services Tax (GST). That particular project
had an instant scope creep – the addition of an
allowance for the GST. It was simply not
negotiable.

[A - IH] The world’s ever changing so if you think

you’ve got an agreed scope on day one,

depending on how long the project is, by day

ninety the world may well have changed and

that also will, well could be scope creep. It

could be got to do something different, good

flexibility. It could just mean you’ve got to

be flexible.
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Because of the cognitive and experiential
distance between the business and IT it often
took some time for understanding to flow freely
between the two. Scope creep was thus seen as a
resolution of understanding rather than an
extension of functionality.

[A - IH] I’d call it clarification if it was there in the

first place.

[Q - IH] They’ve misunderstood?

[A - IH] Misunderstood, yeah.

It was interesting to observe that these comments
were more often than not made by the business
based individuals rather than the IT people in the
group of participants. The IT people were “less
forgiving” about scope creep.

[PR] This is really nobody’s fault in some ways. I

mean it is of course somebody’s fault, but

this can happen and the fact is that this

means you do have scope creep. I mean

what has happened is we had an imperfect

understanding.

Traditionally, scope creep is managed as part of
the overall project management charter
(whichever one you follow). It is treated as an
aberration and as a threat to the overall health of
a project. One individual described it
succinctly…

[AP] That's why I define scope in these terms. You

manage scope creep by ensuring that any

changes in any of those parameters

including the dollars spent are treated as a

scope change and goes to steering

committee for resolution where it gets

[expletive deleted]. Scope creep occurs

because of uncertainty, because at the start

you don't have a detailed analysis of all the

business areas. As you go into that detailed

analysis of course people will come with

thoughts and say we meant to do this or we

didn't understand that it didn't include this

or why don't we do that. There is a lot of

that sort of discussion before you finalise

your requirements.

And again we notice the familiar term of
“understanding” creeping into the discussions.
This lack of understanding having a rippling
effect right down through the course of the
project.

D. Trust

Trust suffers as a consequence of reduced
communication and understanding. It was raised
as an issue in that business did not trust IT for a
variety of reasons. Among the issues preventing

this trust was IT’s inability to correctly estimate
its figures and timelines.

[PR] When you have a total discrepancy between

an ability to forecast what costs are going to

be for these things and what they are not

going to be, then you can’t get any kind of

business alignment. Because business

doesn’t trust IT. IT’s numbers are wrong

and IT’s numbers are continuously and

perennially wrong. And so therefore even

very good projects, very good projects can

be canned because their initial forecasts are

wrong.

Sometimes IT have a habit of purposefully
inflating their estimates of costs and that might
impact the degree of trust that business has in
them. However, one of the CFO participants felt
this was not specifically an IT trick and that most
budget submissions had a degree of “fat” in
them.

[IH] I mean you always get the people who over-

estimate the costs of things and they do it a

couple of times and then you automatically

compensate for it. You know if they say well

this is going to cost a hundred grand, you’d

know that whenever they say a hundred

grand it really means fifty because they’ve

got a buffer up their sleeve.

[Q - IH]: So this is just something you expect?

[A - IH]: Yeah. And they’re no different to anyone

else. Everyone would put in a budget higher

than they need to make sure they can

deliver.

Emotion plays a part in trust as well. The
business has an need that is often coloured with
an emotional response and it is IT’s
responsibility to turn that around using a suitable
methodology. Achieving this has shown to be
extremely beneficial in engendering trust
between business and IT.

[CF] And we’ve also, we’ve found the most use of

building trust is where people come with an

emotional response and you’re able to turn

it around using a methodology.

And my favourite is this failure modes effects

analysis where people come and say I’m

scared about; I’m nervous about.

And the best way to build trust at that point

is to say I want you to articulate that to me

and I want to put it into this process so we

can work out why you’re afraid, and again

it’s leading people to this level of simplicity.
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Another unfortunate effect of the loss of trust is
that the IT group can lose their independence and
self determination.

[IH]: I think there’s a lot more scope to do things

if there is trust. I think you very rapidly lose

control if there’s no trust. You typically get

told specifically what to do and expect it do

exactly that and nothing else if there’s no

trust.

E. Language and nomenclature

In an effort to improve the chances of better
communications occurring between business and
IT, one organisation renamed the traditional IT
roles into titles that reflected better the
individuals’ relationship with the business units.
Names such as “architects” were used in
preference to business analysts or systems
analysts.

[CP] We have that a lot with, I've seen it a lot

with the architectural space as well because

they may have not been called architects,

they may have been called business analysts

or project managers in their own business

but really that's what they were doing. They

were creating requirements documents.

They may not call it a requirements

document but that's what they were doing.

They were identifying what was the business

need and putting together some form of

proposal, solution, this is my options paper

or whatever you want to call it. It is difficult.

What happens though is that sometimes

having them being moved into different parts

of the organisation helps.

In some cases, these roles were carried out by
non-IT trained people because of their expertise
in the business. This was the case in recent core
banking application’s project.

[BJ] So we had so that all the departments, there

were about eight departments – loans, credit

control, finance, the whole lot, that all had

to put their expert on the team, and we did

that. But what we found, and the whole idea

of having these departments involved for

twelve to eighteen months was that they had

the expertise in the areas.

So that when we had builds or upgrades they

could do it.

F. Better IT understanding of the business

Several of the participating businesses actually
placed their IT staff into the target business units
for several months so that they could learn about
the business. The experience of working with

the business gave the IT people insight into the
local issues.

[CP] What happens is, it's really being able to put

in those people in place that are able to see

the business side of things and also able to

have IT knowledge.

That goes back to employing the right

people I guess at times and also being able

to put in, those people have to have the two

areas of knowledge to be able to, that's why

when you really see in the insource

environment that the IT department is really

successful is when they have their IT people

have a really good understanding of the

business.

If I was to use some examples of companies

I've worked for where they have had their

own IT department, it has really been

around the fact that a lot of their IT people

and we have actually done that in some

companies which is where you sort of say ok

you're an IT person go and spend 3 months

working with the business to understand

what it is that the business really wants done

and how do they really want to do it.

One company with a very low IT staff turnover
noted that their IT staff were already distributed
throughout the business and were very well
versed in the needs and operations of the
business [BS].

[BS] It's a worry (talking about churn rate of IT

staff), I mean we had 2 celebrations last

month. One for a developer who has been

with the company 35 years and one who has

been with the company 20 years. Late last

year we had one for somebody who has been

25 years. It's interesting, it's been an

interesting journey but I deliberately go

looking for people who, we have a number

of them who are coming up to their 10th

anniversary of senior IT developers who I

hired 10 years ago looking for people who

wanted to be around for 10 years. They were

at that stage in their life and career who

want stability, opportunity for growth.

Once projects were underway, experts from the
business units are brought into the project team
to make it happen. All participants bemoaned
the difficulties associated with getting the best
people out of the business units into the project
teams. One found that placing the business
experts onto the IT Project payroll helped the
affected business unit.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have found that what has meant to have been
a fairly straightforward stage in the
requirement’s engineering process for over
twenty years, requirements elicitation is still
fraught with difficulty and traps.

Understanding seems to be still the principal
issue at stake here with continued uncertainty
about stakeholders’ ability to “be on the same
page”.

Understanding can be enhanced by ensuring that
enough of the right business people are actively
involved on the same level as the IT group in
projects. It can also be helped by embedding IT
people into the actual business units themselves,
just so that they can get a better appreciation of
the needs of that particular business unit.

Trust is intrinsically related to understanding and
when one is high, then the other appears to
follow.

If the business is sufficiently disenfranchised
from their IT group there is a chance that the
business might start seeing IT as not part of their
core business and seek outsourcing as a way of
cost containment and allowing them to focus on
what they think is their core business. Business
will often use terms such as “being too busy” or
they “just want the job done”. But this seems to
happen only when the internal IT group are
unable to deliver the IT that the business needs.

Scope creep has always been a problem that
highlights a lack of understanding. This research
has help focus on that issue by suggesting that
there are several types of scope creep, ranging
from the traditional additional functionality
through to the clarification of understanding that
we have found.

Surprisingly, business did not find scope creep to
be the thorn that IT has perceived it.

Strict adherence to titles and roles has been
blurred so that both domain experts and IT
experts are all sharing roles and sharing the same
table in an effort to enhance that alignment
between business and IT.

The alignment between business and IT,
nowadays considered in the scope of
requirements engineering activities, was seen as
occurring in small layers, similar to agile
development.

[CP] Just when I was saying we were aligned in

little layers I suppose where I am talking

about this team of people, this is purely from

my central point of view.

And the alignment was something that had to be
maintained, nurtured. It is seen as happening at
multiple levels in a project, involving varying
numbers of people, and importantly, over a
period of time.

[CP] Some of the issues are that one group of

people go away, they talk, they understand

by then a year's gone past and a whole

group of new people have come in and the

trust isn't there, the ownership isn't there

and the relationships aren't there.

The understanding is not there.

Alignment is being seen as a dynamic state that
is dependent on time, the relationships that exist
between people, the success of communications
and understanding, and the success of the
business.

As observed by Luftman [27], more research,
and in particular empirical study, should be
devoted to the issues of strategic alignment of
business and IT:

"While alignment is discussed extensively

from a theoretical standpoint in the

literature, there is scant empirical evidence

regarding the appropriate route to take in

aligning business and IT strategies."

VI. FUTURE RESEARCH

Because of the nature of qualitative research,
more questions are posed than are answered.
While we have identified some of the factors that
impact on alignment, we have not tried to
explain these behaviours. This is best left to a
separate critical hermeneutic investigation using
Habermas’ [28, p173] theory of communicative
action to explain these behaviours.

Several important issues appear to surface which
could do with further investigation…

" In the communications between business
and IT, what is the impact of IT practitioner
experience on the effectiveness of these
communications? Many companies often
send in junior people to start the
investigations and requirements gathering.
Does this have a negative impact?

" Where a company elects to outsource their
IT requirements, what is the impact of the
loss of IT intellectual capital from that
organisation?
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Abstract

We surveyed software practitioners from business

organizations in the U.S. regarding software development

practices used during recent projects. We used chi square

and correlational analyses to investigate the relationships

between project practices and good requirements. We

report on five groups of questions broadly related to

requirements: 1) the sponsor, 2) customer/users, 3)

requirements issues, 4) the project manager and project

management, and 5) the development process. We

compare our results against the software engineering

research literature. Using logistic regression, the best

predictor of good requirements was 1) the project had a

well-defined scope, with 2) customer/users had a high

level of confidence in the development team, and 3) risks

were controlled and managed by the project manager.

1. Introduction

Good requirements are significantly related to

successful software project outcomes [45]. Requirements

management is one of the first steps in the software
development process, with implications that extend

throughout the entire project [9]. Organizations that

implement effective requirements engineering (RE)

practices reap multiple benefits, with great rewards

coming from the reduction of rework during later

development stages and throughout maintenance [47].

Hull et al. [22], suggest that activities related to getting

good requirements such as user involvement,

management support, a clear statement of requirements,

realistic expectations and ownership, account for over

46% of successful projects. Other evidence suggests that
some of the most common and serious problems

associated with developing software can be traced back to

requirements management [27] with incomplete

requirements, lack of user involvement, unrealistic

expectations, lack of executive support, changing

requirements and specifications accounting for 64% of

project failures [22].

When requirements are poorly defined and RE

processes are ad hoc, the end result is nearly always an

unsatisfactory product or a cancelled project. A Standish

Group Report revealed that three of the top ten reasons

for challenged projects or outright project failure were

lack of user involvement, unstable requirements and poor

project management [40]. A survey of twelve UK
companies found that requirements problems accounted

for 48% of all software problems [21]. Another survey of

150 companies in the U.S. showed that the majority

requirements modelling technique of choice was “none”

[31].

RE can be simply described as identifying a

customer’s problem’s context, and within that context,

locating the customer’s requirements and delivering a

specification that meets customer needs. There are many

requirements methodologies that purport to do this, for

example, soft systems methodology [10], scenario
analysis [8], and UML [6]. Sometimes they work, and

sometimes they do not. The implication of such

requirements methodologies (if we can label at least

aspects of them as such) is that the application of ‘x’

method will produce the right requirements irrespective

of the problem’s characteristics. This is conventional

wisdom and, unsurprisingly, the creators and vendors of

requirements methodologies claim (with one exception

[23]) that their approach is a hammer and all problems are

nails.

Concern has been expressed about the lack of RE in

industrial projects, with managers suggesting that there is
a need for more practical RE research [48]. While there

is plenty of prescriptive research proposing new and

better ways to do RE, we believe that it is important to

examine what methods are used in practice and which

practices lead to good requirements. In a world of

constrained resources it is essential that project managers

understand which practices work and which do not. We

need to be aware of what is really going on, to be able to

position our research within an appropriate context [13].

In order for us to have a better idea of which practices

work where, research on effective RE practices should be
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done within different industrial contexts [48]. Without

this, we will forever practice our art in a context-free

bubble.

Our paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we

describe our study and discuss some details of the

questionnaire responses; in Section 3, we discuss the
results of the questionnaire; and in Section 4, we present

our results. Section 5 provides some conclusions and

suggestions for further research.

2. Our Study

To document practitioners’ views regarding software
project success and failure, and the practices they

consider important to successful projects, we conducted

wide-ranging structured discussions with twenty-one

senior software practitioners employed by a major U.S.

financial services company. We later had similar

discussions with another group of U.S. software

practitioners working in a variety of companies. Based on

these discussions we developed a questionnaire to

investigate those software development practices that lead

to successful project outcomes. We chose a survey

because of its simplicity and our wish to find
relationships amongst variables.

The original practitioner group responded to our

questionnaire by answering it twice, once for a recent

project they considered successful and once for a recent

project they considered a failure. Our questionnaire was

later distributed to the second group of practitioners. Our

sample is not random but rather a convenience sample of

practitioners known to us.

The questionnaire was organized into a number of

sections covering the entire software development

process. We asked respondents if they considered the

project they referenced when answering the
questionnaire, 1) to be a success and 2) if it had good

requirements at some stage during the development

process. We define good requirements as those that are

complete and fully understood by the development team

and the customers/users [34].

Only questions relating to the development of good

requirements are considered in this paper. Sections of the

questionnaire not considered here are discussed elsewhere

e.g., [43, 44, 45].

Because most software engineering research has

emphasized “technical matters above behavioural
matters” [20] most of our questions focus on stakeholder

behaviour during software project development.

Moreover, there has been a general lack of quantitative

survey-based research regarding early aspects of software

development. In addition, in-house software development

failure is unlikely to receive the same attention as third-

party software development failures [44]. Therefore, we

review in-house development and management practices

with the intention of showing what practices are directly

related to the development of good requirements.

We received completed questionnaires from 102

respondents, reporting on 123 distinct projects. A sample

of 123 projects is a reasonable size for empirical software
engineering research. As noted earlier, the majority of our

respondents were developers involved with software for

use within their own organizations (financial institutions,

banks, pharmaceutical companies, insurance companies,

etc.). The responses to the first set of 42 questionnaires

described 42 separate projects, 21 regarded as successful

and 21 unsuccessful. The second set of responses

included descriptions of 81 unique projects reported from

various companies in the northeastern U.S.

Sixty-two percent of projects were regarded as

successful and 38% unsuccessful, 87% were development

projects (55% successful), and 13% were large (in terms
of effort) maintenance/enhancement projects (66%

successful). The percentage of projects by number of

full-time IT employees is 1-4 = 44%; 5-9 = 19%; 10-19 =

21%; 20-29 = 7%; 30-39 = 3%; 40-99 = 5%; and 100-180

= 1% (range 1-180, mean 13, median 6).

3. Results and Analysis

The developers we surveyed mainly develop in-

house software for their organization’s use. The

organizations rely heavily on software for many of their

business functions. While we would not assume that our

results are typical of all organizations, we believe that

they are reasonably typical of organizations that develop

in-house software. Surveys are, of course, based on self-

reported data that reflect what people say happened, not

necessarily what they actually did or experienced.

Because we surveyed software developers, our results are
limited to their knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs

regarding the projects and project managers (PM) with

which they were involved. However, as the majority of

projects are fairly small (63% employed fewer than 10

people and 84% fewer than 20), we believe that our

respondents have a reasonable knowledge of most project

events. However, the results may be biased by the

preponderance of small projects in our survey sample.

The percentages of “yes” responses to the survey

questions are shown in Table 1 (see footnote to Table 1

for more detail). Table 2 shows which variables have a
significant association with good requirements as well as

some associations between responses to selected

questions. We performed chi square tests to determine the

degree of association between variables, and correlation

analyses to provide the direction of that association. In

the rest of this paper, if a pair of variables is significantly

associated (<0.05) and positively correlated, we refer to
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them as significantly associated. When it occurs, we

mention negative association explicitly. If we refer to

practitioners we are referring to those practitioners who

participated in our discussions.

In Tables 1 and 2, our questions are classified as

follows: “S” refers to questions that deal with the project
sponsor/senior management, “C” refers to customers and

users, “R” refers to questions directly related to specific

requirements issues, “M” to questions related to the

project manager and project management, and “P” to

questions related to the development process.

3.1 Project Sponsor/Senior Management

A powerful political sponsor can assure that a project
is adequately resourced, and that customers and users

make sufficient time available for requirements gathering.

Politically powerful sponsorship may ensure that other

senior managers do not hinder the project, e.g., through

reassignment of essential personnel (although, this may

depend on factors such as the size of the organization and

priority changes within it). A high level of sponsor

participation can support realistic scheduling and resource

planning by preventing unrealistic schedules, schedule

changes or other undermining changes [28, 29].

Similarly, sponsor participation can help enhance control

practices [28]. A committed sponsor is important to
software project success because he or she impacts a

project throughout its life-cycle [28, 35, 36]. Loss of

sponsorship or failure to properly establish it can indicate

that the project is in jeopardy [28, 34].

All “S” variables were significantly associated with

good requirements. All associations were positive except

for S4, which was negatively associated. The variables

S1, the project began with a committed sponsor, S2,

sponsor commitment lasted through the project, and S3,

the sponsor was involved in project decisions, showed a

high degree of multi co-linearity. Surprisingly, there was
no correlation of S1, S2, or S3 with S4, s e n i o r

management negatively impacted the project. This

finding appears to contradict practitioners’ initial

comments that powerful sponsorship protects a project

against interference from competing interests. We suspect

this may be because of changed organizational priorities

or because the project sponsors were not senior enough to

protect the project from external interference.

Using logistic regression with the responses to “S”

questions, the best predictor of good requirements was S2

(sponsor commitment lasted right through the project)

which predicted 86% of projects with good requirements,
65% of projects without good requirements, and 76%

correctly overall.

In summary: the relationships between all of the “C”

variables and S2 are in agreement with research that

stresses the importance of a committed sponsor whose

commitment lasts throughout the project [39]. Having a

committed sponsor who lasts the distance lends stability

to requirements.

3.2 Customer/users

Good requirements are traditionally viewed as the

outcome of a positive relationship between

customers/user and the development team. This is

especially important as customers and users often cannot

easily articulate what they really need at the start of the

process. Further, users are rarely experienced in

requirements elicitation, particularly at the necessary

level of detail [7]. Unrealistic customer and user
expectations can arise because projects start with

incomplete requirements [46]. Hence, an explicit user-

inclusion strategy should be used for effective

requirements gathering as user support and enlightened

involvement are important for ownership [17, 28, 33, 38,

42].

Evidence shows that a high level of customer/user

involvement throughout the project, from requirements

elicitation to acceptance testing, is necessary for project

success, and helps with “buy in” to the project [40].

Customer/user participation can reflect confidence in the

development team, positive expectations, and the desire
to contribute knowledge of the business needs. Of course,

if there is a large number of customers/users, it is more

difficult to ensure a feeling of involvement.

Representative groups of customers/users must be

carefully identified. User participation supports more

realistic expectations, which reduces conflict [17]. An

amicable relationship between customer/users and the

team reduces distractions, resulting in a more efficient

development effort leading to higher motivation among

team members [28].

While user participation has far reaching implications
for the development process, some research suggests that

users are “rarely involved in product development” [42].

Furthermore, stakeholders often see requirements effort

as a disruption to their work [37].

We found a high degree of multi co-linearity among

C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, and C6, suggesting that (C1), a high

level of customer/user involvement, may result in (C4),

commitment and involvement of other stakeholders, (C2),

customers and users having a high level of confidence in

the development team, and (C3), involved customers and

users will then stay right through the project. Our

analysis also suggests that C1 is very important as a high

level of customer/user involvement may lead to (C6),

customers/user will have realistic expectations, and (C5),

they will make adequate time available for requirements

gathering, thus implying good requirements. The
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importance of user involvement in requirements gathering

(C5) supports observations of both Clavadetscher [11]

and Glass [18]. Contrary to what practitioners had

suggested in our initial discussions, we did not find that

large numbers of customers and users impacted the

development of good requirements.
Using logistic regression with the responses to the

“C” questions, the best predictor of good requirements

was C4 (customer/users had a high level of confidence in

the development team) which predicted 86% of projects

with good requirements, 73% of projects without good

requirements, and 77% correctly overall.

The relationship between customer/user involvement

(C1) with level of confidence in the development team

(C4) is interesting and leads us to ask about causal

effects. Are customers/users involved because they are

confident in the development team or do they become

more confident in the development team because of their
involvement? Certainly there is likely to be a reciprocal

effect: a positive involvement experience is likely to

reinforce confidence in developers and vice-versa. This

establishes a collaborative environment, which leads to a

win/win outcome [47]. Accordingly, development teams

that do not present themselves well to users and manage

customer/user expectations, may be sowing the seeds of

failure.

In summary:

• We were surprised that large numbers of customers

and users did not impact establishing good
requirements. This may reflect the relatively small

size of the projects in our sample. Further research

will clarify the effects of large numbers of customers

and users on the requirements elicitation process.

• We were also surprised that a high level of

confidence in the development team was the best

predictor of good requirements. The confidence that

the customers and users have in the development

team is not an area typically addressed in the RE

literature.

• Our research supports customers/users making

adequate time available for requirements gathering as
an important requirements determinant. This is one

of the most frequently identified factors for the

development of good requirements.

3.3 Requirements Issues

Given that control over requirements is necessary to

move from the lowest CMMI level, it was clear that many

of the organizations in our sample are still at the lowest
level [12]. The results in Tables 1 and 2 support the view

that requirements continue to be a problem for software

development [19, 30]. Our results agree with [31], whose

respondents thought their companies did not do enough

requirements engineering.

Definition of a requirements development process at

the start of a project will normally include the use of a RE

methodology [47]. We found that gathering requirements

with a specific methodology (R3) was not significantly
associated with good requirements. This may be because,

in 79% of our projects, respondents did not know what

requirements methodology was used. For the ones that

did know, three projects used prototyping and six used

JAD sessions with prototyping. For the remainder of

projects, interviews and questionnaires were the main

requirements gathering method. Eight of the nine projects

using prototyping and/or JAD had good requirements.

Eight projects used UML to document requirements; five

had good requirements, though only four projects were

successful. The use of UML as a requirements modelling

notation has been criticized [23, 26]. Robertson and
Robertson [37] suggest that “most UML models are not

appropriate for requirements work, while they are good

design models they are lousy requirements models”. Our

results lend support to the view that the value of UML for

requirements still needs to be established. Using UML,

however, was better than using no methodology at all.

It is essential to manage requirements throughout the

development process [47]. We found that R1, there was a

central repository for requirements, was significantly

associated with good requirements, indicating that a

central repository supports effective requirements
management. The fact that only 59% of the projects used

a central repository tends to support the view that there is

significant room for improvement in requirements

management.

Practitioners suggested that large projects, in terms of

functionality, are less likely to be successful than smaller

projects. R2, project size impacted elicitation of

requirements, was significantly negatively associated

with good requirements. This result agrees with [18],

suggesting that project size hampers requirements

gathering, and can lead to unclear, incomplete, and

potentially unstable requirements.
Wiegers [47] addresses a number of good RE

practices including the need for a well-defined project

scope. R4, the project had a well-defined scope, and R5,

project scope increased during the project, were both

significantly associated with good requirements, R5

negatively. An increase in scope and creeping

requirements pose major risks to software projects [24].

R5, project scope increased during the project, was

significantly associated (0.000) with R2, project size

impacted elicitation of requirements. The longer the

project goes on, the more growth in scope developers are
likely to experience [25].
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Table 1: Percentage “Yes” Responses to Questions

ID Question With good

requirements
1

% Yes

Without good

requirements
2

% Yes

All projects
3

% Yes

S1 The project began with a committed sponsor  90 63 80

S2 Sponsor commitment lasted through the project 82 35 66

S3 Sponsor was involved in project decisions 77 40 64

S4 Senior management negatively impacted the project 19 38 26

C1 High level of customer/user involvement 73 43 62

C2 Other stakeholders were committed and involved 73 36 60

C3 Involved customers/users stayed right through project 82 57 73

C4 Customers/users had high level of confidence  in
development team

73 14 52

C5 Adequate time made available by customers/users for
requirements gathering

80 43 68

C6 Customers/users had realistic expectations 63 17 46

C7 Customer/user’s expectations managed throughout 82 40 65

C8 Problems caused by large numbers of customers/users 23 38 28

R1 There was a central repository for requirements 69 35 59

R2 Project size impacted elicitation of requirements 26 51 35

R3 Requirements gathered using specific methodology 56 35 49

R4 Project had a well-defined scope 84 33 67

R5 Project scope increased during the project 58 80 66

R6 Requirements were managed effectively 69 23 51

M1 Project manager given full authority to manage project 70 50 63

M2 PM was above average 68 23 54

M3 PM related well to staff 69 26 56

M4 PM had a clear vision of the project 83 49 72

M5 PM really understood the customers problem 75 46 65

M6 PM communicated well with staff 65 23 52

M7 PM was experienced in the application area 68 68 68

M8 Years of experience of the PM < 10 66 82 71

M9 Project manager’s background (IT, Business, other) 47, 38, 15 65, 26, 9 53, 34, 13

P2 Development methodology appropriate for project 62 23 47

P3 PM able to choose the methodology 34 39 36

P4 Risks identified at the beginning of the project 80 33 62

P5 Risks incorporated into the project plan 66 32 53

P6 Risks controlled and managed by the PM 63 10 43

P7 Project had effective change control 73 30 60

P8 An approach to control quality used 76 37 59

P10 Other projects negatively impacted this project 25 57 38

1
This column represents the percentage of “yes” answers to questions for projects that had good requirements

2 This column represents the percentage of “yes” answers to questions for projects that did not have good requirements
3 This column represents the percentage of “yes” answers to the questions for all projects.

If a PM has a sufficient vision of the project and

begins with a well-defined scope then this is a first step in
managing scope creep [47]. R4, the project had a well-

defined scope, and R5, the project scope increased during

the project, were both significantly associated with M4,

the PM had a clear vision of the project (0.000, 0.004),

R5 negatively. Good requirements management impacts

the cost of developing software as it helps to alleviate

costly rework [3, 4, 5]. Problems such as missing

functionality are considerably more expensive to correct

later in the development process [5, 27, 28]. In agreement
with this research, R6, requirements were managed

effectively, was significantly associated with good

requirements. There is a high degree of multi co-linearity

between most of the “R” variables. Analysis of our data

suggests that a project with good requirements is a

project with a well-defined scope (R4), that did not

increase during the project (R5), has a central repository
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for requirements (R1), and that requirements were

managed effectively (R6).

Using logistic regression with the responses to the

“R” questions, the best predictor of good requirements

was R4 (the project had a well-defined scope) which

predicted 85% of projects with good requirements, 77%

of projects without good requirements, and 82% correctly

overall.

Table 2 Correlations of Questions to Good Requirements and to Some Other Questions

(123 cases)

ID Question Direction of

relationship

Sig.

relationship

with good

requirements

Sig. relationship with other

questions

S1 The project began with a committed sponsor + 0.001 S2, S3

S2 Sponsor commitment lasted through the project + 0.000 S1, S3

S3 Sponsor was involved in project decisions + 0.000 S1, S2

S4 Senior management negatively impacted the project - 0.034 C4(-), M1(-), M2(-), P6(-)

C1 High level of customer/user involvement + 0.001 S2, C2, C3, C4

C2 Other stakeholders were committed and involved + 0.001 S2

C3 Involved customers/users stayed right through project + 0.007 S2,C1, C4, C6

C4 Customers/users had high level of confidence  in
development team

+ 0.000 S2,C1, C5, C6, C7

C5 Adequate time made available by customers/users for
requirements gathering

+ 0.000 S2,C1, C3, R4

C6 Customers/users had realistic expectations + 0.000 S2,C1, C3

C7 Customer/user’s expectations managed throughout + 0.000 S2

C8 Problems caused by large numbers of customers/users NS

R1 There was a central repository for requirements + 0.000 R3, R5(-)R6

R2 Project size impacted elicitation of requirements - 0.006 S2(-),R4(-), R5

R3 Requirements gathered using specific methodology NS C5

R4 Project had a well-defined scope + 0.000 R1, R5(-)

R5 Project scope increased during the project - 0.015 R4(-)

R6 Requirements were managed effectively + 0.000 R1, R4

M1 Project manager given full authority to manage project + 0.043 S2, C1, C3, C6, P3

M2 PM was above average + 0.000 M4, M5, M6, P2, P6

M3 PM related well to staff + 0.000 M4, M6, P2, P6

M4 PM had a clear vision of the project + 0.000 S2, C1, M1, M5, P2, P6

M5 PM really understood the customers problem + 0.003 C1, C3, C6, C8(-) P2, M1

M6 PM communicated well with staff + 0.000 C3, C5, R4, P8

M7 PM was experienced in the application area NS

M8 Years of experience of the PM < 10 NS

M9 Project manager’s background (IT, Business, other) NS

P2 Development methodology appropriate for project + 0.000 R1, R4, R6, M2, P6

P3 PM able to choose the methodology NS

P4 Risks identified at the beginning of the project + 0.000 P5, P6

P5 Risks incorporated into the project plan + 0.000

P6 Risks controlled and managed by the PM + 0.000

P7 Project had effective change control + 0.000 C4, R1, R4, R6, M2, P2, P6,

P8 An approach to control quality used + 0.001 C4, M2, R1, R4, R6, P2

P10 Other projects negatively impacted this project - 0.001 C8, R1(-), R4(-), M2(-)
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In summary:

• Our results reinforce research that identifies the

importance of a well-defined scope, emphasizing that

understanding the problem context and its boundaries

is critical to good requirements.

• The importance of a central repository as an aid in
the development of good requirements is frequently

underestimated. It is surprising that fewer than 60%

of projects used a repository, as it is a readily

available and relatively inexpensive aid to

requirements management.

3.4 Project manager and project management

Our practitioners described situations where they
worked with project managers who were not given full

authority to manage a project (M1). They reported that

senior management constantly interfered with and

second-guessed the PM. These situations led to lack of

motivation and, in many cases, project failure. In

agreement with our practitioners, the data shows a

significant relationship between M1, PM was given full

authority to manage the project, and good requirements.

We were surprised to find that a good PM was just as

likely to suffer from interference as a poor PM.

M2, PM was above average, is significantly

associated with good requirements (even when their
management of the project has suffered from

interference). This result is not surprising since “poor

management can increase software costs more rapidly

than any other factor” [5].

In discussions, the practitioners suggested M3, a PM

who related well to staff, was a key attribute of good

project management. The results support this view as M3

was significantly associated with good requirements.

M4, the PM had a clear vision of the project, was

associated with good requirements. Defining project

vision is a good engineering practice [47]. A project that
is without a clearly defined and well-communicated

direction invites disaster [47]. Lack of a clear vision

leads to poorly defined goals and specifications, poor

requirements, insufficient time planning the project, lack

of a project plan, and unrealistic deadlines and budgets

[15]. This underscores the importance of understanding

requirements beyond micro-level user needs [38]. M4 is

significantly associated with M5, the PM really

understood the customer’s problem, (0.000), and both are

significantly associated with good requirements. A clear

vision is necessary for a PM to really understand the

customer’s problem.
Communication between the PM and the project

team is also important. Project success is dependent on

the quality and effectiveness of communication channels

established within the development team [2]. M5, the PM

communicated well with staff, was significantly

associated with good requirements.

Common wisdom suggests that M7, the PM is

experienced in the application area, will increase the

chances of a project’s success. However, our data did not

support this. M7 was not significantly associated with
either project success or good requirements.

Years of project management experience ranged

from under 6 months to 22 years, with over 60% of PMs

having more than three years experience, and 15% more

than 10 years. Our practitioners suggested that an

experienced PM is more likely to be associated with a

successful project. The data did not support this as M8,

PM’s years of experience, was not significantly

associated with either project success or good

requirements.

Our practitioners also suggested that a PM with an IT

background was more likely to be associated with a
successful project. However, the results did not support

this as M9, the PM’s background, was not significantly

associated with either project success or good

requirements. PMs with business or other backgrounds

were just as likely to be successful.

There was a high degree of multi co-linearity

between most “M” variables. Analysis suggests that a

project with a PM who is given full authority to manage

the project (M1), who is above average (M2), relates well

to staff (M3), has a clear vision of the project (M4) ,

really understands the customer’s problems (M5), and/or
communicates well with staff (M6), is likely to have good

requirements. These results show that, for PMs, vision,

communication and relationships with team members are

more important than any particular background,

underscoring research that stresses the need for a PM to

have good interpersonal skills [15, 16].

Using logistic regression with the responses to the

“M” questions, the best predictor of good requirements

was M1 (PM was given full authority to manage the

project), with M4 (PM had a clear vision of the project)

and M6 (the PM communicated well with staff). This

combination predicted 94% of projects with good
requirements, 49% of projects without good

requirements, and 82% correctly overall.

In summary:

• Because the project management literature generally

assumes that a project manager has full authority to

manage a project, we had not expected that M1, the

project manager was given full authority to manage

the project, would enter into the prediction equation

for good requirements. In initial discussions,

practitioners had suggested that the absence of this

factor threatened project success. We were surprised
that more than one third of projects were subjected to

interference. Analysis suggests that, when
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interference occurs, it is mainly related to staffing

issues, and adequate staffing is significantly

associated with good requirements.

• The importance of M4, PM had a clear vision of the

project, reinforces the importance of project scope,

but includes an extra dimension; the importance of

knowing expected business outcomes beyond just the

project parameters.

• Effective communication is frequently suggested as a

key to good requirements, and our analysis supports

this.

3.5 Development Process

Good RE practices include processes such as

selection of an appropriate lifecycle methodology,

managing risks, specifying quality attributes, and change

control processes [47].

Using a methodology appropriate for the project (P2)

is significantly associated with good requirements. An

appropriate methodology and a well-defined scope allow

for well-defined deliverables.
While our practitioners suggested that P3, the PM is

able to choose the development methodology, was

important for a successful project outcome, our results

did not support this. Some organizations forced PMs to

use a specific life-cycle development methodology,

irrespective of the problem. However, when PMs were

given a choice, their projects were no more successful.

Change happens. Change is not a bad thing as it is

virtually impossible to define all the requirements up

front [47]; hence, managing requirements successfully

includes effective change control. A change control
process lets the project stakeholders make informed

business decisions to provide the greatest customer and

business value while controlling the project’s lifecycle

costs [47]. P7, the project had effective change control,

was significantly associated with good requirements.

The quality of software project management is

characterized by active risk management [18]. This

observation is supported by the correlation between

responses to questions P4, risks were identified at the

beginning of the project, P5, risks were incorporated into

the project plan and P6, risks were controlled and

managed by the PM, and M2, the PM was above average.
Even though risk management practices are significantly

associated with good requirements [1], most developers

and project managers perceive risk management activities

as extra work and expense [19]. Glass suggests that risk

management is the least practiced discipline within

project management [20]. Our data clearly supports this

view. Just identifying the risks without doing something

about them is not enough. While 62% of projects had

their risks identified, only 53% had the risks incorporated

into the project plan. The number of projects that then

had their risks controlled and managed by the PM

dropped to 43%. Respondents indicated that 33% of

projects had no risks, even though 62% of these projects

did not have good requirements at any stage and 90%

failed.
P10, other projects impacted this project, clearly a

risk factor, was significantly negatively associated with

good requirements and P6, risks were controlled and

managed by the PM.

Using logistic regression with the responses to the

“P” questions, the best predictor of good requirements

was P6 (risks were controlled and managed by the PM,

with P10 (other projects negatively impacted this

project). This equation predicted 87% of projects with

good requirements, 76% of projects without good

requirements, and 82% correctly overall.

In summary: our results suggest that when risks are
controlled and managed by the PM, we will get good

requirements. However, there are risks outside the

control of the PM such as other concurrent projects that

can compete for scarce resources.

4. Discussion

We recognize some limitations of the study. The

developers we surveyed mainly develop in-house

software for their organization’s use. As noted earlier,

surveys are based on self-reported data which reflects

people’s perceptions, not what might have actually

happened. Because we surveyed software developers our

results are limited to their knowledge, attitudes, and

beliefs regarding the projects and PMs with which they

were involved. The dominance of small projects may

have biased our results. However, the questions in our

survey were based on discussions with practitioners who
raised issues that they perceived as important to their day-

to-day activities on real projects.

The best prediction equation for good requirements is

C4 (customer/users had a high level of confidence in the

development team), with R4 (the project had a well-

defined scope), and P6 (risks were controlled and

managed by the PM). This equation predicted 92% of

projects with good requirements, 85% of projects without

good requirements, and 88% of projects correctly overall.

Overall, R4, the project had a well-defined scope, is

the most influential factor as alone it predicts 82% of
projects with good requirements correctly. The addition

of C4 customer/users had a high level of confidence in

the development team raises prediction accuracy to 86%.

A lack of risk management was the best predictor of

projects without good requirements.

Our results support a hypothesis proposed by Davis

and Zowghi [14] who suggest that good requirements
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practices are not sufficient for success. Our results show

that practices beyond the scope of RE, such as the

commitment of the sponsor throughout the project, the

confidence of the customer/users in the development

team, a skilled project manager and project processes that

include risk management, not only lead to good
requirements but ultimately to project success.

5. Conclusions and Further Research

To get good requirements we found that:

1) it is not having a sponsor, but having a sponsor
whose commitment lasts throughout the project;

2) it is not the number of users involved that is

important, but rather the size of the project in

terms of functionality;

3) it is not the requirements methodology per se,

but rather use of an appropriate software

development methodology into which the

requirements methodology fits;

4) it is not avoiding requirements creep, but rather

having a well-defined scope when requirements

creep;
5) it is not having a project manager with years’ of

experience, or a project manager experienced in

the application area, but rather a project manager

who manages requirements effectively;

6) it is not just the identification of project risks,

but doing something about them, after they have

been identified;

7) it is projects that have one, and only one, central

repository for requirements.

Customer/user confidence in the development team, a

well-defined scope and effective risk management are the
best predictors of good requirements.

Table 1 shows that current practices are fair at best.

Analysis of our survey suggests further research is

required in order to investigate:

• The value of distinguishing more clearly between

requirements scope versus project scope. Does a

good definition of scope at the outset of a project

enable project teams to better manage requirements

that change or evolve over the course of a project?

• Customer involvement and customer confidence in

the project team indicate better likelihood of success.
How are these interrelated? Do customers become

more involved because they are confident in the

team, or are they confident because they are

involved? What motivates customer involvement

with the development team? What instills customers

with confidence in the development team?

• How generalisable are the factors identified in this

study? While we believe that the results of this initial

study are significant on their own, we intend to

compare against factors important for good

requirements in other environments. This research

serves as a starting point for motivating our
continuing research into requirements practice in

industry.

The major contribution of this study is to reinforce

the importance of grounding RE research in practice.
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Abstract—The same business model may be implemented using

a variety of business process alternatives. This position paper

investigates a risk-based approach to explain the choice of the

business process for a given business model. Risk goals and risk

mitigation instruments are discussed as a major factor in the

alignment between business model and operational

implementation. A requirements approach based on i* is

proposed for capturing the needs and constraints governing this

alignment.

Index Terms— business models, value web, risk goals, risk

mitigation instruments, business process patterns

I. INTRODUCTION

In its traditional view, requirements engineering (RE) offers

a set of methods, techniques and tools for reasoning on the

‘why’ behind the introduction of an information (software-

based) system within an organization. This ‘why’ is expressed

in terms of the different expectations of different stakeholders,

with respect to the future system. Requirements capture non-

functional constraints (like, e.g., security, performance,
usability, etc) regarding the implementation of the system and

functional aspects, which guarantee that the system is aligned

with the operational goals of the organization, i.e. its business

process model. In short, RE defines the set of properties

expected from the information system and thereby restricts the

number of possible alternatives regarding its development and

implementation.

The design of the business process model (BPM) itself is

not an easy task since, given a particular situation, alternative

BPM are conceivable. In this paper we propose to extend the

use of RE techniques to the modelling and the understanding

of the ‘why’ behind the design of a BPM. In particular we
will show how the i* requirements framework, and goal-

oriented techniques generally speaking, can help in reasoning

on the business goals of an organization and on the different

constraints relevant to the identified BPM.

More specifically, we will associate business goals with a

high-level business model (BM), with a value exchange
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perspective and constraints, and with an analysis of risks

associated with the different BPM alternatives.

In section II, we will better characterize the differences

between a BM and a BPM. Section 0 will then identify the

risks guiding design decisions during the transformation a BM
into a BPM. Finally, before Conclusion, section IV will

discuss the possibility of identifying business process patterns

associated with risk mitigation instruments, without enforcing

any representation of business processes, not to overload this

article.

All along the paper the concepts will be illustrated through

the handling of a B2B case study regarding distribution of

electronic parts.

II. BUSINESS MODEL AND PROCESS MODEL

A. Business Model

Business models (BM) explain the nature of a business

case, that is, they characterize who is responsible for which

part of the value creation, who brings in which capabilities and

resources and what he expects in return. They provide a high-

level view on what will be offered to the customer, which

business partners, resources, capabilities and activities the

value creation will be based upon. At the core of a BM are the

value exchanges between the business partners involved.

Value exchanges are by definition reciprocal so that every

partner brings in something into the common business

activities as well as he benefits from his participation [1]. BMs

help to reach a shared understanding among stakeholders

about the core of the business and to align everybody’s

objectives towards the common business goals.

Fig. 1 depicts a simplified BM that shows only the value

exchanges between the business partners. We refer to such a

type of business model as a value web in order to draw the

borderline between a company centric and comprehensive

business model, as described by Osterwalder in [14] and a

value exchange perspective on a network of business partners.

It represents the roles and flows of value objects of a common

supply chain transaction [2], where a buyer purchases

electronic components from a seller, showing. The value

proposition offered to the buyer comprises on top of the sales

of the electronic components (parts) additional services such

as transportation and stocking in the proximity of the buyer.

This permits the buyer to quickly adapt to changing

production needs and reduces the lead-time of the

components. In order to be able to deliver within a short lead-
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time and to ensure a maximal flexibility, the seller contracts a

third-party warehouse for the stocking services required. The

buyer considers the warehouse as being part of the value chain

provided by the seller; there is no contractual relationship

between the warehouse and the buyer.

The entire communication and object flows that are

necessary to perform the value chain activities (order

handling, inventory management, goods delivery, financial

settlement) do pass between buyer and seller and between the

seller and the warehouse. No communication takes place

between the buyer and the warehouse.

In our business case we assume that the seller and buyer

plan a long-term relationship with regular delivery and

replenishment cycles. Both parties fully trust each other. The

profit margin associated with the sales activity does hardly

leave a navigation range for risk mitigation. The long-term

and regular nature of the business scenario allows both

business parties to spread the operational risks to many value

exchanges and hence to minimize their respective risks

exposure.

Note that this BM depicts an ideal world in that it does not

detail the way in which the two business partners coordinate

their respective value creation activities; So for example it

does not incorporate the fact that a business partner may not

be able or not willing to fulfil his contractual obligations [13].

Fig. 1: simple distribution model of electronic parts

This ideal nature of the value web makes that there can be

many transactions, or business processes that implement the

same business model. A value web depicts the exchange of

value objects (tangible or intangible) in such a way that each

actor involved brings and receives objects of value and profits

from his participation in the value web [1].

B. Business Process Model

As compared to the value web, the business process model

(BPM), which implements the value web on an operational

level, adds to the value web

• an order onto the exchanges of value objects
• additional supportive information flows that facilitate the

coordination and communication the business partners, but

that do not exchange objects of value. An example is the

confirmation of the receipt of an object of the announcement

that a value object will be sent in a specified time period.

For our sample distribution case, there are many BPM

alternatives such as the following [4]:

• Vendor managed inventory process

• Consignment inventory management
• Seller contracted 3rd Party warehouse in a consignment

scenario (see [4])

• Min-Max processes

• Kanban

• Breadman model

In the following paragraphs we discuss the factors that

impact on the selection of a business process scenario for a

given value web, and in the next section we will show how an

appropriate process model is chosen.

C.From Business Model to Process Model

What makes a network of trading partners decide which

process model suits best their business needs? Which ordering

constraints hold for the value exchanges of a BM, and how

can supportive information flows be added to the value

exchanges in order to facilitate the coordination of value

creation activities between the business partners?

The answer to these questions forms a decision support

process that aims at creating a fit between the process model

and the value web it implements.

There are two types of ordering constraints for value

exchanges:

• Compulsory or hard constraints are such that the business

model would not make sense without them or such that are

imposed. Examples are flow constraints [5] where a value

object that results as an output from one value transfer is an

necessary input for another value transfer.

• Soft constraints are such that they are negotiable in
accordance to the business partner’s preferences and needs.

Whether or not the delivery of electronic components

follows or precedes its payment does not change the

business case as such. However, both parties the seller and

the buyer may have a clear preference as regards the

sequence of value exchanges.

At the level of an individual value exchange, we argue that

there are two main characteristics that determine the way the

actual value transfers is organized:

• The subjective perception of the risk (probability, impact)

associated with the value exchange. Both the buyer and the

seller in our business case will assess whether or not they

consider it risky to fulfil their part of the contractual

obligations before receiving the other one’s contribution,
that is, to perform the payment before receiving the goods

and vice versa. One parameter that impacts on the

assessment of risk is the level of trust between the business

partners. However, other characteristics may be taken into

account such as:

o risk rating for the country where the buyer resides.

o probability and impact of currency fluctuation between

the receipt of a purchase order and the payment in case

that the payment currency differs from the home

currency of the seller.

o difficulties related to the transport and customs
declaration.

o need of the seller to pre-finance the goods production,

and hence the capital commitment involved.

• The navigation range defined as the difference between the

achievable profit level and the cost of the application of risk

mitigation instruments to secure the exchange. That is to say

Buyer

Seller

Warehouse

Parts, Transportation,

Stocking

Money Stocking

Money

Buyer

Seller

Warehouse

Parts, Transportation,

Stocking

Money Stocking

Money
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that the cost of risk response activities do not outweigh the

achievable profit margin.

Some of the requirements and goals of the actors involved

do apply to the characteristics of the value transfers; other

goals can be derived from the business context and the

objectives of the common value creation. We propose to draw

a map of these goals using the classical requirements

engineering techniques of goal engineering, as proposed by

[15]. An application of such an approach to our sample

business case is depicted in .

The buyer wants to satisfy his demand, which can be

decomposed into its offerings such as 7x24 delivery and short

lead times. The seller addresses the buyer’s demand by

offering him a particular value proposition that meets both his

own requirements (such as being profitable for him) and the

requirements associated with the buyer’s demand. The seller

himself wants to have as much control on the value chain as

possible and wants to minimize the risk of non-payment by the

buyer.

Besides, the fact that the buyer requires a 7x24 delivery

capability and flexible lead-times requires the seller to

purchase stocking services from a third party. Because of the

long-term nature of the relationship with the buyer (with

repetitive orders signalling a continuous demand), the Seller is

willing to secure his supply, engaging in a trusted commercial

partnership with that third party offering stocking services.

III. A RISK ANALYSIS FOR ECONOMIC VALUE TRANSFER

A. Typology of risks

When considering the risks associated with a value transfer

and the corresponding risk mitigation instruments, we need to

take into account the type of the value object transferred:

• Financial flows include money, shares, and payment

obligations.

• Human resource flows refer to consultancy and body leasing

models where one partner misses a specific expertise or

wants to transfer an operational risk to an external party.

Usually these flows are of a time-limited nature.

• Information flows refer to the exchange of valuable

information between business partners.

• Physical object flows involve such activities as assembly,

packing, transportation and storage.

We shall concentrate in this article on financial and

physical object flows only, however, we believe that other

types of flows do follow the same principles, and that we are

able to identify a finite number of such flows (and bonded

risks) for some practical domains. The supply chain

management has already been thoroughly investigated, with

variants in the e-Commerce field, as in [3] or [4], for instance.

The following is a list of some typical risks that occur in

financial and physical object flows:

1) Risks associated with physical value flows

The main risks associated with the transfer of physical

goods are [6] the following:

• The risk of loss or damage of the goods.

• The risk of delay of the delivery.

• The risk of non-acceptance by the customer due to non-

conformance with his requirements or due to poor product

quality.

• The risk of a liquidity squeeze due to the capital

commitment, especially with long payment terms.

The business partners involved in the value exchange need

to come to an agreement as to who bears the risks above and

who will be responsible for any resulting costs. Note that the

sales price for the goods changes depending on who will take

which risk in the value transfer.

Fig 2: Goals map, covering value exchanges
characteristics and business context

2) Risks associated with financial value transfers [6]

As for the financial flows, the following risks may occur:

• Non-payment or partial payment by the buyer as well as

payment delays.

• Currency fluctuation, for international flows, especially
when the agreed payment terms allow for a late payment.

• Risk (and costs) associated with appeal and collection

activities.

B. Risk goals impact on the order of value transfers

In an ideal case, a value transfer is characterized by a bi-

directional exchange of objects of economic value between

two actors. In a real world business case, a value transfer may

not always correspond to this description: a business partner

may refuse the object of value; he or she may refuse to pay or

pay late. In order to mitigate such and other risks when

implementing a value transfer in a real-word scenario, two

basic economic situations are thinkable:

• One of the two parties has a strong market position as

compared to the other and may hence impose the terms of

exchange. The same holds true for non-competitive markets

or markets with a high degree of government regulation.

• Both parties are free to negotiate terms and conditions.
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In the first case the order of value transfers between the

business partners may be imposed by one of the partners,

whereas the other partner must accept this, or otherwise decide

not engage in the commercial activity. In the second case,

each of the business parties may formulate his or her own

goals for the order of the value transfers and will try to

negotiate for his preferences with the other party.

The goal-setting process involves an assessment of the risks

involved in terms of their probability and impact. If a risk

related with a value transfer is considered as easily

manageable or as minor important, the order of the exchanges

does not matter; after all risk management activities impact on

effort, time and cost and hence are likely to reduce the profit

margin. This is especially the case if

• The counter party is well known, or both parties do trust
each other.

• The business relationship is of a long-term nature or if the

risks can be spread on several contracts so that the overall

risk exposure becomes much lower as compared to the risk

associated with a single business contract.

• The impact in the event of risk is relatively low and

financial coverage is given.

• The probability of the risk event is considered low or

unlikely.

If the risk is considered as severe, both partners may want

to negotiate with each other for the terms and conditions of the

value transfer, to cover their own risks. For such a situation,

the market offers a variety of risk mitigation instruments that

bear the advantage that they provide legal security to the

business parties involved, in that they define the rights and

obligations as well as standardized choices for the terms and

conditions of the exchange. The following is a list of some

risk mitigation instruments for the risks associated with

financial value transfers:

• Payment in advance. This option excludes all financial risks

on the seller side but leaves the buyer with the risks related

to the quality and transportation of the physical goods. It
requires a high level of trust from the buyer and can only be

imposed by the seller where his negotiation power is strong.

Obviously the safest method for the exporter, this is

generally unavailable in competitive markets. A partial

down payment (20-30%) may be more acceptable to the

buyer and therefore be more realistic, but leaves the seller

exposed to a risk on the balance.

• Payment on open account. The seller delivers the goods to

the buyer together with an invoice. This is the least safe

method from the seller’s perspective and is only used when

the buyer is fully trusted and creditworthy. This option does

not address the risk of currency fluctuation.
• Payment in local currency. The seller issues an invoice in

his home currency so that the risk of a currency fluctuation

is eliminated.

• Down payment. The buyer pays a percentage of the order

value in advance and the remaining sum when he receives

the goods.

For the transfer of physical goods, typical market

instruments for risk mitigation are the following:

• Fixing of a transport insurance and agreement on the place

of the transfer of title. Depending on the INCOTERM [7]

(and hence the price agreement for the financial

compensation) agreed upon for the value transfer, the

transfer of title for the goods may occur at the seller’s

premises or the transfer may cover for transportation,

customs and delivery to the final destination.

• Factoring, forfeiting. The seller excludes the risk of a

liquidity squeeze by selling his receivables from the goods
delivery to a third party who takes over all financial risks

associated.

A market instrument that covers both, the risks of the

financial and those of the physical flow of goods, but which is

relatively expensive is the

• Documentary credit, also known as letter of credit.

Note that most of the risk mitigation instruments discussed

require additional business partners (trusted parties or

intermediaries) to be added to the business model in order to

facilitate the value transfer and to manage the risks involved.

What is similar in all cases is that risk management introduces

an additional, value creating business activity and hence

introduces additional effort and cost that reduces the profit

margin for all of the business parties. Therefore, each

company or individual involved in a business model will need

to balance his risk management goals with those associated

with his target profit margin and any other business goal that

may be of relevance for the business context. If for instance a

company has enough financial coverage to meet a financial

risk and if the market it wants to penetrate is highly

competitive, it may decide to offer its products at the lowest

price possible and therefore not to respond to its financial

risks.

C.Risk mitigation instruments help to achieve goals

We may easily identify the appropriateness of the risk

mitigation instruments available with regards to the goals

expressed by the participating actors, shown in the goal map

of section II.C. For example, the risk mitigation instrument of

a payment on open account can be excluded from the list of

suitable instruments because the seller wants to secure the risk

of non-payment and has no trust in the buyer, as illustrated in .

A Letter of Credit, which is relatively complex from an

administrative point of view and which adds one or two

intermediaries to the value chain, would hurt the goal of

achieving a high profit margin, which presupposes a low cost

infrastructure; moreover, it seems not suited for a business of a

repetitive nature, as the costly and time-consuming settlement

process would need to be carried out frequently. Therefore, a

Payment in advance mechanism seems to be the best choice

for the business scenario and the goals of the actors involved.

In the next section, we shall look at how risk management

goals may impacts on the business process implementation of

a business model.
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Fig. 3: Goals achieved by risk mitigation instruments

IV. RISK MITIGATION INSTRUMENTS, PROCESS PATTERNS AND

COMPLETE BUSINESS PROCESSES.

Risk mitigation instruments describe alternative ways of

achieving risk related objectives. Let us consider the case of

the shipment of goods in our sample distribution model (see

Fig. 1). This shipment might either be handled by the seller,

assuming that he’s got the logistics capability and the

resources needed, or it may be effected by the warehouse,

under the same conditions, or even by a third-party carrier

contracted by either of the two parties, against financial

compensation. Fig. 4 depicts the various flows of goods

possible for these alternatives.

Fig. 4: Risk mitigation instruments for the shipment
from the Seller to the Warehouse

Each of the alternative flows bears a different risk level for

the business actors involved. When the seller is at the same the

carrier he would assume the full responsibility for the goods in

delivery, which includes the risk of loss or damage as well as

the risk of delayed arrival. If he doesn't want to take this

responsibility himself or when he perceives the risks as high,

he can either choose a different scenario or he could secure

(mitigate, transfer) a part or all of the risks associated, for

instance by purchasing appropriate insurance.

Let us assume that the actors agree that the seller takes on

responsibility for the shipment of goods from his own

premises to the warehouse. From this business choice, we may

deduce the flow of information that corresponds to that choice

in a standardized manner, depicted by the dashed arrows in

Fig. 5. What is interesting to note is that for the various

scenarios, the market makes available standardised business

processes and transactions involving automated data

interchange and standard message types such as the

UN/CEFACT Shipment advice message from the seller to the

warehouse (DESADV).

It turns out that each of the different risk mitigation

instruments corresponds to a fairly standardized business

process pattern describing the flow, the content and the

business rules governing the information exchange between

the business partners involved.

Fig. 5: information flow for one alternative

The description of business process patterns, at this point, is

detailed enough to be implemented by classical business

process theories and tools (as explained by [1]). There are

several frameworks available for the design and the validation

of multi-partner business processes, as for example the

EFFCIENT toolset [11]. Based upon a shared understanding

of the core of the business model, and a description of the

roles and responsibilities of each of the actors involved, the

EFFICIENT toolset allows the business experts to design and

to agree upon an actual business process that implements the

value exchanges of the value web. The validation is supported

in a distributed simulation environment.

A. The Combination of market risk patterns in a complete

business process

The choice of business process patterns (risk mitigation

instruments) for a value web does not only depend on the risk

goals. There are various interrelationships between the use of

risk instruments and the overall goals of the actors concerned.

If, for instance, the business maxim for an actor in a business

model is to maximize time efficiency, the selection of a time-

costly risk instrument in one part of a transaction may prevent

the choice of other time-consuming risk mitigation

instruments in other parts (value object exchanges) of the

same transaction.

Therefore, if we map the risk mitigation instruments

available with their respective characteristics and impacts onto

the business goals of the business model, we may improve the

alignment of business model and process model. This, we

think, will allow us to use theories and tools that exist in both

the domains of requirements engineering techniques [15] and

optimisation [12] to guide the business actors of a value web

in their choice of one right process model that fits their

business needs.

B. Dynamic creation of new patterns

In the context of a commercial transaction, the main steps

involved in a value object transfer are well understood [7] [8].

Also, the various alternative business process patterns that

exist for a value web are rather standardised [7] [8]. We are

therefore confident that we shall be able to characterise and

describe most of these alternative patterns in a reusable way.

However, where there are no risk mitigation instruments
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available or where there is no standard pattern that fits the

business goals of the actors involved, , we should be able to

define new process patterns. Each pattern must be described

and characterized with regards to the risk management goals

associated (as explained in section 0), and its characteristics

must be mapped onto the pattern description parameters in

order for it to be re-usable in similar business situations (see

Appendix 1 for more details).

C.Methodology for defining new patterns is required

There is some research on the combining of basic

transaction patterns into more complex sequences in

accordance with the business objectives. Among those, we

wish to highlight the UMM methodology [10] of

UN/CEFACT, that proposes 6 binary communication schemes

(called business transaction patterns) that can be combined to

build up more complex transaction patterns (called

choreography) involving more than two actors.

As described in Appendix 2, each of these schemes has

inherent characteristics that mainly concern the risks

associated with the flow of information between two business

partners.

The UMM suggests a methodology to break down and

detail step by step a high-level, managerial view of a business

transaction (called business operation map) into a fine-

grained, operational sequence of process patterns. As such,

UMM might be employed to help business experts define new

patterns, starting with a description of their business needs and

refining each their needs on a process level.

Another research framework that involves the use of

patterns for the description of business transactions is

proposed by Jayaweera in [9]. In his BP3 framework, he

proposes a method to decompose the description of a

transaction, considered as a speech act, into its core activities.

The application of Speech-Act based theory considers 13

atomic speech actions (called pragmatic actions) that fall into

5 different types (or purposes, illocutionary forces

Using the BP3 framework, any business discourse,

considered as the human activity of the conception of a

business transaction, can be decomposed into a combination of

pragmatic actions. A semi-automated analysis of the

relationships between these actions, for instance in terms of

their sequence or resource dependencies, may allow us to

derive a partial order of the exchanges in a first step. A final

effort to assign responsibilities to each of the may then help us

to obtain a complete and executable business process, that

corresponds to and formally implements the linguistic

description of the business discourse.

Finally, another way of defining new patterns would consist

in the adaptation of existing patterns. Possible adaptations

include the addition of the removal of trust mechanisms

(including acknowledgment, or repudiation) as well as the

addition of further actors as trusted intermediaries or for

transferring a part of the value creation to an external party

such as an insurance company that one may want to transfer

part of the risks to. The mechanisms for reuse need to be

further investigated in order to ensure an easy and integrated

evolution of the library of patterns.

Each new pattern defined will need to be described and

aligned to the classification grid for risk management, as

summarised in Appendix 1.

V.FURTHER WORK AND CONCLUSION

This position paper introduced a means of designing a

business process that matches the business goals of its

underlying business model by detailing the risks inherent to a

business value proposition, and identifying process pieces

(instrument) that would satisfy to those goals.

Further work includes the design of a complete

classification framework of business risks and the associated

risk mitigation instruments to guide business experts in

selecting the right instrument for their business goals and

requirements. Also, we shall investigate on possible

implementation languages to represent the goals of the

business actors in a value web and to design a BPM that is

aligned with the corresponding value web.
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Appendix 1 PATTERN DESCRIPTION FRAMEWORK

1. Miscellaneous information: pattern name, author,

version

2. Handled risks: some risks the pattern deal with,

ordered by the nature of its underlying flow(s).

Those risk are chosen from the list below that is

not exhaustive, and must be attributed to a

particular role of the pattern. A risk is associated

with one actor of the pattern.

a. physical value flows [4]

i. loss or damage of the good.

ii. delay with the delivery.

iii. non-acceptance by the consumer.

iv. liquidity squeeze.

b. financial value flows [4]

i. non-payment or partial payment.

ii. payment delays.

iii. currency fluctuation.

iv. risk (and costs) associated with

appeal and collection activities.

c. human resource flows

i. competency

ii. quality of work

iii. information flows

iv. privacy.

v. confidentiality.

vi. Repudiation of origin or content.

3. Characteristics: Features of the pattern that are not

directly bound with one of the former risks.

i) complexity, required capabilities and know-how.

ii) cost

iii) time

iv) level of confidence required in each partner

v) efficiency

vi) flexibility

Appendix 2 UMM BUSINESS TRANSACTION

PATTERNS

The 6 (atomic) business transaction patterns of UMM [8]

are:

� Commercial Transaction

� Request / Confirm

� Query / Response

� Request / Response

� Notification

� Information Distribution

These patterns have different characteristics regarding the

requesting role, described in Fig 6, and the responding one, as

detailed in Fig 7.

Fig 6: Pattern characteristics with regards to the
requesting role

Fig 7: Pattern characteristics with regards to the
responding role
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ABSTRACT
One ofthe reasons why requirements engineering (RE)is so
difficultisthatrequirementschange‘on thefly.’To investigate
the sourcesofrequirementschange,18 managerialsupervisors
of a logistic warehouse management system filled out a
structured requirements-engineering questionnaire, the
REquest,which assessed the levelofagreementto the current
system, the future system,and the stakeholders’ needs.The
results confirmed the assumption in goal-oriented RE that
requirementsare tightly connected to goals.M ore importantly,
however,we discovered a mechanism thatrules the levelof
agreement to requirements, which we coin the goal-to-
requirements chiasm or the -effect: Variance in what the
system won’thave isfor70% explained by goalsstakeholders
wantto achieve with the system.Variance in whatthe system
musthaveisfor90% explained by goalstatesthatstakeholders
wantto avoid.M oreover,we found evidence foran emotional
component(i.e.valence)in therequirementsevaluation thathas
amoderating effecton agreementto requirements.The -effect
emphasizes thatwon’trequirementsand goals to avoid are as
important to requirements change as must requirements and
goals to achieve with the system. In this light, structured
questionnairedesignisasystematicand controllableadditionto
commonrequirements-validationmethods.

Categories& SubjectDescriptors
H.1.2 [M odelsand Principles]:User/M achineSystems–Human
information processing;K.6.3 [M anagementofComputing and
Information Systems]: Software M anagement–Software
development.

GeneralTerm s
RequirementsEngineering,HumanFactors,Theory.

Keywords
Requirements validation, requirements change, empirical
software engineering, stakeholders’ view, structured
questionnaire.

1. INTRODUCTION
A major problem in developing a system is to know what
functionalityasystem shouldoffer,whatgoalsitshouldsupport
or whatbusiness processes itshould facilitate.Requirements
engineering(RE)isaseriesoforganizedactivitiestoobtainand
documentsuch knowledge forsystem engineersaswellasfor
otherstakeholderswho areinvolved in developing orusing the
system (e.g.,the client,managers,end-users,and maintenance
personnel).

Theproblem getsworse when stakeholderschangetheirminds
about what they want from the system.Particularly when a
system isunderdevelopment,achangerequestcanhaveserious
impact on the design of a system (cf.[11]).M oreover,the
business situation sometimes changes so quickly thatchange
requests repeatedly occur during the course of development.
Redesign,however,is expensive,time-consuming,and often
frustrating.

Itisthereforeimportantthatwecan anticipateachangerequest.
If we know the sources of requirements change and the
mechanismsthatgovern a change request,itmightbe possible
to detect‘thedangerzones’– therequirementsmostsusceptible
to change – in the early stagesofrequirementselicitation and
gathering.

However,wearedealing with rapid changes.Therefore,wenot
onlyneed to know which requirementsonaspecificsystem in a
specific business case are changing and why,we also need
generic knowledge on requirements change.W ith this type of
knowledge,we – hopefully – can anticipate change requests
while being less dependent of the particular system under
constructionandlessvulnerabletothetimeaspect.

2. THEORY

2.1 TheTypeofGoals
In the area of goal-oriented RE (e.g., [26]), the cause of
requirements change, requirements evolution [1], or
requirements development [33] is sought in the goals that
stakeholders wantto achieve with the system orthe concerns
they may have with it.“Goals are ...essential elements for
managing requirementsevolution” [27].Goalscan range from
high-levelstrategicmission statementsto low-leveloperational
targetsthatshould beachieved with thesystem [27].Goalsare
supposed to be more stable than the requirements that help

Spaceforcopyrightpermission
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reaching them [25].M oreover,thehigher-levelagoalis(e.g.,a
strategic business goal), the more stable the respective
requirementswillbe[3][1].Thus,thereasonsforrequirements
changeshould besoughtin achangeoflowerlevelgoals,such
asimproving aworkprocess(e.g.,higherefficiency,lesscosts),
oradvancingsystem performance,security,andreliability.

2.2 Valence
W hen stakeholders are involved in developing a system,they
are – whether intentionally or not– also busy designing the
future situation of their business or work environment.
Therefore,they make evaluationsofhow much a requirement,
once implemented asa feature ofthe system,willimpacttheir
goals.

In goal-driven RE, system development is centered on the
stakeholders’concerns [21][4][2].In theline ofFrijda[16],
wethinkthattherequirementson thenew system arejudgedfor
theirusefulnessorrelevance to potentially satisfy orharm the
stakeholder’sconcerns,goals,ormotives.Positiveexpectations
aboutthefuturesituation resultfrom requirementsthatpromise
a match, the actual or expected satisfaction of concerns.
Negative expectationsresultfrom requirementsthatpromise a
mismatch,the actualorexpected obstruction ofrealization of
goalsandconcerns([16]p.277).Frijda([16]p.207)pointsout
thatvalence refers to the implied outcome ofthe event:The
intrinsicattractivenessorrepulsiveness.In otherwords,valence
(also [36])refers to the expected match ormismatch between
the potential gratification for or obstruction of stakeholder
concernsand the possibilitiesorimpossibilitiesoffered by the
new situation.

Stakeholders expectpositive or negative consequences ofthe
system for achieving their goals (cf.Technology Acceptance
M odel [13]). W hether stakeholders expect that a proposed
featurewillsupportorobstructtheirgoalsmay havean impact
on the levelof agreementor disagreementto a requirement.
W hen the business environment changes, the direction of
valencetowardsthefuturesystem maychangeaccordingly,thus
triggeringachangerequest.

2.3 NotOnlyM ustHaves
Although practitioners often work from a M uSCoW list,1 the
won’trequirementsare often putaside asirrelevantforfurther
analysis.The focus is on the musthaves,understandably,to
help achieve the stakeholders’goals.However,whereas goals
specify desired situations,so called “obstacles” designate goal
statesthatareundesirablebutyetpossible[30][25].Apartfrom
achieving goals,thereisalso an “avoid-mode”[33].Thus,must
havesmay be importantto achieve goalsstakeholderswantto
approach, yet, won’t haves are important to construe what
stakeholders wantto avoid with the system (e.g.,instability,
complexity).W hen abusinessmodelchanges,achangerequest
can concern the won’trequirements justas wellas the must
requirements.

2.4 Variabilityin Agreem ent
W hen business goals change and the requirements change
accordingly,the once agreed-upon requirementsare disagreed-
upon in the new situation. If we know which goals have
changed itshould be possibleto predictthelevelofagreement
to the related requirementsfrom the levelofagreementto the

1RequirementsthatM ustbe,Shouldbe,Couldbe,orW on’tbeonthe
system) [15]. ‘Could’ requirements are comparable to Kano’s
“attractive” requirements ([6],p.4).They are notnecessary butthey
canincreasecustomersatisfaction.

(changed)goals.W e suspected thatrequirementsthatraise the
most conflicts among stakeholders are most vulnerable to
change.Such requirementsshould show morevariability in the
levelofagreement(from agree to disagree)than requirements
that raise no conflicts (a ceiling effect of either agree or
disagree).Thus,we wished to investigate which type ofgoals
(those to approach or those to avoid) best predicted the
variability in the level of agreement to must or won’t
requirements.Ourbestguess wasthat(H1)goalsto approach
would predictagreementto the mustrequirementsthrough the
mediation ofpositive outcome expectancies(valence support).
In opposition, we assumed (H2) that goals to avoid would
predict(dis)agreementto won’trequirements,mediated through
negativevalence(valenceobstruct).

The remainderofthispaperisorganized asfollows.Section 3
describes the methods and tools we employed, i.e. the
RequirementsEngineering questionnaireREquest,to gatherthe
datafortestingourhypotheses.Section4suppliesthenecessary
statisticalanalysesand empiricalresults,which arediscussed in
Section 5. In Section 6, we relate our findings to some
prominent studies in the goal-driven RE domain. Section 7
rounds off our paper by offering an outlook on future
explorations.

3. M ETHO D

3.1 Participants
M anagers(N= 18;11 male,7 female;ageM = 46.4,SD= 10.9;
years in service M = 14.4, SD= 11.7) from a provincial
governmentalinstitution in The Netherlands participated in a
questionnaire study thatconcerned the (re)design ofa logistic
warehousemanagementsystem.Theseparticipantsranged from
variousservices,sectors,andfunctionswithintheorganization.

3.2 System
The state ofthe warehouse managementsystem atthe time of
measurement was a mainly manually and personally driven
orderand delivery system withoutintensiveautomation.Errors
occurred regularly butwere corrected effectively although not
fast. (Re)designing this system was directed at higher
efficiency,cost-effectiveness,and fewerbehavioralruleswhile
maintaining the currentflexibility.The future system aimed at
introducing Intranetand e-mailfacilities to handle ordersand
deliveries while reducing the number of human transactions
[32].

3.3 Procedure
As partofan internship with the said provincialgovernment
[32],rapid ethnography [22][28]in the early stagesofdesign
established a listof features of the currentsystem,a listof
requirementsofthefuturesystem aswellasalistofgoalsofthe
managersofthe organization (notnecessarily the same people
who participated in the questionnaire study).Based upon these
observations,a structured questionnaire,the REquest[20],of
64 items wascreated (in Dutch),divided into 5 blocks.Three
blockswerecreated forthepurposesoftheIT practitionerwho
performed the internship,oneblock wascreated forhypothesis
testing,and one block concerned demographic information of
the participants.The block for hypothesis testing was putin
between thepractitioner’sblocksand thedemographicblockof
itemswasputin last.Itemswere pseudo-randomly distributed
overblocks.Thirty-fiveparticipantswereasked to printand fill
outthispaper-and-pencilquestionnaire,which wassentto them
overthee-mail.Afterafew reminders,eighteen questionnaires
werecompletedandreturned,whichtookaboutafortnight.
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3.4 M easurem ents

3.4.1 Scaleconstruction
Forthose who are unacquainted with structured questionnaire
design [14], we want to introduce the notions of scales,
indicative and contra-indicative items,and faceted scales[18]
[19].In Section 3.4.2 we explain how ourmeasurementswere
done.

Scalesmeasure a conceptorconstructthatisnotimmediately
visible in the concrete world (e.g.,stakeholdergoals).Scales
consistofmultiple items thatmore-or-less covera variety of
aspects of ‘stakeholder goals’ (e.g., efficiency, cost-
effectiveness,etc.).The itemsapproach theabstractconceptof
stakeholder goals notonly from the positive side (“E-mailis
fast”)butalso from thenegativeside(“E-mailisslow”).These
statements form the indicative and contra-indicative items on
the scale, respectively. Each item is scored for agreement.
Takentogether,thevariousitemsonascalecontrolfordifferent
interpretationsofwhat‘stakeholdergoals’mightmean.Faceted
scales[18][19]systematicallycombinemoresingle(sub)scales
(e.g.,requirementsplusvalenceplusgoals).A statementfrom a
faceted scale can be formulated as a requirements statement
(e.g.,“Automated inputhelps me to do my work properly”).
Eachitem ispartofalargersetofstatementsthatsystematically
combine,forexample,the positive and negative aspectsofthe
respectivesubscalestoseetheirdifferentimpactonagreement.

Albeitin differentforms,the notion ofindicative and contra-
indicativeitemscansometimesbefoundintheRE literaturebut
is hardly ever employed to construct scales with. Usually,
requirementsengineersconfine themselvesto indicative items.
However, this may lead the stakeholder into an affirmative
answering tendency [14].Therefore,contra-indicativeitemsare
recommended to neutralize this tendency evoked by a
measurementscale.In the presentstudy,the need forcontra-
indications was also theoretically based.Ourassumption was
thatfeaturesasystem shouldnothaveareasimportantto assess
the stakeholders’ needs as the features thatthe system must
have.A similarthoughtcan be found with Kano (in [6],p.5),
who speaks of “functional” versus “disfunctional” forms of
questions.

3.4.2 Scaleconstructioninthecasestudy
In helping to validate the M uSCoW list created by the
practitionerinvolved in theinternship,wedevelopedtwoscales
(Agreed-upon Requirementsand CurrentSystem)aswellas5
single survey items.Agreed-upon Requirementsconsisted of7
indicative and 7 contra-indicative items that pertained to
ordering procedures, order handling, and checking available
warehouse space.CurrentSystem consisted of4 indicativeand
4 contra-indicative items thatpertained to the currentway of
handling orders,focusing on flexibility and efficiency.The 5
singlesurveyitemscontrolledforthelevelofacquaintancewith
the factthatafterusing 8m 2 ofwarehouse space,usersshould
pay a fee,which need notconcern ushere.All(5+14+8=)27
itemswerepresented intheform ofstatementsaboutthesystem
followed by a 6-pointrating scale (0= completely disagree,5=
completelyagree).

In addition to the scalesthathelped to validate the M uSCoW
list,we also created a faceted scale [18][19] forhypotheses
testing,called Stakeholders’ Needs.Itconsisted of three sub
scales: Requirements, Goals, and Valence towards proposed
features of the new system. The sub scale Requirements
consisted ofthe same itemsasAgreed-upon Requirementsbut
based on the ethnographicalstudy during the internship,these

itemswerecategorized aseithermusthaveorwon’thave.M ust
have requirements covered aspects of automation and
digitalization of operations whereas won’thave requirements
keyed manualaspectsand human interference thatwastypical
forthe old system.Goalswere divided into goalsto approach
(achieve)orgoalsto avoid.Goalswere related to the work of
the managers and included aspects of time efficiency,error
reduction,and cost-effectiveness.Valence wasoperationalized
as keying support or obstruction of goals by the proposed
feature.

Together, items on the faceted scale Stakeholders’ Needs
combined arequirementwith acertain valenceto agoal.Items
onthescaleStakeholders’Needsfollowedthestructure:

<Requirement(mustorwon’thave)> has<Valence(supportsor
obstructs)> towardsa<Goal(thatyou wanttoapproachorwant
toavoid)>

By systematically combining thethreesub scales,weproduced
eight categories of items. For each type, 3 variants were
prepared,resulting into 24 items on the scale Stakeholders’
Needs.

1.M ustrequirement–supports–goaltoapproach(× 3)

2.M ustrequirement–supports–goaltoavoid(× 3)

3.M ustrequirement–obstructs–goaltoapproach(× 3)

4.M ustrequirement–obstructs–goaltoavoid(× 3)

5.W on’trequirement–supports–goaltoapproach(× 3)

6.W on’trequirement–supports–goaltoavoid(× 3)

7.W on’trequirement–obstructs–goaltoapproach(× 3)

8.W on’trequirement–obstructs–goaltoavoid(× 3)

An exampleofacategory1 item is“Notification bye-mailthat
an order will be delivered facilitates a good planning.”
“Notification by e-mailthatan orderwillbe delivered” wasa
must requirement, “facilitates” supposedly induced positive
valence (isin supportof),and “a good planning”wasalower-
levelbusinessgoal(thatmanagerswanted to approach in their
work).

M oreover, upon request of the IT practitioner, two more
indicative and two contra-indicative filleritemswere inserted.
This made a total of (24+4=) 28 items on the scale
Stakeholders’Needs,which entered thefinalquestionnairein a
pseudo-random order[20].Items were followed by a 6-point
rating scale (0= completely disagree, 5= completely agree).
Further,demographic information was sampled,such as sex,
age,service,sector,function,andnumberofyearsinfunction.

Two staffmembers who were notinvolved in the actualtest
checked the itemsforreadability and understandability.Given
the time frame ofsystem developmentand the duration ofthe
internship,itwas impossible to pretest the questionnaire on
psychometric quality.Therefore,controlshad to be performed
posthoc.

4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Afterthecompleted questionnaireswerereturned,thedatawere
entered in an SPSS 11.0 datamatrix forstatisticalanalysis.2 In
depth details about the statistical procedures followed and
intermediate results can be found in [20].In Section 4.1,we
evaluated the scales Agreed-upon Requirements, Current
System,and Stakeholders’Needs forpsychometric quality.In

2 StatisticalPackagefortheSocialSciences,SPSS Inc.
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Section 4.1.3, manipulation checks and some preliminary
hypothesestesting wasperformed with multivariateanalysesof
variance.3 In Section 4.1.4,we explored the structure of the
different variables on the Stakeholders’ Needs scale with
multipleregressionanalysestotestH1andH2.

4.1 ScaleAnalysis
Two typesofscaleswere analyzed forpsychometric qualities:
Agreed-upon Requirements and Current System on the one
hand and Stakeholders’ Needs on the other. W e regarded
Agreed-upon Requirements and Current System as
conventional bipolar scales. That is, we summated the
indicative and contra-indicative itemsand treated them asone
scalewith two oppositeextremesorpoles.Stakeholders’Needs
was a faceted scale, needed to explicitly connect a system
featureto an outcome-expectancytowardsgoals.Fortheoretical
as wellas methodologicalreasons (Section 4.1.2),we treated
Stakeholders’Needsasasetof6 unipolarsub scales.Here,the
indicative items ofone variable (e.g.,goals)are considered a
sub scale of their own (e.g.,sub scale Goals to Approach),
which isrelatively independentofthe sub scale formed by the
respective contra-indicative items (e.g., sub scale Goals to
Avoid).

4.1.1 Agreed-uponRequirementsandCurrent
System
The contra-indicative itemsofAgreed-upon Requirementsand
Current System were reverse-scaled: A score of 0 was
transformed to a 5,1 to 4,etc.W e then tested whetheritems
correlated with their own scale by means ofCorrected Item-
TotalCorrelationsand Cronbach’salpha(indicatingreliability).
The degree to which items did notcorrelate with otherscales
wastestedwithPearsoncorrelations.

W e conducted item analyses on the 14 items hypothesized to
assess Agreed-upon Requirements and the 8 items to assess
CurrentSystem.Initially,each item wascorrelated with itsown
scale (with the item removed) and with the other scale.In
certain cases,itemsweremore highly correlated with theother
scale than with their own scale.Based on these results and
additionalitem analyses,thepsychometrically weak itemswere
eliminatedfrom theirscales.

Fortheseshortened scales,each item wasagain correlated with
itsown scale(with theitem removed)and with theotherscale.
TheresultsoftheseanalysesareshowninTable1.Insupportof
the measure’s validity, items always were more highly
correlated with their own scale than with the other scale.
Cronbach’s alphas were computed to obtain internal
consistency estimates of reliability for these two scales.The
standardized item alphas for the Agreed-upon Requirements
and CurrentSystem scaleswere.70and.65,respectively,which
issufficient.

3 NotethattheGLM > Repeated measuresoption in thenew releases
ofSPSS ismore-or-lesssimilarto the M ANOVA proceduresin the
syntaxeditor.Thelatteroptionwasusedinthisstudy.

Table1.Reliabilityofrevised scalesand correlationsofeach
item with itsown scale(in bold type)and with theotherscale

Scales

Item s

Agreed-uponRequirements

Agreed-
upon

Require-
ments

Current
System

Directorderingatwarehouse .48 -.12

Order(re)directedbycomputer .54 -.25

Computeraccesstoorderstatus .53 .03

Replye-mailfordeliverynotification .41 -.02

E-mailwarningwhenordering
problemsoccur

.23 -.03

Checkavailablestorageroom on
ATRIUM intranet

.33 -.26

Accesstoorderstatusviasecretary .34 -.15

CurrentSystem

Currentwayofdoingordersignores
mywishes

-.55 .67

Presentflexibilityofhandlingorders
isbad

-.34 .48

Theefficiencyofcurrentlydoing
ordersislow

-.12 .33

Automaticsignalingthatmystorage
room isfullisuselessinsavingtime

.05 .22

Cronbach’salpha .70 .62

StandardizedCronbach’salpha .70 .65

4.1.2 Stakeholders’Needs
The 28 items on the faceted scale of Stakeholders’ Needs
consisted ofarequirement(1)and thevalence(2)towardsthat
requirementin view ofagoal(3)asrelated to thework.Ample
empiricalliterature exists [8],[9],[24],[31],[10],providing
evidence thatconceptsrelated to valence should preferably be
treated asunipolarscalesratherthan bipolar.Therefore,thesub
scales Requirements, Valence, and Goals were subdivided
according to theiritem types(indicative vs.contra-indicative).
Thisresulted in six unipolarsub scalesofRequirementsM ust,
Requirements W on’t, Valence Support, Valence Obstruct,
Goals Approach, and Goals Avoid.These 6 sub scales had
systematically differing combinations of the items on the
Stakeholders’Needsscale.

First,we correlated each item with itsown sub scale(with the
item removed)and with the othersub scales.In many cases,
itemswere more highly correlated with anothersub scale than
with theirown sub scale.Probably,thisisbecausetheitemson
the Stakeholders’Needs scale explicitly related requirements,
valencies,and goals,which may explain the relatively strong
interdependency of sub scales. Based on these results and
additionalitem analyses,thepsychometrically weak itemswere
eliminatedfrom theirsubscales.

Each item on theshortened scaleswasagain correlated with its
own sub scale (with the item removed)and with the othersub
scales.TheresultsoftheseanalysesaredisplayedinTable2.

Themeasures’reliabilitieswerenotextremelygood.The3 best
items on a sub scale were notalways more highly correlated
with their own sub scale than with the other sub scales.
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Cronbach’salphaswerecalculated to attain internalconsistency
estimates of reliability for the 3-item sub scales (Table 2).
Standardized item alphas were between .48 and .78,which is
weak to good.However,scales with alpha > .60 are actually
needed only for placing individuals on a standardized scale.
W ith the necessary precaution, alpha around .60 may be
acceptable[17]forgroupedindividualslikeourmanagers.

Table2.Reliabilityofthe6sub scalesofStakeholders’Needs
and correlationsofeach item with itsown sub scale(in bold
type)and with theothersub scales.Suspectitem shavean

asterisk

Sub scales

Require-
ments

Valence Goals
Item s

RequirementsM ust
must won’t

sup-
port

ob-
struct

ap-
proach

avoid

Directtransaction .61 -.30 .11 -.53 .14 -.41

*Order(re)directed .18 -.28 .04 -.53 .21 -.34

E-mail
announcement

.66 -.11 .56 .08 .25 -.52

RequirementsW on’t must won't
sup-
port

ob-
struct

ap-
proach

avoid

*Knowingexactly
where…

-.23 .25 -.49 .20 -.53 .28

*Checkingon
problems…

-.11 .37 -.23 .69 -.46 .20

*Checkingfree
storage…

-.14 .27 .02 .52 -.37 .06

ValenceSupport must won't
sup-
port

ob-
struct

ap-
proach

avoid

*Checkavailable
storage…

.55 -.78 .41 .05 .68 -.35

Directtransaction .57 -.25 .76 .32 .27 -.39

Checkingon
problems…

.48 -.21 .72 .26 .21 -.32

ValenceObstruct must won't
sup-
port

ob-
struct

ap-
proach

avoid

*Checkingfree
storage…

-.14 .36 .02 .11 -.37 .06

Order(re)directed... -.21 .28 -.04 .42 -.21 .34

Administrationof… -.22 .35 -.08 .48 -.38 .02

GoalsApproach must won't
sup-
port

ob-
struct

ap-
proach

avoid

*Knowingexactly
where…

.23 -.67 .49 -.20 .33 -.28

*Checkingon
problems…

.11 -.43 .23 -.69 .57 -.20

E-mailwarnings… .16 -.40 .21 -.60 .70 -.08

GoalsAvoid must won't
sup-
port

ob-
struct

ap-
proach

avoid

*Delivery
notification…

-.28 .12 -.38 .03 -.05 .16

Directtransaction… -.13 .30 -.11 .53 -.14 .67

Order(re)direction -.21 .28 -.04 .53 -.21 .62

must won't
sup-
port

ob-
struct

ap-
proach

avoid

Cronbach’salpha .64 .48 .78 .50 .69 .64

Standardized
Cronbach’salpha

.63 .48 .78 .50 .72 .61

4.1.3 M ANOVA onStakeholders’Needs
W etreated thefaceted scaleofStakeholders’Needsasanested
factorialdesign (within-subjects)ofthe 3-leveled factorScales
(requirements vs.valence vs.goals) and the 2-leveled factor
Item Type (indicative vs. contra-indicative).In view of this
setting,6 within-subjects(dependent)variableswerecalculated
from the 3 items per sub scale (Table 2): The grand mean
average levelof agreementto Requirements (mustvs.won’t
have)vs.Valence(supportvs.obstruct)vs.Goals(to approach
vs.to avoid).M oreover,wecalculated thegrand mean averages
overtheitemson therevised scalesAgreed-upon Requirements
and Current System. As a preliminary test, a One-W ay
M ANOVA was run to see the effects of the fixed factors
Service(4),Sector(7),and Sex(2)on thegrand meansofthe6
within-subjects(dependent)variables.The effects ofAge (28-
58), Number of Years in Service (1-36), Agreed-upon
Requirements, and Current System were controlled for by
treating them as covariates.Function (14) was not analyzed
because each function had but one or two managers.
M ultivariate tests according to Pillaishowed thatnone ofthe
fixed orcovariatefactorsweresignificant(.36 < F < 1.59;.479
! p! .700)foreitherofthedependents.

In addition,the main test consisted of a 3*2 M ANOVA of
Scales (Requirements vs.Valence vs.Goals)(within-subjects)
and Item Type (indicative vs. contra-indicative) (within-
subjects) on the grand mean average agreementto the 6 sub
scales.ResultscanbefoundinFigure1andTable3.
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G rand m ean agreem ent
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(1.09)

(1.44)

(1.04)

(1.14)

(.96)

Figure1.Grand m ean averageagreem enttothe6sub scales
ofStakeholders’Needs(N= 18).Standard deviationsare

between parentheses

Table3.Sum m aryofresultsofM ANOVA on Requirem ents
M ust,Requirem entsW on’t,ValenceSupport,Valence

Obstruct,GoalsApproach,and GoalsAvoid
M aineffectofItem Type(indicativevs.contra-indicative)

F(1,17)= 1.44,p= .246

M aineffectofScales(Requirementsvs.Valencevs.Goals)

Pillai’sTrace= .44,F(2,16)= 6.40,p= .009

Parameter(Requirementsvs.Valence)
Coefficient= -.76,t= -1.55,p= .139,"p

2= .12
Parameter(Requirementsvs.Goals)
Coefficient= -1.96,t= -3.57,p= .002,"p

2= .44
Parameter(Valencevs.Goals)
Coefficient= -1.20,t= -2.34,p= .032,"p

2= .24

Interaction Item Type (indicative vs. contra-indicative) and Scales
(Requirementsvs.Valencevs.Goals)

Pillai’sTrace= .51,F(2,16)= 8.40,p= .003

ParameterItem Type*(Requirementsvs.Valence)
Coefficient= 1.20,t= 2.51,p= .022,"p

2= .27
ParameterItem Type*(Requirementsvs.Goals)
Coefficient= -.56,t= -4.04,p= .001,"p

2= .49
ParameterItem Type*(Valencevs.Goals)
Coefficient= -1.76,t= -3.25,p= .005,"p

2= .38
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The most important result of Figure 1 in combination with
Table 3 is the significant interaction between Item Type
(indicative vs.contra-indicative)and Scales(Requirementsvs.
Valence vs.Goals) (Pillai’s Trace = .51,F(2,16)= 8.40,p=
.003).

To start with the strongest significant contrast, parameter
estimatesshowed thatindicative itemsofRequirements(M M ust=
2.41)evoked higher levels ofagreementthan contra-indicative
items(M W on’t= 1.80),whichmaybeexpected.Thisdifferencewas
larger,however,forGoals.Indicative itemsofGoals(M Approach=
3.67)evoked the highestlevelofagreementin thisstudy,more
than contra-indicative items (M Avoid= 2.50) (parameter
coefficient= -.56,t= -4.04,p= .001,"p

2= .49).

A less strong but also significant contrast was found for the
indicative itemsofValence (M Support= 2.19),which surprisingly,
elicited lowerlevelsofagreementthanthecontra-indicativeitems
(M Obstruct= 2.78). As visible in the previous paragraph, the
opposite happened forGoals(parametercoefficient= -1.76,t= -
3.25,p= .005,"p

2= .38).

The third contrastwas only marginally significantaccording to
Bonferroni( = .05/3 .017)and should be considered merely a
trend.Parameterestimatesshowed thatthelevelofagreementto
indicative and contra-indicative items in Requirements had an
inverse pattern as compared to Valence (parametercoefficient=
1.20,t= 2.51,p= .022,"p

2= .27).

These interactionswere sustained by a significantmain effectof
Scales(Pillai’sTrace= .44,F(2,16)= 6.40,p= .009),whichwas
mainly based on the contrastbetween Requirements and Goals
(parametercoefficient= -1.96,t= -3.57,p= .002,"p

2= .44).The
difference between Valence and Goals was much smallerand
only marginally significant(parametercoefficient= -1.20,t= -
2.34,p= .032,"p

2= .24)according to Bonferroni(.05/3 .017).
In otherwords,thestrongestinteractionsand main effectswere
produced by Goalsin combination with Requirements,whereas
the weaker interactions and main effects were generated by
ValenceincombinationwithGoals.

The following observations can be done from these results.
First, the three variables Requirements, Valence, and Goals
could be successfully applied during the requirements
engineering of a logistic warehouse management system.
Requirements, Goals, and Valence all produced significant
(interaction) effects on how much the managers agreed to a
requirements statement about the (planned) system. Goals
Approach had the strongest positive effect on agreement
whereas Requirements W on’t had the most negative effect.
M oreover, Requirements, Goals, and Valence were not
independentbutaffected one another(significantinteractions).
M issing outon oneweakenstheexplanation why requirements
are(dis)agreedupon.

Second,goals(i.e.those thatthe managerswanted to achieve)
played a leading role here,inducing the largesteffects.This
implies thatthe stakeholders’concerns [21]are indispensable
for requirements validation. Interestingly, the goals these
managerspursued in theirwork allpertained to efficiency and
not,for example,cost-effectiveness.The sub scale of Goals
Approach pertained to the goals ‘quick order processing’ (a
speed aspect),‘accurate orderhandling’(an accuracy aspect),
and‘efficientwork’(highspeedandhighaccuracycombined).

The third observation concerns the valence towards the
warehouse management system. That is, the manager’s
expectancy whetherasystem featurewould supportorfrustrate

certain of his or her goals and concerns.In this study,the
managers feltthatthe proposed features would obstructtheir
goals rather than support them. The finding that Valence
Supporthad lesseffecton thelevelofagreementthan Valence
Obstruct,moreover,counters a possible bias towards positive
answeringtendencies.

Fourth,from a more generalpointofview,we see thatgoals
(i.e.thoseto beachieved)havethelargestimpactonagreement,
followed bytheemotionalcomponentofvalence,and onlythen
by theproposed requirements.ThisunderscoresthatRE should
indeed be goal-driven. M oreover, the results suggest that
requirements engineers should look into the motivational
aspects of stakeholders to gain more insight in why
requirements are agreed upon or not. This can be done by
explicitly connecting a proposed system feature to a (lower-
level) goal and asking what positive or negative outcome
stakeholders expect (valence) with regard to achieving their
goalswiththesystem.

4.1.4 RegressiononAgreed-uponRequirements,
CurrentSystem,andStakeholders’Needs
H1andH2predictedthatrequirementsareexplainedbyvalence
(as a mediator), which in turn is directed by lower-level
business goals.Yet,certain constellationscould counterthose
predictions,such as(dissatisfaction with)thecurrentsystem or
direct contributions of goals to requirements without
interferenceoftheemotionalcomponentofvalence.Dueto the
small number of respondents (N= 18) a StructuralEquation
M odel could not be performed. Instead, the analysis was
restricted to asetofmultipleregressions.Theresearch question
(RQ)ranasfollows:

RQ1. How well do valence and goals predict agreement to
requirements,controllingforagreementtothecurrentsystem?

To execute a firstmultipleregression analysis(M ethod Enter),
RQ1wasrestatedas:

RQ1a.How welldo ValenceSupport,ValenceObstruct,Goals
Approach, and Goals Avoid predict Agreed-upon
Requirements,controlling foragreementto theCurrentSystem,
RequirementsM ust,andRequirementsW on’t?

Agreed-upon Requirements acted asthe dependentvariable in
the regression with fourordered sets ofpredictors,using the
itemsasdisplayed in Table1 and Table2.CurrentSystem was
entered in the first step as categorical independentvariable,
Requirements M ustand Requirements W on’twere entered in
the second step,Valence Supportand Valence Obstructin the
thirdstep,andGoalsApproachandGoalsAvoidinthefourth.

None of the (sets of) predictors accounted for a significant
amountofthevariabilityofAgreed-uponRequirements[20].

A second multiple regression analysis followed the research
question:

RQ2a. How well do Valence Support and Goals Approach,
ValenceObstructand GoalsAvoid predictRequirementsM ust,
controlling foragreementto the CurrentSystem,Agreed-upon
Requirements,andRequirementsW on’t?

RQ2b. How well do Valence Obstruct and Goals Avoid,
Valence Support and Goals Approach predict Requirements
W on’t, controlling for agreement to the Current System,
Agreed-uponRequirements,andRequirementsM ust?

W ith regard to RQ2a, Goals Avoid and Valence Obstruct
together accounted for a significant amount (90% ) of the
Requirements M ustvariability,R2= .93,R2

adj= .90,F(5,12)=
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30.30,p= .000.GoalsApproach and Valence Supportdid not
significantly increment the percent of explained variance of
Requirements M ust,R2

change= .01,F(2,10)= .33,p= .728.W e
also assessed the relative importance of Goals Avoid and
Valence Obstructin predicting Requirements M ust.Itseemed
thatGoalsAvoid wasmoststronglyrelatedtotheRequirements
M ust(standardized = -.97,t= -9.48,p= .000).Supporting this
conclusion istheheightofthestandardizedBetacoefficientand
the strength of the correlation between Goals Avoid and
Requirements M ust, partialling out the effects of all other
predictors (rpartial= -.94,rpart= -.74).Valence Obstructoffered
littleorno additionalpredictivepowerbeyond thatcontributed
bytheGoalsAvoidmeasure.

Regarding RQ2b, Goals Approach and Valence Support,
accounted fora significantamount(70% )ofthe Requirements
W on’tvariability,R2= .79,R2

adj= .70,F(5,12)= 9.01,p= .001.
Goals Avoid and Valence Obstruct did not increment the
percentofexplained varianceofRequirementsW on’t,R2

change=
.07, F(2,10)= 2.28, p= .153. W e also assessed the relative
importance of Goals Approach and Valence Support in
predicting RequirementsW on’t.Itseemed thatGoalsApproach
wasmoststrongly related to RequirementsW on’t,standardized
= -.96,t= -5.31,p= .000.Supporting this conclusion is the
heightofthe standardized Beta coefficientand the strength of
the correlation between Goals Approach and Requirements
W on’t,partiallingouttheeffectsofallotherpredictors(rpartial= -
.84,rpart= -.70).Valence Supportoffered littleorno additional
predictive power beyond that contributed by the Goals
Approachmeasure.

H1 and H2 furtherpredictthatvalence is explained by goals.
Therefore,RQ3aandRQ3branasfollows:

RQ3a.How welldo GoalsApproach predictValenceSupport,
controllingforGoalsAvoidandValenceObstruct?

RQ3b.How well do Goals Avoid predictValence Obstruct,
controllingforGoalsApproachandValenceSupport?

No significantresultswereobtained intherespectiveregression
analyses[20].

Based on the series ofmultiple regression analyses,the first
remark that can be made is on the bipolarity of variables.
Regression on the bipolar Agreed-upon Requirements scale
yielded no significantresultswhatso ever,whereasregression
on the unipolar sub scales Requirements M ust and
Requirements W on’t did. Second, in a bipolar conception
importantinformation islost:H1 wasrefuted becausethelevel
ofagreementto mustrequirementswasbestexplained bygoals
stakeholders wanted to avoid (!)and H2 was refuted because
won’trequirementswere bestexplained by goalsstakeholders
wantedto approach (!).Third,thesefindingsareinlinewiththe
literatureonattitudinalambivalence[8][9][24][31][10].

The findingsin the regression analyseson RequirementsM ust
and RequirementsW on’tcan besummarized and interpreted as
follows.Agreed-upon Requirements and Current System did
not explain agreement to Requirements of either sort. This
teaches us two things. It is better to explicitly connect a
requirement to a (lower-level business) goal and state the
expected outcomevalencethan tohavean agreementscoretoa
requirement (or goal) without more. In addition,
(dis)agreement with the current system does not predict
agreementtotherequirementsofafuturesystem.

The variables that did explain Requirements M ust and
Requirements W on’t formed another constellation than
expected.H1 expected thatrequirementsthesystem mustmeet

are explained by a positive outcome valence ofthe proposed
featurestowardsgoalsthestakeholderwantstoachieveinhisor
her work.The opposite was the case,however.Goals Avoid
significantly accounted for90% ofthevariability in agreement
to Requirements M ust.A similarstructure was found forthe
requirementsoffeaturesthesystem won’thave.H2 anticipated
that what the system won’t have is predicted by a negative
outcome valence of the proposed features towards states and
situations the stakeholderwants to avoid in his orherwork.
Again the reverse happened, because Goals Approach
significantly accounted for70% ofthevariability in agreement
to Requirements W on’t. Probably, requirements the system
mustmeethad a baselineagreementthatwaspushed down by
the disagreement of the stakeholder to an undesired future
situation. M irroring this, requirements of things the system
won’thave,evoked a baselinedisagreementthatwaspulled up
by the agreement of the stakeholder to a desired future
situation.This is why goals to avoid predicted ‘musthaves’
betterthan goals to approach did.Itis the same reason why
goalsto approach predicted ‘won’thaves’betterthan goalsto
avoid.These findings forthe future – forthese managersstill
somewhatfictional– system corresponds to what[31]called
‘subjective ambivalence,’ that is, a conflict between
simultaneously occurring positive and negative attitudes
towards a feature orobject(also called evaluative tension or
attitudinalambivalence).Similar positive-negative asymmetry
effectsare also repeatedly confirmed in thefield ofimpression
formation,e.g.,[34].

As another matter,H1 and H2 assumed that valence was a
mediator between agreementto requirements and goals.This
was notdemonstrated by the regression results,however.The
relative importance ofGoalsAvoid to RequirementsM ustwas
significantly higher than for all other predictors, including
Valence (standardized = -.97,t= -9.48,p= .000,rpartial= -.94,
rpart= -.74). Likewise, the relative importance of Goals
Approach to RequirementsW on’talso wassignificantly higher
than for allother predictors,including Valence (standardized
= -.96,t= -5.31,p= .000,rpartial= -.84,rpart= -.70).Thismeans
thatthere is a directlink between the situation a stakeholder
wantsto avoid and therequirementsthatthesystem musthave
to achieve that.In addition,there isa directlink between the
goals a stakeholder wants to approach and the requirements
thatshouldbeleftoutfrom thesystem.Valence,expectationsof
supportorfrustration ofgoalsby the proposed features,plays
amoderatingroleinexplainingagreementtorequirements.

Valence moderates the relationalstrength between goals and
requirements.On the one hand,M ANOVA (Table 3)showed
thatvalencewasinvolved in asignificantinteraction with goals
on agreement.On the otherhand,valence had no significant
main effect according to Bonferroni. Additional multiple
regressionsindicated thatGoalsApproach did notsignificantly
predict Valence Support and that Goals Avoid did not
significantly predict Valence Obstruct. Therefore, valence
should be regarded a moderating rather than a mediating
variable.

5. CO NCLUSION/DISCUSSION
The needsofthe stakeholdershould be modeled asa unipolar
constellation.Situationsastakeholderdoesnotwantto getinto,
directly and to a large extentexplain whatthe system must
offer.Thismirrorsthefinding thatsituationsastakeholderdoes
wantto reach,directly and to a large extentexplain whatthe
system must not offer. Valence, the expectation of the
stakeholderwhetheraproposed featuremightharm orsustain a
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goalatwork,appears notto be a necessary step in the initial
stage of RE. It does, however, have a moderating effect,
increasing or decreasing the level of agreement to a
requirementsstatement.

Themostimportantinformation an IT practitionercould extract
from a system’s stakeholders are covered by four questions,
then.W hatarethethingsin lifeorwork thatyou do notwant?
W hatcan the system offerto avoid those things?W hatarethe
thingsin lifeorworkthatyoudowant?W hatshouldthesystem
not have in order to support that? In view of the relative
importance of features the future system should nothave,it
seemsthatanalysisofthewon’trequirementsisunderestimated
inindustrialpractice.

“To identify possible inconsistencies between whatis wanted
and whatis possible to meet” [2],we analyzed the matching
between requirements and managerial goals. W e did so by
querying the‘subjectivejudgments’[2]ofagroup ofmanagers
with regard to thepositiveornegativevalencethey attached to
therequirementsin view oftheirlower-levelbusinessgoals.In
so doing,we succeeded in our REquest‘… to align system
functionwithstakeholdervalues...’[4].

Thestructured requirements-engineering questionnaireREquest
assessed theactuallevelofagreementto requirementsthatwere
supposedly agreed upon in earlier negotiations (Agreed-upon
Requirements).M oreover,theagreementto theCurrentSystem
was assessed as wellas the Stakeholders’ Needs.The latter
scalewassubdivided into itemsthatmeasured thepositiveand
negative outcome expectancies (valence)the managers had of
requirementstogoals.

Theresultsrevealed thatRequirements,Valence,and Goalshad
a significantimpacton the levelofagreement.These variables
are affecting one another so that combining these three
variablesinto onescaleofStakeholders’Needsseemsto bean
addition to common RE methods (e.g.,[12][29]).The goals
had the strongestimpacton the levelofagreement.Therefore,
requirementengineers are recommended to always take these
intoaccount.

W ith respect to valence, the managers that evaluated the
requirements of the future system thought that rigorous
automation and fewerbehavioralruleswould harm theirgoals
on theworkfloorratherthan sustain them.A finding likethisis
mostinformativeforthemanagementofchange.Itsuggeststhat
in thisgroup ofmanagersimplementing the featuresasagreed
upon in earliernegotiationswilllead to non-acceptance ofthe
technology.In this light,itis plausible thatthe sub scale of
Requirements within the Stakeholders’ Needs scale had the
weakesteffectson the levelofagreement.Putting a score to a
requirementwithoutmore(e.g.,Kano in [6],p.5)apparentlyis
notthe mostinformative way to do requirementsengineering.
Requirements should be coupled to a goal while explicitly
asking for the direction of the stakeholders’ expectations
(valence). In addition, (dis)satisfaction with the current
situation is nota good predictorofthe levelofagreementto
requirementsinafuturesituation.

A sequence of multiple regressions shed further lighton the
structureofrequirementschange.Itturned outthatthesources
ofchangeshould beconceived ofasunipolardimensions.That
is,requirements should be treated separately as ‘must have’
versus ‘won’t have’ because these are explained differently
from theunderlying goalsand concernsofthestakeholders.To
arriveatsuch an explanation,valenceand goalsalso should be
treated asunipolar.In fact,we have found two sub modelsof
requirements change: Variance in agreement to must

requirements is bestexplained by goals stakeholders wantto
avoid (sub model1) and variance in won’trequirements are
best explained by goals stakeholders want to approach (sub
model2).In line with the literature on emotionalbiases and
action tendencies,stakeholders maintain a baseline agreement
to mustrequirements,which isregulated bythe‘threat’togoals
in the future (‘cover your ass’). In opposition, won’t have
requirementsevokeabaselinedisagreementthatisgoverned by
agreementto possible supportofdesirable goals in the future
(‘make life easier’).4 W e coin this mechanism the goal-to-
requirements chiasm or -effect (CHI-effect) on the
stakeholders’agreementto requirementstatements.The direct
explanatory relation between positive ornegative requirements
and theirrespective inverse counterpartsin goalsismoderated
by valence (positive or negative expectations). Valence can
increase ordecrease theinfluence ofgoalson requirements.In
Figure 2, a graphical display of the two sub models of
requirements change is exhibited as they emerge from the
empiricalfindings.

Figure2.Thegoals-to-requirem entschiasm or -effectas
derived from theem piricaldata

6. RELATED W ORK
In system design,requirementschangeasthesituation in which
thesesystemsfunction evolves[1].Situationschangeasaresult
ofcertain events,a change oftasks,adopting anotherbusiness
modelorachangein(organizational)culture[12].Stakeholders
callforordismiss requirements and errorsshould be repaired
[1]. However, different stakeholders may have conflicting
requirements[35],which pointsatopposing goalsordifferent
meansofachieving them in thenew situation.W hilesituations,
and subsequently, requirements develop, uncertainty can be
managed and the new situation controlled as soon as
requirements are again agreed-upon [1].To manage a change
request,goalsarefundamentalfordiscovering conflictsamong
(the new)requirements [26].“Goals provide the rationale for
requirements i.e.requirements representone particularway to
achievehigh-levelgoals”[1](e.g.,strategicbusinessgoals).

To manage conflicting requirements and requirementschange,
system developersneed to comprehend the sourcesofconflict
and themechanismsbywhich conflictsemerge[2].W eshowed
thatconstructing a measurementtoolthatsystematically uses
conflicting goals, contradictory requirements (and opposite
valences forthatmatter)can be successfulin pinpointing the

4 W eowethe“makelifeeasier,whilecoveringyourass”interpretation
toJoGeraedts,IndustrialDesignDept.,Océ-Technologies.
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sourcesofconflict.In system development,questionnaireshave
already been applied (e.g.,[23],[7],[12]) butthese mainly
worked from single one-response survey items.5 However,
constructing itemson ascalethatindicateand contra-indicatea
certain concept as well as statistically assessing the
psychometric quality of items is a more reliable and valid
approach[14]torequirements-questionnairedesign.

In ourquestionnaireREquest,wefollowed thestrategyof[2]to
dealwith requirements as alternatives to operationalize goals.
The resultsindicated thatvariance in the levelofagreementto
goalsofstakeholdersisoneofthemain sourcesofrequirements
change.Itpredicted thelargestpartofvariancein agreementto
requirements. The strength of this relation (70% and 90% )
indeed supports the assumption that requirements are
refinementsofgoals[1].The resultsofourstudy indicate that
stakeholdersevaluate the risksand benefits(Kano in [6],p.9)
of the new system in terms of emotional valence towards
proposed features.Assessing the valence ofrequirements and
featurestowardsgoalsisimportantbecause valence modulates
thelevelofagreementtoalistofrequirements.

The empirical results of running the REquest also made us
identify the mechanism by which conflicts in requirements
emerge(cf.[2]).The -effectsuggeststhatstakeholdershavea
baseline agreementto requirementsthatthe system mustmeet
(“Ofcourse,my system isUNIX-based because Iwantitto be
reliable”).Thisfinding linksup with thework ofKano (in [6],
p. 4), who states that customers have so called “must be”
requirements on a product.Customersatisfaction decreases if
the product does notsatisfy the must be requirements (e.g.,
breaks on a car) but remains neutral if the respective
functionality improves (e.g.,breaks with ABS).W hatwe can
add to Kano’sproposal,then,isthatchanges in agreementto
requirementsare directed by goalstatesthe stakeholderswant
to avoid with thesystem (“On theotherhand,theUNIX system
should notbealltoo difficultto operate”).Furthermore,and as
a counterpartofKano’s “mustbe” requirements,stakeholders
have a baseline disagreementto proposed features the system
should notinclude (“Of course,my system is notW indows-
based becauseIhateitsinstability”).FollowingKano,wecould
coin these features the “won’tbe” requirements.Changes in
disagreement, then, are predicated by goal states the
stakeholderswantto achievewith thesystem (“ButIdo liketo
work with an easy-to-handle graphicaluserinterface”).W hen
engineers merely investigate the baseline agreement to must
requirements as related to positive goal states (UNIX
guarantees reliability)and the baseline disagreementto won’t
requirements as related to negative goal states (W indows
promises unreliability) it seems that there are no conflicts.
However,the wish liststakeholders putforth can yetcontain
conflicting requirementsbecausetheywantUNIX forreliability
butnotforusability and they wantW indowsforusability but
notforreliability.

7. FUTURE W O RK
The main focusofourresearch isto repeatourfinding ofthe
goal-to-requirements chiasm.W e are currently involved with
the Dutch police force to do RE on a capacity management
system (CM S)forplanning and allocating personnel.To date,
the Dutch police undergo a major business modelchange in
moving from apublicserviceto aself-supporting business-like

5 In theDamianetal.study[12],question9couldbeseenasascalefor
Perceived Immediate Benefitbutwas notanalyzed thatway vide the
discussionoftheirFigure8.

organization.W e willexplorewhethertherequirementson the
CM S can beexplained from theofficers’goalsand concernsin
the predicted constellation (avoid-to-must and approach-to-
won’t).W ewilldo thisfrom two pointsofview.Onegroup of
officers works from a business perspective (requirements as
related to business goals) and one group will work from a
personal perspective (the same requirements as related to
personalgoals).

A second replication study is currently administered with
interaction designers and software engineers from 6 different
countries who are asked to assemble a computeroff-the-shelf
(COTS).Two typesofsystemsareoffered from which theycan
pick their features.One with software and hardware that is
outmoded (e.g.,a cathode ray tube monitorand a 5¼” floppy
drive) and one thatis state-of-the-art(e.g.,63” wide screen
plasma monitorand an AM D Athlon 64 processor).Again,the
question is whether we can produce the goal-to-requirements
chiasm.

Stakeholderparticipation and psychologicalinvolvementfoster
satisfaction with the system and improves the developmentof
products[5][33].Itwould beinteresting to find outifadopting
the approach proposed in this paper will actually increase
customer satisfaction and whether it ensures a more correct
alignment between business and IT. If we can repeat our
findings,thisissomethingweintendtoinvestigateinthefuture.

In thisstudy,weemployed theory and methodsofpsychology,
invited agroup ofmanagersasparticipantsin ourrequirements
validation test, and used the results to improve the logistic
warehouse managementsystem [32].On ourway,we gained
more insightinto the sourcesand mechanismsofrequirements
conflictsandrequirementschange.
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Abstract

Economic value concepts are of addition importance for
the viability study of e-commerce systems. Understanding,

modelling, and exposing possible value exchanges in

diagrams, in e-commerce, facilitates to stakeholders in
order to plan and construct such systems. On the other

hand, requirement engineers have demonstrated a

growing need by getting a deeper comprehension about
the organisation, its objectives, its goals, and its business

strategies. Besides, Requirements Engineering results

become more complete when organisational aspects are
modeled in order to understand better organisational

intentions and motivations that incorporating the desire

to develop software. These aspects are obtained with the
organisational requirements modelling accomplishment.

Applying value concepts to organisational requirements

representation, in early requirements more specifically,
turns the requirements elicitation more understandable

when it leads of e-commerce systems, because the value
exchanges will be modeled together with organisational

goals. This paper proposes applying economic value

concepts to organisational modelling in order to carry
out requirements elicitation of e-commerce systems. With

this integration, there will be a better specification

requirements elicitation documentation, and also there
will be initial information of the financial viability of the

e-commerce solution to be elicited. It defines a value

modelling starting from the union of the value concepts
with organisational modelling, and it exposes some

guidelines to elaborate value organisational models.

1 Introduction

Electronic Commerce (e-commerce) may be defined as a
kind of commerce where a product is known,
demonstrated, and sold through electronic ways. It is
needed two or more parts using this electronic way,
usually the Internet, to make business transactions
involving value exchanges such as goods, services,

information, and money [1]. E-commerce is also
considered a computer science area that has been growing
a lot the past years.

We notice that to elaborate systems of this nature
involves a requirements elicitation more specifically, an
information capture, which includes all of economic value
concepts related to e-commerce area. Requirement
engineers need to know the domain and the environment
where that kind of electronic business is exposed. Much
information related to value concepts is important, like
economic value objects, value exchanges, value offerings,
and involved actors.

On the other hand, we have noticed that a growing
need of requirement engineering professionals in getting a
deeper comprehension about the organisation, its
objectives, goals, and business strategies [6]. Also, we
verify in the literature on Requirements Engineering that
it turns more complete when we model organisational
aspects in order to understand better organisational
intentions and motivations that incorporate the desire to
develop software [4]. We obtain these aspects with the
organisational requirements modelling accomplishment.

Organisational modelling has the objective to supply
resources in order to allow modelling intentions,
relationships and motivations among members of an
organisation, as well as it describes organisational goals
that can originate and orientate the software system
development. With these models, we can understand
better organisational environment, as well as the human
and work relationships, among the organisation
participants. With this information, the requirements of a
computational solution for organisational processes can
be better elicited and specified [4].

Inside of this context, we have been motivated to unite
these two important theories, the Value Theory related to
economics and Organisational Modelling, on behalf of
providing to requirements engineers a way more specific
and complete of early requirements elicitation when we
lead with e-commerce systems.

We still were motivated by the fact that the software
construction in a short time, with better use of resources
and chronograms execution established, depends on a
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good requirements definition [6]. Thus, we should have
two stages to define the requirements of an e-commerce
system. Firstly, we would have to catch information on
organisational aspects of the software to be developed;
then, we should have to make an approach about the
financial viability aspects related to the value concepts
which are embedded in e-commerce. Consequently, we
believe that joining value concepts with Organisational
Modelling in the requirements definition time turns these
two stages become only one, where organisational and
value aspects are seen together. Theoretically, it turns the
requirements definition faster and more correct.

The main achievement of this work is to present an
application proposal of economic value concepts to
organisational modelling in order to carry out
requirements elicitation of e-commerce systems. With
this integration, we will have a better requirement
elicitation specification documentation and an initial
information of the financial viability of the e-commerce
solution which we want elicitate.

As related work, we can identify studies related to
Organisational Modelling, mainly in the University of
Toronto [7] [8] (Eric Yu and John Mylopoulos), and the
Federal University of Pernambuco [4] (Victor Santander
and Jaelson Castro). In the Value Theory area, we give
prominence to the works related to value chain [3]
(Michael Porter), to the e3-value technique [5] of the
University of Vrije (Jaap Gordijn), and to the
methodology called Process Pattern Perspective [2] of the
University of Stockholm (Prasad Jayaweera). Another
important study is the work which integrates different
techniques and, in this case, we put in evidence the
integration work of Organisational Modelling with the
Knowledge Management [6] of the Federal University of
Pernambuco (Francisco Carvalho and Jaelson Castro).

We structure this work in five sections. In section 1,
we present an introduction to the application of the value
theory to Organisational Modelling. We describe the
approach of Organisational Modelling in the section 2,
relating it to Goal-driven Requirements Elicitation and
defining the i* technique for our Organisational
Modelling elaboration. Section 3 shows some definitions
about e-commerce systems and Value Concepts that are
important when we want to determine the financial
viability of such systems. In section 4, we expose the
main achievement of our work that is the application of
the Value Concepts to Organisational Modelling, where
we propose our Value Diagram for value modelling and
some guidelines to help to elaborate such diagrams.
Section 5 gives the conclusions of our work.

2 Organisational Modelling

We present in this section Organisational Modelling
definitions. Firstly, we relate this modelling with Goal-

driven Requirements Elicitation, and, after that, we
determine the use of the i* technique, explaining the
benefits of its use in Organisational Modelling.

2.1 Goal-driven Requirements Elicitation and

Organisational Modelling

We found in the literature that Requirements Elicitation is
the first activity to be developed in Requirements
Engineering. During the phase of making the elicitation,
we look to discover system requirements, usually
obscure, wandered, and confusing at the beginning of a
software system development [10], with the purpose to
obtain relevant knowledge for the problem to be solved
[6]. In general, we can affirm that Requirements
Elicitation is system requirements discovery process,
through the communication among the involved
stakeholders, which should consider both organisational
aspects and processes, and also the application domain in
order to identify the users' needs [6].

We notice that scenarios have been used so much in
requirements elicitation because they minimize and
outline some of the great difficulties of the Requirements
Engineering that are working with several users and great
amount of information. In spite of recognition that
scenarios are quite important in the process of
Requirements Engineering, scenarios technique presents
some lacks, mainly when we talk about the inclusion of
aspects into the environment organisational that the
software is placed [4]. Carvalho [6] exposes that aspects
in organisational dynamics and interaction impacts
between the organisations and the external environment
have been getting a lot of importance in the last years,
because the changes in the social, economic, legal,
organisational, and humans’ aspects, amongst others, are
enlarging the traditional vision on requirements. The
modern vision about requirements does not just worry
about the “how" system should do, but with “what”
system should do, associated with the “why” it should do,
understanding organisational facts rationales [7] [8].

We noticed, therefore, for accomplishing requirement
elicitation we should use goal-driven approaches together
with scenarios. Goal-driven approaches focus on why
systems are constructed, expressing the rationale and
justification for the proposed system [9]. Furthermore,
Antón [9] say that, working with goals instead of specific
requirements, we communicate with stakeholders using a
language based in concepts with which they are both
comfortable and familiar.

In order to model aspects into the environment
organisational, and suppressing the scenarios lacks, we
can achieve organisational requirements modelling. With
organisational modelling, we look forward to have a
better comprehension about organisational intentions and
motivations that incorporate the software development
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desire, and get a deeper understanding about the
organisation, their objectives, goals and business
strategies. This kind of modelling aims at supplying
resources to allow the intentions, relationships and
motivations modelling among the organisation members,
as well as also describing organisational goals that can
originate and orientate the software system development.

2.2 The i* technique for Organisational Aspects

Modelling

In this work, we advise using the framework i* technique
for organisational aspects modelling, because this
technique allows us a better understanding of
organisational requirements that will get impact in the
systems, and also identifying alternatives for several
processes of the organisation [7].

We found in Organisational Modelling studies that an
organisational model is a representation of the structure,
activities, organisational processes, information,
resources, goals and government restrictions (legal or
other nature), that help us to understand the complex
interactions between organisations and people. Thus, we
notice that i* technique allows us understanding
organisational requirements that will get impacts on the
system to be developed, as well as it aids us to identify it
alternatives for organisational processes [7] [8].

Despite i* technique does not express any time order,
it propitiates us an initial understanding of the problem to
be solved in the organisation, as well as how
computational systems could collaborate in the solution
of this problem [7]. It gives us mechanisms that allow
expressing tasks, goals, softgoals, and resources,
associated to actors needs and intentions in organisational
environment. When we need to place sequence on events,
we must extend this technique. But, in general, the i*

technique is considered easy to understand by
stakeholders, using close domain concepts of
organisational actors knowledge [4].

It is stated that i* was developed to model intentions
in the strategic actors relationships [7]. The i* technique
is based on actors dependence model, where these actors
dependences are analyzed so that goals could be
achieved, the tasks could be performed, and resources
could be supplied. Those dependences are intentional and
based on concepts of goals, abilities, beliefs,
compromises and so on [7] [8].

In the framework of actors’ dependencies analysis in
i*, we find two models defined: the Strategic Dependence
(SD) model and the Strategic Rationale (SR) model. The
Strategic Dependence model is used to describe the actors
dependence relationships in organisational context. On
the other hand, the Strategic Rationale model is used to
describe the interests and concerns of stakeholders and
how these feelings can be led in various systems and

environments configurations. This model offers us a more
detailed level of modelling by looking “inside” actors to
model internal intentional relationships [7] [8]. We can
conclude that SD is a general model and SR is more
specific model.

Models are graphs composed by nodes and their links.
Each node represents an actor, and each link between two
actors indicates that an actor depends on another actor to
do something. The dependent actor is called Depender,
and the actor on who is the dependence is called
Dependee. The object on which the dependence
relationship is centered is called Dependum, and it can be
a Goal, a Task, a Resource or a Softgoal [7] [8].
Dependum gives the name to dependence type.

In goal dependence, we see an actor depends on
another to make a condition in the world come true,
satisfying its intention and achieving its goal. We
remember that i* does not prioritize goals neither
distinguish kinds of goal. We have to do it explicitly, if it
is necessary. In task dependence, an actor depends on
another to perform an activity, informing to the other
what should be done, without needing to inform “the
reason” to do. Resource dependence indicates us that an
actor depends on another for the availability of a resource
which could be something physical or informational, for
the accomplishment of other activities in organisational
environment. And the last dependence, the softgoal is a
variant of the first; however the goal evaluation is quite
subjective. In other words, the success condition is not
defined a priori, and so, we could not be able to affirm the
goal could be really satisfied. High performance, low
cost, precision, among other are i* softgoal examples.

3 Value for e-commerce

3.1 Electronic commerce

Electronic Commerce (e-commerce) differs from
traditional commerce for the fact of using an electronic
way for various stages of a trade. Jayaweera [2] defines e-
commerce as the buying and selling of goods and services
electronically by consumers or by companies via
computerized transactions. Due to this characteristic, we
verify this electronic way of trade has been accelerating
the demand, the production, the delivery, and the payment
for goods and services, and, at the same time, it has
reduced marketing, operational, production and inventory
costs in such a way that customer will benefit indirectly.

An e-commerce solution involves many areas of a
company such as sales, purchases, marketing, and
information technology. For selling products through the
Internet, it is necessary thinking in the means to give
products, services or information to the customers [1].

We have reminded the challenge for any (electronic)
commerce application is to do the profitable business
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where the price for goods/services sold is higher than the
production costs. We are able to do that by performing
value adding activities at lower cost or performing them
in a way that leads to differentiation from similar
products so that customers will be ready to pay a
premium price [2].

To include all of requirements presented here, we
need elaborating a good e-commerce project, and it
should start with organisational modelling, where all of
the early requirements for the system to be constructed
are elicited. System’s organisational modelling should be
used to develop any other necessary models for e-
commerce solution. According to Jayaweera [2], when
building e-commerce system, two types of models are
fundamental: the business models and the process models.

In order to elicit early requirements, business model is
just what matter, because its proposition is describing
fundamental business aspects of the e-commerce system
to be built. A business model describes which actors are
involved, which the actors offer each other, and what
activities they perform when producing and consuming
offerings. The central concept in a business model is that
of value, and the model describes how value is exchanged
between actors [2]. Business model is also known as
value model because those feature.

3.2 Value Concepts

Value concept is the main foundation for any commerce
application, electronic or not. It has been analyzed
extensively in economics and marketing literature [2].
Modelling value concepts, like goals, chains, activities,
and exchanges, expose the company business strategies.

Consumer value is central for every successful
marketing strategy in a market economy. The evaluation
of some “object” by some “subject” is called consumer
value. In a typical case, the “subject” could be the
consumer while the “object” could be a product or a
service offered by a company [2].

We find value chain definition as value’s creative
activities, since basic raw material sources, passing by
components suppliers, until the final product is given to
consumers hands. In company perspective, which intends
finding its e-commerce solution, we see its participation
in value chain starts in the suppliers’ payment (purchases)
until the delivering to consumers (sales). So, we know
what matter to the company is maximizing the difference
between purchases and sales [3].

Furthermore the concepts we exposed here, value
theory is still done by other concepts. It comprehend since
value model concepts until specific components related to
the value’s concepts, like actors, goals, value activities,
value objects, value offerings, and value exchanges. We
will see all of these concepts below.

3.2.1 Concepts related to the general model

Value Model: Shows how actors create, distribute, and
consume objects of economic value. It captures decisions
from different stakeholders. In other words, it captures
decisions about “who” is offering and exchanging “what”
with “whom”, and expects “what” in return [5].

Value Chain: Shows how a value is successively
added to products until stopping in a final consumer [2].
The value chain is intended to analyze competitive
advantage by explaining cost leadership focus, or
differentiation strategies. Using linkages between
activities dependences between activities can be shown,
for instance the way one activity is performed and a cost
influence on another activity [3].

Value System: Each value system comprehends
multiple companies, where each company in the system
that has its own value chain [3]. So, we can say that value
system is a set of many related value chains.

Value Viewpoint: Focuses on the (new) way of
economic values creation, distribution and consumption.
Its contribution to the evaluation of an e-commerce idea
is a statement of revenues and expenses, caused by the
exchange of valuable object between actors [5].

3.2.2 Concepts related to specific components

Actor: Enterprises (companies) or end consumers are
examples of actors. It is perceived by his/her environment
as an economically independent entity [5].

Market segment: Actors' group that attributes the
same value to objects [5].

Composite Actor and Elementary Actor: (Actors
specializations). It indicates when an actor is composed of
other actors [5].

Actors Goal: Generally, actor goal is summarized in
creating profit, or obtaining products or services that are
of economic value for them [5].

Value Activity: Actors need performing value
activities when they want exchanging objects of
economic value with each other. These activities must
yield profit or should increase economic value for the
performing actor. There is interesting in the activity
which has at least an actor (but hopefully more) believe
that she/he can execute the activity profitable [3]. Value
Activities can be decomposed into smaller activities. A
value activity is executed by only one actor exactly, but
each actor can execute more than one activity. The
physical creation of the product, and its marketing and
delivery to buyer, are some primitive value activities [2].

Objects of Economic Value: This object could be a
service, a product, or even an experience, which is of
economic value for at least one of the actors involved in a
value model. Actors may value differently and
subjectively, according to their own valuation
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preferences. For a value model, value object should be
seen as a kind of value object which actors exchange,
instead of the actual instance itself [5].

Mixed Bundling: It refers to the mechanism that an
actor wants to offer value objects in combination rather
than separately, because the actor supposes that different
products sold in combination yield more profit than that if
they were sold separately [5].

Value Object Instances: It is the reference to an
instance of the value object exchanged by actors [5].

Value Offering: It models what an actor offers or
requests from his/her environment. It models mixed
bundling exchanges and individual objects, and shows the
mechanism of Economic Reciprocity [5].

Economic Reciprocity: It refers to rational acting
actors. It is supposed that actors are only willing to offer
objects to someone else, if they receive adequate
compensation in return [5].

Value Exchange: It is the relationship (link) between
actors with a value object in the middle. It represents one
or more potential trades of value object instances between
value offers. The value exchange object instances is
atomic, what ensures that if an actor offers something of
value to someone else, he/she always gives in return what
he/she wants. The value exchange does not represent the
number of value exchange instances over time, nor their
ordering in the time [5].

Value Transaction: Set of Value Exchanges.
Sometimes, it is convenient having a concept that
aggregates all value exchanges, which define the value
exchange instances that must occur as consequence of
how value exchanges are connected [5].

4 Applying Value Concepts to

Organisational Modelling

Based on information of organisational aspects modelling
and value concepts described in the previous sections, we
present our value modelling proposed, which is resulted
of organisational modelling together with value concepts.

4.1 Value Diagram

Value Diagram, we propose here, using the i* technique,
applied so much in representation/modelling of
organisational aspects involved with processes. We intent
extending the i* framework joining value concepts to it.

The goal of this proposed diagram is doing a
discovery of all information about values that can exist in
e-commerce system to be elicited, with intention of
documenting and verifying financial viability for the e-
commerce solution, together with organisational aspects
modelling found in the application domain. As final result
of this Value Diagram’s elaborating, we will have a
Conceptual Value Model, referring to the elicited e-

commerce system, where the involved actors Value Chain
can be seen, as well as the System Value. It is still
possible detaching, through the Value Diagram we
propose, a lot of Value Viewpoints, whose objective is to
indicate profits and costs caused by exchange of value
objects among actors.

In value modelling, we use diagrams just based on the
Strategic Rationale (SR) model [7] [8] of Organisational
Modelling with i*. These are the components making part
of these diagrams: Actors (Elementary Actor, Composite
Actor, and Market Segment), Actor Goals, Value
Activities, Objects of Economic Value (isolated Objects
or Mixed Bundling), Value Offerings and Value
Exchanges (single Exchange and Transaction).

Beyond these components, the modelling includes the
Softgoal, which is related to an actor and has direct
connection with other actor. To this modelling, Softgoal
has the same meaning of organisational modelling.

4.1.1 Actor

As in traditional organisational modelling [7] [8], actors
are entities who perform actions in order to achieve goals
in organisational environment context. The idea of
Depender (actor who depends on other) and of Dependee
(actor that helps or satisfies the Depender) continues.
Figure 1 shows actors' examples.

There are three kinds of Actors: Elementary Actor,
(common actor and represents a single entity), Composite
Actor (the one that represents a group of elementary
actors), and Market Segment (similar to Composite Actor;
however, it contains actors' group that attribute the same
value to objects, as if it was an elementary actor).

Figure 1. Actors' examples in the value
modelling, with softgoal between them.

Therefore, the actor has the following properties:
Name, its identification in the value model; Description,
which is composed by a soon description about the actor;
Role, identifying which role, if it is necessary, the actor
plays in the value modelling context; Type, which
indicates if the actor is an elementary one, a composite
one, or a market segment; Aggregated Actors, listing the
composed actors, in the case of dealing with a composite
actor or a market segment; Actor’s Goals, listing

Actor 1: Depender, for the

Softgoal Dependence

Softgoal, in which
Depender depends

on Dependee in
order to be satisfied

Actor 2: Dependee, for

the Softgoal Dependence
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achieved goals for the actor; Actor’s Activities: listing
value activities that the actor performs; Softgoals and

their priorities, which consist in a list of softgoals, their
priorities (lower, medium, or high), and what actor waits
for this softgoal.

4.1.2 Goals

Goals for value modelling are similar to the ones of
organisational modelling [7] [8], however they lead
exclusively with value exchange among actors and they
are called Actors Goals. Only Dependers contain these
goals, in other words, goals should be “inside” of
Dependers limits. But, it is important to emphasize that
different actors goals can act in complement one each
other. In the Figure 2, we see an example of actor goal.

Goals properties are Name, which identifies the goal
in value model; Description which describes the goal in
full detail; Related Goals which consists in a list of goals
(and their actors) that are related with the goal; and
Goal’s Activities which are list of value activities of the
goal’s actor that are necessary for the actor achieving the
goal, including the execution order, if it is necessary.

Figure 2. Actor's goal example inside of actor's
limits, in value modelling.

4.1.3 Value activity

Tasks in organisational modelling are seen as value
activities in value modelling, because they are tasks that
lead directly with value exchange among actors. We can
see a value activity example in Figure 3.

Activities are performed by actors and, thus, they
should be profitable or they should increase the economic
value for the actor that executes them [3]. So, we may
affirm activities can contain information of how much the
exchanged object’s value increases. Activities make part
of an actor’s goal, as we see in actors' goal definition.
Furthermore, activities can be decomposed in smaller
ones [3].

According to what described previously, we define the
following properties for the value activity: Name, which
identifies the activity in the value model; Description,
describing this activity in full detail; Value Objects,
which list objects and their value increases that the

activity refers to; Sub-activities, listing value activities
that composes the activity, in case of sub-activities exist.

Depender

Figure 3. Value activity example, related to its
goal and inside of actor's limits, in value

modelling.

4.1.4 Object of Economic Value

In value modelling, one of the main concepts is the object
of economic value, represented by the Resource element
in i* technique. Object of Economic Value is the resource
of an actor who uses it to exchange with a value of
another actor. Therefore, each actor in the value exchange
should possess value objects. Because that, we put them
inside of Dependers limits, as we see in object of
economic value’s example of the Figure 4.

Figure 4. Object of economic value’ example,
related to the value activity, and inside of the

actor's limits, in value modelling.

Value objects are always related to value activities of
an actor, which manipulates them. In value modelling
proposed, we represented two kinds of values: those that
represent monetary values, characterized by “($)” symbol,
and those that represent objects (goods, services, or
information) characterized by “(#)” symbol.

Mixed bundling is modeled as a common object, with
the difference that a mixed bundling has their objects
linked to him, according to the example in Figure 5.

Goal, inside of

Depender’s limits

Depender

Depender’s

Goal

Value Activity, which
is making part of Goal

of the Actor 1, and
inside of Depender’s

limits

Depender

Value Activity of
the Actor 1’s

Goal

Object of Economic Value,

as goods, service or
information (#), related to

Value Activity, and inside of
Depender’s limits
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Value object properties are Name, identifying it in
value model; Description, which describes the object in
full detail; Kind of Value, indicating if the object
represents a monetary value ($) or an object (#); Kind of

Object, which indicates if it represents an elementary
object or a mixed bundling; Initial Value, indicating the
object economic initial value in the value model, if
possible; Aggregated Objects, listing objects that
composes the mixed bundling, in that case.

Figure 5. Elementary objects example
aggregated by mixed bundling, in value

modelling.

4.1.5 Value offering

In value modelling, value offering is represented by a
group of relationships (dependency links in i*) that leaves
(out-going offerings) from a Depender actor and that
enters (in-going offerings) into a Dependee actor. We see
a value offering example in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Value offering example in value
modelling.

Value offering models what an actor offers to (an out-
going offering) or request from (an in-going offering)
his/her environment [5]. Therefore, value offering is each
exit from an actor to environment (in other words, to
another actor) or each entrance into an actor from the
environment.

An actor is able to have only out-going offerings
when the actor does not want anything in return. On the
other hand, an actor also is able to have only in-going
offerings when the actor does not wants paying for that
was offered to him/her. However, the most common

situation is actor having in-going and out-going offerings,
what models the economic reciprocity.

Value offering properties are Name, that identifies the
value offering in value modelling (we suggest using the
“Depender-Object” model, being the actor of the out-
going offering); Description, describing the value
offering in full detail; Actors and their views, which
indicate the actor who delivery value offering, and that
one who receives value offering, with their respective
offering views (if it is in-going or out-going); Object,
indicating the offering’s value object; Reciprocity

Offering, which indicates what offering is reciprocal of
the offering or from which offering this is reciprocal,
when there is economic reciprocity.

Dependency links

indicates that
Elementary Objects

are aggregating in the
Mixed Bundling

Elementary Objects

4.1.6 Value exchangeMixed Bundling,
which aggregates

Elementary Objects
Value exchange in value modelling does not have a
specific component. It is modeled as a group of value
object exchanged together with the object’s relationships
(links). In Figure 7, we show a value exchange example
that is highlighted.

Figure 7. Value exchange example among
actors, in the value modelling.

Value exchange is an important point in value
modelling, because it represents one or more possible
trades of offered value objects from an actor to other. The
value exchange relevant information consists of
identifying which actors are exchanging a value object.

Value Exchange properties are Name, which
identifies the value exchange in modelling (we suggest
naming value exchange following the “Depender-Object-
Dependee” model); Description, which describes the
value exchange in full detail; Exchanged Object,
indicating the value object of the exchange; Origination

Actor, the Depender (the actor that gives the value
exchange’s object to other one); Destination Actor, the
Dependee (the actor who receives the value exchange’s
object from other one); Transaction Exchanges, listing

Depender

Value Object, offered by
Depender to the

environment (Dependee)

Out-going Value Offering

(in Depender viewpoint),
represented by dependency
link among Value Object

and Dependee

Value Object, which indicates

the exchanged object

Value Exchange,
among Depender and

Dependee, represented
by the Value Object

and dependency links

around it

Dependee

Depender

Dependee
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value exchanges belonging to transaction which this
exchange is part of, case it is true.

4.1.7 Value transaction

As well as value exchange, value transaction in value
modelling does not have a specific component. It is
modeled as a group of value exchanges, where all of the
exchanges in transaction are done successfully or none
should be done. We demonstrate in Figure 8 an example
of value transaction, whose value exchanges are
highlighted.

The main information about value transaction consists
of identifying which exchange does part of it, and the
exchanges’ order in that their exchanges should be done
in this value transaction.

Value Transaction properties are Name, which
identifies the value transaction in modelling; Description,
describing the value transaction in full detail;
Transaction’s Exchanges, listing value exchanges, in the
time order, belonging to the value transaction.

Figure 8. Value transaction example, which
contains a group of two value exchanges among

actors, in value modelling.

4.2 Guidelines for Value Diagram

In order to aid requirements engineers by elaborating a
Value Diagram, according to specifications defined
previously, we suggest using the following group of
guidelines:

GUIDELINE 1 (G1): Discovering Actors. Discover
all of the actors involved in value model to be elicited,
defining properties for each one, including softgoals.
After that, put them into Value Diagram.

GUIDELINE 2 (G2): Identifying Actors’ Goals.
Identify all of the actors’ goals for each actor, and fill out
the properties of each goal. Put them into Value Diagram,
inside actors limit, and connect (dependency link) actors
with goals.

GUIDELINE 3 (G3): Defining Value Activities.
Define all of the value activities to be executed for each
actor goal and, consequently, fill out the properties for
each defined activities. In Value Diagram, put value
activities inside of the actors limit which performs them,
and make the connections between those goals and the
value activities.

GUIDELINE 4 (G4): Identifying Value Objects.
Together with value activities, identify each value object
involved in each actor activities, also defining the objects
properties. In Value Diagram, put value objects inside of
actors limits, and make the connection between value
activities and value objects.

GUIDELINE 5 (G5): Identifying Value Offerings.
Identify value offerings among of the actors in value
modelling, and describe these offerings properties. Make
connections, in Value Diagram, among the actor who
offers (Depender) and the actor who receives the offering
(Dependee), making the dependency link from each value
object of that Depender’s offering with Dependee. Value
Diagram is completed after this guideline. The next
guidelines are concluding value modelling.A Value Exchange,

between Actor 1

and Actor 2

GUIDELINE 6 (G6): Identifying Value Exchanges.
After the Value Diagram is completed, it is necessary
identifying all value exchanges among actors, and
defining their properties. A suggestion is putting them in
a table so that better the visualization.

GUIDELINE 7 (G7): Identifying Value

Transactions. Identify the transactions that happen with
value exchanges in modelling, defining the properties of
each transaction, when they exists in value modelling.

In spite of these guidelines seem indicating a
chronological order to be proceeded, we pointed out that
the proposed Value Diagram’s elaboration process can be
done adopting the iterative and incremental software
development principle.

4.3 Financial Viability

We can extract initial information for financial viability
of the e-commerce solution. We just should make
profitability sheets for each actor, where we sum actor
outgoing objects values (expenses), sum actor ingoing
objects values (revenues). So, if the difference between
total revenues and total expenses is positive, the actor had
profit; if it is negative, the actor had damage. More about
profitability sheets generated from value models, we can
found in [5], and about economic value concepts, in [3].

4.4 Example

For demonstration of value modelling application, we
present an e-commerce value modelling example.

In this modelling, only two actors are involved:
Consumer and Company. Consumer has intention of

Another Value

Exchange, between

Actor 1 and Actor 2 Value Transaction,
which involve both

Value Exchanges
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buying products, and Company, of selling products. Both
execute only a task. Company has the product which the
Consumer wants to acquire, will give a gift together with
the product sold to him. Consumer has money for making
the payment. Finally, Company hopes getting the
Consumer fidelity, so that Consumer continues acquiring
products. The main company strategy is offering a gift in
order to get the consumer fidelity. The complete Value
Diagram for this modelling is in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Completed modelling of the
Conceptual Value Model for the Example.

We will show how elaborate this Model of Conceptual
Value, using guidelines defined in previous section.

G1 – Discovering Actors. There are just two actors in
this value modelling: “Consumer” and “Company”.
Company actor has the properties below in Table 1.
Properties Description

Name Company

Description Company which is owner of the e-commerce system,
and it has the interest of selling products to
Consumers

Role Salesperson of products

Type Elementary actor

Aggregated
actors

There are no aggregated actors defined for
elementary actor

Actor goals 1. Product Sale

Actor activities 1. Deliver Product

Softgoals and
their priorities

1. Client Fidelity (High) – Consumer

Table 1. Company actor’s properties.

G2 – Identifying Actors’ Goals. For this modelling,
each actor has one goal: “Consumer” wants making
“Product Purchase”, and “Company” intends to achieve
“Product Sale”. We remember the Product Purchase
(Consumer’s goal) is complement to the Product Sale
(Company’s goal), and vice-versa. Product Purchase
goal’s properties are in Table 2.
Properties Description

Name Product Purchase

Description Products purchase is the main interest of this market
segment, that intends using the Company’s e-
commerce system to acquire products

Related goals 1. Product Sale (Company)

Goal’s Activities 1. Pay for product

Table 2. Purchase goal’s properties.

G3 – Defining Value Activities. In order to achieve
the goal of “Consumer” by doing “Product Purchase”,
Consumer needs performing a value activity called “Pay
for Product”, while for “Company”, in order to
accomplish “Product Sale”, it is necessary to “Deliver
Product”. Pay for Product value activity’s properties are
seen in Table 3.
Properties Description

Name Pay for Product

Description Consumer needs doing the product payment
according to what is defined in e-commerce system
(product value, delivery fee, payment way, and so on)

Value Objects 1. Payment – 20% more than the product value for
Company

Sub-activities There are no sub-activities for this activity

Table 3. Pay for Product value activity’s
properties.

G4 – Identifying Value Objects. Actors’ Objects for
this modelling are simple: “Consumer” has money for
“Payment ($)”, and “Company” has “Requested Product
(#)”. However, “Company” decides that, in product
purchase, it should be sent a “Gift (#)” together with
“Requested Product (#)”, completing the “Product to be
delivered (#)” in order to satisfy “Consumer” and try
obtaining the “Client Fidelity”. Properties for the Product
to be delivered value object are in Table 4.
Properties Description

Name Product to be delivered

Description Product which should be delivered to Consumer who
acquiring it. It including requested product and a gift

Kind of Value Object (#)

Kind of Object Mixed Bundling

Initial Value $ 18.00

Aggregated
Objects

1. Requested Product; 2. Gift

Table 4. Product to be delivered value object’s
properties.

G5 – Identifying Value Offerings. There are just
two offerings in this value modelling: Company offers
product that is “Company-Product to be delivered”
offering and Consumer offers payment for product that is
represented by “Consumer-Payment” offering. Properties
for Consumer-Payment value offering are in Table 5.
Properties Description

Name Consumer-Payment

Description It means payment offering Consumer makes to
Company in order to acquire Product

Actors and their
views

1. Consumer (Out-going Offering); 2. Company
(In-going Offering)

Object Payment

Reciprocity Offering Company-Product to be delivered

Table 5. Consumer-Payment value offering’s
properties.

G6 – Identifying Value Exchanges. Two value
exchanges are seen in this modelling. They are the
exchange in that Consumer will give the bought product’s
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payment to Company, called “Consumer-Payment-
Company”, and other exchange in that Company will
deliver bought product to Consumer, called “Company-
Product to be delivered-Consumer”. The value exchange
Consumer-Payment-Company properties are in Table 6.
Properties Description

Name Consumer-Payment-Company

Description Value exchange of product payment, to be sold
by Company to Consumer

Exchanged Object Payment

Origination Actor Consumer

Destination Actor Company

Transaction
Exchanges

This value exchange does not belong to any value
transaction

Table 6. Consumer-Payment-Company value
exchange’s properties.

G7 – Identifying Value Transactions. There are no
transactions in this value modelling.

About the initial financial viability for our example,
we could conclude that both actors have had profit:
Company spent $18.00 ($16.00 for Product plus $2.00 for
Gift). Consumer spent $20.00 (Payment) and received the
Requested Product (now for $20.00, because the
additional value), and the Gift ($2.00). We can see the
profitability sheets for each actor in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Profitability sheets, which show Initial
Information for Viability to the Example.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented, in this work, a proposal of applying
value concepts to organisational modelling for early
requirements elicitation.

Integrating Organisational Modelling to Value
Theory, we can obtain a more complete elicitation of
early requirements for stakeholders who will participate
in an e-commerce system elaboration, because it includes
several fundamental value concepts for such systems.

We believe that we could give a contribution when we
have defining a value diagram’s model, including each
component properties of referred diagram. Furthermore,
we also define a group of guidelines to be used, aiding
requirements engineers in the Model of Conceptual Value
development for e-commerce system to be elicited.

When we compare this work with others, those related
to organisational modelling as well as those related to
value theory, we emphasized this work has advantage of
approaching two stages for requirements elicitation in e-
commerce solutions as they were one: one stage, for
eliciting organisational aspects, and another stage, for

exposing system’s financial viability aspects. At the same
time we make organisational aspects modelling like goals
and dependences among actors, related to organisational
modelling, we also capture information about elicited e-
commerce system’s financial viability, like value
exchanges, value activities, and value offerings. Doing
these both stages together, we believed the early
requirements elicitation becomes more complete and
specific for e-commerce systems.

As future work, we guess would be important
implementing all of properties described in value
modelling, as well as implementing a way to model value
exchanges and value transactions in i* technique.
Furthermore, integration of early requirements, related to
value concepts, with other phases in a software project
can also be developed. Although, we believe, deepening
studies about value theory, it is possible extending the
components’ properties, and defining ontology in order to
include more information related to value concepts and
organisational modelling, becoming requirements
elicitation better informative to all involved stakeholders.
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B7*C,"*#3’)(1 "(+*1"+&’5$*
!
[ $!.$3’#$!&$#!/$&4’<1!<*44$1;*#.’#2!&*!.’33$4$#&!

3-<$&1!*3!&?$!-+’2#/$#&!4$+-&’*#1?’;F!7#!*4.$4!&*!
3-<’+’&-&$!&?$!/$&4’<1!.$3’#’&’*#!&*!G-4’*:1!/*.$+1(!P$!
;4*<$$.!’#!&P*!1&$;1!6B8!&?$!.$3’#’&’*#!*3!&?$!/$&4’<1!-&!
-!2$#$4’<!+$G$+!-#.!6D8!&?$’4!-.-;&-&’*#!&*!1;$<’3’<!
/*.$+1F!U?$!1;$<’3’<!/$&4’<1!-++*P!&*!<-+<:+-&$!G-+:$1!
.$&$4/’#’#2!’#!-!;-4&’<:+-4!;4*Q$<&(!-&!-!;-4&’<:+-4!
’#1&-#&!’#!P?’<?!$I&$#&!=>!-#.!70!-4$!-+’2#$.!-1!1?*P#!
’#!H’2:4$!DF!

!
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Figure 1.Schem a ofourco-evolution approach
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!
U?$!2$#$4’<!/$&4’<1!-4$!.$3’#$.!9$&P$$#!<*#1&4:<&1!

*3!/$&-N/*.$+1!’#1;’4$.!34*/!6-8!&?$!=:#2$N[ -#.N
[ $9$4!6=[ [ 8!*#&*+*25!ABZC(!AB]C!-#.!698!&?$!0*33$4N
[ -#.!60[ 8!*#&*+*25!AB̂ CF!U?$1$!&P*!*#&*+*2’$1!-4$!
-.-;&-&’*#1!*3!=:#2$\1!*#&*+*25!ADJC(!ADBCF!U?$5!
4$1;$<&’G$+5!4$;4$1$#&!&?$!151&$/!-#.!&?$!9:1’#$11F!

U-9+$! B! 1://-4’a$1! &?$! <*#1&4:<&1! :1$.! -1!
<*/;*#$#&1!*3!&?$!3’&!4$+-&’*#1?’;F!

Constructs getfrom
the ontologies Definition

Class
A Class is a setofthings thatcan be defined via their
possessing a single com m on property.

Property A Propertycharacterises a class

State
A state is correspondsto the setofvaluesofall
attribute functions ofa class

Unstable state An unstable state is a state thatm ustchange

Stable State
A stable state isa state thatcan onlychange asa
resultofan action ofsom ething outside the dom ain

Law A law is a function from the setofstates to itself

Constructs
peculiarto
the system

Event
An eventis an ordered pairofstates,where one state
precedesa transform ation and the othersucceedsthe
transform ation

Actor
An actorisa classthattakesactions in response to
theirstate changes

Resource A resource isa class thattakes no furtheraction

Process
A processis a sequence ofunstable states leading to
a stable state,the goal.

Goal A goalisa setofstable states

Activities
An activityis a state transitionscaused by
transform ation

Constructs
com m on to
the system
and the
business

Constructs
peculiarto
the business

!
Table 1.M ain constructs used to representthe
system and the business atthe generic level

UP*!&5;$1!*3!+’#R1(!#-/$+5!./G6!-#.!%"G%"6"#$6(!
?-G$!9$$#!’.$#&’3’$.!’#!*4.$4!&*!$1&-9+’1?!-!<*#1&4:<&!
<*44$1;*#.$#<$!-<4*11!&?$!<*#1&4:<&1!*3!&?$!0[ !-#.!
=[ [ !/$&-N/*.$+1F!U?$!3*4/$4!+’#R!$I;4$11$1!$@:-+’&5!
9$&P$$#!0[ !-#.!=[ [ !’.$#&’<-+!<*#1&4:<&1F!U?$!+-&&$4!
1;$<’3’$1!&?-&!-!=[ [ !<*#1&4:<&!?-1!-#!’/;-<&!*#!-!0[ !
<*#1&4:<&F!U?:1(!&P*!<*#1&4:<&1!*3!-!.’33$4$#&!#-&:4$(!
3*4!$I-/;+$!-!=[ [ !<+-11!-#.!-!0[ !;4*;$4&5!*4!-!
=[ [ !$G$#&!-#.!-!0[ !-<&’G’&5!<-#!9$!+’#R$.!&?4*:2?!-!
%"G%"6"#$6!+’#RF!

U?$!/$&4’<1!-&!-!2$#$4’<!+$G$+!-4$!.$3’#$.!34*/!&?$!
<*#1&4:<&1!*3!&?$1$!/$&-N/*.$+1!-#.!&?$1$!+’#R1F!!

!
U?$!2$#$4-&’*#!*3!&?$!1;$<’3’<!-+’2#/$#&!/$&4’<1!

34*/!&?$!2$#$4’<!/$&4’<1!4$+’$1!*#!6’8!&?$!$1&-9+’1?/$#&!
*3!&?$!4$+-&’*#1?’;!9$&P$$#!<*#1&4:<&1!*3!&?$!<?*1$#!

9:1’#$11!/*.$+!64$1;$<&’G$+5!151&$/!/*.$+8!P’&?!&?*1$!
*3!&?$!0[ !64$1;$<&’G$+5!=[ [ 8!/$&-N/*.$+!-#.!6’’8!&?$!
-.-;&-&’*#!*3!&?$!2$#$4’<!/$&4’<1F!

U?$4$!-4$!-!#:/9$4!*3!-.G-#&-2$1!*3!;4*<$$.’#2!’#!
&?’1!P-5(!6B8!&?$!2$#$4’<!/$&4’<1!-4$!9-1$.!*#!-!1*+’.!
&?$*4$&’<-+!24*:#.!;4*G’.$.!95!&?$!=:#2$\1!*#&*+*25!
6D8!&?$!2$#$4’<!/$&4’<1!1$4G$!-1!-!2:’.$!&*!.$3’#$!&?$!
1;$<’3’<!*#$1M!&?$!+-&&$4!-4$!Q:1&!-!1;$<’-+’1-&’*#!*3!&?$!
3*4/$4(!6E8!&?$!;4*<$11!*3!;4*.:<’#2!&?$!1;$<’3’<!
/$&4’<1!’1!$-1’$4!-#.!+$11!$44*4!;4*#$!-#.(!6L8!1;$<’3’<!
1$&1!*3!-+’2#/$#&!/$&4’<1!-4$!<*#1’1&$#&!P’&?!$-<?!*&?$4!
-1!&?$5!-4$!2$#$4-&$.!34*/!&?$!1-/$!/*:+.!-#.!&?’1!
3-<’+’&-&$1!<*/;-4’1*#1!-<4*11!/$&?*.1F!

U?$!4$1&!*3!&?$!1$<&’*#!1:<<$11’G$+5!;4$1$#&1!&?$!&$#!
/$&4’<1F!

!
B767*< ="&=’">*9?*+,"*#3’)(1 "(+*1 "#$%&"1 "(+*
$0$+"1 *

!
7#!*4.$4!&*!1&4:<&:4$!&?$!1$&!*3!&?$!/$&4’<1(!P$!:1$!

&?$! )-G-#*! -#.! S <)-++! 34-/$P*4R! ADDCF! U?’1!
34-/$P*4R!*3!1*3&P-4$!@:-+’&5!/$-1:4$1!<*/;4’1$1!
&?4$$!+$G$+1(!,/)$-%63&)%0$"%0/&-#.&."$%0)6F!H-<&*41!-4$!
<?-4-<&$4’1&’<1!&?-&!<-#!9$!-;;4$<’-&$.!*#!-#!$I&$4#-+!
;*’#&!*3!G’$PF!U?$5!<-#!9$!:1$.!-1!-#!-’.!’#!1;$<’35’#2!
1*3&P-4$!@:-+’&5!*9Q$<&’G$1F!U?$1$!?’2?!+$G$+!3-<&*41!-4$!
&?$#!94*R$#!.*P#!’#&*!<4’&$4’-!&?-&!-4$!/*4$!1*3&P-4$!
.’4$<&$.F!)4’&$4’-!<*44$1;*#.!&*!;4*.:<&!<?-4-<&$4’1&’<1!
-#.! 4$;4$1$#&! ’#&$4#-+! -#.! &$<?#’<-+! G’$P;*’#&1F!
S $&4’<1!-++*P!&*!/$-1:4$!-!<4’&$4’*#F!U?$!)-G-#*!-#.!
S <)-++!34-/$P*4R!’1!-!4$3$4$#<$!’#!&?$!.*/-’#!*3!&?$!
1*3&P-4$!@:-+’&5!/$-1:4$!-#.!?-1!’#1;’4$.!-!#:/9$4!*3!
*&?$4!34-/$P*4R1!-1!&?*1$!*3!=*$?/!ADEC(!&?$!70T!
@:-+’&5!1&-#.-4.!ADLCb!

7#!*:4!34-/$P*4R(!P$!’.$#&’35!3*:4!3-<&*41!-+*#2!
P?’<?!&?$!-+’2#/$#&!<-#!9$!/$-1:4$.!#-/$+5(!&?$!
0#$"#$0-#/@& ,/)$-%(! &?$! 0#,-%./$0-#/@& ,/)$-%3& $*"&
,2#)$0-#/@&,/)$-%3!-#.!&?$!’J#/.0)&,/)$-%F!U?$1$!
3-<&*41!4$3+$<&!&?$!3*:4!;$41;$<&’G$1!&?-&!?-G$!9$$#!
4$;*4&$.!’#!70!+’&$4-&:4$(!#-/$+5(!&?$!?*+’1&’<!G’$P!
94*:2?&!95!&?$!2*-+N-<&*4N4$1*:4<$N;4*<$11!;$41;$<&’G$c!
&?$!’#3*4/-&’*#!;$41;$<&’G$c!&?$!3:#<&’*#-+!;$41;$<&’G$c!
-#.!&?$!.5#-/’<!;$41;$<&’G$F!U?$5!<-#!9$!:1$.!&*!-’.!
’#!1;$<’35’#2!-+’2#/$#&!*9Q$<&’G$1F!%-<?!3-<&*4!?-1!
-11*<’-&$.! )%0$"%0/! <*44$1;*#.’#2! &*! -+’2#/$#&!
<?-4-<&$4’1&’<1F!U?$5&-4$!’#!&:4#(!4$+-&$.!&*!."$%0)6!&?-&!
-++*P! &?$! -<&:-+! <*/;:&-&’*#! *3! &?$! .$24$$! *3!
-+’2#/$#&F!!

U-9+$! D! 1:/1! :;! *:4! -+’2#/$#&!/$-1:4$/$#&!
151&$/F!"1!1?*P#!’#!&?$!&-9+$!’&!<*/;4’1$1!&$#!<4’&$4’-!
-#.!&$#!/$&4’<1!24*:;$.!-+*#2!&?$!3*:4!’.$#&’3’$.!
3-<&*41F!
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Factors Criteria M etrics

SupportRatio Activityrepresentation count

GoalSatisfaction G oalm apping count
ActorPresence Actorm apping count

Resource Presence Resource m apping count

Inform ation Com pleteness
Business /System class

m apping count

Inform ation Accuracy
Business/System state

m apping count

Activity Com pleteness
Business /System class

m apping count

ActivityAccuracy
Business/System state

m apping count

System Reliability Law m apping count

Dynam icRealism Path m apping count

IntentionalFit

Inform ationalFit

FunctionalFit

Dynam icFit
!

Table 2.Fram ew ork ofalignm entm etrics

7#!&?$!4$1&!*3!&?’1!1$<&’*#(!P$!.$1<4’9$!’#!.$&-’+!&?$!
3-<&*41(!<4’&$4’-!-#.!/$&4’<1F!

!
B7;7*C,"*’(+"(+’9(#3*?#5+9&*

!
"+*#2!&?$!’#&$#&’*#-+!.’/$#1’*#(!&?$!*9Q$<&’G$!’1!&*!

/$-1:4$!&*!P?’<?!$I&$#&!&?$!151&$/!’1!/$$&’#2!&?$!
9:1’#$11!4$@:’4$/$#&1F!U?’1!’1!-<?’$G$.!95!;4*G’.’#2!
3*:4! <4’&$4’-! -11*<’-&$.! &*! &?$! 0#$"#$0-#/@& ,/)$-%!
.$-+’#2(!4$1;$<&’G$+5(!P’&?!&?$!9:1’#$11!-<&’G’&5!-#.!&?$!
2*-+!1:;;*4&(!-#.!&?$!-<&*4!-#.!4$1*:4<$!4$;4$1$#&-&’*#F!!

!
B7;767*/%AA9&+*&#+’97!?*"&62GG-%$&%/$0-(!1’/’+-4!&*!

&?$! &$<?#*+*2’<-+! <*G$4-2$! <4’&$4’*#! .$3’#$.! 95!
=*.?:’#!ADOC!’1!&?$!$I&$#&!&*!P?’<?!9:1’#$11!-<&’G’&’$1!
-4$!1:;;*4&$.!95!&?$!151&$/F!U?$!?’2?$4!&?’1!4-&’*!’1(!
&?$!/*4$!-:&*/-&$.!&?$!-<&’G’&’$1!-4$F!)*#G$41$+5(!-!
+*P!1:;;*4&!4-&’*!$I;4$11$1!&?-&!-!+-42$!#:/9$4!*3!
9:1’#$11!-<&’G’&’$1!-4$!/-#:-++5!<-44’$.!*:&F!7#!*4.$4!&*!
4-’1$!&?’1!4-&’*!’&!’1!#$<$11-45!&*!-:&*/-&$!1*/$!
-<&’G’&’$1!-#.!&?:1(!&*!’#&4*.:<$!’#!&?$!151&$/!#$P!
<+-11$1(!;4*;$4&’$1(!+-P1(!$G$#&1!&*!1:;;*4&!&?$1$!
9:1’#$11!-<&’G’&’$1F!

!
B7;7;7*D9#3*$#+’$?#5+’9(7*)+$-4+5(!$G-+:-&’#2!&*!

P?’<?!.$24$$!&?$!151&$/!/$$&1!&?$!9:1’#$11!2*-+1!’1!-#!
$11$#&’-+!;-4&!*3!&?$!-+’2#/$#&!/$-1:4$/$#&F!!

U?$!L-/@&6/$06,/)$0-#!)%0$"%0-#!’1!;4*;*1$.!&*!
/$-1:4$!&?$!$I&$#&!&*!P?’<?!2*-+1!-4$!1:;;*4&$.!95!&?$!
1*3&P-4$! 151&$/F! U?$! L-/@& 6/$06,/)$0-#! ."$%0)& ’1!
.$3’#$.!-1!&?$!4-&’*!*3!2*-+1!3*4!P?’<?!$-<?!1&-&$!./G6&
-!151&$/!1&-&$F!"!+*P!2*-+!1-&’13-<&’*#!4-&’*!’#.’<-&$1!
&?-&!-!#:/9$4!*3!2*-+1!<-##*&!9$!-<?’$G$.!P’&?!&?$!:1$!
*3!&?$!151&$/F!T#!&?$!<*#&4-45(!-!?’2?!4-&’*!1?*P1!&?-&!
&?$!151&$/!3’&1!&?$!#$$.!3*4!9:1’#$11!2*-+!1-&’13-<&’*#F!

!
B7;7B7*25+9&*A&"$"(5"7*"#!-<&*4!’1!-!<+-11!&?-&!

&4’22$41!-!1&-&$!&4-#1’&’*#!*#!-#*&?$4!<+-11F!H*4!$I-/;+$(!
-!<+’$#&!&?-&!/-R$1!-#!*4.$4!’#!-!<-1$!*3!-#!$N<*//$4<$!
-;;+’<-&’*#!*#!&?$!7#&$4#$&!’1!-#!/)$-%F!7&!;4*G*R$1!&?$!

<4$-&’*#!*3!-#!*4.$4!6-#.!&?:1!-!1&-&$!<?-#2$!*3!&?$!
<+-11!*4.$48F!d*P$G$4(!1*/$!*3!’&1!;4*;$4&’$1!<-#!9$!
:1$.!’#!-#*&?$4!;4*<$11!-1!3*4!$I-/;+$(!?’1X?$4!-..4$11!
3*4!.$+’G$45F!7&!1$$/1!’/;*4&-#&!&*!<?$<R!&?-&!9:1’#$11!
-<&*41!-4$!;4$1$#&!’#!&?$!151&$/!’#!*4.$4!6B8!&*!&4’22$4!
1&-&$!&4-#1’&’*#1!-#.!6D8!&*!;$4/’&!&?$!:1$!*3!&?$’4!
;4*;$4&’$1!’#!&?$!151&$/F!U?’1!’1!&?$!4*+$!*3!&?$!/)$-%&
G%"6"#)"&)%0$"%0-#H&7&!<-+<:+-&$1!&?$!;4*;*4&’*#!*3!
9:1’#$11!-<&*41!&?-&!./G6!-!151&$/!<+-11!<*/;-4$.!&*!
&?$!&*&-+!#:/9$4!*3!9:1’#$11!-<&*41F!

"!+*P!G-+:$!*3!&?’1!<4’&$4’*#!/$-#1!&?-&!&?$!<-:1$1!
*3!1*/$!1&-&$!&4-#1’&’*#1!-4$!#*&!&?$!1-/$!’#!&?$!
9:1’#$11!-#.!’#!&?$!151&$/F!7#!*4.$4!&*!’#<4$-1$!’&1!
G-+:$(!’&!’1!;*11’9+$!6’8!&*!4$/*G$!&?$!9:1’#$11!-<&*4!
P?*!’1!#*&!;4$1$#&!’#!&?$!151&$/!’3!&?$!<?$<R!
.$/*#1&4-&$1!&?-&!?$!.*$1!;+-5!-!1’2#’3’<-#&!4*+$!’#!&?$!
9:1’#$11!;4*<$11!*4(!6’’8!&*!’#&4*.:<$!&?$!-<&*4!’#!&?$!
151&$/F!!

!
B7;7E*F"$9%&5"*A&"$"(5"7*,$1*:4<$1!-4$!<+-11$1!&?-&!

-4$!:1$.!.:4’#2!-#!-<&’G’&5!9:&*.*!#*&!&-R$!-<&’*#F!H*4!
$I-/;+$(!’#!-#!"US !;4*Q$<&(!-!<4$.’&!<-4.!’1!-!9:1’#$11!
4$1*:4<$F!7#!*4.$4!&*!/$/*4’a$!1*/$!;4*;$4&’$1!*3!&?$!
<-4.!1:<?!-1!&?$!<4$.’&!<-4.!#:/9$4!-#.!&?$!G-+’.’&5!
.-&$!’&!’1!#$<$11-45!&*!?-G$!-!<+-11!’#!&?$!151&$/(!P?’<?!
<*44$1;*#.1!&*!&?$!<4$.’&!<-4.!4$1*:4<$F!U?$!%"6-2%)"&
G%"6"#)"&)%0$"%0-#!<*/;-4$1!&?$!#:/9$4!*3!4$1*:4<$1!
&?-&!/-;!-!151&$/!<+-11!&*!&?$!&*&-+!#:/9$4!*3!9:1’#$11!
4$1*:4<$1F!

"! +*P! G-+:$! 1?*P1! &?-&! #:/$4*:1! 9:1’#$11!
4$1*:4<$1!-4$!#*&!1:;;*4&$.!95!&?$!151&$/F!U?’1!/$-#1!
&?-&!$’&?$4!1*/$!4$1*:4<$1!;+-5!-!4*+$!’#!&?$!9:1’#$11!
P?’<?!.*$1!#*&!#$$.!&*!9$!R#*P#!95!&?$!151&$/!*4!&?-&!
&?$!<*44$1;*#.$#<$!*3!1*/$!*3!&?$/!’#!&?$!151&$/!’1!
/’11’#2F!7#!<*#&4-1&(!-!?’2?!G-+:$!.$/*#1&4-&$1!&?-&!&?$!
/-Q*4’&5!*3!&?$!9:1’#$11!4$1*:4<$1!-4$!R#*P#!95!&?$!
151&$/F!V*!’#.’<-&’*#!’1!2’G$#!4$+-&’G$+5!&*!&?$!P-5!
&?$5!-4$!:1$.F!

!
B7B*8(?9&1 #+’9(#3*?#5+9&*

!
U?$!0#$"#$0-#/@&,/)$-%!-#.!’&1!4$+-&$.!<4’&$4’-!.$3’#$.!

-9*G$!-4$!3*<:1’#2!*#!&?$!$G-+:-&’*#!*3!&?$!.$24$$!&*!
P?’<?!9:1’#$11!-<&’G’&’$1!-4$!1:;;*4&$.!95!&?$!151&$/!
-#.!&?$!$I&$#&!&*!P?’<?!&?$!151&$/!-++*P1!9:1’#$11!
4$@:’4$/$#&1! 3:+3’+/$#&F! U?$! 0#,-%./$0-#/@& ,/)$-%&
P?’<?!P$&<*#1’.$4!#*P(&<*/;+$/$#&1!&?$!3*4/$4!95!-!
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#:/9$4!*3!$+$/$#&1!<*#&-’#$.!’#!09F!
N %1!9$!&?$!1$&!*3!151&$/!$G$#&1!!
N 09

4!9$!&?$!1$&!*3!9:1’#$11!1$<&’*#1!3*4!P?’<?!’&!$I’1&1!
$G$#&!4$;4$1$#&’#2!&?$/c!!
! 09

4!j!k1(!1! !09!l! !$! !%1! !$! !1m!-#.!<-4.609
48!j!

#:/9$4!*3!$+$/$#&1!<*#&-’#$.!’#!09
4!

04!j!<-4.609
48!X!<-4.!6098!

!
U?$!#’#$!*&?$4!/$&4’<1!<-#!9$!3*:#.!’#!ADZCF!
!
U-9+$!E!1:/1!:;!&?$!&$#!1;$<’3’<!<4’&$4’-!-#.!

/$&4’<1F!
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Criteria M AP constructs UM L constructs Com m ents
SupportRatio Section Event Num berofsections represented by events /num berofsections

G oalSatisfaction Intention State
Num ber ofintentions for which each state m aps a state in the system /
Num berofintentions

ActorPresence Actor Class
Num berofbusiness actors m apping a system class /Num berofbusiness
actors

Resource Presence Resource Class
Num ber of business resources m apping a system class / Num ber of
business resources

Inform ation Com pleteness Object Class
Num berofbusiness objects m apping system class /Num berofbusiness
objects

Inform ation Accuracy State State
Num ber of business states m apping to system states / Num ber of
business states

Activity Com pleteness Object Class Sam e as Inform ation Com pleteness butforone given section

ActivityAccuracy State State Sam e as Inform ation Accuracy butforone given section

System Reliability Law State
Num ber ofbusiness laws forwhich each business state m aps a system
state and the transform ation between business states are possible
between system states/Num berofbusiness laws

Dynam ic Realism Path State
the succession of these system states is possible /Num ber of possible
paths !

Table 3.Specific m etrics form easuring business/system fitm odelled in M AP and UM L term s
!

H7*833%$+&#+’()*+,"*%$"*9?*1 "+&’5$*?9&*#*,9+"3*
&991*499M’()*$0$+"1 *

!
7#!&?’1!1$<&’*#(!P$!’++:1&4-&$!&?$!:1-2$!*3!&?$!1;$<’3’<!

3’&#$11!/$-1:4$/$#&!151&$/!’#!-!?*&$+!4**/!9**R’#2!
<-1$!1&:.5F!U?’1!$I-/;+$!’1!-!+-42$+5!:1$.!-#.!
4$<*2#’1$.!&$I&9**R!<-1$F!d*P$G$4(!*:4!-;;4*-<?!?-1!
9$$#!:1$.!*#!’#.:1&4’-+!;4*Q$<&!-1!.$1<4’9$.!’#!ADZC!

!
H767*<="&=’">*9?*+,"*5#$"@$+%:0*

!
U?$!$I-/;+$!;4$1$#&$.!’#!&?’1!1$<&’*#!’1!;-4&’-++5!

3’<&’*#1F!‘$&!-11:/$!&?-&!1$G$4-+!1/-++!?*&$+1!/-.$!&?$!
.$<’1’*#(!1$G$4-+!5$-41!-2*(!&*!9$<*/$!;-4&#$41!’#!*4.$4!
&*!&45!&*!4$1’1&!&*!&?$!<*/;$&’&’*#!P’&?!’#&$4#-&’*#-+!
?*&$+!<?-’#1F!U?’1!;-4&#$41?’;!+$.!&*!&?$!<*#1&4:<&’*#!*3!
9:1’#$11! ;4*<$11$1! -#.! -#! -11*<’-&$.! 70! 1:;;*4&!
151&$/F! 0&-R$?*+.$41! P-#&! &*! -#-+51$! &?$! -<&:-+!
1’&:-&’*#!’#!*4.$4!&*!:#.$41&-#.!P?5!&?$’4!;$43*4/-#<$!
’1! #*&! -1! 2**.! -1! &?$5!$I;$<&F![ $!1:22$1&!&*!
@:-#&’&-&’G$+5!$G-+:-&$!&?$!-+’2#/$#&!9$&P$$#!&?$’4!
9:1’#$11!-#.!70F!!

U?$!9:1’#$11!;4*<$11!’1!.’G’.$.!’#&*!&P*!;-4&1!
<*44$1;*#.’#2!&*!6’8!&?$!<4$-&’*#!-#.!&?$!/-#-2$/$#&!
*3!&?$!;4*.:<&!+’1&!-#.!6’’8!&?$!/-#-2$/$#&!*3!&?$!4**/!
9**R’#2!<*#&4-<&1F!!

U?$1$!*9Q$<&’G$1!-4$!4$3+$<&$.!’#!&?$!/-;!;4$1$#&$.!
’#!H’2:4$!LF!U?$!/-;!<*/;4’1$1!&P*!’#&$#&’*#1M!WU,,"%&
8%-’2)$Y!-#.!WO /#/L"&<--K0#L&)-#$%/)$6YF!U?$4$!-4$!
-!#:/9$4!*3!1&4-&$2’$1!-11*<’-&$.!P’&?!$-<?!*3!&?$1$!
&P*!’#&$#&’*#1(!;-4&’<:+-4+5!P’&?!&?$!WO /#/L"&<--K0#L&
)-#$%/)$6VH& U?$! W<J& -,,"%0#L& <--K0#L& ,/)0@0$0"6V!
1&4-&$25!3*4!$I-/;+$(!’1!-!<+:1&$4!1?*P’#2!&?-&!9**R’#2!
<-#!9$!.*#$!*#!&?$!1;*&!*4!&?4*:2?!-#!-2$#<5F!U?$!
;4*<$11!&$4/’#-&$1!6’8!P’&?!-!;4*.:<&!4$/*G-+!*4!6’’8!&?$!

;-5/$#&! -#.! &?$! ;4*.:<&! 6$G$#&:-++5! ;-4&’-+8!
<*#1:/;&’*#!*4!6’’’8!&?$!<-#<$++-&’*#!*3!&?$!9**R’#2F!

On the spotstrategy

Start

Stop

O ffer
Product M anage

Booking
Contracts

Bycataloging

Bya third party

Bycancellation

Byproduct
consum ption

By rem oving
productfrom
list

C1

C2

C3

C5

C6

C4

Byresource
changes

Bypartial
consum ption

C7

Byoffering
booking facilities

Bypaym ent

C8

!
Figure 4. The room booking business as a
m ap

!
7#!*4.$4!&*!2$&!-!<*/;+$&$!:#.$41&-#.’#2!*3!9:1’#$11!

’#&$#&’*#1!-#.!1&4-&$2’$1(!’&!P-1!#$<$11-45!.*!4$3’#$!-!
#:/9$4!*3!1$<&’*#1!*3!&?$!-9*G$!/-;F!7#!&*&-+(!&?$4$!-4$!
3’G$!/-;1!*42-#’1$.!-&!&P*!+$G$+1!*3!-91&4-<&’*#F!U?$!
<*/;+$&$!1;$<’3’<-&’*#!*3!&?$!9:1’#$11!’#<+:.$1!Ê !
1$<&’*#1(!E!-<&*41!6&?$!?*&$+!R$$;$4(!&?$!-2$#&!-#.!&?$!
<+’$#&8(!]!*9Q$<&1!6d*&$+(!,**/!"G-’+-9’+’&5(!n$/-#.(!
=**R’#2(! ,$1*4&(! ,**/(! U$/;*4-+od*&$+o)+*1’#2(!
U$/;*4-+o,$1*4&o)+*1’#28!-#.!DE!1&-&$1F!

!
H7;7*!"#$%&’()*+,"*#3’)(1 "(+*

!
H4*/!&?$!/*.$+1!*3!&?$!9:1’#$11!-#.!&?*1$!*3!&?$!
151&$/(!P$!’.$#&’3’$.!$-<?!’#1&-#<$!*3!&?$!<*#<$;&1!
’#G*+G$.!’#!&?$!.’33$4$#&!/$&4’<1F!U?:1(!3*4!$I-/;+$(!
e<+’$#&\!-#.!e9**R’#2\!-4$!S -;!9:1’#$11!*9Q$<&1(!
W/-#-2$! 9**R’#2! <*#&4-<&1! 95! *33$4’#2! 9**R’#2!
3-<’+’&’$1Y!’1!-#!-<&’G’&5F![ $!;4*<$$.$.!’#!&?’1!P-5!3*4!
-++!$+$/$#&1F!"1!-!4$1:+&(!&?$!;4*<$11!’1!<*/;*1$.!*3!
-<&’G’&’$1c!2*-+1!-4$!.$3’#$.!’#!&$4/1!*3!*9Q$<&1!1&-&$1(!
$&<b! U?$!/$&4’<1!<-#!&?$#!9$!-;;+’$.!9-1$.!*#!&?$’4!
.$3’#’&’*#1F! H*4! ’#1&-#<$(! 3*4! &?$! ’#3*4/-&’*#!
<*/;+$&$#$11!/$&4’<(!P$!<*:#&!&?$!&*&-+!#:/9$4!*3!
9:1’#$11!*9Q$<&1!-#.!<*/;-4$!’&!&*!&?$!9:1’#$11!*9Q$<&1!
./GG0#L!-!151&$/!<+-11F!7#!*:4!<-1$!1&:.5(!&?$4$!-4$!]!
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9:1’#$11!*9Q$<&1F!d*P$G$4(!*#+5!3*:4!./G6!-!151&$/!
<+-11F!7#.$$.(!e,$1*4&\!-#.!e,**/\!-4$!/-#-2$.!’#!&?$!
9:1’#$11!-1!9:1’#$11!*9Q$<&1!-#.!-4$!<*#1’.$4$.!’#!&?$!
151&$/! -1! ?*&$+! ;4*;$4&’$1! -#.! #*&! -1! <+-11$1F!
H:4&?$4/*4$(!&?$!151&$/!.*$1!#*&!?-#.+$!&$/;*4-+!
<+*1’#2F! "1! -! <*#1$@:$#<$(! &?$! ’#3*4/-&’*#!
<*/;+$&$#$11!$@:-+1!LX]F!!
T#!&?$!Ê !1$<&’*#1!*3!&?$!/-;1!*#+5!ED!-4$!%"G%"6"#$"’!
95!151&$/!$G$#&1F!7#.$$.(!&?$!151&$/!.*$1!#*&!/-R$!
.’1&’#<&’*#!9$&P$$#!&$/;*4-+!-#.!.$3’#’&’G$!<+*1’#2F!7&!
.*$1! #*&! /-#-2$! 4**/! -#.! 4$1*4&! <4$-&’*#! *4!
/*.’3’<-&’*#!-#.!1*!*#F!U?$!1:;;*4&!4-&$!&?:1!$@:-+1!
EDXÊ F!!
H:4&?$4/*4$(!1*/$!9:1’#$11!1&-&$1!.*!#*&!./G!-#5!
151&$/!1&-&$!-1!&?$!1&-&$1!e;-4&’-++5!<*#1:/$.\!3*4!&?$!
9**R’#2F! U?’1! ’/;-<&1! 1$G$4-+! <4’&$4’-! -1! &?$!
7#3*4/-&’*#!"<<:4-<5!*4!&?$!n5#-/’<!,$-+’1/F!"!
.$&-’+$.!1&:.5!*3!&?’1!+-&&$4!-++*P1!&*!4$-+’1$!&?-&!*#+5!
D̂ !-/*#2!&?$!OB!9:1’#$11!;4*<$11$1!-4$!’/;+$/$#&$.!
’#!&?$!151&$/F!"!1’/’+-4!-;;4*-<?!’1!:1$.!&*!<-+<:+-&$!
&?$!*&?$4!G-+:$1!*3!U-9+$!LF!!

!
U-9+$!L!;4$1$#&1!&?$!&$#!/$-1:4$1!6#*&’<$!&?-&!3*4!

1-R$!*3!1;-<$(!&?$!/$&4’<1!*3!&?$!3:#<&’*#-+!3-<&*4!?-G$!
9$$#!<-+<:+-&$.!*#+5!3*4!&?$!9**R’#2!<4$-&’*#!-<&’G’&58F!

Criteria M easure
SupportRatio 0,82 (32/39)

G oalSatisfaction 0,5 (3/6)
ActorPresence 1 (3/3)

Resource Presence 0,6 (3/5)
Inform ation Com pleteness 0,5 (4/8)
Inform ation Accuracy 0,65 (15/23)
Activity Com pleteness 1 (3/3)
Activity Accuracy 1 (5/5)
System Reliability 0,70 (19/27)
Dynam ic Realism 0,57 (29/51)!

Table 4.Alignm entm easures
!
"!2+*9-+!1&:.5!*3!U-9+$!L!1?*P1!&?-&!&?$!70!-#.!&?$!

9:1’#$11!-4$!#*&!;$43$<&+5!-+’2#$.!-1!1*/$!/$-1:4$1!-4$!
’#3$4’*4!&*!BF!U?$!1:;;*4&!4-&’*!’1!4$+-&’G$+5!?’2?!P’&?!
-9*:&!]Dp !*3!&?$!9:1’#$11!-<&’G’&5!9$’#2!1:;;*4&$.!95!
&?$!151&$/F!d*P$G$4(!*&?$4!/$-1:4$1!-++*P!&*!4$3’#$!
&?’1!G’$PF!U?$!2*-+!1-&’13-<&’*#!/$-1:4$!’1!J(O!-1!P$++!
-1!&?$!’#3*4/-&’*#!<*/;+$&$#$11F!!

0&-R$?*+.$41!?-G$!&*!&-R$!<*44$<&’G$!-<&’*#1!’#!*4.$4!
&*!4-’1$!&?$!;4*;*4&’*#!*3!1-&’13’$.!2*-+1F!U?$!2*-+!
1-&’13-<&’*#!/$&4’<!4$+’$1!*#!1&-&$1!/-;;’#2F!U?:1(!&?$!
?’2?!#:/9$4!*3!9:1’#$11!*9Q$<&1!6-#.!&?:1!*3!9:1’#$11!
1&-&$18! #*&! 1:;;*4&$.! 95! &?$! 151&$/! <-#! 9$! -#!
$I;+-#-&’*#!&*!&?$!+*P!G-+:$!*3!&?$!2*-+!1-&’13-<&’*#!
<4’&$4’*#F!)*44$<&’G$!-<&’*#1!/:1&!&?:1!3’41&!<*#<$4#!
*9Q$<&1!/-;;’#2F!!

"#!-#-+51’1!*3!&?$!-+’2#/$#&!4$+-&$.!&*!&?$!;4*.:<&!
+’1&!1?*P1!&?-&!&?$!9:1’#$11!*9Q$<&!e,$1*4&\!.*$1!#*&!

$I’1&!’#!&?$!151&$/!-1!-!<+-11F!7&!’1!<*#1’.$4$.!-1!-!
;4*;$4&5!*3!-!?*&$+F!U?’1!1*+:&’*#!’1!1:33’<’$#&!&*!1$-4<?!
?*&$+1!-<<*4.’#2!&*!&?$!<+’$#&!.$1&’#-&’*#F!d*P$G$4!
;4*9+$/1!*<<:44$.!’#!1’&:-&’*#1!*3!;-4&’-+!<+*1:4$1!*3!
?*&$+1F!!

U?$4$!’1!-#!’#<*#1’1&$#<5!9$&P$$#!&?$!<*#<4$&$!
<*#<$;&!*3!-!4**/!-#.!’&1!4$;4$1$#&-&’*#!’#!&?$!
’#3*4/-&’*#!151&$/F!,**/1!$I’1&!’#!&?$!151&$/!*#+5!
&?4*:2?!&?$’4!&*&-+!#:/9$4!3*4!-!2’G$#!?*&$+F!7#!&?$!
9:1’#$11(!4**/1!-4$!<*#1’.$4$.!-1!*9Q$<&1F!U?’1!2-;!
2$#$4-&$1!.’33’<:+&’$1!’#!&?$!4**/!<4$-&’*#!*4!<+*1:4$F!
H:4&?$4/*4$(!&?$!151&$/!’#<+:.$1!&?$!<+-11!e?*&$+\!9:&!
.*$1!#*&!/$/*4’1$!&$/;*4-+!?*&$+!<+*1:4$!&?-&!’&!
<*#1’.$41!-1!.$3’#’&’G$!<+*1:4$!3*++*P$.!95!*;$#’#2F!!

U?$!2*-+!<*44$1;*#.’#2!&*!&?$!;4*.:<&1!/-#-2$/$#&!
<-#!&?:1!#*&!9$!1-&’13’$.F!

"!1’/’+-4!-#-+51’1!1?*P1!&?-&!9**R’#2!/*.’3’<-&’*#!
’#’&’-&$.!95!-#!-2$#&!*4!-!?*&$+!R$$;$4!’1!#*&!;*11’9+$!’#!
&?$! 151&$/F! U?’1! ?-1! 4$;$4<:11’*#! *#! &?$! 2*-+1!
1-&’13-<&’*#F!!

7#!*4.$4!&*!4-’1$!&?$!G-+:$!*3!&?$!’#3*4/-&’*#!
<*/;+$&$#$11!<4’&$4’*#(!,**/!-#.!,$1*4&!-4$!-..$.!-1!
<+-11!’#!&?$!151&$/F!U?$!1&-&$1!e*;$#\(!e<+*1$.\!-#.!&?$!
;4*;$4&’$1! e#:/9$4! *3! 9$.1\(! e1-#’&-45\(! e<*/3*4&!
61/*R’#2X#*!1/*R’#28\!-4$!-11*<’-&$.!&*!&?$!<+-11!
e,**/\F! U?$! 1&-&$1! e*;$#\(! e&$/;*4-4’+5! <+*1$.\(!
e<+*1$.\!-#.!&?$!;4*;$4&’$1!e1;*4&!-<&’G’&’$1\(!e.’1&-#<$!
&*!&?$!/-’#!<’&5\!<?-4-<&$4’1$!&?$!e,$1*4&\!<+-11F!0:<?!
<*44$<&’G$!-<&’*#1!?-G$!-#!’/;-<&!*#!*&?$4!<4’&$4’-!-1!
’#3*4/-&’*#! -<<:4-<5(! 2*-+! 1-&’13-<&’*#(! .5#-/’<!
4$-+’1/b !

)-+<:+-&’*#1!*3!&?$!,2#)$0-#/@&,/)$-%!<4’&$4’-!?-G$!
9$$#!;$43*4/$.!3*4!&?$!9**R’#2!<4$-&’*#!-<&’G’&5F!H*4!
&?’1!-<&’G’&5(!$-<?!<+-11!64$1;$<&’G$+5!1&-&$8!./G6!-!<+-11!
64$1;$<&’G$+5!1&-&$8F!U?’1!-<&’G’&5!’1!&?:1!;4*;$4+5!
1:;;*4&$.!95!&?$!151&$/F!!

!

N7*I’$5%$$’9(*
!
U?$!:1$!*3!&?$!=[ [ !-#.!&?$!0[ !/$&-N/*.$+1!

-++*P1!&*!,-%./@@J!.$3’#$!-!3’&!/$-1:4$/$#&!151&$/F!
7#.$$.(!&?$!/$&4’<1!-4$!#*&!*#+5!$I;4$11$.!’#!#-&:4-+!
+-#2:-2$1!-1!3*4!$I-/;+$!’#!ADOC(!9:&!4$+5!*#!3*4/-+!
<*#<$;&1!-#.!+’#R1!&?-&!-4$!<+$-4+5!-#.!;4$<’1$+5!
.$3’#$.F!!

U?$!3’&!/$-1:4$/$#&!151&$/!’1!.$3’#$.!-&!-!L"#"%0)!
+$G$+F!0;$<’3’<!/$&4’<1!-4$!$-1’+5!2$#$4-&$.!3*4!&P*!
/*.$+1!4$;4$1$#&’#2!&?$!9:1’#$11!-#.!&?$!151&$/!
4$1;$<&’G$+5F!0:<?!-#!-;;4*-<?!-++*P1!&*!;4*G’.$!
.-’"@&/#’&G%-T")$&0#’"G"#’"#$!/$&4’<1F!!

S $-1:4$1!<-#!?$+;!4$+-&’#2!;4*9+$/1!P?’<?!-4$!3$+&!
’#!&?$!.-’+5!9:1’#$11!+’3$!&*!+-<R!*3!151&$/!1:;;*4&!-#.!
&?$#(!/-R’#2!.$<’1’*#1!&*!*G$4<*/$!&?$1$!;4*9+$/1F!
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U?$!."/62%"6&%"@J&-#&.-’"@6!-#.!&?:1!.$;$#.!*#!
&?$’4!;$4&’#$#<$!-#.!?*P!P$!<-#!&4:1&!&?$/F!U?$5!-++*P!
&*!’.$#&’35!/’13’&!;4*9+$/1!9$&P$$#!/*.$+1!-#.!#*&!
.’4$<&+5!9$&P$$#!&?$!9:1’#$11!-#.!&?$!151&$/F!7&!<-#!9$!
;$4&’#$#&!&*(!3’41&!*3!-++(!94’#2!:;!&*!.-&$!&?$!/*.$+1!’#!
*4.$4!&?$5!<*44$1;*#.!-1!;4$<’1$+5!-1!;*11’9+$!&*!&?$!
151&$/!*4!&?$!9:1’#$11F!

U?$!/$&4’<1!.$1<4’9$.!’#!&?’1!-4&’<+$!2’G$!-#!’/-2$!
*3!&?$!-+’2#/$#&!-&!-!2’G$#!;*’#&!*3!&’/$F!U?$5!?$+;!’#!
&?$!<?*’<$!*3!.$1’2#!*;&’*#(!*4!’#!.$&$4/’#’#2!P?$#!
<*44$<&’G$!-<&’*#1!-4$!#$<$11-45F!d*P$G$4(!&?$5!1?*:+.!
#-$! 9$! $*"& 2#012"& ’")060-#& )%0$"%0-#! *3! &?$!
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Abstract

The paradigm of goals has recently emerged in the

domain of requirements engineering (RE) in response to

the appeal to realign system design with organizational

context and rationale. While a number of frameworks

have proposed in literature to comprehend and

conceptualize goals within organizations, most of them

are grounded on one of the four primary aspects,

elicitation, negotiation, specification, and validation, as

defined in RE, and use different representations. This

paper suggests an alternate approach that incorporates the

elicitation and specification aspects of goal based models,
the ‘what’ (i.e., business activities) and ‘why’ (i.e., goals),

and a unified goal schema as a small step to bring RE

closer from inception to the final requirements product.

The potential contributions of our proposed model are

illustrated through a case study.

1. Introduction

By the early 1990’s, research in the field of

Requirements Engineering (RE) has been dominated by

two popular schools of thought, namely the goal and

process perspectives. In the former perspective, goals in

RE are emphasized as logical mechanisms for identifying,

organizing, and justifying software requirements [1].
Green [2] defined goals as requirements that describe

states to be achieved, maintained, or avoided by a system.

Prior to the introduction of goals, scholarship in RE,

being entrenched in the process perspective has focused

primarily on the ‘what features’, i.e., what are the

activities and events. With the introduction of goals, the

purview of RE expands to include the ‘why features’, i.e.,

why are systems constructed the way they are and what

are the motivation and rationale behind the requirements

used to construct these system [1].

The RE analytical process can be commonly classified
into four phases [4], namely elicitation, negotiation,

specification, and validation. Requirements elicitation

focuses on understanding the current organizational

situation and the need for change. Requirements

negotiation establishes an agreement on the requirements

of the system among various stakeholders involved in the

process. Requirements specification maps real-world

needs onto a requirements model. Requirements

validation ensures the congruency of the system
specification with the goals of the stakeholders [4].

There have been many frameworks proposed for the

analysis of each of the aforementioned RE activities.

Kavakali et al. [4], for one, have offered an exhaustive

summary of the different frameworks used for eliciting,

negotiating, specifying, and verifying requirements.

Despite the multiple theoretical frameworks available for

the representation of these requirements activities, none

of them offers any comprehensive process capable of

producing working models, which captures the detailed

sequence and rationale behind the range of activities from
the point of requirement elicitation to the subsequent

steps of specification and validation.

Generally, each of these frameworks tends to lean

heavily towards either the goal or the process perspective

and in doing so, fails to realize the promise of an RE

strategy founded on the fusion of the two dominant

perspectives. Another potential deficiency detected in

these analytical frameworks resides in their seeming

disregard for the active involvement of stakeholders, a

dimension that has been noted by scholars as an important

aspect of the requirement modeling process [4].

In summary, Kavakali et al. [4] provided an analysis
and critique on the current methods of RE analysis, and

concluded that further research is necessary in order to

arrive at a more holistic appreciation of the analytical

techniques across the RE spectrum. This view was further

echoed by other scholars who argued for the need to

develop an overarching view of RE concepts and

approaches [5, 6].

We thus proposed an alternate model that contributes

to two of the four existing RE activities in this paper:

requirements elicitation and specification. In the System

Development Life Cycle (SDLC), requirements
extraction and specification are the pillars to the

development of any software application. While there

will be significant benefits in incorporating the four
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components in the model, we have modeled only these

two to allow for a more manageable research scope in this

particular study. The elicitation element aids in acquiring

requirements in the context of goals. With these given

requirements, operational specifications are derived to

lead into the design and implementation for the said
system.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses

existing work of the popular approaches to requirements

elicitation and specification. Section 3 provides the

proposal of a RE model that leads to the development of

goal schemas (A goal schema is a template that is used by

many scholars [1, 17, 27] to consolidate goal

information). Section 4 outlines a methodology in

developing the goal schemas. Section 5 examines a case

study of using the methodology. Section 6 analyzes the

proposed model. Finally, Section 7 concludes with some

directions for future research.

2. Related Work

2.1. Goal Elicitation Techniques

The identification of a suitable process, the selection

of methods and techniques are considered as elicitation

(or ground work) in RE—what Kavakali et al. [4]

describe as an understanding of the current organizational

situation and its need for change. Nuseibeh et al. [7]

further operationalized this elicitation procedure as an

instance of the process model which offers an abstraction

of how to conduct a collection of activities, describing the

behavior of one or more agents and their management

resources. In this section, we will be examining how the
current frameworks of goal elicitation as categorized by

Kavakali et al. [4] are consistent or inconsistent with the

above definition.

According to Kavakali et al. [4], Goal-based

Workflow [8], GOMS [9], F3 [10], and i* [11] are

frameworks considered as elicitation approaches in RE.

The Goal-based Workflow views the organization as a

tuple [G, A, R] where G represents a set of goals, A

represents a set of actors, and R represents a set of

resources. Actors collaborate using Resources in order to

attain Goals. The primary interest of this framework is

fixated on goals and the allocation of resources rather
than on activities and procedures [4]. This framework

does not describe how goals relate to organizational

activities or how actors’ goals impact actor collaboration.

The GOMS framework is considered as a technique in

cognitive analysis which focuses on human tasks [4]. The

framework consists of the following elements: goals

(external tasks), activities (internal tasks), device, and

actions. To attain a goal or a desired state, a set of

activities are required. For each activity, actions are

taken. These actions are modeled through a device such

as a method, an agent, a tool, or a technique that induces

the evolution of the system. The disadvantage of the

majority of these cognitive task analytical techniques

currently available is that they focus on routine human

computer interactions. Thus, they capture very low level

operational goals and do not scale up well for strategic
enterprise-wide applications [Preece 1994].

The Objectives Model (OM) of the F3 framework

provides rich formalisms for expressing goals and goal

relationships. The OM is appropriate for describing the

intentional and motivational perspective of the enterprise,

i.e., the enterprise goals along with the hurdles

obstructing goals achievement [4]. It is often termed as a

good ‘conversational’ tool among stakeholders for

understanding current problems and explicitly identifying

future goals and opportunities. However, ambiguities in

goal interpretation can potentially occur as the

relationships among the goals are depicted with alias
names for flexibility. This can culminate into undesirable

outcomes in implementation.

The i* approach provides an intuitive depiction of

organizational work in terms of dependency relationships

among actors. In this analytical technique, the

organization is construed as a network of

interdependencies among actors whereby each of the

actors depends on one another for goals to be

accomplished, tasks to be completed, resources to be

supplied and soft goals to be satisfied. The assumption of

this model is that actors within the organization have
freedom of actions bounded only by the social

constraints. While the i* focuses on relationships between

actors, goals, and tasks, little or no emphasis is placed on

activities and their relationships.

From the above analysis, it is perceivable that the

current frameworks are mainly focusing on eliciting goals

(the why feature), the ‘what feature’, which lays the map

of suitable business processes, is either still missing or

has only been partially addressed in comparison to the

elicitation process prescribed by Nuseibeh et al. [7]. To

compensate for this inadequacy, we put forward a

proposed framework that addresses and encompasses
both the ‘what’ and ‘why’ features in RE. These features

are captured by constructing a framework that formalizes

the operationalization of the business processes (which

thus illustrates the ‘what’ feature) through the use of a

rigorous methodology to elicit goals (which

simultaneously illustrates the ‘why’ feature).

2.2. Goal Specification Techniques

The requirements specification focuses on

operationalizing goals into functional and non-functional

system components. Kavakali et al. [4] purports that

requirement specification should go beyond traditional

functional modeling approaches to encompass modeling
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procedures, which are sensitive to the enterprise context

to accentuate the purpose of the intended system.

Researchers have advocated “increased user

involvement in the systems development process, stating

that the heightened level of participation contributes to

the development of better systems” [15], thereby shaping
a more concise purpose for the intended system.

According to Hayes, user participation enables the

creation of more relevant systemic models of business

processes than those created solely from the perspective

of the analyst, thereby enhancing the fit between the

implemented system and the corporate objectives [39]. It

is, therefore, imperative to initially validate the goals with

the stakeholders (to ensure congruency) before defining

the system components.

According to Kavakali et al. [4], there are four

prevailing frameworks utilized for requirements

specification: the KAOS framework [12], the NFR
Framework [13], the Goal scenario coupling framework

[14], and the GBRAM framework [1]. This section

investigates whether the frameworks have adequately

made provisions to verify the goals with the stakeholders.
The KAOS was derived from machine learning and

adopts a formal methodology in representing goals. The

framework describes a sequence of steps and associated

techniques that can be applied when performing goal

modeling. It takes three inputs (clients’ requirements, a

KAOS meta-model, and a meta-model traversal strategy)
to output Z data and operation schemas. The KAOS

methodology stresses the need to explicitly specify and

structure goals, whilst devoting considerably less

attention to the issue of initial goal identification and

formulation [16]. Even though KAOS is rigorous in

supporting the process of requirements elaboration (from

high level goals that should be achieved by the composite

system to the operations, objects and constraints to be

implemented by the software), there is little evidence to

suggest support or interaction from the stakeholders. By

specifying goals in terms of Z notations, the task of

validating the goals becomes increasingly difficult as
stakeholders may not be familiar with the schematic

representations.

The NFR framework is a comprehensive framework

that provides for the representation of non-functional

requirements in terms of interrelated goals. The model

consists of mainly: goals that represent non-functional

requirements (NFR goals); design decisions (satisficing

goals); arguments in support or against other goals

(argumentation goals); and relationships for relating goals

to other interdependent goals. The NFR framework is

subjective and relative because the non-functional
requirements can be viewed, interpreted, and evaluated

differently by different people [17]. Stakeholders usually

have a better understanding of the general goals they want

to achieve than they do the functionality that should be

exhibited by the desired system [15]. The NFR

framework concentrates on Quality Attribute/Non-

functional attributes (e.g., accuracy and security). These

types of goals will likely pose as sources of

communication and comprehension problems with the

stakeholders. As the name implies, functional
requirements is not part of the framework.

The Goal-scenario coupling approach uses scenarios to

elicit future organizational goals and to operationalize

them in terms of system components. In accordance with

the goal-scenario coupling strategy, the identification of

alternate solutions is addressed through analysis of

possible future scenarios by business experts. This

approach is pivoted on the prerequisite that the goal and

scenario must have already been explicated, which in

itself is a presumptuous argument [26].

The GBRAM framework is a representation for

specifying goals [1]. This model is well suited for
identifying functional requirements which represent

specific behaviors the proposed system should exhibit.

The framework offers prescriptive guidelines on how to

extract goals from different sources into one ordered goal

set termed the goal schema. Goal information is captured

initially and consolidated into a set of goal schemas

which are ultimately translated into a set of requirement

specifications. The schema consists of operationalized

goals, responsible agents, stakeholders, scenarios,

obstacles, and subgoals etc. [15]. The limitations of the

GBRAM includes: an informal method, as opposed to
formal semantics, for goals and thus, it does not support

formal reasoning. While the GBRAM supports a high

degree of stakeholders’ involvement in its framework, we

maintained that the process is resource intensive (since

goals are identified in a semi-formal way using a number

of different sources – an initial study [1] showed that 36

lines of text results in about 19 goals) and may result in

complicated cognitive processing required of the

stakeholders.

It should be clear from the above analysis that there

are rooms for improvements. In particular, there is a need

for a more effective and efficient way of verifying the
goals with the stakeholders. To address this issue,

provisions are made within the proposed framework to

traverse on both ends of the stakeholders and analysts

spectrum. The mid point of these two ends is represented

by schemas. These schemas encapsulate knowledge that

facilitates the high involvement of stakeholders and the

outputs of specifications to be used in system designs.

3. Proposed Model

According to Hoffer et al. [36], systems analysis

focuses on understanding the organization’s strategies,

objectives, structure, and processes. This understanding in

turn is an important aspect of strategic alignment within
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an organization by defining a coherent architecture of

Business-IS strategies and Infrastructure [39, 40]. To this

end, our study puts forward a model whose constructs are

consistent with those as proposed by Henderson &

Venkatraman, Pigneur et al. [39, 40].

This study is formulated upon two premises. Firstly,
the strategy of an organization constitutes the single most

important input (Hackman & Lawler, 1979) by

encompassing the core mission (mission statements,

specific tactics, and output objectives (goals)) that the

organization needs to accomplish. In realizing the core

mission, strategies are derived from the environment,

resources, and history. The strategies determine the work

the organization should be performing and the nature of

the desirable organizational output [20]. Secondly, to be

able to achieve the desired output; the firm

operationalizes these strategies through some

transformational processes [20]. Today, the survival of
many of these organizations is based on transforming

these complex processes to computer based information

systems. The first step in this transformational process is

to create a representation of the organizational domain for

which the information system is being developed. This

representation is often structurally developed to

exemplify, classify, and describe the operational data and

its relationships with the existing business activities.

Figure 1 Model that combines goal elicitation and
specification

3.1. Components Representation

The aforementioned two premises lead to the model in

Figure 1, which adopts a top down approach. In the

model, the ‘business reality’ reflects the environment,

resources and history; the ‘Strategy’ reflects the
organizational strategies, the ‘Operational’ reflects the

operationalization of the strategies, which includes

organizational structure, job descriptions, processes etc.;

and the ‘Structured Representation’ reflects a specific

representation of the organizational domain for which the

information system is being developed. The arrow

between the boxes reflects the transformational process.

After systematically and structurally representing the
organizational domain, the subsequent steps in

developing a system lies in the specification of these

domains as formal representations (the why and the what)

that can be interpreted in the design phase. In

accomplishing this, ‘Goal Schemas’ are used to represent

the consolidation of the ‘why’ features. The combined

output of the ‘Structured Representation’ and ‘Goal

Schemas’ (dotted lines in Figure 1) form the

amalgamation of the ‘what’ and ‘why’ for formal design

purposes.

Goal elicitation and partial specification of the

attributes in the goal schema are achieved through the
goal elicitation process from ‘Structured Representation’

to ‘Goal Schema’ in Figure 1. Attributes not specified at

this stage will be identified by revisiting the existing

operations and stakeholders, since those are considered as

important sources of information. This informal process

is shown in Figure 1 as an arrow connecting the ‘Goal

Schema’ and the ‘Operational’.

3.1.1. Goal Schema

The goal schema (Table 1) in this model is derived

such that it can drive architectural decisions while

simultaneously, be used to verify stakeholder needs. Each

schema consists of a set of attributes derived from the

following criteria: (i) most commonly used attributes in

existing schemas [1, 17, 27-29]; (ii) the attributes should

be able to relate back to the stakeholders (since the

system will be representing their needs and they will be

the ones who will be signing the final contract); (iii) the

attributes should be adequate for use in later design stage
such as developing an Entity-Relationship Diagram (less

informative, ambiguous, and irrelevant attributes will

limit the ability to design well); and (iv) attributes should

be adequate and relevant to elicit early aspects for design

and implementation. Early aspects are crosscutting

concerns that are identified in the early phases of the

software development life cycle, including requirements

analysis, domain analysis and architectural design [37].

Primary

Goal

Name of Goal that was identified in the

OOEM

Description Description of the goal

Action Action to achieve Goal

Agent Object that is responsible to achieve goal
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Stakeholders Objects that claim direct stakes in the goal

Constraints
1 Ways in which the goal can be blocked

Sub Goals Other goals that leads to the achievement of

the goal

Priority Express the importance of the goal to the

stakeholders

Table 1 A template of the attributes in a schema

3.1.2 A Specific Structured Representation: OOEM

Ideally, the ‘Structured Representation’ in Figure 1

should capture the ‘what’ aspect of business operations

and provide the necessary information to easily fill out or

derive the attributes in the goal schema in Table 1. Since
we are unaware of the existence of a methodology that

can be used for systematically creating the structured

representation, we may have to look beyond the scope of

RE elicitation literature for an alternative to fill out as

many of the goal schema attributes as possible and leave

the remaining ones for the revisit step with stakeholders

mentioned above.

The Object Oriented Enterprise Model (OOEM) is one

such alternative. The end result of such modeling

technique matches closely [21,23] the manifestation of

our idea of the “structured representation” because of the

methodology’s ability to capture roles and responsibilities
of organizational actors and their interactions, where the

sequence of interactions can be used to derive business

process and activities. This satisfies the ‘what’ aspect of

RE and provides values for five of the attributes in the

goal schema (see the first five attributes in Table 2).

Furthermore, OOEM was derived from a theory of

reality, Bunge’s ontological principle [25], it should

better reflect the business reality.

3.1.3. Goals from OOEM

Another advantage of using OOEM is that a method

has been developed to deduce goals from it and the

method was shown to possess the capability to capture the

majority of the goals [26]. The missing goals are those

that require additional information and knowledge

beyond what is apparent in the business operations (e.g.,

common sense objectives in a particular business context,

policy and regulation in a specific industry, and etc.).

This is another reason why verifying goals with
stakeholders is important (the arrow between

‘Operational’ and ‘Goal Schemas’ in Figure 1).

1 Constraints, as defined in Table 1, are synonymous with

the concept of obstacles posited by Anton and Potts [41].

4. Method

4.1. Developing the OOEM – representing the

‘what’

The OOEM diagram is developed based on seven rules

proposed by Wand and Woo [21-24]. The fundamental

constructs of OOEM are objects, services, attributes, and
requests. The algorithm for developing the OOEM is,

briefly, as follows. First, identify all the external objects

relevant to the system (i.e., the enterprise) to be modeled.

For each external object, identify all the requests it sends

to the system. For each request, identify the receiving

object, its associated interface attributes and services, and

request it will send out to other objects. The above steps

are repeated until all requests are modeled.

The result of this model is a set of services that needs

to be performed in order to satisfy the external requests,

who are the roles to respond to the requests, and how are

these roles responding (through services) them.

4.2. Eliciting goals from OOEM – representing the

‘why’

The methodology proposed by Wang [26] to deduce

goals from OOEM is based on the semantics of OOEM
constructs, concepts such as stability and emergent

property in Bunge’s Ontology [25], and Linguistic

Negation Interpretation theory [26]. Briefly, the

methodology starts by analyzing the activities inside a

service and use them to form the goal of the service. The

purpose of the request that triggers the service also plays

a major role in determining the goal of the service. Since

an object is composed of services, the goal of the object is

the emergent result of all its services (i.e., a new goal

attended that was not possible by any of the individual

services). The Linguistic Negation Interpretation theory

plays a major role here in forming the emergent goal. The
goals of the subsystem and system are similarly deduced

as the emergent goal of the objects and subsystems,

respectively. Ideally, the goal of the system should be the

same as the goal of the organization.

4.3. Mapping of OOEM goals to schema attributes

Following the design of the OOEM and the elicitation

of the goals, the subsequent step is to map them to the
goal schema. The partial mapping of a service goal is

shown in Table 2, where the service goal is construed as a

primary goal in the schema. While the combination of the

service goals for each of the object forms an emerging

goal, consideration for that goal will not be accounted for

at this point. For future study, we will be aligning the

emerging goals with the goals of the organization.
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OOEM and it Goals Elicited Goal Schema

Attributes

Object requesting service Stakeholders

Object providing service Agent

Service Action

Service goal encompassed in object Primary Goal

Description of Service Goal Description

Sub goals

Constraints

Priority

Table 2 Mapping attributes from OOEM to Schema

From the above table, it is conceivable that the OOEM

and its elicited goals only account for five of the eight

attributes in the goal schema - i.e., neither the OOEM nor

the goal elicitation technique provides any elucidation for
the sub goals, the constraints, and the priority of the

goals. These auxiliary activities are identified after a

verification process with the stakeholders, which will be

discussed below.

4.4. Filling the missing attributes by mapping

schema onto operational information

To determine the remaining attributes and to ensure

high degree of accuracy, it is imperative to revisit the

operationalization component and re-consult the

stakeholders. Through this clarification process, conflicts

can be resolved and hidden goals (goals that were not

exemplified in the processes) are allowed to evolve.

Figure 2 shows an approach to facilitate the identification

of the remaining attributes and the verification of the

existing attributes in the goal schema: 1) for each schema,

identify agent; 2) Resolve any conflicts relating to any
identified attributes with agent – so as to resolve

disagreements and ensuring a higher level of consistency;

3) Identify sub goals by: searching for key words or

phrases that suggest a continual state within the system

(Anton, Brito, Elisa [1, 31, 32] have all adopted this

searching process in their templates); and direct

observation (for it is especially important, for often actors

do not recognize their own subtle dependencies on other

teams nor is it explicit in documents [33]); 4) Elaborate

goals, uncover hidden goals and requirements and refine

them; 5) Identify constraints; and 6) Identify priorities.

In the following section we will demonstrate the
operation of our proposed methodology using a case

study.

5. Applying the approach to a case study

The case study was adopted from a pilot study
conducted by Ali and Zhu [34], in modeling the

application process of a potential candidate of the Sauder

School of Business at University of British Columbia.

The sequences of events are as follows:

• The PhD application process starts with applicant

submitting an application form with payment to the

Faculty of Graduate Studies (FOGS).
• On the successful completion of the above process the

application is sent to the PhD administrator of the

Sauder School of Business along with any

supplemental material from the applicant such as:

undergraduate and graduate universities, Educational

Testing Service (ETS), and referee letters.

Figure 2 Rules to populate remaining attributes in
schema

• The PhD Administrator summarizes data collected,

and forwards it to the School’s PhD Director who in

turn filters out/in the applications.

• The application material is then examined in detail by

the Division PhD advisor who replies to the PhD

director with the final recommendation.

• Letters from the PhD director are sent to the applicant

through PhD administrator after all materials are

authenticated.

The process is finalized when the applicant receives an

offer from FOGS.

For each schema, identify agent

(stakeholder)

Resolve any conflicts relating to any
identified attributes with agent

Identify Sub Goals

+

Elaborate uncover hidden and refine

goals (sub goals)

Identify constraints

Identify priority of goals

Observing

process directly

Identify key

words
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5.1. Developing the OOEM

In the given case study, the external request was the
application for admission to the PhD program. The

FOGS, PhD Administrator, PhD Director, Division

Advisor, and Enrollment Office were the internal objects

while the referee, previous university, ETS etc. were the

external objects.

5.2. Eliciting goals from OOEM

After developing the OOEM, goals were elicited.
Table 3 provides a summary of the goals (service goals)

for each of the agents.

Goals that were extracted from the OOEM

Agent Services Goals

Faculty of

Graduate

Studies

(FOGS)

• Captures all the necessary information

to make a decision

• Make sure transcripts are not fake

• Make sure every body pays

• Make sure students meet minimum

requirement

Enrolment

Office

• Make sure funds are collected

PhD

Administr
ator

• Summarize data and forward

information to PhD director
• Provides feedback and admission

decision to corresponding parties.

• Seeks final approval from FOGS.

PhD

Director

• Filter out/in applications

• Communicates decision to FOGS

Division

PhD

Advisor

• Admits best students.

Table 3 Goals elicited from OOEM

5.3. Mapping of OOEM and its goals to schema

attributes

The roles, services, and attributes of the OOEM with

its elicited goals were mapped to the partial attributes of

schema. Each of the service goals was considered as one

of the Primary Goals. The attribute ‘Action(s)’ was

obtained by examining the ‘Service(s)’ in the OOEM that

was responsible for the fulfillment of the goal. The

attribute ’Stakeholder(s)’ was determined by identifying

all of the other agents that were indirectly related to the

achievement of the goal. Table 4 provides a summary of
the identified attributes for one of the service goals.

AGENT: PhD Administrator

PRIMARY GOAL: Summarize data and forward

information to PhD Director

DESCRIPTION: with a given criteria, applicant

information is summarized so

as to be processed by the PhD

Director

ACTION: process supplementary

application information,
process official transcript,

process reference letter, and

process

TOFFEL/GRE/GMAT scores

STAKEHOLDERS: applicant, referee, ETS,

previous university, FOGS,

PhD Director, division

SUB GOALS:

CONSTRAINTS:

PRIORITY:

Table 4 Attributes identified from OOEM and Goals

5.4. Filling the missing attributes

The remaining attributes of the goal schema were

determined by revisiting the agent that was directly
responsible for the achievement of the goal. We also

attempted to ascertain consistency with the description,

actions, and stakeholders that were indirectly involved.

Conflicts were resolved by one or more of the following

methods: having a discussion with the agent, direct

observations, and examining existing documents that

were directly related to the goal. We then established

through the use of natural language and intuition a set of

sub goals that were considered as ‘personal goals’ by the

agent. These sub goals were then listed in order of

priority relative to the primary goal.
With the agent’s experience and scenarios, we were

able to identify current and potential new constraints of

the primary goal. The remaining attributes for the schema

are presented in Table 5.

AGENT: PhD Administrator

PRIMARY

GOAL:

Summarize data and forward

information to PhD Director

DESCRIPTI

ON:

with a given criteria, applicant

information is summarized so as to be

processed by the PhD Director

ACTION: process supplementary application

information, process official

transcript, process reference letter, and

process TOFFEL/GRE/GMAT scores

STAKEHOL

DERS:

Applicant, Referee, ETS, Previous

University, FOGS, PhD Director,

Division
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SUB

GOALS:

Having the summarized information

prepared in a defined format

Having at least an unofficial summary

submitted before deadline

Having an official summary submitted

on/ before a given deadline

CONSTRAIN
TS:

-collecting scores from different
sources

ETS (MBA’s Office).

-data from the different sources that

were used to prepare the defined

format.

-summary are in different

format (hard copy, email,

attachments).

PRIORITY: - having at least an unofficial

summary

submitted before deadline.

- having the summarized information

prepared in a defined format.
- having an official summary

submitted

on/ before a given deadline.

Table 5 Attributes of Schema

Schematic representations were derived for every primary

goal of every agent.

6. Analysis

While the model and the case study do not provide the

level of rigor typified for model validation, it does offer

some insights. In this section we discuss the potential

value of our framework.

6.1. The use of ‘what’ and ‘why’

One common problem in RE is the stakeholders’ lack

of understanding of their own requirements. One possible

solution in dealing with this complexity is to provide

technical requirements that are easily comprehensible to

the intended stakeholders [15]. In the framework (Figure

1), the challenge of this complexity was dealt with by the

OOEM. The OOEM provides an extensive understanding

through a formal methodology of how human beings

perceive an organizational process. It has attained a level

of abstraction (requests, services and roles) that could be

readily interpreted by stakeholders.

Following the formal illustration of the key roles
within the system that address the external request, the

subsequent stage in the framework (Figure 1) is to

identify the goals (the ‘why’) for each role. This provides

the motivation and rationale to justify software

requirements.

The advantage of having both the ‘why’ and ‘what’

combined systematically is to fill the gaps and resolve

any informational ambiguities that stakeholders may have

with regard to the system. Also, the combination reduces

any sort of ambiguities that the analyst may have in

interpreting the needs of organization. From a
practitioner’s point of view, this contribution is cost

effective in many dimensions (having a shorter time

frame in capturing requirements since both parties are

clear on the needs, and developing a system that

accurately reflects the functional needs of the

organization).

6.2. Ease of relating back to the stakeholders

The requirement specification based on formal

terminology often serves as a contract with the

stakeholders. These specifications are sometimes in the

form of mathematical notations such as z. If stakeholders

are unfamiliar with these notations, or have not been

trained in formal specification procedures then the

requirements documents may be deemed as cumbersome

and intimidating. Since requirement specification

documents often serve as a form of contractual obligation,

it is essential to supply stakeholders with information in a

comprehensible vocabulary in which they may actively

participate [15].
We have confronted the challenge of providing a

language that stakeholders can understand through the

design of schematic templates. The attributes of the

templates are expressed in the form of language that can

be easily understood and communicated to the

stakeholders. The initial attributes of templates were

realized through a heuristic associated with the

methodology of the OOEM. But not all of the attributes

were captured in this process. The remainder of the

attributes has to be determined through a semi-formal

process i.e., revisiting the agent and stakeholders and
trying to resolve conflicts, constraints and priorities.

In the case study, when relating back to the

stakeholders, we found that they all understood the

requirements as specified in the templates and

demonstrated very little difficulty in the cognitive process

of negotiation. The exercise was thus less resource

intensive and conflicts were easily resolved.

We are confident that the ease of relating back to the

stakeholders was attributed to the development of the

OOEM as it facilitated a coherent understanding with the

stakeholders, thus increasing the comprehensibility. As

identified by Anton [1], stakeholders tend to express their
requirements more in terms of operations and processes

rather than goals and objectives [15, 35].
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6.3. Targeting sources for missing information

When re-consulting with the stakeholders (represented

by the line between the Operational and Goal Schema in
Figure 1), we found that not all of the attributes were

identified. As such we decided to reference the existing

documentation in the organization. Since we were able to

identify over 80% of the attributes in the template,

finding sources for the remainder were relatively

straightforward. We narrowed the information sources to

the documentation relating to the agent directly and

indirectly. In this process we gained the advantages in the

form of a reduced search cost.

This process resulted in additional contribution to the

analysts for they were able to uncover hidden sub goals
and supporting information to some concepts which

initially were not intuitively sound.

7. Conclusion and Future Research

In the Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC), the

requirements analysis stage is considered as the main
feature that predominantly defines the relative success of

software application projects [7]. The engineering

discipline within this stage of RE comprises primarily of

identifying the ‘what’ and ‘why’ aspects of the system

[5]. In this paper we provided a framework and a

methodology of combining the ‘what’ and ‘why’ aspects

in RE. In combining the two, we first identified the

‘what’ by deriving an OOEM framework that represents a

high level abstraction of the business processes and

activities. From this framework, we then identified the

‘why’ through the elicitation of goals from the OOEM.
These goals were then consolidated into a schematic

representation. Through these steps, we found that the

iterative process of resolving conflicts and converging to

a common understanding with the stakeholders were

neither time consuming nor resource intensive. We

believed that by assimilating the ‘what’ with the ‘why’,

stakeholders are in a better position of understanding the

‘why’ potentially leading to subsequent higher level of

system acceptance.

In addition, we attempted to combine two aspects of

goal analysis: elicitation and specification. Requirements

elicitation, as defined by [4] is the process of
understanding the organizational situation that the system

under consideration aims to improve and describing its

needs and constraints. Requirements specification

involves mapping real world needs onto a requirements

model. We achieved this by using the OOEM framework,

its goal deduction method, and by developing a goal

schema consisting of several attributes.

While this paper does not claim the proposed

framework to be a substitute for other modeling

approaches in goal analysis, its assimilation of

requirements elicitation and specification offers an

alternative and novel technique of aligning stakeholders’

expectations with system design interpretations as

conceived by analysts and developers.

In developing the goal schema, one important

consideration to be noted when identifying the attributes
is that the schema should possess the capability to be

easily utilized by system designers. In a preliminary study

that is not within the scope of this paper, we were able to

derive use case diagrams and found that with the

combination of these use cases and the OOEM, an ER

model can emerge.

From this proposed framework some of the potential

directions for future research lie in the following areas:

(i) The strategy and policy of a company are also very

important to the goal of a department, but OOEM-base

goal modeling is unable to identify any of these [26]. To

combat this challenge, we propose a link between
‘Strategy’ and ‘Goal Schema’ (Figure 1). An alignment

can then be determined between the strategic

organizational goals and the operational goals (goals

identified through the OOEM). One possible approach of

creating the link between the ‘Strategy’ and the ‘Goal

Schema’ (Figure 1) is through the i* framework [11].

(ii) We intend to match and align the personal goals of

the stakeholders with the sub goals of the organization

(i.e. the goals derived from the strategy) and propose a

formal methodology for prioritizing these sub goals.

(iii) We intend to develop more formal representations
apart from the goal schemas for the requirements

specification. These representations will focus towards

the design of system applications.

(iv) Finally, we intend to conduct more case studies. In

this preliminary study, we have developed a methodology

to elicit early aspects of the RE process in terms of goals.

This work, however, needs to be further validated.
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Abstract—This position paper introduces means of designing
business processes that fit a more strategic business model. Our
proposal focuses on value webs and risk mitigation as important
forces for process design and management. Value webs are
defined as a constellation of value exchanges, and risks are
defined on flows of different kinds, such as financial flow and
goods flow. In this article we try to move from business models to
process models in a systematic way based on dependencies
between activities and risk mitigation choices.

Index Terms—business model, activity dependency, risk
mitigation, value web, process model

I. INTRODUCTION

Business process models explain how agents co-ordinate
their respective activities to achieve a common goal. But how
can we be sure that an operational business process does
support these common goals? How can we be sure that the
goals are well understood by the agents and that all agents
have converging goals? If we focus on the process activities,
we can note that some of them may be considered as truly
value-creating activities in that they contribute to the
achievement of the formulated goals; others may be seen as
being more of a coordinative or supporting nature, in that they
facilitate the communication among the agents.

In order to draw the border line between these two groups of
activities, and in order to align each process activity with one
or more common goals, we need to introduce another level of
description of the business collaboration that explains that
“what” and “why” of the collaboration of the agents while the
process model details the “how”. This means that the business
model describes entities like values, value propositions, agents
and resource exchanges, while the process model focuses on
procedural aspects like control flow. A link between the
operational process model and the upper-level business model
seems important with regards to the fact that the business goals
may evolve over time, and hence should be reflected in the
business process model.

Aligning process models with business models raises two
major questions. First, what are the basic concepts in a
business model? Secondly, how should the gap between
business models and process models be filled? In this paper,
we outline answers to these questions. In particular, we argue
that risks and risk management are important forces in process
design, and we discuss how risk mitigation instruments

influence business and process models.
In section II, we introduce a number of basic concepts in

business models and contrast two different views of business
models. We also summarise previous work on risk
management and methods for moving from business models to
process models. In section III, we outline an integrated
ontology of the two views on business models and present an
integrated methodology for including risk mitigation
instruments in business and process models. In the final
section, we summarise the work and suggest directions for
further research.

II. GROUND WORK – STATE OF THE ART.

A. Business model definition

A complete business model, as described by Osterwalder
[1], details a general view of the context of a business. This
global view includes, as main concepts, the customer that
expresses a demand the business tries to meet with a value
proposition, composed of offerings. The value proposition of a
bundled product, for instance, would include a personal
computer, the pre-installed and configured Operating System,
and additional services, as home delivery. In order to be able
to provide this proposition, totally different from selling only
parts of it, through a fit distribution channels, the business is
required to set-up a fit infrastructure, and eventually call upon
some partners within contractual agreements in order to obtain
missing resources. Some of our previous work (see [3])
proposed to describe, in addition, the (economic) motivation
for each partner involved in the model as a set of
compensations provided against his participation. A
compensation may be financial (money), material (resource,
information) or less tangible (market knowledge, trust…). This
concept has been introduced to bridge the gap with the value-
oriented work of Gordijn (see [5]).

The concepts of the business model, as described above, are
shown in the form of a UML class diagram in Fig. 1.

We depict, in [3], a business model from the perspective of
a single enterprise, highlighting its environment and concerns
for facing a particular demand and turning it into profit.

A new business model is, from our point of view described
in [4], defined according to the value proposition it sustains.
Any change in the model, as involving a new actor, another
product feature, or the use of another resource, defines a new

Integrated Methodology for linking business
and process models with risk mitigation

Maria Bergholtz, Bertrand Grégoire, Paul Johannesson,
Michael Schmitt, Petia Wohed and Jelena Zdravkovic
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business model if and only if it matters to the customer (and
hence changes the value proposition).

Let us take the case that a company justifies a high product
price with the saving of jobs in his local country where it
claims that it recruits only local labour force. If a customer that
bought the product phones up the company help-desk and
finds out that he speaks with a global customer support in Asia
that may change his perception of the product value. In this
case, the promise of a local production is seen by [4] as being
part of the value proposition.

A modification in the model that is of no interest to the
customer (i.e., that is not visible in the value proposition, as
any of its offerings) does not define a new business model, but
only an alternative way of doing the same business.

Fig. 1 Business Model Ontology: the core pillars

B. Value web model definition

Other approaches, following [5], focus on the value
constellation, as the set of value transfers that holds between
all the actors involved in a business model. This value web
describes the value objects that agents exchange in different
value transfers, and the retribution they earn therefore.

An actor is perceived by its environment as an independent
economic entity. A value object is something of value to an
actor, such as goods, services, money and even consumer
experiences. An actor uses a value port to show to its
environment that it wants to provide or request value objects.
A value port has a direction, inbound or outbound. A value
interface consists of inbound and outbound value ports of an
actor. Groupings of inbound and outbound ports model
economic reciprocity: a value object is delivered via one value
port and another value object is expected in return via another
value port. A value exchange connects two value ports of
opposite directions of different actors with each other. It
represents one or more potential trades of value objects
between these value ports. The main concepts of a value web
(based on e3-value models) are described in Fig. 2.

Such an approach encompasses the whole network of
partners that realize the business model, with respect to the
business model (above) that focuses on a particular enterprise.
Any modification in the network (adding an actor or a new
value transfer) defines another value web. We may therefore
define an equivalence relation amongst value webs that
partitions them according to the business model they fulfil, that

is: the value transfers that involve the final customer(s),
namely the value proposition they provide.

Fig. 2 Value web meta-model

C. Business process model

A business process, as outlined by [2] or [5] and used in the
Efficient toolset to design and validate business transactions
(see [7]), describes a sequence of activities contributing to the
fulfilment of some goal of the business model, often by
producing a result output. Therefore, it focuses on:
• The flow of value objects exchanged and its ordering.
• The flow of supportive information, facilitating the

coordination and communication among the business
partners of the process.

We focus in this article on the sequencing of the value
transfers, and leave the harvesting of the flow content for a
latter work, even if some paths are already suggested in [4].

D. Binding value web and processes

In order to design a sound process model that would match
the value web implementing the business model, we
complement, in [6], the value web described above by a so
called activity dependency model, which identifies, classifies,
and relates activities needed for executing and co-ordinating
value transfers. By imposing dependencies on activities, we
(weakly) constrain the succession order of value transfers.
Several types of dependencies are proposed including trust,
flow, and duality dependencies. Trust dependencies express
that one value transfer has to be carried out before another as a
consequence of low trust between the involved agents; an
example could be a down payment. A flow dependency
expresses that a resource obtained from one activity is needed
as input to another activity. A duality dependency relates two
reciprocal value transfer activities. These dependencies can be
declaratively stated, have a clear business motivation, and can
be used to (partially) derive a process model from a value web
model.

E. Relating business model and processes

The complementary work of [4] defines risks and risk
management as important forces for process design and
management. Risks are defined on flows of different kinds,
such as financial flow and goods flow, namely on any kind of
value object transfer. Typical risk mitigation instruments are
identified that are publicly available (depending on the type of
flow) and may be used to tackle important risks. On Financial
flow, we may as an example, cite the well-known Letter of
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Credit, which completely excludes the risks of non-payment
and non-delivery for both parties by the introduction of trusted
intermediaries. Less expensive alternatives include payment of
open account, payment in advance or cash payment; see [4] for
more.

Some of the activity dependencies of [6] are related to the
mentioned risk mitigation instruments, e.g. a state of lack of
trust between two agents involved in a value transfer may
result in a change/extension of the corresponding value web
and/or process model in terms of a certain order of payment, a
down payment etcetera.

We will discuss how risk mitigation instruments may be
used in this manner in the design of business and process
models in the following section.

III. INTEGRATED METHODOLOGY

The methodology we are applying consists of the following
three steps (see Fig. 3).

1. Construction of business model.
2. Partial derivation of a value web model from the

business model
3. Detailing the value web model into process model

The approach we suggest facilitates requirements elicitation
for business and process design by enabling designers to
express requirements on the right level. Instead of expressing
requirements as detailed and low-level constraints on activities
in specific business processes, designers can formulate the
requirements in business-oriented terms. These requirements
will then, through the proposed methodology, provide a basis
for the process design.

For the first step, construction of business models, we adopt
the methodology proposed by Osterwalder [1]. For the second
step, the construction of value web model, we argue that it can
be partially derived form the business model. Finally, for the
third step, i.e. the transition to process model we are relying on
the methodology proposed in [6].

In the first part of this section the relationship between
business and value web models is described, in order to clarify
the partial derivation of a value web model from a business
model. The second part of the section exemplifies how risks
mitigation management influences the business models, value
web models and process models. Based on this, at the end of
the section, a refined methodology consolidating the risk
mitigation instruments into the three-step methodology
outlined above is proposed. This consolidation is shown in
Fig. 3.

Business Model Business Process
Model

Value Web Model
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

BMO notation&
methodology

e3-value
notation

BPMN

Value
Propo
sition

Value
conf.

Resou
rce

Part
ship

Cust .

Customer
Interface

Seller
Business

Model
Infrastructure
Management

Risk Mitigation Instruments

Fig. 3 applied methodology

A. Comprehensive Ontology

An attempt to integrate all the concepts evocated above is
described in Fig. 4, where we link between the concepts at the
heart of the business model ontology (see section II.A) on the
one hand, and value webs with risk mitigation instruments on
the other (see section II.D). This integrated view highlights
the contribution of the Partnership in describing, in the
business model, the notions seen in the value web as value
transfers between agents. Resources and compensations are
both considered as value objects exchanged during such
transfers. Partnerships, moreover, might describe soft goals
and risks, as explained in [4].

The BMO concepts relevant to the focus of the value web
are mainly described in the infrastructure pillar of the model.
This pillar details the Value Configuration required for being
able to provide a given value proposition to the customer. This
configuration consists of a set of required resources, and
partnerships eventually established to provide these latter.
Economic Compensations are given to partners, against their
contribution that generally consist of money or resources, but
may be less tangible (as strategic information, or trust).

Fig. 4 Chaining Ontology
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B. Deriving value web from a business model

The value transfers of a value web can be derived from the
business model. The following elements of a business model
allow the partial creation of a value web that corresponds to
the business model, as already shown in Fig. 4:

• Partnerships that provide resources necessary for the
manufacturing of the value proposition

• Compensations that flow to the partners that provide
resources.

• The delivery of the final value proposition to the end-
customer

C. Risk Mitigation Instruments

Risks and the handling of risks through risk mitigations
instruments influence a business process. Three different
categories of risk mitigation instruments are identified: risk
mitigation instruments that influence the business model, i.e.
the value proposition; risk mitigation instruments that do not
influence the business model but the value web model only;
and risk mitigation instruments that influence the process
model only, i.e. neither the business model nor the value web
model. These are illustrated through an example.

Suppose we have the very simple base line case of a
Customer purchasing goods from a Seller. A very simple
process model in BMO notation (in which for simplicity the
financial aspect is left out) and a value web model in e3-value
notation are drawn in figure 5 and 6 respectively, they state the
two ends of the refinement proposed in the second step of the
methodology. For the sake of readability the BMO illustration
(Fig. 5) recalls the main concepts of the model in shaded boxes
and the instances of our current example as white boxes.

Value
Proposition

Value
configuration

Capability

Partnership

Customer

Goods

Delivery

Making and
delivering

goods

Sell goods ,
get money

Deliver
goods

Buyer

Customer Interface

Offer

Seller Business
Model

Infrastructure
Management

Fig. 5: business model of our simple case

Fig. 6: corresponding value web model

a) Risk Mitigation Instruments that influence the
Business Model

In a sub-ideal situation there is a risk that the goods may not
be delivered properly. Depending on the situation, the buyer,
the seller or both could choose to take or offer an insurance
against this. Assuming that the Seller offers insurance for this,
the business model will change as an insurance offer is added

to the value proposition from Seller to Customer (see Fig. 7).
This is further exemplified in the e3-value model of Fig. 8,
where the Value Interface between Seller and Buyer is now
changed with respect to the base line business model (the new
Actor Insurance Company may be part of the new business
model or be omitted).

Other risks instruments exist that do change the exact terms
of the Value Proposition, and hence define a new business
model, for instance by adding features to the product finally
delivered to the customer

Value
Proposition

Value
configuration

Capability

Partnership

Customer

Goods

Delivery

Making and
delivering

goods

Sell goods,
get money

Deliver
goods

Buyer

Customer Interface

Offer

Seller Business
Model

Infrastructure
Management Insurance

Arrange
insurance cert .

Insurance
company

Fig. 7: BMO, extended business model for insurance

Fig. 8: e3-value model, extended value web for insurance

b) Risk Mitigation Instruments that influence the Value
Web Model

Identified risks may also be tackled in a way that is
transparent to the final customer, that is: without modifying
any term of the product he gets.

For instance, another risk is that the buyer may not pay. To
mitigate this risk the seller may make a credit check of the
buyer before accepting the order. This means there is an
additional actor involved, namely the credit company.
Technically, indeed, it does not influence the value proposition
from seller to buyer and therefore the business model is
considered to be unchanged. Such a risk mitigation instrument
is introduced at the level of value-web.

See Fig. 9, (in which the only difference from the model in
Fig. 5 is the introduction of a new responsibility/capability in
the infrastructure management). However, the presence of a
new actor certainly changes the value web model, where the
actors involved in a business process provides a basic element
of the approach. This change is depicted in Fig. 10.
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Value
Proposition

Value
configuration

Capability

Partnership

Customer

Goods

Delivery

Making and
delivering

goods

Sell goods,
get money

Deliver
goods

Buyer

Customer Interface

Offer

Seller Business
Model

Infrastructure
Management

Check Buyer's
credibility

Credit card
company

Fig. 9: BOM, business model for credit check

c) Risk Mitigation Instruments that influence the
Process Model.

Some risk mitigation instruments only involve additional
communication among actors already existing with regard to
the base line business model. Some examples of such
instruments are sending reminders or notifications. These risk
mitigation instruments are also implementation alternatives for
the base line business model but in this case no new actors or
value transfers are added neither to the base line business
model nor to the value web and hence are not represented in
e3-value models.

Fig. 10 e3-value model, extended value web for credit check

D. Integrated methodology

According to the different risk groups described above, the
following method for including risk mitigation instruments into
the business to process modelling method, as illustrated in Fig.
3 and discussed in the beginning of this chapter, is suggested:

1. Start by constructing a business model that identifies
the main customers and the value proposition offered to
them (including compensations).

2. For each value proposition, identify all risks that may
occur and determine whether they should be managed
or not.

3. For each risk to be managed, determine what risk
mitigation instrument to use.

4. For each risk mitigation instrument to use, determine
whether it can be modelled in the business model and if
so, extend the business model accordingly.

5. Derive a partial baseline value web from the business
model.

6. For each value transfers, identify all risks that may
occur (and that are not already handled in the business
model) and determine whether to manage them.

7. For each risk to be managed, determine which risk
mitigation instrument to use, some instruments might

not be available from soft goals.
8. For each risk mitigation instrument to use, determine

whether it can be modelled in the value web and if so,
extend the value web accordingly.

9. Construct a process model that is compatible with the
extended value web, extended to handle each risk
mitigation instrument that was not handled in the
business model (step 5) or the value web (step 10),
applying, for instance, the procedure detailed in [6].

Alternative process models may be designed for the same
value web by selecting other risk mitigation instruments in
steps 4 or 9.

This methodology should enable requirements expressed in
business-oriented terms to be used at the right moment in the
process design, while staying aligned with the practical
solutions available in the current business environment.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this position paper we have introduced some systematic
approach regarding the understanding of the "why" behind a
process model in terms of business model achievement. We
have therefore briefly outlined how risk analysis and risk
mitigation instruments can be used for the purposes of
business and process modeling. The approach is based on a
methodology that suggests a systematic and stepwise
development of a process model from a business model.

The natural continuation of this work is, hence, a thorough
definition and test of this first draft of integrated methodology.
One part of our future work will be related to the evaluation of
the fitness of these techniques for reasoning about "business
goals".

Other interesting areas for further work are:
• Reverse engineering application (from existing process

models to a value web and a business model)
• Evaluate the pertinence of business models: the

engineering process described in our methodology is an
accurate means of highlighting goals conflicts between the
actors involved in the business model. Such models, with
heavy contradiction, should maybe not be driven further by
the business.

• Define/reveal new business models by adding value-full
features to existing ones. These features are revealed
during the iterative methodology, since the introduction of
alternative risk mitigation instruments inherently adds new
features to the business model (as the adding of the
insurance company, in Fig. 7 adds value onto the former
value proposition). Such features might be an input for
further business development.

Finally, it is worth mentioning the work of [8], where an
approach on trust management is proposed. It is related to ours
in the sense that lack of trust or low trust on some partners can
be considered as a risk. However, we also consider some risks,
such as currency fluctuation, damage to the goods, etc, that are
not related to the level of trust that holds between the business
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partners. Furthermore, while the approach in [8] focuses on
checking the consistence of a process model against the
relevant business model, we are also dealing with the
construction of a process model based on a business model.
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